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CHAPTER XIII.

DETERMINANTS.

127. Elementary Sfotions and Definitions.—This chapter

will be occupied with a discussion of an important class of

functions which constantly present themselves in analysis,

These functions possess remarkable properties, by a knowledge

of which much simplification can be introduced into many
operations in both pure and applied mathematics.

The function aib^ + aj)i, of the four quantities

«i, b„

is obtained by assigning to a and h, written in alphabetical order,

the suffixes 1, 2, and 2, 1 , corresponding to the two permutations

of the numbers 1, 2, and adding the two products so formed.

Similarly, the function

a^biCi + a-ibiCi + aib^Ci + a.hiCz + fla^iCz + dzhci, (1)

of the nine quantities

«!, bi, Ci,

Qi, 62, Cj,

«a, bs, Cj,

is obtained by adding all the products abc which can be formed

by assigning to the letters (retained in their alphabetical order)

suffixes corresponding to all the permutations of the numbers

1, 2, 3. The whole expression might be represented by {abe),

or any other convenient notation, from which all the terms

could be written down.

VOL. n. B



2 Determinants.

The notation (ahcd) might he employed to represent a

similar function of the 16 quantities fli, hi, Ci, di, a,, &c., con-

sisting of 24 terms, which can all be written down by the aid

of the 24 permutations of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4.

And, in general, taking n letters a, b, c, . . . I, we can w rite

down a similar function consisting of « (w - 1) (« - 2) .... 3. 2. 1

terms, this being the number of permutations of the first n num-

bers, 1, 2, 3 ... w.

Now the functions above referred to, which are of such

frequent occurrence in mathematical analysis, differ from those

just described in one respect only, viz. : of the 1. 2. 3 ... ?*

(which is an even number) terms, half are affected with posi-

tive, and half with negative signs, instead of being all positive,

as in the expression written down on the preceding page.

We shall now give some instances of the functions which

will be discussed in this chapter. They occur most frequently

as the result of elimination from linear equations. If, for

example, x and i/ be eliminated from the equations

ttiX + bi!/ = 0, ttiX + hiy = 0,

the result is a^b^ - ajb^ = 0.

Again, the result of eliminating x, y, z from the equations

a^x + b^y + c,2 = 0,

aiX + h^y + CjZ = 0,

a^ + b^y + C3Z = 0,

is, as the student will readily perceive by solving from two of

the equations and substituting in the third,

WiijCs - a\biC-i + flz^sC, - ffj^iCs + «3&iC2 - aa^aCi = ; (2)

and this function differs from (1) given on the preceding page

only in having three of its terms negative, instead of having

the six terms positive.

Similarly, the process of elimination from four linear equa-

tions gives rise to a function of the sixteen quantities «„ 61, Ci,
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rfi, flj ^2, &c., which differs from the function above represented

by {abed) only in having twelve of its terms negative.

Expressions of the kind here described are called Determi-

nants.* The notation by which they are usually represented was

first employed by Oauchy, and possesses many advantages in the

treatment of these expressions. The quantities of which the

function consists are arranged in a square between two vertical

lines. For example, the notation

a, bi

rtj bi

represents the determinant aib^ - aj)y.

Similarly, the expression on the left-hand side of equation (2)

is represented by the notation

a, 6i Ci

a^ O2 e<i

f>3 63 C,

And, in general, the determinant of the n' quantities

«i, bi, Ci . . . li, tti, bi, &c., is represented by

(3)

By taking the n letters in alphabetical order, and assigning

to them suffixes corresponding to the n{n - l){n -2) . . . 3. 2.

1

permutations of the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . n, all the terms of the

determinant can be written down. Half of the terms must

receive positive, and half negative signs. In the next Article

«!
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.

the rule will be given bj which the positive and negative terms

are distinguished.

The individual letters «i, hi, Ci, . . . flj, ... &o., of which a

determinant is composed, are called constituents, and by some

writers ekments. Any series of constituents such as a^, bi, Ci,

.../,, arranged horizontally, form a row of the determiuant

;

and any series such as a,, a-t, ((3, . . . a„, arranged vertically,

form a column. The term line will sometimes be used to

express a row or column indifferently.

128. Rule ^ith regard to Signs.—It is evident from

the preceding Article that each term of the determinant will,

since it contains all the letters, contain one constituent (and only

one) from every column ; and will also, since the suffixes in each

term comprise all the numbers, contain one constituent (and only

one) from every row. We may therefore regard tlie square

array (3) of Art. 127 as the symbolical representation of a

function consisting in general oi n {n - l)(n - 2) ... 3. 2. 1

terms, comprising all possible products which can be formed by

taking one constituent and one only from each row, and one

constituent and one only from each column. All that is

required to give perfect definiteness to the function is to fix tlie

sigu to be attached to any particular term. For this purpose

the following two rules are to be observed :

—

(1). The term ai/jic^ . . . l„, formed by the constituents situated

in the diagonal drami from the left-hand top corner to the right-

hand bottom corner, is positive.

This is called the leading or principal term. In it the suffixes

and letters both occur in their natural order ; and from it the

sign of any other term is obtained by the following rule :

—

(2). I'he sign ofany other term is positive or negative, according

as it contains among its suffixes an even or odd number of inversions

of order as compared with the suffixes of the leading term.

The letters are supposed to retain the alphabetical order,

and an " inversion " is said to occur whenever any higher
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number precedes a lower among' the suffixes. In the term

OsbiCidi, for example, tliere are four inversions, the number 3

occurring before 1 and before 2, and 4 occurring before 1 and

before 2. Similarly, asbtCidiei contains six inversions, as the

student will readily perceive. The following will be found to

be a useful modification of this rule :

—

A transimfiition {or inter-

change) of two adjacent suffixes alters the sign of a term. For it

is easy to see that any such transposition is equivalent to the

gain or loss of one inversion. No inversion, in fact, in the

series is disturbed by the process, except such as depends on

the relative position of the two adjacent suffixes when com-

pared with one another. If before transposition these suffixes

are in their natural order, one inversion is gained by the

process; but if not, one is lost. In the arrangement 5342716,

for example, the interchange of 2 and 7 introduces one addi-

tional inversion, the number being thus increased from eleven

to twelve. The sign of the corresponding term in the deter-

minant is therefore altered from - to +.

It is easy now to justify the remark in Art. 127, that a

determinant contains an equal number of positive and negative

terms. For, from any term another can be derived which

differs from the first only by the transposition of the last two

suffixes, and these are the only two terms which agree in the

order of permutation of the first n-2 suffixes. All the terms,

therefore, can be arranged in pairs such that if the first is

positive, the second is negative, and vice versa.

Examples.

1. What is the sign of the term aihcidsei in tlie determinant of the 5th order p

The question is, How many inversions of order occur in 34251 ; or, How many

interchanges will change the order 12345 into 34251 ? Here, when 3 is inter-

ohanged with 2, and afterwards with 1, it comes into the leading place, thi' order

becoming 31246. Again, the interchange in 31245 of 4 with 2, and afterwards

with 1, presents the order 34125. The interchange of 2 with 1 gives the order

34216 ; and finally, the interchange of 6 with 1 gives the required order 34251.

Tlius there are in all six interchanges ; and therefore the required sign is positive.
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The general mode of proceeding may plainly be stated as follows :—Take the

figure which stands first in the required order, and move it from its place in the

natural order 1234 . . . into the leading place, counting one displacement for each

figure passed over. Take then the figure -whicli stands second in the required order,

and move it from its place in the natural order into the second place ; and so on. If

the numher of displacements in this process be even, the sign is positive ; if it he

odd, the sign is negative.

2 . What is the sign of the term ashcedseifyi in the determinant of the 7th order ?

Here two displacements bring 3 to the leading place ; five displacements then

bring 7 to the second place ; four then bring 6 to the third place ; three then bring

5 to the fourth place ; the figure 1 is in its place ; and finally, one displacement

brings 4 into the sixth place. Thus there are in all fifteen displacements ; and the

required sign is therefore negative.

3. Write down all the terms of the determinant

ai bi ci d\

ti2 bz c% di

fl3 ^3 cz ds

Ui bi Ci di

The six permutations of suffixes in which the figure 1 occurs first are

1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 1432.

The six corresponding terms are, as the student will easily see by applying the-

Rule (2), as in the previous examples,

aibnczdi — ailiCidz + a\bzCid2 — aiiscidt + aibiC^ds — aihiCsdi.

The other eighteen terms, corresponding to the permutations in which the figures

•, 3, 4, respectively, stand first, are as follows :

—

aibiCidz — aibiCidi + tnbacidt — a%bzcidi 4 aibiddi — atbicida

+ OibiC^i — a^bicidt + azbiCidi — azbiadi + asbiddi — asbtadi

+ aibicsdi — aibiadi + UihiCidz — (libzCidi + atbiCidi — aib^cidi.

4. Show that any interchange of two sufBxes (the letters retaining their order)

alters the sign of a term.

For, if there are m elements between the two whose suffixes are interchanged,

the proposed transposition can he effected by 2»j + 1 transpositions of adjacent

suffixes. By the aid of this proposition the sign of a term can usually be found
by a smaller number of transpositions than is required in the general method
described in Ex. 1. Thus, in Ex. 2, five transpositions are enough to fix the sign

of the term, viz. : first, of 1 with 3, and then in succession 1 with 6, 1 with 4,

1 with 5, and finally 2 with 7. The determination of the smallest number of

transpositions necessary for this purpose is easily shown to depend on an elementary
proposition in the theory of substitutions. (Compare Chap. XX. of this Vol.)
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5. Show that any interchange of two letters, the order of the suffixes being

retained, alters the sign of a term.

For, if two letters he interchanged, and the coiTesponiling elements then inter-

changed, the entire process is equivalent to an interchange of suffixes. If, for

example, in aih-iCzd^^e^, h and e be interchanged, we derive aie^czdib^, which is equal

to aii5C3<f4«2 ; and this is derived from the given term hy transposition of the suffixes

2 and 5.

6. Show that if any two adjacent figures be moved together over any number

m of figures, the sign is unaltered.

For if they be moved separately, the whole process is equivalent to a movement

over 2m figures.

7. Determine the sign to be attached to the second diagonal term, viz.

flnJii-i «n-2 • . . kill, in the determinant of the «"> order.

Here the number of inversions of order is clearly

(« - 1) + (» - 2) + (« - 3) + . . . + 2 + 1 = l(!Llil.

n("-l)

Hence the required sign is (-1) - .

129. In the propositions of the present and following

Articles are contained the most important elementary properties

of determinants which, by the aid of Cauchy's notation above

described, render the employment of these functions of such

practical advantage.

Prop. I.

—

If any two rows, or any two columns, of a determi-

nant he interchanged, the sign of the determinant is changed.

This follows at once from the mode of formation (Rule (2),

Art. 128); for an interchange of two rows is the same as an

interchange of two suffixes, and an interchange of two columns

is the same as an interchange of two letters ; so that in either

case the sign of every term of the determinant is changed.

(See Exs. 4 and 5, Art. 128.)

By aid of this proposition the rule for obtaining the sign of

any term may be stated in a form which is usually more

convenient for practical purposes tlian that already given. It

will readily be perceived that the general mode of procedure

explained in Ex. 1, Art. 128, is equivalent to the following.
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Bring bj/ movements of rows {or colnunis) the conditucnts of the

term whose dyn is required into the posilion of the leading diagonal.

The sign of the term will be positice or negative according as the

number of displacements is even or odd.

Example.

What sign is to be attached to the term KSnx in the determinant

a h c X
j

a P y 1/ ,

?

I m n c '

K
I..

V Q
\

Here a movement of the fourth row over three rows [i.e. three displacements)

brings A. into the leading place. One displacement of the original second row

upwards brings 3 into the required place in the diagonal term. And one further

displacement of the original third row upwards effects the required arrangement,

bringing \^>ix into the diagonal place. Thus the number of displacements being

odd, the required sign is negative.

130. Prop. II.— Whenever, in any determinant, two rows or

two colunuiH are identical, tlie determinant vanishes.

For, by Prop. I., the interohaiige of these two lines ought

to change the sign of the deteimiuaut A ; but tlie interchauge

of two identical rows or columns cannot alter the determinant

in any way ; hence A = - A, or A = 0.

lyi. Prop. III.

—

The value of a determinant is not altered if

the rows be written as colunni-s, and tlie columns as rows.

For all the terms, formed by taking one constituent from

each row and one from each column, are plainly the same in

value in both cases ; the principal term is identically the same
;

and to determine the sign of any other term (by Prop. I.) the

number of displacements of rows necessary to bring it into the

leading diagonal in the fir>t case iw the same as the number of

disjilaeements of columns nefeh^nry in the second case.
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Example.

01 b\ €\ d\

fl2 ^2 C2 di

az A3 ^3 ^3

ai bi Ci di,

a\ «2 «3 fl4

61 ^2 As A4

(?i C2 C2 C4

di d'-i d% d\

Here tie sign of any term, e.g. aii^oxdz, is the same in both determinants. For

three displacements of rows are required to bring this term into the leading position

in the first determinant ; and the same number of displacements of columns is

required to bring the same constituents into the leading position in the second

determinant.

132. Prop. IV.

—

If every constituent in any line he multiplied

hy the same factor, the determinant is multiplied by that factor.

For every term of the determinant must contain one, and

only one, constituent from any row or any colunin.

Cor. 1. If the constituents in any line differ only by the

same factor from the constituents in any parallel line, the

determinant vanishes.

Cor. 2. If the signs of all the constituents in any line be

ohanged, the sign of the determinant is changed. For this is

•equivalent to multiplying by the factor - 1.

2.
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3. Show that the fnUowing determiuant vanishes :

—

3 15 2

4. Prove the identity
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8. Rediioe the following determinant to one in which the ftrat row shall consist

of units :
—

1
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133. AHnor JUetermiiiants. Definitions.—When in a

determinant any number of rows and the same number of

columns are suppressed, the determinant formed by the

remaining constituents (maintaining their relative positions) is

called a minor determiiiaid.

If one row and one column only be suppressed, the corre-

sponding minor is called a first minor. If two rows and two

columns be suppressed, the minor is called a .second minor ; and

so on. The suppressed rows and columns have common con-

stituents forming a determinant ; and the minor which remains

is said to be complementary to this determinant. The minor

complementary to the leading constituent a^ is called the leading

first minor, and its leading first minor again is the leading seeond

minor of the original determinant.

It is usual to denote a determinant in general by A. We
shall denote by A^ the first minor obtained by suppressing in A
the row and column which contain any constituent a ; by Aa,^

the second minor obtained by suppressing the two rows and two

columns which contain a and j3 ; and so on. Thus Aa repre-

sents the leading first minor, and Aa^, ja or Aa,, j^ the leading

second minor.

The determinant A, formed by the constituents «i, 61, c,, &c.,

is often denoted for brevity by placing the leading term within

brackets as follows :

—

A = {fiib^Ci /„).

The notation 2 + ai^^^s ... 4 is also used to represent A
;

tliis expressing its constitution as consisting of the sinii of a

number of terms (with their proper signs attached) formed by

tiiking all possible permutations of the n suffixes.

134. Uevelopment of Determinants.— Since every term

of any determinant contains one, and only one, constituent from

each row and from each column, it follows that A is a linear and

homogeneous function of the constituents of ant/ one row or an// one
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column. We may therefore write

A = r/i^i + (t^Ai + «3^3 + &o.,

A = b,B, + b^B., + b^B., + &c.

;

or, again, A = a^Ai + bxBy + CiCi + &o.,

A = a^Ai + b^Bt + CiCj + &o.

The student, on referring to Ex. 3, Art. 128, will observe

that the determinant of the fourth order there written at length

is constituted in the way here described, namely,

A = ffi

We proceed to show that in the general case, writing A in

the form
A = aiAi + a-iA-i + (i^As + . . . + a„A„,

the coefficients Ai, A,, As, &o., are determinants of the order

«-l.
In effecting all the permutations of the suffixes 1, 2, 3 .... w,

suppose first 1 to remain in the leading place, as in the example

referred to ; we then obtain 1 . 2 . 3 ....(« — 1) terms which have

fli as a factor, and
UiAi = fl!i2 + baCa . . . l„;

hence

ij Ca d-i
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Thus we conclude that, in general,

A = fliAa^ - <h^a., + <hi^a, - O-i^a^ + &0.

Similarly, we can expand A in terms of the constituents of

any other column, or any row. For example,

A = aiAa^ - fiiAj^ + CiAoj - &c.

If it be required to obtain the proper sign to be attached to

the minor which multiplies any constituent in the expanded

form, we have only to consider how many displacements would

bring that constituent to the leading place. For example, sup-

pose the determinant {a-ihiCidie^ is expanded in terms of its

fourth column, and that it is required to find what sign is to be

attached to d^ Aa^. Here two displacements upwards, and after-

wards three to the left, will bring d^ to the leading place ; hence

the sign is negative. This rule may be stated simply as follows :

Proceed from «! to the constituent under conxideratton along the top

roiv, and down the column containing the constituent ; the number

of letters passed over before reaching the constituent will decide the

sign to he attached to the minor. In the example just given,

beginning at «„ we count a,, Ji, Ci, a!,, d-z, i. e. five ; and this

number being odd, the required sign is negative.

It will be found convenient to retain both notations here em-

ployed for the development of a determinant. The expansion in

t(nms of the minors, with signs alternately positive and negative,

is useful in calculating the value of a determinant by successive

reductions to determinants of lower degree. For some purposes,

as will appear in the Articles which follow, it is more convenient

to employ the notation first given, in which the signs are all

p(i>itive (whatever the row or column under consideration)

and the coefficient (or co-factor) of any constituent represented

by the corresponding capital letter. By substituting for the

capital letter the corresponding minor with the proper .sign,

determined in the manner above explained, the latter notation

is changed into the former.
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Examples.

a\ b\ c\

«2 1)2 Cz

ai b-i e-i
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6. Expand

Determinants

c b d

/

d e / ,

The expansion is a'i- + i^e^ + c'f — Ibcef — Icafd — labde ; the given deter-

minant is therefore equal to the product of the four factors

•y ad + V i« + v^c/", Y ad — -y be — •y f,

— 'y ad + \/ he - \/c/, — \/ad - \/ he + V c/,

a result which is sometirues useful.

7. Prove

1

- 3

1 7

7 -a

7

-/3'

: 1 + a^ + fl2 + 7' + a" + /8'2 + 7'^ + (aa' -r /3S' + 77')^

8. Expand
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135. liaplave's Development of a Determinaut.^—
The expansion explained in the preceding Article is included

in a more general mode of development given by Laplace.

In place of expanding the determinant as a linear function

of the constituents of any line, we now expand it as a linear

function of the minors comprised in any number of lines.

Consider, for example, the first two columns («, /;) of any

determinant ; and let all possible determinants of the second

order («p, bq), obtained by taking any two rows of these two

columns, be formed. Let the minor formed by suppressing

the Up and bq lines be represented by Aj,,^; then the deter-

minant can be expanded in the form S ± {(ipb^ A^,,, where

each term is the product of two complementary determinants

(see Art. 133). To prove this, we observe that every term of

the determinant must contain one constituent from the column

a and one from the column b. Suppose a term to contain the

factor apbq ; tliere must then (interchanging jo and q) be another

term differing only in the sign and the interchange of these

suffixes ; hence, the determinant can be expanded in the form

'2,{apbq) Ap,q; and Ap,q is clearly the sum of all the terms

which can be oblained by permuting in every possible way

the w - 2 suffixes of the letters c, d, e, &c., viz. ± .Ap,,, the

sign being determined in any particular instance by the rule

of Art. 128. This reasoning can easily be extended to the

general case. Let any number p of columns be taken, and all

possible minors formed by taking p rows of these columns.

Each of these minors is to be then multiplied by the comple-

mentary minor, and the determinant expressed as tlje sum of

all such products with their proper signs.

EXAMPIES.

1. Expand the determinant (aiijcarfi) in terms of the minors of the second order

formed from the first two columns.

Employing the hracket notation, we can write down the result as follows :

—

(a\bi) (Mi) - ("1*3) {adi) + (aiJi) (esrfa) + (aa^s) (cK^i) - («ih) (cidi) + (aai^) [eiih)
;

where the sign to he attached to any product is determined by moving the two rows

involved in the first factor into the positions of first and second row. Thus, for

VOL. II. C
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example, since three diaplaoements are required to move the second and fourth rows

into these positions, the sign of the product ifiihi) («i<fe) is negatiye.

2. Expand similarly the determinant (axbiCsdiCt).

Am. (aibi) (C3rf4<6) - (ai*3) iftdia) + (aiJi) (oarfsej) - {«i*») («2<?s«4)

+ (azJs) (sirfies) - («J*4) ("ii^sea) + [aih) (oiA**) + (^ih) {cidiei)

- {"sh) («irf2«4) + ("1*6) i'lihei).

3. Prove the identity

ai
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136. Dcvelo|iinent of a neterminaiit in Products

of the leading Consstitueiits.—In this and the next fol-

lowing Articles will be explained two additional modes of

development which will be found useful in the expansion of

certain determinants of special form. The application which

follows will be sufficient to show how any determinant may
be expanded in products of the leading constituents

—

It is required tp expand the determinant of the fourth order

A bi ci di

02

c

h

di

da

D

according to the products of A, £, C, 1), In order to give prominence to the

leading constituents, we have here replaced rti, Ja, «3, dt by A, B, C, D. When
the expansion is effected, it is plain that the result must be of the form

A s Ao + Z\A + ^K'Ali + ABCD,

where Ao consists of all the terms in which no leading constituent occurs ; "S^A is

the sum of all the terms in which one only of these constituents occurs ; i\'AB is

the sum of all in whioli the product of a pair of the leading constituents is found

;

and ABOJ), the leading term, is the product of all these constituents. It will be

observed that the expansion here written contains no terms of the form K"ABG ; and

it is evident, in general, that the expanded determinant can contain no terms in

which products of all the leading constituents but one occur, since the coefficient

of any such product is the remaining diagonal constituent. It only remains to see

what is the form of Ao, and of the undetermined coefficients h, /i., . . . \', /j.', . .. Sec.

Putting A, B, C, D all equal to zero in the identity above written, we have

Ao

*1
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minor completnentary to B ; and so on. To obtain \', let G and D be made zero ;.

tbe coefficient of AS in the resulting determinant is plainly the second minor

The coefficient of any other product is obtained in a similar manner. Finally ,.

the expansion of A may be written in the form

+ A

+ AB
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Let this be denoted by A', and its leading first minor

iflibiCz . . .) by the usual notation A. The determinant A' may
be said to be derived from A by bordering it, horizontally with

the constituents %, a, /3, 7, . . . , and vertically with the con-

stituents «», a, j3', 7' • • • When A' is expanded, all the terms

which contain «„ are included in a^^. In addition to this, the

expausion will consist of the product of every other constituent

of the first column by every other constituent of the first row,

every such product of two being multiplied by its proper factor.

What this factor is in the case of any product is easily seen.

Let the co-factors of fli, i,. Ci, . . . a^, b^, . . . &c., in the expan-

sion of A be Ai, Bi, . . . A^, B^, . . . , according to the notation

explained in Art. 134. It is plain that the factor which multi-

plies any product, for example o«', in the expansion of A', is the

same as the factor which multiplies a„ai with sign changed, viz.

- Ai ; similarly the factor which multiplies a'j3 is the factor with

sign changed of aj)i, viz. - Bi ; and so on. To obtain the factor

of any such product, the rule clearly is

—

Find the fourth consti-

tuent completing the rectangle formed by the leading term a^ and

the two constituents lohich enter into the product : the required

factor is obtained bij substituting for the constituent of ^ so found

the corresponding capital letter with the negative sign. It appears

therefore finally that the expansion of A' may be written in the

following form :

—

A' ^ «oA - Ayaa' - B,j3a - C,ya' - . . .

- yLaji' - B^(ij3' - Cyli' - . . .

- Asay' - 53/37' — Oijy' - . . .

- &c.

Examples of the utility of this mode of expansion will be

found under a subsequent Article.

138. Addition of Ueteriuinants. Prop. V.

—

If every

.constituent in any line can be resolved into the sum of two others,

the determinant can be resolved into the sum of two others.
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Suppose the constituents of the first column to be Ui + oi,

«2 + as, a, + as, &c. Substituting these in the expansion of

Art. 134, we have

A = (aJi + oi) Ai + [a. + m) A^ + (ffla + 03) A, + &c.

= ttxAi + a^Ai + ttsAi + . . &c. + aiAt + otAt + asA, + &c.

;

Oi + ai Ji Ci . . «i Ji Ci . . ai Ji Ci . .

flj + as Ja Ca . . «2 ij Ca . . Oa 6a fj . .

+
03+03 J3 C3 . . as bs C3 . . Og Js Cs . .

or,

which proves the proposition.

If a second column consists of the sum of two others, it is

easily seen, by first resolving with reference to one column, and

afterwards with reference to the other, that the determinant

can be resolved into the sum of four others. For example, the

determinant

«! + a,
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And, in general, if one column consists of the algebraic sum of

III others, a second column of the sum of n others, a third of the

sum of p others, &o., the determinant can be resolved into the

sum of miip . . . , &c., others.

Similar results plainly hold with regard to the rows, which

may be substituted for columns in the proof just given.

139. Prop. VI.

—

If the constituents of one line are equal to

the sums of the corresponding constituents of the other lines multi-

plied by constant factors, the determinant vanishes.

For it oan then be resolved into the sum of a number of

determinants which separately vanish. For example,

mai + nil
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Examples,

1. Show that the following deteritiinant vanishes :

—

3 + 7 " 1

7 + a

a + 3

j8

Adding the constituents of the second column to those of the first, we can take

out o + j8 + 7 as a factor, and two columns then hecome identical.

2. Find the value of the determinant

4

7

10

Subtracting the constituents of the first column from those of the second, and

three times the constituents of the first column from those of the third, we obtain

which vanishes identically.

3. 1 11
1-1 1

1 1-1

1 1 1-1
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in Ex. 7, Art. 132 ; but, in general, it can be effected more readily by direct addi-

tions or subtractions, as in the present instance.

6. 7
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8. Calculate the determinant formed by the first twenty-five natural numters

arranged in a magic square

;

10
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A' =

Adding the last column to each of the others, we obtain

«(* + «) a^ o«

*« S(c + a) «' =2

lab

ab V b{c+a)
= lab

l> + e a

b «+ a

= 2abe{a + b + c).

Hence, A = A'(« + J + «)* = 2abo {a + b + e)K

11. Prove the identity

1 1 1

o e y ^ {$ - y) {y - a) [a - $) {a+ $ +y'j.

o» $^ 7^

Suhtraoting the first column from each of the others, $- a and y — a hecome

factors. In the reduced determinant, subtract the first row multiplied by a} from

the second row.

12. Resolve into simple factors the determinant

1
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14. Kesolve into linear factors the detemiiaant

bed

The result is as follows :

—

:^=-{a + b + c->rd)(b-vc-a-d){o + a-b-d){a + b-c-d),

since each of the factors here written is a factor of the determinant ; for example,

(J + 4 — — rf is shown to be a factor by adding the second column to the first, and

subtracting the third and fourth. By comparing the sign of a*, it appears that the

negativt; si^u must be attached to the product.

It may be observed that the determinant of Ex. 9 is » particular case of the

determinant here considered, viz. that obtained by putting a = 0, as will appear

by comparing the equivalent forms of Ex. 9, Art. 134.

141. multiplication of Determinants.—Prop. VIII.—
The 'product of two determinants of miy order is Uself a detertninunt

of the same order.

We shall prove this for two determinants of the third order.

The student will observe, from the nature of the proof, that it

is equally applicrible in general. We propose to show that the

product of the two determinants {(iilhCi), {aij^ij,) is

ftitti + bij3i + Ci7i UiUi + bij3i + Ciji a^a, + fiijSs + Ciy;,

Chf.\ + ^3^1 + "371 «3as + J3/32 + Cj72 (ho-i + h-J^i + C373

whose constituents are the sums of the products of the con-

stituents in any row of [a-JjtC^ by the corresponding constituents

in any row of (0,1^373)

.

Since each column consists of the sum of three terms, this

determinant can be expanded into the sum of twenty-seven

others (Art. 138}. Now it will be observed that when arty one

of these is written down, a common factor can be taken off each

column ; and that several of the partial determinants will, when

these factors are removed, have two (or more) columns identical.

The determinants which do not vanish in this way can be easily

selected. Taking, for example, the first vertical line of tlie first
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column, this would give a vanishing determinant if we were to

take along with it the first line of the seooud column. We take

then the second line of the second column ; and along with

these two we must take the third line of the third column to

obtain a determinant which does not vanish. Eietaining still

the first line of the first column, we may take the third line

of the second column along with the second line of the third

column. Talcing out the common factors of the columns, we

write down these two determinants as follows :

—

a,i3,73

«1
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The product of the t«-o deterniinaats (nii-ca), (ai/3273) is (Ex. 3, Art. 135)

plainly equal to the determinant

a\
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Examples.

I. Show that the product of the two determinants

i» + ti 6 + id a' — ib'

— e + trf a — ib — J — icl

where i = v — 1, may he written in the form

J)-iG B-iA

e' — id

a' + ib'

where

-B-iA D + iC

A^lxl ~Vo + ad — dd, B ^ cd — da + bd — b'd,

t* ahf - db + ed ~ (fd, I) s. ad + bh' + «c' + dd ;

and hence proTe !Euler's theorem

(»> + 42 + (,'' + d') («'2 + i-2 + </» + a!'2)

E {ttd + bb' + ctl + dd)'- + (ic' - b'e + ad - u'd)'

+ (od -</a-\-hd- b'df + [ab' - db + cd - <^rf)»,

viz. the product of two sums eaeh offour squares can be expressed as the sum offour

squares.

2. Frore the following ezpreBsion for the square of a determinant of the third

order :

—

a b

a' b' 0'

d' b" fi'

2(ac-4^) ad-^dc-lW ao" + «"« - 2ii"

ad + dc~2bb' 2(aV-iy dc" + d'c' -Ib'b"

mS' -V d'e-lbh" do"+d'e' -2b'b" 2(aV'-4"»)

This appears by multiplying the two determinants

be — 2b tt \

b' d

which dilfer only by the factor 2.

3. Prove the identity

Ibc - «» e^ 4*

<!» lea - A* o'

4' a- 'lab — e^

- 24

0' - 24'

f - 24"

(a» + 4» + o» - 3a4<!)«.
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This may be readily proved by multiplying together the two equivalent deter-

minants

4. Prove, by squaring the determinant of Ex. 10, Art. 132, the following

relation between the roots a, /3, 7, 5 of a biquadratic ; »o, si, «2, &c. having the

same signification as in Chap. VIII., Vol. I. :

—

V|i SI »2 »j

.s. S3 .VI »5

S3 Si <:, Si

= {P-y)^a-S)^{y-ay-(B-S)^a-fi)^y-S)^.

The student will find no difficulty in writing down for an equation of any

degree the corresponding determinant (in terms of the sums of the powers of the

roots) which is equal to the product of the squares of the differences.

6. Resolve into factors the determinant

»6
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6. Prove the result of Ex. 28, p. 87, Vol. I., by multiplying the two following

determinants :
—

X y

y

y

y

7. Show that two determinants of diflForent orders may he multiplied together.

For their orders may he made equal : since the order of any determinant can he

increased by adding any number of columns and the same number of rows consisting

of units in the diagonal, and all the rest zero constituents. For example.
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and performing on these a process similar to that employed in

multiplying two determinants, we obtain the determinant

«iai + Aij3i + Ci-yi + di^i (ha^ + bi^i + Ciji + rfiSj

«20i + b^fji + Cj-y, f diSi ajOj + J2/32 + Ciji + diSi

The value of this is easily found to be

(oibz) (oi/Sj) + («iCj) (01/2) + [aA) {aiSi) + (biCi) {f5iyi)

+ (Ma) ((3,82) + M2) (7182),

i.e. the sum of the products of all possible determinants ivhich can

be formedfrom one array {bij taking a number of columns equal to

the number of rows) multiplied by the corresponding determinants

formed from the other array.

Another proof of this proposition, analogous to the treat-

ment of multiplication of determinants in Art. 142, is given

among the examples which follow this Article ; and either of

these proofs can be easily generalized.

(2). When the number of rows exceeds the number of columns,

the resulting determinant vanishes.

Take, for example, the two arrays

oi b, \ «, i3i ]

«2

«3

(1). "2 i3»

/33

(2).

Performing the process of multiplication, we have

fliOi + ii/rj] «ia2 + i,j32 rtioa + biliz

OiUi + bifii ttiUi + 62J32 UiUi + b-ijia

ttiUi + bsfii ttaUi + ftsjSa a^a, + bsfds

It will be observed that this determinant is the same as would

arise if a column of ciphers were added to each of the given

arrays, and the determinants so formed then multiplied. It

follows that the determinant vanishes.

A similar proof applies in general. It is only necessary in

any instance to add to each array columns of ciphers, so as to

make the number of columns equal to the number of rows, and

then multiply the two determinants.
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6. For the general equation of the «" degree, whose roots are a, /8, y, S, &c.,

and So, s\, S2, &c. the sums of the powers of the roots, prove

So 4l

This appears at once by squaring the array11111.
a /8 7 5 € .

7. Prove similarly, for the general equation,

*0 «1 S2

»i S3 = S (3 -7)' (7 -«)'{« -S)'-

*2 *3 Si

This is easily proved, as in the preceding example, by squaring a suitable array

;

and the same process can be used to establish a series of relations of this kind.

When the number of rows in the array becomes equal to the degree of the equation,

the value of the determinant is the product of the squares of the differences of the

roots, as in Ex. 4, Art. 142. When the number of rows exceeds the degree of tlie

equation, the value of the corresponding determinant is zero. The determinant of

the fourth order just referred to, for example, vanishes for equations of the second

and third degrees.

8. Prove, for the general equation.

So »1 Si S3
I

si »a »8 »i

S2 83 Si St

\ X X^ x'

= 2{e-yny-a)'(a-$}- a){x- j8) {X - y).

Multiplying the two arrays

1 1 1

a |8 7

a'^ e" y

we show that 2 is equal to

which is easily transformed into the proposed determinant.

It appears in like manner, in general, that the determinant of similar form of

order ^ + 1 is equal to the corresponding symmetric function, each of whose terms

contains^ factors of the original equation, multiplied by the product of the squared

differences of the p roots therein contained.
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9. Find the value of the following determinant, and hence derive another proof

of the property of arrays of the first kind—

«1
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Multiply the first equation by Ai_, the second by Ai, and the

third by Az ; and add. The coefficients of y and s vanish, in

virtue of the relations above proved, and we obtain

[ttiAi + a^Ai + (liA,) x = niiAi + niiAi + nizA,,

or

Aif

nil

11)1

*3

where A represents the determinant formed from the nine con-

stituents «!, Ill, Ci, &c.

Similarly, multiplying by i?„ S2, Bs, we obtain

(61^1 + biBz + IhBi) y = OTi5i + rn^Bi + m^Bi,

Ay = Oi, nu, C'i

(h tih C3

where the determinant on the right-hand side is what A becomes

when W], nh, »h are substituted for the constituents of the second

column. Similarly, we obtain for z

«! hi nil

ffj hi nii

ch h »»3

These values may be written more compactly as follows :

—

A^ = [niibiCs], Ay = (ai'thCs), Az = {aibju^j.

In general, the values of x, y, z, &c., may be written as

follows :

—

{niib^d ...In)
y =

{ainiibi . . . In) {ttib^nh . . L)
, &e.

{ttibiCs . . . In)' [aib^Cs . . In)' {a-ilhCz L)

where, to obtain the value of any unknown, the known quanti-

ties nil, W22, &c., on the right-hand side of the given equations

are to be substituted in A for the coefficients of the required

unknown, and the determinant so formed to be divided by A.
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Examples.
1. Solve the equatiooB

X + y + z = Ao,

ax + ^y + yz = A\,

a-x + Shj + 7^0 = Ai.

The solution is easily effected by the formulse given ahove. It can be shown

that the value of any one of the unknown quantities can be expressed as a quadratic

function of its coefficient in these equations, along with symmetric fimetions of

tt, ;8, 7 (in addition to the given coefficients An, Ay, At). For this purpose we

write the value of the unknown (say, y) in the form
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145. Eiinear HoiuogeneoiiK Equations.—When n — \

linear liomogeneous equations between n variables are given, the

ratios of the variables can be determined by bringing any one of

them to the right-hand side of the equations, and solving as in

the previous Article ; or we may determine these ratios more

conveniently as follows. We take the particular case of three

equations between four quantities x, y, z, w, which will be

sufficient to illustrate the general process

:

OiX + biy + CiZ + diW = "

a^x + b^y + CiS + d,w = "

•

n\

OiX + h^y + C3Z + diW = ,

To these may be added a fourth equation whose coefficients

are undetermined, viz.

ttiX + bty + C4S + diiv = A. (2)

Calling {c(ib2(yU) as usual A, and solving from these four

equations by the method of the last Article, we obtain, since

nil = 0, nii = 0, tiii = 0, rfii = X, the following values :

—

Ax = XAi, Ay = \Bi, Az = Xd, Aw = \l)i,

or

A, B, C, A A" ^ '

The first three of these equations express the ratios of x, y,

z, w in terms of the coefficients in the three given equations.

And, in general, the variables are proportional to the coefficients

in the expansion of A of the constituents of the «'* roiv supposed

added to the n - \ rows resultingfrom the given equations.

We can now express the condition that n linear homogeneous

equations should be consistent with one another ; for example,

that the equation (2) should, when X = 0, be consistent with the

equations (1). We have only to substitute in (2) the ratios

derived from (1), when we obtain

UiAi + bfBi + c^0^ + diDi = 0,

or A = 0.
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The same thing appears from the equations (3) ; for if A = 0,

and if x, y, z, w do not all vanish, A must vanish.

What has been proved may be expressed as follows :

—

The

result of eliminating u quantities beticeen n equations linear and

homogeneous in these quantities is the vanishing of the determinant

formed by the coefficients of the given equations.

146. Reciprocal neterminants. — The co-factors

Ai, Bi, Ci . . . A.i, Bi, &c. (Art. 134), which occur in the ex-

pansion of a determinant {i.e. the first minors with their proper

signs), may be called inverse constituents; and the determinant

formed with them the inverse or reciprocal determinant. We
proceed to prove certain useful relations connecting the two

determinants.

(1). To express the reciprocal in terms of the given determinant.

Let the reciprocal of A be denoted by A', and multiply the two

determinants

«1
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(2). To express nni/ iiiiiior of the reciprocal determinant in terms

of the original constituents.

We take, for example, the determinant of the fourth order,

and proceed to express the first minors of its reciprocal. Multi-

plying the two determinants on the left-hand side of the follow-

ing equation, and employing the identical equations of Art. 144,

we obtain
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The method of proof above given can be generalized. In

the case of a determinant of the fifth order, for example, the

student will easily verify the following expression for a minor

of the third order :

—

If the original determinanf A vanislies, it is plain that not

only the reciprocal determinant itself, but also all its minors of

any order vanish. The vanishing of the minors of the second

order may be expressed in the following useful form :

—

When a

determinant vanishea, the constituents of any row of its reciprocal

are proportioiial to those of any other row, and the constituents of

any column to those of any other column.

147. Symmetrical Determinants.—Two constituents of

a determinant are said to be conjugate when one occupies with

reference to the leading constituent the same position in the

rows as the other does in tlie columns. For example, (fj and

hi are conjugates, one occupying the fourth place in the second

row, and the other the fourth place in the second column.

Each of the leading constituents is its own conjugate. Any
two conjugate C0|nstituents are situated in a line perpendicular

to the principal diagonal, and at equal distances from it on

opposite sides.

A symmetrical determinant is one in which every two con-

jugate constituents are equal to each other. For examples of

such determinants the student may refer to Art. 134, Exs. 2, 9,

10, and Art. 135, Ex. 4.

In a symmetrical determinant the first minors complemen-

tary to any two conjugate constituents are equal, since they

difFer only by an interchange of rows and columns. The

corresponding inverse constituents are also equal, the signs

to be attached to the minors being the same in both cases.

It follows that the reciprocal of a symmetrical determinant is

itself symmetrical.

The leading minors are all symmetrical determinants.
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Tlie mode of expansion of Art. 137 is especially useful in

the case of symmetrical determinants, as will appear from the

examples which follow.

Examples.

1. Form tte reciprocal of the symmetrical determin

u, h g

h f

<l f

TJaing the capital letters to denote the recijjrocal constituents as explained in

Art. 134, so that A may be expanded in any one of the forms aA + Aif + gG,

hS + bB +fF, gG +fF + cO, we may write the reciprocal determinant A' as

follows:

—

A R G

A' = S B F

G F G

2. Form similarly the reciprocal of

ic-P
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column, and using the notation of Ex. 1 for the inverse constituents of the leading:

minor, the result can be written down at once in the form

- A = ^\2 + Bii?' + Ci/2 + "iFpiv + 16vK + 2B\ii.

Since a determinant is unaltered when both rows and columns are written in.

reverse order, if the expansion of a determinant he required in terms of the last row

and last column (as in the present example), it is not necessary to move them in the

first instance into the positions of first row and first column. The expansion can be-

written down from the determinant as it stands, replacing in the rule of Art. 137

the leading constituent and its minor hy the last diagonal constituent and its-

complementary minor.

4. Expand the determinant A of the above Ex. 2, in terms of the last row and-

column, by the method of Art. 137.

Attending to the remark at the end of the preceding example, and using

A, £, C, F, G, S to represent the same quantities as in Exs. 1 and 3, the result,

may he written down as follows :

—

a h g '

A = «? h f - AP - Bin^ - On' - 2Fmn - 2Gnl - 2mm.

9 f "

When a symmetrical determinant of any order is bordered symmetrically [i.e. by

the same constituents horizontally and vertically), the result is clearly a symmetrical

determinant of the next higher order. The result of Art. 137 shows in general tbat

the expansion of the bordered determinant consists of the original determinant

multiplied by the constituent common to the added row and column, together with-

a homogeneous function of the second degree of the remaining added constituents.

5. Expand the deterniiivint

a h g I u.

h b f m e

g f c n -y

I m n d B

This is the determinant of Ex. 2, bordered symmetrically, the common consti-

tuent of the added lines being zero. The result is clearly a homogeneous function

of the second degree of a, ;8, 7, S ; and, by aid of the notation of Ex. 2, the value-

of - A may be written down at once in the form

Aar + -B|8- + Cy'' + -»5'- + IFfiy + 2Gya. + 2Sa$ + 2Za5 -)- 2ifj35 + 2iV75.

6. Prove, by means of the Proposition of Art. 141, that the square of any

determinant is a symmetrical determinant.

7. The product of two reciprocal determinants is the reciprocal determinant of

the product of the two original determinants.
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148. Skew-Symmetric and Skew Determinants.—
A slieio-syinmetric determiuaiit is one in which every constituent

is equal to its conjugate with sign changed. Since each lead-

ing constituent is its own conjugate, it follows that in such a

determinant all the leading diagonal constituents are zero.

A determinant in which all except the leading constituents

are equal to their conjugates with sign changed is called a skeio

determinant. Thus, while a skew-symmetric determinant is

zero-axial, in a skew determinant diagonal constituents are

present. The calculation of the latter kind may be reduced to

that of the former by the method of Art. 136.

The remainder of this article will be occupied with the proof

of certain useful properties of skew-symmetric determinants.

(1). A slieic-symmetric determinant of odd order vanislies.

For any skew-symmetric determinant A is unaltered by

changing the columns into rows, and then changing the signs

of all the rows. But wlien the order of the determinant is odd,

this process ought to cliange the sign of A; hence A must in

this case vanish. For example,^

a b

a c

b -c

- 0.

(2) . The reciprocal of a sltew-syinmetric determinant of tlie w'*

order is a syminetrio determinant when n is odd, and a skew-symmetric

determinant wJien n is even.

In any skew-symmetric determinant the minors correspond-

ing to a pair of conjugate constituents differ by an interchange

of rows and columns, and by the signs of all the constituents.

Hence the two minors are equal when their order is even,

namely when n is odd ; and equal with opposite signs when n is

even. In the former case, therefore, the reciprocal determinant

is symmetric ; and in the latter case it is skew-symmetric, its

leading diagonal constituents being all skew-symmetric deter-

minants of odd order.
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(3). A skew symmetric determinant of even order is a perfect

square.

This follows from the principles established in Art. 146.

Take, for example, the determinant of the fourth order

A-

a

-a d

~b -d

- c e -f

e

f

and let the inverse constituents forming its reciprocal be de-

noted by Ai, Bi, . . . Ai, &c. We have then, by (2), Art. 146,

A,B^ - A^B, = A
/

= r-A.

Now Ai and B^ being skew-symmetric determinants of odd

order, vanish ; and Ai = - Bi, since these are conjugate minors
;

hence ,/^A = A^, which proves that A is a perfect square.

Similarly, for a determinant A of the sixth order, it is proved

that the product of A by a skew-symmetric determinant of the

fourth order is a perfect square; and since the latter determi-

nant has been just proved to be a perfect square, it follows that

A is so also. By an exactly similar process, the truth of the

proposition having been established for the determinant of the

sixth order, it may be proved for one di the eighth ; and so on.

EXAUPLES.

1. Verify the following expression for the skew-symmetric determinant of the

fourth order :

—

a i e

-a d e

-I -d /

-e -e -f

a («/- be^-edf.
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2. Expand in powers of x the skew determinant

b

A =

X a

~ a X d e

-b -

d

X f

- c -

e

-f X

When the expansion of Ait. 136 is employed to calculate a skew determinant,

it is to be observed thiit the determinants of odd order in the expansion all vanish,

and those of even order may be expressed as squares. Here the coefficients of the

odd powers of a; plainly vanish ; and the result takes the form

A a «' + (a^ + 42 + C-- + d2 + «2 +/2)a;2 + («/- le + cdf.

3. Expand the skew determinant

I A
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and the product of these is

0, - (a\h) - {c\di), - {fl\bi) - (cidz), - (a\h) - {cidi),

{<i\h) + {c\dt),
,

0, - (aibi) - {ad}), - (tnh) - {c^di),

(«i*3) + (oif^s), (02*3) + (Cidi), • 0, - (03*4) - (c^i^),

(aiil) + (cirfi), (azSi) + [cidC\, (83*4) + («3<«4), 0,

which is a skew-symmetric deteiminant.

5. Form the reciprocal of a skew-symmetric determinant of the third order.

Using for A the form in (1) of the present Article, the result is easily found to

be the symmetric determinant

«* — ho ac

-be

— ab

• ab

6. Form the reciprocal of the skew -symmetric determinant A of the fourth

order in Ex. 1.

Representing by <p the function af — be 4 cd whose square is equal to A, and

by A' the required reciprocal, we easily find

f<p - «<p d(\>

A' =

eip a<p

The value of this skew-symmetric determinant may be written down by aid of the

result of Ex. 1. It is thus immediately verified that A' = {af~ be + cd)-<j>^ = A'.

7. Form the reciprocal of the skew-symmetric determinant A of the fifth order

obtained by making the leading coefficients all vanish in the determinant of Ex. 3.

Since the reciprocal is a, symmetric determinant (see (2), Art. 148), and since

also it must be such that the constituents of any line are proportional to those of

any parallel line (Art. 146), it appears that the required determinant must be of

the form

fl'
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In general the reciprocal of a skew-symmetric determinant of any odd order

2(» + 1 is of a form similar to that just written, tlie diagonal constituents being the

squares, and the remaining constituents the products in pairs, of 2m + 1 functions,

each of the m^^ degree in the original constituents.

149. Theorem.—-We conclude the present chapter with

an important theorem relating to a determinant whose leading-

first minor vanishes. Adopting the notation of Art. 137, we

regard A as the vanishing determinant, and state the theorem to

be proved as follows:

—

If a determinant A, whnae value m zero,

be bordered in any manner, the product qf the determinant so formed

l)y the leading first minor of A is equal to the product of tiro linear

homogeneous functions of the added constituents.

Retaining the notation of Art. 137, we shall prove that the

product of A' and Ai may be expressed in the form :

—

A,A' = - {A,a + 5,J3 + C>y + . . ){Ara' + A,fi' + A,y' +...).

This follows at once from (2) of Art. 146 by considering in

the determinant reciprocal to A' the values of the constituents

inverse to «„, a, a, a^ ; and expressing m terms of the original

constituents the determinant of the second order formed by

these four. Another proof of this result may be readily derived

from the expansion of Art. 1 37, by the aid of the property of

the reciprocal of a vanishing determinant (Art. 146), viz. that

in the determinant formed by Ai, Bi, Ci, &c., the constituents

in any line are proportional to those in any parallel line.

If the determinant A is symmetrical, and the bordering also

symmetrical, the two factors on the right-hand side of the above

equation become identical, and the theorem takes the following

form:—If a symmetrical determinant, whose value is zero, be bor-

dered symmetrically, the product of the determinant so formed by

its leading second minor is equal to the square tcith negative sign of

a linear homogeneous function of the bordering constituents.

Regarding A' as the original determinant, the following

useful statement may be given to the theorem just proved :

—

If
in any symmetrical determinant the leading first minor vanish, the

determinant itself and its leading second minor have opposite signs.
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Examples.

1. If a skew-symmetric determinant A of odd order 2)« + 1 be bordered in

any manner, the resulting determinant A' is equal to the product of two rational

functions each containing the added constituents in the first degree and the original

constituents in the m^^ degree.

"Writing, according to the result of Ex. 7, Art. 148, the reciprocal of the given

skew-symmetric detenuiiiant in the form

^2^1 ^2^ <^2<^3

and applying the theorem of the present Article, we find

<^i-A' = - {(pi'-a + ()>i((>2J3 + ipipay + . . .) (<t>i'a' + (p%tf>iBl + <p3<l>iy' + ••),

or A'= - {fia + <p20 + ^37 + . ..){(pia'+ <!>iff + (pzY + • •)•

It may be observed that if in this result a, ^, y, cSfcc, be made equal to — o, — /3,

— y, &c., respectively, we fall back on the theorem (3) of Art. 148.

2. If » skew-symmetric determinant of even order 2ot be bordered in any

manner, the resulting determinant is equal to the product of two rational functions,

one of the (n"", and the other of the ()» + 1)'* degree in the constituents.

This may be derived immediately from the last example by making therein all

the added constituents in the first column, viz., a', j8', y, &c., equal to zero, except

the last, which is to be made = 1. The determinant then reduces to one of the kiud

here considered, the bordering constituents forming the top row and the last

column. It appears also that the factor of the )»"• degree in the result is the square

root of the given skew -symmetric determinant of order 2m.

3. Prove

o 8 7

a' e -b

$' - e a

y b —a

4. Eesolve into its factors

a

y b

S' -X

(ao + J;3 + cy) (aa' f J/3' + c^').

y

-b

a

-y

Ans. [ax + by + cz) {x [Py') + y (ya') + z{a0f) + a (aS') + b {0Sf) + e (78') }

.

E 2
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Miscellaneous Exami'les.

1. Prove
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5. Prove

J3-72 + o'S* 187 + aB 1

t'a^ + |8»8' 70 + j85 1

a2/32 + 7^82 0)8 + 78 1

i($-7){a-8)(7-«){fl-S)(«-3)(7-S).

Add the last oolumn multiplied by 2a;878 to the first. The determinant becomes

then of the form of Ex. 9, Art. 132.

6. Prove

(fl + 7 - a - S)* + 7-0-8)2 1

(7 + o -
i8
- 8)* (7 + o - i8

- 8)2 1

(o + 3 - 7 - »)' (o + /S - 7 - 8)2 1

7. Provrt

(6 b ax-\- b

b e bx + e

ax -\- b bx + c

Subtract from the tliird row the second row plus the first multiplied by x.

8. Prove similarly

a b e ax' + 2bx + ebed bx'' + 2cx + d

e d e ex' -Y Idx + e

3 64(3-7)('«-S)(7-«)(3-S)

(a - 3) (7 - 5).

= _ (ao - 62) («a;3 + 2*3! + «).

J
«a;2 + Ibx + te2 + 2CX + d ex- + 2<i» + e

b e

(«:!;< + ibx^ + 6cic2 + idx + «).

9. Given

/i («) = «va;' + Zbix' + 3cia: + rfi,

fi {x) = daas^ + 3J2a;2 + Zeix + <fe,

/s (a;) = flsa;^ + 8*312 + Ze^x + rfs

;

prove the identity

/iW /I'W /i"(a:)

/*(«) /!'{*) /i"(»)

M=o) M") m")

3-18

1
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The first determinant reduces easily (omitting a factor) to the following :

—

a\x + Ji b\x + ci c\X + di

12* + hi hiX + C2 cix + do

13X + is bsx + C3 csj: + dz

We have seen (Ex. 7, Art. 142) that the order of a determinant may be increased

without altering its value. By a suitable selection of the added constituents the

calculation of a determinant may often be simplified by bordering it in this way.

The determinant last written is plainly equal to

1
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12. Prove

d

d'

£2 y2 C'2aid
13. Prove the identities

1 a a' oo

- (W) (a<?) (eo') (i<?) (ai') («(?)

aheddb'c'd'

» W
77

58'
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and then removing the factor (3 - 7) {7 - a) (a. - /S) from both sides of the eq^uation,

the value of A ie easily expressed as follows :
—

A = (a - 3') (/3 - 7') (7 - a') + (a - /3) {ff - 7) (7' - a).

This result may also be derived from the determinant of Ex. 13, whose vanishing

expresses the general homographic relation between two sets of four points.

16. Expand the determinant
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o-
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This can be derived from the preceding example, or proved independently in a

similar way. As in the last example, the determinant of this form of the «"> degree

can be similarly expressed.

22. Each of the coefficients of any equation can he expressed in terms of the

roots as the quotient of two determinants.

The student can easily extend to any degree the following application to the

equation of the third degree.

From Ex. 10, Art. 132, we have

x^ X 1«"

/3' /3- &
(fl - 7) (7 - a) (oL - 3) (K - a) (re - e) (a: - 7).

1

1

I
7^ 7^ 7 1

Expanding the determinant, this identity can be written

a"
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24. Find the condition that a biquadratic should be capable of being expressed
as the sum of two fourth powers ; and, expressing it in the form

ax* + ibx' + %cx- + idx + e s Hx + »)* + m (x 4 <^)«,

find the quadratic whose roots are 8 and (p.

From this identity we have the following equations :

—

1+ m = a,

le + m<p = b,

W^ + mij>- = t, y (1).

le^ + mcp^ = d,

le* + m^* = e /

Assuming \ + fix + vx- = as the equation whose roots are 6 and f, we easily

obtain the three equations

\a + /lb + vc = 0,

\b + fic + vd= 0,

Ac + /id + ve = 0,

from which we have at once the required condition /= ; and from the first two,

along with the assumed equation, we obtain the following quadratic whose roots

are 6 and tp :

—

= 0,

If it were required to express a cubic as the sum of two cubes, in the form

l{x+ sy + m (x + tj>f, the first four of the above equations (1) would lead to tlie

same quadratic for B and if.

25. For the biquadratic

A(x + aY + S {x + fiY+C{x + 7)4 + D{x + SY = 0,
prove

B = 2AS (a - ;8)^

/ = SA£ (o - 0)*,

J = 2AJ3G{a-$)^{a-yY{0-yy.

These expressions are true for a biquadratic written as the sum of any nunibei

of fourth powers. If it can be written as the sum of two only, J"= 0, since only

A and .B remain ; and if it reduces to one fourth power, JB, /, /all vanish—results

already obtained by other methods.

26. Discuss tlie deternainant of the fourth order, whose constituents (o — o')*,

(a - 0'y, &c. are arranged as in Ex. 19, p. 57 ; and if a, $, y, 5, o', 0, y', S'

are the roots of two given biquadratic equations, show that the value in terms of

the coefficients contains as a factor

ae' + a'e — i (bd' + b'd) + %cc'.

When the two biquadratics are identical this factor becomes II.
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27. Find the condition that the homogeneous quadratic function of three

variables

ax' + by' + cz^ + Ifyz + Igzx + ihxy

should be resolvable into two factors.

Equating the given function to the product of the factors

(aa; + jSy + -yz] (ax + (ly + y'z),

we readily find

.. o' a' L.

$ $ $• 13

7 7' 7' 7

hence the required condition is that the determinant last written should vanish.

28. Show that the most general values of x, y, z, w which satisfy the two

homogeneous equations

ax + hy + cz + dw = 0, a'x + b'y + c'z + d'w —

may he expressed symmetrically in terms of two indeterrainates X, Fin the form

(ab') [ac) {ad') x = oX + a' Y,

(fia) {be) {bd') y = bX + b'T, &o.

This can be proved by joining to the two given equations the two following :

—

a
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By the preceding example A must contain (a — b)"-i as a factor; and by adding

all the columns we see that it must also contain a; + (« — !)« as a factor. Hence A
can differ by a numerical factor only from the product of these ; and by comparing

the product with the leading term we find

A = (a: -«)"-' {a; + («-!) a}.

This result can readily be proved directly without the aid of Ex. 29.

31 . The determinant

/i(a) /2(a) /3(a)

/l(;8) Mfi) /3(e)

/l(7) hd) fi{y)

in which /i, fi, fa are any rational integral functions, contains the difference-

product (|8 - 7) (7 - o) (a -3) as a factor.

This appears readily by rea.soning similar to that of Ex. 29. Determinants of

this nature, in which the constituents of any column (or row) are functions of the

same form, and the constituents of any row (or column) iuTolve the same quantity,

are called alternants. It is clear that the result is general, and that the alternant

of any order contains as a factor the difference-product of all the quantities involved.

The determinants of Exs. 9, 10, Art. 132, and Exs. 11, 12, Art. 140, are alternants

of the simplest form.

32. Express in the form of a determinant the quotient of the alternant in thfr

preceding example by the difference-product.

Assuming, to fix the ideas, that the functions involved are each of the fifth

degree (which will include lower degrees by making some coefficients vanish), we-

may write

/i (a) 3 «ia' + bia* + cio^ + dia' + eia +/i,

fn (a) s ata? + iao'' 4 eta? + eka' + em -I-/2,

/a (o) = aaa^ + isa* + Cia? + dia^ + «3o +/3.

Now, taking a, /8, 7 to be the roots of the equation

a' + px' -H j« + »• = 0,

and forming the product of the following determinants :

—

0?
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33. Resolve the following detevminant into linear factors :

—

«i oa 83 "1 (15

as <J\ ti'i ^3 m

«4 «5 «i "2

«6

«3

In all the rows the constituents are the same five quantities taken in circular

order, a different ojie standing first in each row. A determinant of this kind is

called a oirculant. It is convenient to write a circulant in the form here given,

viz., Buch that the same constituent occupies the diagonal place throughout.

Taking S to he any root of the equation s* — 1 = 0, and adding to the first column

the sum of the constituents of the remaining columns multiplied by 0, 0^, 6^, 0*

respectively, we observe that the following are factors of the determinant:

—

«! + 32 + «3 + Hi + "5,

oi + e«2 + e-ff3 + e'si + e'ffs,

Oi + fl^ffz + 9*C3 + Sai + e'(75,

«i + 0'«2 + fins + 9'a4 + ^-as,

«i + fl'a2 + fl'ff3 + 9-a4 + 9«5,

the five roots of «* - 1 = being 1, fl, fl^, fl', 6'
; and comparing the coefficient of

ffi* in both expressions, it appears that the numerical factor is unity (cf. Ei. 13,

Art. 140). A circulant of any order can be treated in a similar manner.

34. The product of two circulants of the same order is a circulant.

35. Calculate the determinant of the h"' order

A,,^

an b„

- 1 "n-I i.,-1

1 a„_2 hn-i

- 1 «„_3 4,1-3

in which all the constituents are zero except those which lie in the diagonal and in

lines adjacent to it on either side and parallel to it, one of these latter sets consisting

of constituents each equal to — 1

.

Expanding in terms of the first column, we have the following relation connect-

ing three determinants of the kind here considered whose orders are rf, « — 1,

2:—
= a„Au-i + 4„A,i.2.
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By aid of this equation the calculation of any determinant is reduced to that of

the two next inferior to it in the series A», Au_i, An_2, . . . As, Ai ; and the values

of Ai and Aj are plainly ai and «2«i + ii, respectively.

Dividing the equation just given hy A,._i we have

A„

Aii_i

replacing by a similar value the quotient of An-i hy Au.s, and continuing the pro-

cess, it appears that the quotient of any determinant by the one next below it in

the series can be expressed as a continued fraction in terms of the given consti-

tuents. On account of this property, determinants of the form here treated are

called continuants. When each of the constituents 4,i, b„-\, ... is, iz (in the line

above the diagonal) is equal to + 1, the resulting determinant is a simple continuant.

36. Calculate the determinant of the «" order

A„

;8 « I

;8 o 1

0^ = 1

whose only constituents which do not vanish are a, j8, 1, occupying the diagonal

and the lines adjacent and parallel to it as here represented.

The calculation is readily effected for any particular value of n, in a manner

similar to that of the last example, by aid of the equation

A» = aA,j_i — jBA,i-2,

the values of Ai and Aj being a and o' - j8, respectively.

By examining the formation of the successive values of A, the student will

readily observe that the terms contained in the result are

<l2.-2,/3, a'"-';8-,

and

a-6'- JS',

when « is even and of the form 2)'

a^"!, a^'-'iS, a^'-^/SS . . . o'*3'-', a^',

when n is odd and of the form 2)- + 1.

For the purposes of a subsequent investigation, in which the results just stated

will be made use of, it is not necessary to know the general forms of the numerical

coefficients which enter into these expressions ; but such forms can be arrived at

without difficulty, and the following general expression obtained for A„ :

—

A„ = o»-(«-l)o»-2e +
(«-3)(>t-2)

\3.
'

.4^2
(» - 5) (« - 4) (« - 3)

I . 273
a-'-S/S^ + &c.
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37. When a polynomial Z7 is divided by another V of lower dimensions, the

coefficients of the quotient, and of the remainder, can be expressed as determinants

in terms of the coefficients of Cand TJ'.

The method employed in the following particular case is equally applicable in

general. Let U be of the fifth, and TT' of the third degree ; the quotient and

remainder can then be represented as follows :

—

Q 3 q^x^ + q\x + jz, JJ s r^x'' + r\X + n.
Also, let

U s aox'' + aiX* + aix^ + aix' + 1142: + 05, V s o'oa;' + a'lx' + a'^x + a'z.

From the identity U = QJ7' + £

we have the following equations :

—

at) = go^'o)

"i = ?oa'i + ?i«'o>

02 = jos'a + Jia'i + ?2«'o,

03 = sfoo'3 + Si«'2 + Jjo'i + ro,

ai = Jio's + Jja'j + fit

35 = {a'J'a + '"2.

Solving by Art. 144, go, q\, qi are expressed as determinants by means of the

first three of these equations ; and taking the first three with each of the others in

succession, we determine rp, ri, rz. For example, to find ro we have, from the first

four equations,

a'o
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the upper or lower sign to be used according as r is even or odd. To obtain the

coefficients of the remainder we have the equations

fl(?2m-3 + 0}2m-2 + lo = a2m-l

,

;8}2oi-2 + )'l = 021,1.

Expressing the values of jam-s, j2i)i-2 by the formula just proved, and attending

to the results of Ex. 36, wo derive the following general forms for ro and fi :
—

»-0 = ^•.,,,-1 + Ai„,-z$ + Ai,n-i^- + . . . + ^3/3'»-2 + ^i;8"'-S

J-l = ff2m + -B2m-2e + Bl^.i^^ + . . . + 52;8"'-> + Bo^<",

in which the coefficients A , B are all functions of o, the highest power of o in any

coefficient ^ or ^ being represented by the suffix attached to the coefficient.

39. If the leading constituents of a symmetric determinant be all increased by

the same quantity x, the equation in x obtained by equating to zero the determinant

so formed has all its I'oots real.

Let the determinant of the «"• order under consideration be denoted by A,,, and

written in the foi-m

u + X h g

A„

Let the determinant obtained from this by erasing the first row and first column,

«.«. the leading first minor of An, be denoted by A,i.i ; again, the leading first minor

of A„-i by A„_2 ; and so on, the last function Ai obtained in this way being of the

form I -^ X. To these we add the positive constant Ao = 1, which may be regarded

as completing the series of minors and obtained by the same process, since An is not

altered by affixing a last row and a last column consisting entirely of zero-elements,

with the exception of the constituent + 1 in the leading diagonal. We have now

a series of « + 1 functions

—

An, A,i.l, Au.: Aj, Ai, Ao,

whose degrees in x are represented by the suffixes. When + oo is substituted for x,

the signs are all positive, and when — oo is substituted, the signs (beginning with

Ao) are alternately positive aud negative. Hence if r. be regarded as increasing

continuously, « changes of sign must be lost in this series during the passage

from — 00 to + » . Now it appears by the theorem of Art. 149, that a value of x

which causes any function (excluding A„, Ao) in this series to vanish gives opposite

sio'ns to the functions adjacent to it on either side. Ao retains its sign throughout.

It follows exactly as in (2), Art. 96, that a change of sign can never be lost except

when X passes through a real root of An = 0. There must, therefore, exist « real

roots of this equation in order that n changes may be lost during the passage of x

from - 00 to + 00 .

VOL. II. F
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Any equation in the Beries, being of the same form as An = 0, has all its roots

real. It is plain also that each of these equations is a limiting equation (see Art. 90)

with reference to the equation next above it in the series ; since, in order that a

change of sign may be lost between An and A,i-i at the passage through each of

two consecutive roots of the former, the value of A„.i must change sign between

these two values of x. The equation. A,i = may have equal roots, and by what

has been just proved it appears that, when this equation has r roots equal to a, the

equation A„.i = has r - 1 roots equal to a, the equation An.s = has r — 2 roots

equal to a, and so on.

The determinant here discussed occurs in several investigations in pure and

applied mathematics. The proof here given of the important property under dis-

cussion is taken from Salmon's Higher Algebra (Art. 46), to which work the

student is referred for other proofs of the same theorem.

40. If the determinant of the preceding example have r roots equal to a, prove

that every first minor has r — 1 roots equal to a, every second minor r — 2 roots

equal to a, and so on.

Employing the notation A, B, B, . . . for the elements of the reciprocal deter-

minant, we have the equation

AB-E'' = A„-2 A„.

Now it is easily seen, by proper transpositions of rows and columns, that every

leading first minor contains the multiple root ?- — 1 times. It follows from the

equation just written that the minor H must contain this root »• - 1 times ; and R
may be taken to represent any first minor.

41. Find the conditions that the equation

I + X h g

h b-yx f

g f o + x

should have equal roots.

Since each first minor must contain the double root, we readily derive the

required conditions in the following form :
—

a-^^^i-'^^c-f?
f g h

[This and the preceding example are taken from Routh's Dynamics of a System

of Sigid Bodies, Part n., Art. 61.]

42. Any symmetrical determinant can be altered so as to have any selected

pair of conjugate constituents each zero, the detei-minant remaining symmetrical.

Consider, for example, the determinant obtained by putting a; = in the pre-

ceding example, and suppose it is required to remove the constituent g. Multiply
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each constituent of the third column by a (dividing the whole determinant by a at

the same time), and subtract from the constituents so altered those of the first

column multiplied by g. Treat now the two corresponding rows in the same way ;

the resulting determinant is symmetrical, and in it g is replaced by zero. This

process may be applied to a determinant of any order, to remove in succession all

the conjugate constituents of the first row and column, and afterwards of the

remaining rows and columns, so as to reduce the determinant finally to one, all of

whose constituents vanish except those in the leading diagonal.

43. Eeduce the following determinant, of any order, to a form in which x will

appear in the leading constituents only :

—

azx + a'i bix + b\ nx + (/j

aiX + a'3 biX + b'z csx + (fa

Multiply by the determinant reciprocal to (aiJaSs . . In). If the given deter-

minant is symmetrical, the determinant derived from it in this way will not be

symmetrical ; but a difEerent process may be used to reduce it in that case to

a symmetrical determinant which will have x present in the leading constituents

only, viz. by removing the coefficients of x from all pairs of conjugate constituents

in succession by a process exactly analogous to that of the preceding example. If

the coefficients of x in the leading constituents of the reduced determinant should

all have the same sign, it may be proved, just as in Ex. 39, that the corresponding

equation will have all its roots real.

44. Let a determinant of the «"> order be divided into two rectangular arrays,

one containing /x rows, and the other v rows (where /i + j/ = «), and let fiv sums of

products be formed by operating with one array on the other as in the multipli-

cation of determinants ; if then such relations exist among the constituents that

all these sums of prodiicts separately vanish, the determinants of order ju formed

from the first array are proportional to determinants of order v formed from the

complementary constituents of the second.

To fix the ideas, we take a determinant of the fifth order, but the mode of proof

is perfectly general. Let the determinant

«l
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be split horizontally into two arrays, one of three, and the other of two rows ; and

let the following six relations exist :

—

Sai^i = 0, 2<tij/i = 0, 251*1 = 0, 24i2/i = 0, Scii'i = 0, Sciyi = 0.

If now A be expanded by Laplace's theorem, and the minor determinants so taken

(as can readily be done) that the expansion is written with all positive signs, b. g. in

the form :

—

A s [aibm) (Xii/i) + (aihci) (xiVi) + (a\biCi) (x03) + (aiSzCs) {X3y^) + &o.,

it is proposed to prove that each minor determinant of the third order formed from

the first array is proportional to its factor in the expansion of A so written.

We use for convenience the following notation for the expansion last written

—

A s ii' + MM' + JVJV' + PP' + &c.

Squaring the determinant A, making use of the above relations, replacing by their

values the determinants obtained by squaring separately each of the component

anays, and equating the two values of A'' thus obtained, we have

(iX'+;if.l/' + iVi¥"'+&c )2 = (XH JIf2 + iV2 + &c. . .)(L"- + M"^ + W^ + &tt. . . .),

whence
[LM' - L'Mf + (LN' - L'Nf + {MN' - M'Nf + &c = 0,

from which we have at once

L M N P
V M' N' P'

= &c.

45 Write down the relations which exist among the minors of the second order

formed from a determinant of the fourth order divided equally into two rectangular

arrays in the manner of the last example, like conditions being fulfilled.

We take the general determinant of the fourth order

"1
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By the preceding example, we have at once the relations

{hcj) _ (ciai) _ {
aibj

) _ {a\d%) _ (hd%) _ [cidi)

(a^di) {bsdi) (eidi) [bzOi) (czai) (asbi)'

provided the following four equations hold :

—

iaiai = 0, Saiffi = 0, Sazas = 0, 2«2«i = 0.

What is here proved has an important application in geometry of three dimen-

sions with reference to the six coordinates of a right line. (See Salmon's Analytic

Geometry of Three Dimensions, 4th ed., Art. 57 h.)

It may he remarked here that it will he found convenient to write uniformly

with positive signs the expansion of a determinant of the third order, which occurs

so often in practical questions. Taking, for example, the determinant ohtained by

erasing the last row and last column of A, we write its expansion as follows, the

three letters being taken in circular order :

—

[aibici) = ai (S2C3) + bi (02*3) + ci (uibz).

46. Derive the equations (3) of Art. 145, for obtaining the ratios of n variables

from « — 1 linear homogeneous equations, from the proposition of Ex. 44.

47. Express by determinants the values of the unknown quantities derived

from a set of given linear equations by the Method of Least Squares.

The given equations, which are greater in number than the uninown quantities,

are supposed to have been obtained as the result of observation or experiment ; and

the numerical coefficients which enter into them, being consequently liable to

errors of observation, are not known with certainty. In such cases the most

reliable values of the unknown quantities are obtained in the manner about to be

explained by what is called the "method of least squares." Take, for example,

five equations of the form a^x + biy + e\z = mi, a^x + bvj + c^z = mi, &c., between

three unknown quantities x, y, z. Multiply them respectively by ai, «2, 03, a^, 05,

and add; again by h\, bt, b-i, bi, bs, and add; and again by ci,C2, ca, Ci, cs, and

add. In this way the following three equations are obtained :

—

xSai' + !/2«i4i + zSaici = 2oi»«i,

xSaibi + yS 4i^ + z25i«i = 24i»»i,

xSaiOi -t yibici + iSey' = Scimi

;

from which we have, without difficulty,

_ (
aibics) jmibacz) + {aibzei) (mib^Cj) + .. + (as^ifs) (ws^ica)

{aibiCs)'' + {aib^Ci)^ + + (aabiC^)'' '

with corresponding values for y and z, each of these values containing ten terms in

the numerator and ten in the denominator.

48. Show that the value of x given in the preceding example can be obtained

by first eliminating y and z from every set of three of the five given equations, and

then applying the method of least squares to the ten equations in x alone which

result from the eKmination.



CHAPTER XIV.

ELIMINATION.

160. Definitions.—Being given a system of n equations,

homogeneous between n variables, or non-bomogeneous between

« - 1 variables, if we combine tbese equations in sucb a manner

as to eliminate tbe variables, and obtain an equation i2 =

containing only the coefficients of the equations, tbe quantity

R is, when expressed in a rational and integral form, called the

ResuHant or Eliminant.

In what follows we shall be concerned chiefly with two

equations involving one unknown quantity x only. In this

case the equation iE = asserts that the two equations are con-

sistent; that is, they are both satisfied by a common value

of X. We now proceed to show bow tbe elimination may
be performed so as to obtain the quantity R, illustrating the

different methods by simple examples. It is proper to observe

that tbe value of R arrived at by some processes of elimination

may contain a redundant factor. The method of elimination

by symmetric functions leads to a value of R free from any

such factor ; and we refer, therefore, to the conclusion of tbe

discussion in the next Article for the precise definition of the

Remltmit.

Let it be required to eliminate x between the equations

ax" + 2hx + c^ 0, rtV + 2h'x + c' = 0.

Solving these equations, and equating the values of x so

obtained, tbe result of elimination appears in the irrational form

h yf/-ac b' yh"-a-+ = - -, +
'c'

a a a
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Multiplying by aa' we obtain

ab' - a'h = a -/b"' - a'c' - a'^/b'^-ac.

Squaring both sides, and dividing by the redundant factor

aa', and then squaring again, we find

i2 = 4 {ac - V) (a'c' - b") - (ac' + a'c - 2bb')\

This method of forming the resultant is very limited in

application, as it is not, in general, possible to express by an

algebraic formula a root of an equation higher than the fourth

degree. Other methods have consequently been devised for

determining the resultant without first solving the equations.

We now proceed to explain the method of elimination by

symmetric functions of the roots of the equations.

151. Elimination by Symmetric Functions.—Let two

algebraic equations of the m'* and «** degrees be

^ {x) a a,,*"' + «!«"•"' + a^x^'^ + ...+«!;„ = 0,

^P{x) s 6„i»» + b.x"-"- + biX"-"" + . . . + bn = ;

and let it be required to find the condition that these equations

should have a common root. For this purpose let the roots of

the equation ^{x) = be oi, oz, • • • Om- If tl>e given equations

have a common root, it is necessary/ and sufficient that one of the

quantities

should be zero, or, in other words, that the product

4/ (oi) ifj (02) ^ (03) . . . \p (a,„)

should vanish. If, now, we transform this product into a

rational and integral function of the coefficients, which is

always possible, as it is a symmetric function of the roots of

the equation
(f)

[x) = 0, we shall have the resultant required.

Further, if /3i, /Sa, • • /S,, be the roots of the equation \(j {x) = 0,

we have

lA (a,) = J„ (a, - j30 (a. - jS^) . . . [a, - &„),

l/- (O2) = &0 («2 - ^l) (02 -^i) ... (02 - /3»),

'A (am) = bo [om - /3i) (om - /^z) ... (a^ - /3n).
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If we change the signs of tlie nui factors, and multiply these

equations, taking together the factors which are situated in the

same column, we find

«„">/, (a.) ^(aO . . .!//(«„.) = (- l)""'/A,'Xj3i)^(i32) . . . ^(/3„).

We may tlierefore take

R = {- l)""%'•'<|,{|5,)<t>{fi^) . . . <p{fi,.)
= «„«^(aOi/'(oO . . . ^/-M, (1)

for both these values of R are integral functions of the coef-

ficients of (j) (.(•) and \p (x), which vanish only when (p (x) and

Tp {x) have a common factor, and which become identical when

they are expressed in terms of the coefficients.

152. Properties of the Resultant.—(1). The order of

the reKultant of two equations in flie copfjficicnts is equal to the sum

of the degrees of the equations, the coefficients of the first equation

entering R in the degree of the second, and the coefficients of the

second entering in the degree of the first.

This appears by reviewing tlie two forms of R in (1),

Art. 151 ; for in the first form a,,, (h, • . a^ enter in the «"'

degree, and in the second form b„, bi . . . h„ enter in the m"'

degree. Also, it may be seen tliat two terms, one selected

from each form, are (- l)"'"5„'"ff,„" and «„"?>„'".

(2). If the roots of both equations be multiplied by the same

quantity p, the resultant is multiplied by p""'.

This is evident, since any one of the mn factors of the form

Op - j3j becomes p (op - /3y), and therefore p""" divides the resul-

tant. From this we may conclude that the tceight of the resultant

is mn, in which form this proposition is often stated.

(3). // tlie roots of both equatiom, be increased by the same

quantity, tlie resultant of the equations so transformed is equal to

the resultant of the original equations.

For we have

where 11 signifies the continued product of the mn terms of the

form Up -fig-, and this is unaltered when op and j5j receive the

i^ame increment.
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(4). If the roots be changed into their reciprocals, the value of

R obtainedfrom the transformed equations remains unaltered, except

in sign when mn is an odd number.

Making this ti-ansformation in

R = a,"b„"'n{ap-fig),
we .have

but

cua, . . . a,n = (- 1)"'^', (i,ji, . . . ^„ = (- 1)" ^

;

^1^0 Oq

substituting, we obtain

2i' = fl„"6„''' (- l)'»»n {ap - /3j) = (- l)"'»i?.

From this it follows that in tlie resultant of two equations

the coefficients with complementary suffixes of both equations,

e.g. ffo, a,„ ffi, a,„-i, &c., may be all interchanged without

altering the value of the resultant.

(5). //' both equations be transformed by homographic transfor-

mation, that is, by substituting for x

\x + Jul

y^ + n"

and each simple factor multiplied by Xx + ju', to render the new

equations integral, then the new resultant R' = (\fi -X'fj.)""'R.

To prove this, we have

(f> («) = a„{x- ai) (x-ai) . . . {r- a„,),

xp{x) = bfyX-(i^]ix-(5^)... {x-(3„);

also

X - a, becomes (X - X'or] i x - r^r^— ),

\ A - A a,-/

Multiplying together all the factors of each equation,

a„ becomes «„ (X - X'oi) (X - X'oa) ... (X - X'a,„),

b, „ J.,(X-X'/3,)(A-X'/3.)...(X-X'/3„).
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Also, since a^, /5r are transformed into
A — A Or A — X'lpr

„ , (A^' - A'^) (a,. - fir)°--^-'^^"°""
(X-AV)(A-X-ijT)'

whence

<'6„'» n {ar -
fir) becomes <*„"" (Au' - AV)'"" n (ar - fir),

that is, the resultant calculated from the new forms of ^ [x] and

ipix) is

(A/ - A'yu)'"" R.

This proposition includes the three foregoing ; and they are

collectively equivalent to the present proposition.

153. Euler's 9Ietbod of Elimination.—When two

equations tj,(cc) = 0, and ip{x) = 0, of the m** and «'* degrees

respectively, have any common root Q, we may assume

[x] ^{x- 0) <p, [x],

i,{x)^(x-e)^Ax),

where

01 (x) ^p.x'"-'- +p^x'"-'' +...+/)„,

^1 (a-) = gix"-' + q^x"-' + . . . + qn,

the coefficients being undetermined quantities depending on d.

Whence we have

<p{x) ^P^{x) =)//(«) (j)i{x),

an identical equation of the {m + n- 1)'* degree. Now, equating

the coefficients of the different powers of x on both sides of the

equation, we have m + n homogeneous equations of the first

degree in the m + n quantities pi, jH, • Pm, Qi, ?2, • • • q,i ; and

eliminating these quantities by the method of Art. 145, we

obtain the resultant of the two given equations in the form of

a determinant.
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Example.
Suppose the two equations

a«" + J* + a t= 0, ffia;- + Sik + ci =

to have a common root. We hare identically

{?i» + qi) [aifl + Ix + o) s {p\x \ pi) («!«« + hx + c\),

or (jia -piai)s3 ^. (q^}> + q^a-pih -^a«i)i-

+ (yi" + ffaJ - ^i«i - Pih) X + q^o — p^ci s 0.

Equating to zero all the coefficients of this equation, we have the four homo-
geneous equatiiine

qia -piai = 0,

ffii + qza - pibi — jcjni = 0,

g\e + jjJ -pici -pibi = 0,

jjc — pici = ;

and eliminating pi, pi ji, qt, we obtain the condition for a common root in the

form
o ai

"I

= 0.

«i Si

c ci

The student can easily verify that this result is the same as that of Art. 150.

154. .^Sylvester's Dialytic ifletliod of t^liiiiiuatiou.—
This method leads to the same determiuants for resultants as

the metliod of Euler just explained ; but it has an advautnge

over Euler's method in point of generality, since it oan often be

applied to form the resultant of equations involving several

variables.

Suppose we require tlie resultant of the two equations

4> («) s a„ce'" + wi*'"-' + niX'"-'- +... + «,„ = 0,

xP (ir) = b.x" + b,x"-' + iKr"-' + . . . + b„ = 0,

we multiply the first by the successive powers of x,

.r'-\ x"-\ ...x\ ;r, x"
;

and the second by «'""', x"''', . . . .r', .r, .r",

thus obtaining m + n equations, the highest power of x being

m + n — 1. We have, consequently, equations enough from

which to eliminate x"'*"'\ a;"'+""\ . . . x'-, x considered as distinct

variables.
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Examples.

1. Find the resultant R of two quadratic equations

ax^ + bx + c = 0, «!»' + b\x + ci = 0.

"We have ax^ + bx'^ + ex =0,

ax'^ + bx + c — 0,

aix' + bix- + c\X = 0,

aix^ + iia; + ci = ;

from which, eliminating x^, x^, x, we get the same determinant as in the preceding

Article, columns now replacing rows :

M =
a b c

«i ii ci

rti bi Gi

2. Form the resultant of the two equations

U = ao + a\x + a^x'^ + a^x^ + atr' = 0,

V s bo + biX+ bix^ + biX^ = 0.

Proceeding as before, we easily find

ffo «1 «2 ^3 «4

Oq «1 fl2 «3 ^4

«0 f'l «2 «3 «4

ie s io 4i 42 is

Ao ii 42 is

4o 4i 42 43

4o 4i 42 43

It will be observed tbat M contains the coefficients of Win the 3rd degree, and

those of V in the 4th degree ; also «ii^43^ is a term in R (see (1), Art. 1.52).

155. Uezout's method of £liiuination.—The general

method will be most easily understood by applying it in the

first instance to particular cases. "We proceed to this applica-

tion— (1) when the equations are of the same degree, and

(2) wlien they are of different degrees.

(1). Let us take the two cubic equations

ax' + hx^ + ex + f/ = 0, a^x^ + h^x^ + Ci» + rf, = 0.
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Multiplying these two equations successively by

«i and a,

aiX + bi „ ax + b,

aiX^ + biX + Ci „ ax"' + bx + c,

and subtracting each time the products so formed, we find the

three following equiitions :

—

{(tbi) x^ + (acj) X + {ad-i) = 0,

{ac^x^ + \(ad^ + {bCi)]x + {bdi) = 0,

iadi) 3? + {bd^ X + {cd^ = 0.

By eliminating from these equations x^, x, as distinct

variables, the resultant is obtained in the form of a symmetricaL

determinant as follows :

—

(abij {ac^ (ad-i)

(aCi) (adi) + (bci) (bdi)

{adi) (bdi) {cd,)

To render the law of formation of the resultant more

apparent, the following mode of procedure is given :

—

Let the two equations be biquadratics, as follows :

—

a«* + ba^ + coiP+ dx + e = 0, «!«' + bix^ + Cix' + diX + ei - ;

whence, following Oauchy's mode of presenting Bezout's method,,

we have the system of equations

a bx^ + ex'' + dx -¥ e

«i bix' + CiX^ + diX + Bi

ax + b ex' + dx + e

UiX + bi Ci.r" + diX + e'

ax' + bx + c dx + e

ttix' + bix + Ci diX + e'

ax^ + bx- + ex + d e

ttiof + biX' + CiX + di ei
'
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which, when rendered integral, lead, on the elimination of

«^ x^, X, to the following form for the resultant :

—

{ahi) {aci) {adi) (aei)

(aci) {adi) + ibci) (ae,) + [bdi] (*e,)

[adi) (aei) + [bd,) (6ei) + (crfi) (cei)

{ae,) (bei) (ee,) [dei]

If, now, we consider the two symmetrical determinants

(ail) (aci) (adi) {aei)

(aci) (adi) [aei) (J«i) (*c,) (Jrf,)

(adi) (aei) (bei) (ce,) [bdi) (cdi)

(aei) (bei) (cei) (de,)

the formation of which is at once apparent, we observe that R
is obtained by adding the constituents of the second to the four

central constituents of the first.

Similarly, in the case of the two equations of the fifth degree

a«' + bx^ + cx^ +dx^ + ex + / = 0,

«,a;' + biX* + Cia? + diX^ -i- CiX + /I = 0,

the resultant is obtained from the three following determi-

nants :

—

[abi) (aci) (arfi) (ae,) (a/i)

(ac,) [ad^ (aei) («/i) (6/,)

[adi) [aei) («/.) (*/:) [cfi)

(aei) («/i) {bfi) (cfi) [dfi)

(afi) (bfi) (cfi) [dfi] (e/i)

[be,) [bdi) [bei)

[bdi) [bei) [cei)

(bei) (cei) (<^ei)

(cdi),

by adding the constituents of the second to the nine central

constituents of the first, and then adding the third to the central

constituent of the determinant so formed. The student will

have no difiioulty in applying a similar process of superposition

to the formation of the determinant in general.
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(2). We take now the case of two equations of different

dimensions, for example,

aa^ + hx^ + cx^ 4 dx + e = 0, a-^oi? + h-^x + c, = 0.

Multiplying these equations successively by

ffli and 03?,

(hx + bi „ {ax + b) x^,

and subtracting each time the products so formed, we find the

two following equations :

—

(aSi) a? + (aoi) x' - duix - eui = 0,

(aci) sfi + {{bci) - «?aij «' - {dbi + eui] « - e6i = 0.

If, now, we join to these the two equations

ai*' + biZ^ + CiX = 0,

aiO? + biX + Ci =0,

we shall have four equations by means of which «', »", x can

be eliminated ; whence we obtain the resultant in the form

of a determiuant as follows :

—

(aJi) (aci) da\ eui

(aci) (bci) - dux dbi + ea^ ebi

a, bi - Ci

«! - 6i - c,

This determinant involves the coefficients of the first equa-

tion in the second degree, and the coefficients of the second

equation in the fourth degree, as it should do; \vhence no

extraneous factor enters this form of the resultant.

We now proceed to the general case of two equations of the

m** and »'* degrees.

Let the equations be

{x) s ^/o«'" + ffi*""' + aiHf-'' + . . . + r7„, = 0,

i/, [x] = 6o«" + h^x"-' + b^"-' +...+ b„ =0,
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where m > n ; and let the second equation be multiplied by «•'""".

We have then

b^'" + bix'"'' + biX'"-" + . .. + b„r""' = 0,

an equation of the same degree as the first. This equation has,

however, in addition to the « roots of ^[w) = 0, tn - n zero roots
;

so that we must be on our guard lest the factor «,„'""" (i.e. the

result of substituting these roots in ^(a;)) enter the form of the

resultant obtained. From these two equations we derive, as in

the above case—(1), the following n equations:

—

(/„ f/,a;"'"' + /liX""'^ + . . . + cim

b, bix'"-^ + biX'"-^ + . . . + bnX"'-"

(7,^ + ffi OiX'"'^ + a,x'"~^ + . . . + ri,„

b,x+h, ~
biX'"-'' + b^x'"-'^ + . . . + bnx^''

+ «,«""' + . . . + fl„.i ttnX"^ + (?„_,,r'»-"-' +... + a„

6,^"-' + b^x"-- + ... + bn-i b„x"'-"
'

wliicl), when rendered integral, are all of the [m - 1)'* degree;

whence, eliminating a:"'"', x'"'', ... a; as independent quantities

between these n and the m - n equations

btiiif"'^ + ii*""-' + 6j«'"-» + . . . =0,

J(,^'"-' + b^x'"-^ + . . . =0,

b^x'- + b,x"-' + ... + bn = 0,

we obtain the resultant in the form of a determinant of the w'*

order, the coefficients of the first equation entering in the degree

n, and the coefficients of the second equation entering in the

degree m ; whence it appears that no extraneous factor can

enter ; and that the resultant as obtained by this metliod has

not been affected by the introduction of the zero roots.
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If R be the resultant of two equations ^ [x) = 0, !// [x) = 0,

whose degrees are both equal to m, the resultant R' of the system

\<t>
{x) + flip [x) = 0, y^ («) + h'tP [x) =

is [Xfx' - AV)"'ie

;

for each of the minors [cir 6j), which in Bezout's method con-

stitute the determinant form of R, becomes in tliis case

XUr + lib,; \'(lr + yu'^r

Affij + fibs, X'cis + fxbs

whence R' = {Xfi - X'fiY'B, since iJ is a determinant of

order m.

156. Other methods of Elimination.—We conclude

the subject of Elimination with an account of a method which

is often employed, but which has the disadvantage of giving

the resultant multiplied in general by extraneous factors. The

process about to be explained is virtually equivalent to that

usually described as the method of the greatest common measure.

In forming by this method the resultant of the two quadratic

equations

ax^ + bx -^ c = 0, aix" + b^x + Ci = 0,

we multiply these equations successively by «i and a, c, and c,

and subtract the products so formed. We thus find the two

equations

[abi) X + (aci) = 0,

x\(act)x + {hci)] = 0.

Observing that the value zero for x does not satisfy both

the given equations, we may discard tlie factor x from the second

of the equations last written, and thus obtain the resultant

without any extraneous factor in the form

{ac,Y - {ab,) (ic) = 0.

As the degree of this expression is four, and its weight four,

it is a correct form for the resultant.

To form by the same process the resultant of the cubic

equations

ax^ + bx^ + ex + d = Q, a^x^ + bix"^ + Cix + 4^ = 0,

VCL. II. G
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we multiply these equatious successively by Oi and a, di aud d,

and subtract each time the products so formed. We have then

(aJi) X'- + {aci) X + (arfi) = 0, [ad^ x^ + {hd^ x + (erf,) =0. (1)

Now, eliminating x between these two quadratics by means

of the formula above obtained, we find for tlieir resultant

(«Ci) (arfi)(fli,) (arfi)

(arfi) (crfi)

(a*,) (aci)

{ad,) (bd,) (Wi) (c«f.)

an expression whose degree is 8 and weight 12, in place of

degree 6 and weight 9 ; whence it appears that it ought to be

divisible by a factor whose degree is 2 and weight 3. This

factor must therefore be of the form I (boi) + m (adi). We
proceed now to show that it is (adi) ; and to find the quotient

when this factor is removed.

For this purpose, retaining only the terms \\ hioh do not

directly involve (r/rf,), we have

(abi) (cdi) {(«&,) (cdi) + (ca,) {bd,)
)

,

which is divisible by (adi), since

{bci){ad,) + {cai){bd,) + (ab,){cd,) ^ 0.

Expanding the determinants, and dividing off by (arf,), we

find ultimately the quotient

{adiY - 2 {abi)(cdi)(adi) + {bd,){oai){adi)

+ {caiY{cd,) + {abi){bd,y - {ab,){bo,){(/c,),

which, being of the proper degree and weight, is the resultant.

If we proceed in a similar manner to form the resultant of

two biquadratic equations, by reducing the process to an elimi-

nation between two cubic equatious, we shall have to remove an

extraneous factor of the fourtli degree, which is the condition

that these cables should have a common factor when the bi-

quadratics from which they are derived have not necessarily a

common factor ; and in general, if we seek by this method the

resultant of two equations of the n"' degree, eliminating between

two equations of the (ii - l)'* degree, we shall have to remove an

extraneous factor of the order 2w - 4. This method, therefore,
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is inferior to all the preceding methods ; and it cannot be

conveniently used except when, from the nature of the investi-

gation, extraneous factors can be easily removed.

157. Discriminaiits.—The discriminant of an equation

involving a single unknown is the simplest function of the

coefficients, in a rational and integral form, whose vanishing

expresses the condition for equal roots. We have had examples

of such functions in Arts. 43 and 68. We proceed to show

that they come under eliminants as particular cases.

If an equation /(«) = has a double root, this root must

occur once in the equation f'{x) = ; and subtracting icf'ix) from

vf[x), the same root must occur in the equation «/(«) - xf'[x) = 0.

This is an equation of the [n - I)"' degree in x ; and by

eliminating x between it and the equation /'(«) = 0, whicli is

also of the (n - 1)*'' degree, we obtain a function of the coeffi-

cients wliose vanishing expresses tlie condition for equal roots.

The degree of this eliminant in the coefficients o t' f{x) is 2 (h - 1)

;

and its weight is n (« - 1), as may be seen by examining the

specimen terms given in section (1), Art. 152. Expressed as a

symmetric function of the roots of the given equation, the

discriminant will be the product of all the diifereuces in the

lowest power which can be expressed in a rational form iii

terms of the coefficients. Now the product of the squares of

the differences n (oi - a-^^ can be so expressed ; and since it is

of the 2 (n - 1)"' degree in any one root, and of the u {u - 1)"'

degree in all the roots, it follows that the discriminant multi-

plied by a numerical factor is equal to «„*(""') II (ai - 02)'^

If the function f{x) be made homogeneous by the introduc-

tion of a second variable y, the two functions whose resultant is

the discriminant of f{x) are the differential coefficients of /(»)

with regard to x and y respectively. In the same way, in

general, the discriminant of a function homogeneous in any

number ii of variables is the result of eliminating the variables

from the n equations obtained by differentiating witli regard to

each variable in turn.
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Examples.

1 . Find the discriminant of

rto«' + 3ai«- + ZaiX + 03 = 0.

"We have here to find the eliminant of the two equations

ai,x- + 2(Ji« + 82 = 0,

aix' + 2a2X + as = 0.

The condition for a common root is, by Art. 150,

4 (aiiff2 - "1^) ("i^s - 02') - (ao«3 - a\ai)'' = 0.

The function of the coefficients here obtained is therefore the discriminant,

which may also be written in the form of a determinant, as follows, by Art. 164 :

a,-, 2fli 02

do 2«i S2

a\ 2a2 fl3

a\ 2a-;, fl3

It can be easily verified that this value of the discriminant is the same as that

already obtained in Art. 42.

2. ICxpress as a determinant the discriminant of the biquadratic

ffo^ + iaio^ + 6«2«- f ia^x + Sj = 0.

"We have here to elinnnate x from the equations

a^x^ + Sffiia:^ + Za2X + as = 0,

a\ji-' + iOiX^ + 3a;)2; + lu = 0.

By the method of Art. 164 the resultant is

«n
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4. Prove that the discriminant, A„„ of the equation

ir= ax" + by«' + M™ = 0,

where a; + y + z = 0,

may he obtained by rendering rational, in the form Am = 0, the equation

85

(ie)"'-i + (ot)™-! + (aJ)»'-i =
;

and calculate in particular the values of As, A4, A5.

When 2 is replaced by its value from x + y + z = ^, the given function !7 con-

tains two variables, and the discriminant is obtained by eliminating x and y from

(?£/„ , <iU ^-— = and — =0.
ax ay

5. Prove by elimination that J = is one condition for the equality of tliree

roots of the biquadratic of Ex. 2.

Since the triple rout must be a double root of

Ih = «oa;' + 3aix- + Sa^x + 83 = 0,

and therefore a single root of aix'' + 2tt'iX + as = ; and since it must also be a

single root of

Ui s ttax'^ + %aix + «s = 0,

it follows from the identity

Vi s x^Ih + 2x {aiX- + ia2X + as) + aix"- + iaix + ai

that the triple root must be a root common to tlie three equations

aox- + 2aiX + rt2 = 0,

aix'' + 2aix + «3 = 0,

ff2.l- + 2((3 1- + ff4 = 0.

Hence the condition

/=0.

6. Prove that the dismirninant of tlie product of two functions is the product of

their discriminants multiplied by the square of their eliminant.

This appears by applying the results of Art. 151 and the present Article ; for

the product of the squares of the differences of all the roots is made up of the

product of the squares of the differences of the roots of each equation separately

and the square of the product of the differences formed by taking each root of one

equation with all the roots of the other.
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158. Determination of a Root common to two
Kqnations.—If R be the resultant of two equations

JJ s a^x"' + ff„,-,a;'»-i + . . . + ff„ = 0,

V s 5„«" + 5„_ia:"-' + . . . + 6a = 0,

and a any common root, then

dli dR dR
dcii dfin_ dels _ .

"^dU^Ju^dR^
da„ doi dcii

To prove this, we first show that functions ^ («) and i^ {x)

can be obtained such that R = ITcj) far) + Tip (.r), namely, when

U and V are multiplied by (p {x) and -ip («), respectively, and

added, all terms involving x vanish identically. Take, for

example, the form of R given for two functions of the 4* and

3^^ degrees, respectively, in Ex. 2, Art. 154. Multiply the

second column by x, the third by x', &o., and add to tiie first

column, thus obtaining U, x JJ, x^ U, V, x V, a? V, x' Ffor the con-

stituents of the first column. The determinant when expanded

takes then the form U(p {x) + Vip {x), where ^ is a quadratic

function, and \p a cubic function of x. This mode of proof can

be applied to any two functions; and it will be observed in the

general case that tj> and ip are of the degrees w - 1 and m - 1,

respectively, the degrees of f and F being m and n. We have

therefore

R = U<j> + V-iP ;

whence -— e xP<b + U--'^ + V —-,
dttp

"^

ddp diip

-— - xP*'^ + U-r^ + V-r^;
dcip+i dcip^i ddpti

and when a is a common root of the equations U=Q, and F=0,
we have, substituting this value for x in the preceding equations,

dR dR
a
dop dup^^

which proves the proposition.
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A double root of an equation can l)e determined in a simiLar

manner by differentiating the discriminant A.

When the equations ?7= and F= have two roots com-

mon, the first differential coefficients of R with regard to ap,

ffp+i, &c., vanish identically, and it is necessary to proceed to a

second differentiation. In this case the common roots are given

as the roots of the quadratic equation

(PR
, ^ d'R (PR „

-Jl'^ - 2
-i
—}— * + -,—1 = 0,

dttp^ (Inptiiip^i (iapt\

as is easily seen by differentiating tlie value of R above given,

when the first member of the equation last written is found to

be equal to

f(P4, . _ cP(j> (P,t> \^^ (d'i> , ^ (P^ «!> ,„
\di(p''' dapdrip^^' ddpH'J \dap'' dapdap„ «»p+i

,

an expression which vanishes when either of the common roots

is substituted for x.

A similar process will apply if there are three or more

common roots.

The examples which follow are given to illustrate the

principles contained in the foregoing chapter.

Examples.

1 . Eliminate x from the equations

aa' + ix + c = 0,

x^ = 1.

Multiplying tlie first equation by x, we have, since «' = 1.

ix' + ex + a = 0;

and multiplying again by x, we have

ex- + ax + b = 0.

Eliminating x' and x linearly from these three equations, the result is expressed

as a determinant

It b c

boa
cab

= 0.
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If the method of symmetric functions (Art. 151) be employed, and the roots of

tlie second equation substituted in the first, the resultant is obtained in the form

(a + h + c) (aai^ + ha: + c) (aa> + ia^ + c).

2. Eliminate similarly ic from the equations

ax^ + bafl + ex' + dx + e = 0, n? = 1.

The result is a circulant of the fifth order, obtained by a process similar to that

of the last i.'xam|ile. liy aid of the method of symmetric functions the five factors

can be -n-ritten down. An analogous process may be applied in general to any

two equations of this kind.

3. Apply the method of Art. 153 to find the conditions that the two cubics

ij) (:!:) s ax^ + Ix"- + ex + d =0,

\fi [x) = a'x^ + h'x'^ + c'j; + (f =

should have two common roots.

When this is the (.use, identical results must be obtained by multiplying </>( a:) by

the third factor oi'^(x), and '^(x) by the third factor of </> (x). We have, therefore,

[?^X + ^)<P(X) = {KX + ^)<l,(x),

where A, |U, X', li are indeterminate quantities. This identity leads to the equations

h!a — \a' = 0,

X'i -I- ixa — Kb' — iia! = 0,

X'c + )ih — Kd — )>.h' = 0,

A'li + lie — Kd' - jxc' = 0,

ixd —
fjj^

= 0.

Eliminating \', m', x, fn from every four of these, we obtain five determinants,

wiiose vanishing expresses the required conditions. There is a convenient notation

in use to express the result of eliminating from a number of equations ot this kind.

In the present instance the vanishing of the five determinants is expressed as

follows :

—

d

the detenninants being formed by omitting each column in turn. It should be

observed that the conditions here obtained are equivalent to two independent

conditions only, and it can be shown that, when any two of the determinants

vanish, the remaining three must vanish also.
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4. Prove the identity

™3 2a3

aff + o'/3

2a'|8'

(a0 - o-/3)»

(ae' - c'/3)S.

This appears bj' eliminating x and 2/ from the equations

o« + 3y = 0, a'a; + j3'y = ;

for from these equations we derive

(oiC + Pyf = 0, (ax + ;8y) (a'x + 0V) = 0, (a'x + /S'y)^ = 0.

The determinant above written is the result of eliminating «', xy, and y^ from the

latter equations ; and this result must be a power of the determinant derived by

eliminating x, y from the linear equations.

5. Prove similarly

I.V a-ff + 2aa'j3 2oj83' + a ff' /S'/S'

aa'2 a'=/8 + iaa ff 2a'$ff + a/S'^ |8/3'*

a'^ 3a'2/3' 3a'e'" /3'3

6. Prove the result of Ex. 13, p. S5, by eliminating A, //, a', ft, from four

«quations
AoHjx Ag + y
\'a + M ^ 3 + ^

connecting the variables in homographic ti ansformatim.

7. Given P" = ^m^ ^. 2Buv + Ov-,

u s aa;^ + 2S2:y + ey'^,

V s fflV + ib'xy + c'y^,

determine the resultant of JTand F considered as functions otx, y.

Since U = A{u — av)[u — pv),

V - A'(u- dv) {u - 0v),

if TJ and V vanish for common values of x, y, some pair of factors, as w — av and

« — a'v, must vanish ; whence forming the resultant oi u ~ mi and u — a'v and

representing the resultant of « and v by E{u, v), vie have

R [u — av, u — a'v) = (o - a')^JS («, v)

;

and multiplying all these resultants together, we find

£{Cr., Vr) = ^M'Ma - ay (/3 - |8')2(a-/3')2(3 - a')M-S(«, f
) P.

or

ie(P«, r.) = {is(f7-, DIM Js («.")}*•
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8. Prove that the equation whose roots are the differences of tlie roots of a given

equation /(*•) = may be obtained by eliminating x from the equations

/W = 0, /'W +f\x)^ + r\x) j-^ + &c. = ;

and determine the degree of the equation in y (of. Art. 44).

9. Eliminate x, y, z from the equations

a: + 2/ + 2 = 0,

ai/z -f bzx + cxy ^ 0,

ay^z^ + bz^afi f cx^y^ = 0.

Taking the first two equations along with an assumed linear equation with

arbitrary coefficients, viz.,

\x + fiy + vz = 0,

and eliminating x, y, z, we easily obtain

o\' + %2 -^ cv' + (a ~ h - c) fjip + (b - c - a) v\ + {e- a - I) \fi = 0, (1)

which must be equivalent to the equation

{KXi + ixy\ + vz\) (\Xi + /i!/2 + VZ2) = 0, (2)

where xi, y\, zt, x%, yi, «2 are the two systems of values of x, y, z common to the

first two of the given equations. Substituting these values in the third of the

given equations, we have

R = (ayi'zi^ + bzi^xi^ + cx\^y\^) (ffi/a^za^ + bzi^xi^ + cx%^yi^) ;

and reducing this value of R by means of the symmetric functions determined by

the comparison of the equations (1) and (2), we find

iR = ip^g + q^ + 27pr,

where p = a- + b'' + e' — 2bc — 2ca — 2ab,

q = nbc (a + i + c),

r = a-b'c'.

10. If XT, V, W are three given functions of x of the degrees m, n, m + « — 1,

respectively, prove that an identical relation exists of the form

RWs Uip{x) + r^(x),

where (p {x) and ij/ (x) are functions to be determined, of the degrees n-l and m-1,
respectively, and R is the resultant of XT and V.

11. Verify the results of Art. 158 by differentiating the value of if given in

Art. 1.51.



CHAPTER XV.

CALCULATION OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS. SEMINVARIANTS AND

SUMICOVARIANTS.

159. UTartng's Iweneral Expressions for Sm and p^.—
The most fundamental properties of symmetric fuuctions of the

roots of equations have been already discussed (Arts. 27, 28,

and Chap, vm., Vol. i.). In the present chapter we add some

miscellaneous proj)Ositions which may often be used with

advantage in the calculation of symmetric functions. The

general expressions, due to Waring, referred to in Art. 80,

will first be given :

—

(1) General expression for s„ in terms of the coefficients

p,, Pi, . . . p„ of an equation of the «"' degree.

We liave

- log, {1+ p,y+ ...+ p„>/") = •£ ^—^ {pyi/+ p^f + ...+ Pn!/'T

= «.»/ + ^•'=y' + K «32/' +...+ - s„,ir + ... (Art. 79).

Now, making use of the known form of the coefficient of y'"

in the expansion of {piij + p^y' + . . . + Pny")'' by the multinomial

theorem, and comparing coefficients of y'" in the above equa-

tion, we find

' ^r(;-.

l)'"«jr(;-, +r2+ . . . + r„)

;j,'ii?/2. . .;>„'-.,

'(;•. + !) r{r, + l) ... r(/-,. + 1)-

in which fi + ri + r, + . . . + r„ = r,

Vi + 2;-2 + 3^3 + . . . + nrn = m
;

and rj, rj, i\, . . . Vn are to be given all positive integer values,
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zero included, which satisfy the last of these two equations.

Also, representing by ri any of these integers,

r {i-i + 1) = 1 . 2 . 3 . . . r..,

with the assumption that F (1) = 1 when r, = 0.

(2) General expression for any coefficient j),n in terms of tlie

sums of t/ie powers of the roots Si, Si, . . . s^.

We have

I+P1I/+ ... +p,„p"' + ...+ pny" = e-y'i . e-i'J''" . e-i«'^s . . .

(Art. 80).

When the factors on the right-hand side of this equation

are developed, and the coefficients of f/™ on both sides compared,

we find, employing the notation of tlie last example,

J''"-Z
r(,-, + 1) r(r, + 1) . . . r(r„ + i)2'-^.;n • w'-™'

in which r,, r^, . . . r„, are to be given all positive values, zero

included, which satisfy the equation

Ti + 2r8 + 3r3 + . . . + rnvm = tn.

160. SJiymnietric Functions of tbe Roots of tvro

Equations.—If it be required to calculate a symmetric func-

tion involving the roots oi, a^, o, • • • «» of the equation

(j) {x) = f/oa-™ + ff,a;"'-' + a^x"-' + . . . + <i^ = 0, (1)

along with the roots /3i, /Bj, jS,, . . . (in, of the equation

^ {y) - i^oV" + ^.«/"-' + b^y"'' + . .
. + i„ = 0, (2)

we proceed as follows :

—

Assume a new variable t connected with x and y by the

equation

t = \x + fiy;

and let y be eliminated by means of this equation from (2). The

result is an equation of the n"* degree in x w hose coefficients

involve X, yu, and t in the Jt" power. Now let x be eliminated
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by any of the preceding methods from this equation and (1).

We obtain an equation of tlie m«"' degree in t, whose roots are

the mn values of the expression \a + fifi.

If, now, it be required to calculate in terms of the coefficients-

of <p (re) and \p [y) any symmetric function such as Sa''j3', we form

the sum of the {p + qY^ powers of the roots of the equation^

in t. We thus tind the value of S (Xa + fi(5y*^ expressed in

terms of the original coefficients and the several powers of X

and n. The coefficient of XV in this expression will furnish

the required value of Sa^'/S' in terms of the coefficients of

fix) and \p(i/).

If it were required to calculate symmetric functions of the

roots of tliree equations, we should assume

t = \x + fxy + vz,

eliminate x, //, z, and proceed as before. This method therefore-

applies whatever the number of equations ; and by making the

coefficients a^ = K = c,-, &c., we fall back on the symmetric-

functions of the roots of a single equation already calculated^

161. Calculation by Sums of Powers of Hoots.—By
aid of the following differential equation, connecting a function

ji the coefficients and its value in terms of the sums of the

powers, symmetric functions can often be calculated with great

facility :

—

d ^, , IfdF dF dF\

dir
''^^"^^'

• -/^"^ = -
rU -^^^' ;^ ^ • • •

^^'"-'- ^j
•

To prove this equation, we take the equation (1) of Art. 80,

and differentiate it with regard to Sr. Comparing coefficients-

of the different powers of y, we have

dpg „ , </pr 1 dpr^k 1—? = 0, when g < r : — = - -
;
—— = - -jjj, ;

dsr '/>, ' dSr r

and substituting these values in

d ^, . dF dpi dF dp^ dF dp„

dsr dpi dSr dpi dSr dp„ dSr

we have at once the equation above written.
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Examples.

1. Calculate the value of the symmetiic function ^ai-ayayai- of the roots

of the equation
sen 4.jU|a^i-i +^ja;''-* + . . . +^„ = 0.

Knowing the order and weight of any symmetric function, we can write down

the literal pait of its value in terms of the coefficients. Here 2 is of the second

order and its weight is eight; hence

2 = tulH + t^p^Pl + hp^Pz + hp^pz + Upi^,

where to, t\, ti, &o., are numerical coefficients to be determined.

Terms such as pepi^, PiPipi, PsPi^, &c., although of the right weight, are

of too high an order, and therefore cannot enter into the expression for 2. Again,

2 expressed in terms of the sums of the powers of the roots is of the form

F{sz, Si, «6, ss) ; for, in general, 2aiPa»5a3'' . . ., when so expressed, is made up

of terms such as Sp, s,,,,, s,,,,,,-, . . . skp, ... all of wliich aie sums of even powers

when^, g, r, . . . are even ; therefore in this case none but even sums of powers

enter into the expression for 2.

£^2 «^2 dj''
Also, since -;—,= 0, and —- = 0, we have, using the formula above given for—

ds3 ds^
°

dsr

UPi + hpipi + t2P3P2 + h {P2P3 + Pi) + 2tipipi = 0,

tapi + hpi = 0.

From these equations we infer

<o + <i = 0, h + H = 0, i!3 + Co = 0, <i + 2^1 = ;

but ti = \, since for a quartic 2 = pi^ ; therefore

*i = - 2, U = 2, <3 = - 2, <2 = 2 ;

and, substituting t'uese values of to, ti, h, tz, tt,

:Sai'a2-a3-ai' = 2pa - 2p-ipi + 2p^pz - 2psp3 + p^.

2. Calculate 2ai^a2^a3^ for the same equation.

Ans. - 2pi, + 2pipi, - 2p2pi + p^. (Cf. Ex. 6, Art. 82.)

3. Calculate for the same equation the symmetric function 2ai'a2^a3.

Here the weight is six, and the order three ; hence

201^02^03 = kpi + t\pf,p\ + Hpipi + Hpipr + tip-^ + hpvpiPi + hpiK

Also 2, expressed in teims of si, «2, sz, &c., is (Art. 78)

Sisasa — «iS5 — si- — s-isi + 2j6-

Now, differentiating these two \alue3 of 2 with regard to H, and comparing

<]ifferential coefficients, w e have

dpi U
to:P=-rr=2, or Co = -12.

dse 6
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Difterentiating wiih regard to ss, we have

kpi + tipi = 5si = - 5j)i ; .-. t-i = 7.

Differentiating witli regard to si,

toPi + tipii + dpi H- tspi- = 4s2 = 4 ipi' - 2p2)

;

whence

to+h = -8, h + h = i;
and

fe = - 3, <2 = 4.

Again, te = 0; for 2 vanishes if jj - 2 roots vanish. And we find U and ts by
taking the particular case when « - 3 roots vanish ; for in this case

2ai'o2''o3 = aiaja3 2ai^02 = —P3{— Pipi + Spi) =PiPiP3 — 3jJ3^,

and therefore ti = - S, ^s = 1 ; whence, finally,

SoiWas = - I2pe + 7piPs + iptPi - Spipi' - 3^3^ +piP2P3.

162, Functions of Uiflferences of a Cubic.— The
propositions contained in this and the next following Articles

are most useful in the calculation of certain classes of symmetric

functions of the roots of cubic and biquadratic equations ; they

are also of great importance, as will appear in the sequel, in

reference to the determination of tlie immber of independent

invariants and eovariants of these forms.

Prop. I.

—

Every rational and inteyiril si/inmetric function

i>
(a, ^, y) of the roots of the equation

u^3? + ?>aiX^ + ZutX + «3 =

which involves the differences only of these roots is, when multiplied

by ao", expressible in the form F{ao, S, A), or GF{ao, IT, A),

according as ^ is an even or odd function of the roots, F being a

rational and integralfunction of a^, H, A, andzs being the order of^.

It is first necessary to prove the following Lemma :

—

There

exists no function ofH and A which is divisible by a„. For if there

were any such function F^ (H, A), then, making «,, vanish, we
should have

Fp{lI',A') sO, where E' = -a,\ A' = 4a,'a3 - Sa.V/j'-,

the values of .0" and A wlieu a, vanishes (Art. 42). This equation

is clearly impossible ; lor if we eliminate «! by means of the

equation H' = - Ui', the resulting equation will contain a^ and

«s as well as S' and A'.
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To proceed with the proof of the Proposition :—Since ^ is a

function of the differences, we can suppose it to be calculated

from the cubic deprived of its second term (Art. 36). We
liave therefore

<-^ (a, |3, 7) = F{a,, H, G),

iu which i^is a rational integral function, and r, which cannot

be less than -sj (Art. 81), remains to be determined. Arranging

the right-hand side according to powers of 6, we may write

a/,^ (a, /3, 7) = F,{a„ H) + GF, («„, H) + G'FJa,, !£) + ...

Since the weight of H is even, it follows that wlien f is

an even function of the roots {i.e. its weight even), all terras

involving odd powers of G must disappear, and when (p is an

odd function, F„ and all terms involving even powers of G must

disappear. Taking out G as a factor in the latter case, and

eliminating even powers of G by means of the relation

G' + iS' = a,'A, (Art. 42)

we have proved that rt/^ is expressible in the form F{a^, II, A),

or GF{a,,,II, A), according as <j) is even or odd.

It appears tliereforo that every odd function of the roots

of the kind here considered must have as a factor

(2a - ^ - 7) (2^ - 7 - a) (27 - a - (5). (Ex. 15, Art. 27.)

We can suppose this factor removed from (p, with the cor-

responding value in terms of the coefficients from the second

side of the equation ; and it only remains to determine the

value of r in the case of an even function of the roots. Writing

the relation in the form

r'o''i>{o,ji,y) = F{a„H,A),

arranging the right-hand side according to powers of «„, and

dividing by a„'"^, we have

V,^ (a, /3, 7) = F, («„, if, A) + S ^'^^;^\

where i^o is an integral function of «„, ff, A, and 2 contains all
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tlie fractional terms. Now, <j> being a symmetric function

whose order is tn, a^^ is expressible as an integral function

of the coefficients (Art. 81) ; and since, by the lemma above

established, none of the terms included in S can become

integral, the fractional part must disappear, and tlie equation

assumes the form
flo"^ (a, 3, 7) = F, («„, //, A).

The proposition is therefore proved.

163. Functions of UifTerences of a Biquadratic.

—

Tlie corresponding proposition for a biquadratic is as follows :

—

Prop. II.

—

Eiery rational and integral symmetric function

(p(a,f3,y,d) of the roots of the equation

«„«' + 4aiie' + 6aiX- + ia^x + (74 = 0,

which involves the differences only of the roots, is, when multiplied

by ^o") expressible in the form F(a„, H, I, J) or GF{a„, S, I, J)

according as ^ is an even or odd function, of the roots, F being a

rational and integral function of «„, H, I, J, and -m the order

off-
The following lemma must first be proved :

—

2'here exists

no function 0/ H, I, J loliich is divisible by «„. For, suppose if

possible Fp{H, I, J) to be sucli a function. Making «„ vanish,

we have Fp(H',r,J') ^ 0, where H' = -a,\ /' = - 4«,«, + 3«2^

J' = 2«ia2«3 - "i^i" - '"a' (t^h^ values of H, I, J, wlien «o = 0)

;

but no such relation can exist, since it is impossible to elimi-

nate «i, «3, «3, «4, so as to obtain a relation between H', F, J'

alone.

Now since, as in the preceding Article, ^ is a function of

the differences of the roots, we can suppose it calculated from

the equation deprived of its second term (Art. 37). We have

therefore

«„> (a, 13, y, S) = ^"(^0, H, I, G),

in which jFis a rational and integral function, and r remains to

be determined. Proceeding as before,

a„'-f(a,(i,y,B) = F„(a„H,I)+OF,{ao,ir,I)+Q'F,iao,B,I)+...

VOL. II. H
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Since the weight is even in the case of both the functions

H and /, we infer, just as in the preceding Article, that (? is a

factor in the odd functions ; and, eliminating even functions of

G by the relation

G-- = a,^ [HI - a,J) - 4H\ (Art. 37)

we prove that So''^ is expressible in the form F[a„ M, I, J) or

GF{a„ H, I, J) according as ^ is even or odd. It appears,

therefore, that every odd function of the roots of the kind

here considered contains the factor

(/3 + 7 - a - g) (7 + a - ^ - g) (a + - 7 - S).

(Ex. 20', Art. 27.)

Eemoving this factor, we proceed to determine r in the case

of an even function. Writing the relation in the form

a-^ (a, /3, 7, 8) = F{a„ H, I, J),

and dividing by «(,'""", we have, as in the preceding Article,

V.^ («, /3, 7, S) = F, (a„, H, 1,J) + ^
FAMI,J)

_

"0

Now since the right-hand side must be an integral function

of the coefficients (Art. 81), and since, by the lemma above

established, none of the terms included in S can become integral,

we have

V^(a, /3, 7, S) = Fo{a„, H, I, J),

which proves the proposition.

Instances of the use of this proposition in the calculation of

symmetric functions of the roots of a biquadratic will be found

among the examples at the end of the chapter.

164. Seininvariants and Semicovariante. — Let

oi, aj, a, . . . a„ be the roots of

11 (n - 1)
«„«" + naix"''- + —

^
—-— aiSc^'^ + . . . + n„ = 0,

the general equation written with binomial coefficients. We
proceed to the consideration of an important class of functions
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of X which may be derived from a given symmetric function of

the roots.

In the two preceding Articles we have been occupied wMh.

certain special kinds of homogeneous symmetric functions of

the roots which contain the differences only of these quantities

(cf. Art. 36). Such functions may be called (for a reason

which will appear in a subsequent chapter) semi-invariants, or,

as it is usually written, seminmriants. Being symmetric func-

tions of the roots, they ai-e expressible (when multiplied by a

power of ao) in a rational and integral form in terms of the

coefficients.

We may use in like manner the term semicovariants to denote

similar functions of the differences of the quantities x, oi, as, . . . a„,

such that, when tliey are arranged in powers of x, the successive

coefficients of x are expressible in a similar manner in terms of

the coefficients.

We proceed now to show how semicovariants may be gene-

rated, and then expanded in powers of x, when expressed either

in terms of the roots or in terms of the coefficients.

From any relation such as

ao''<j>{ai, 02 . . . a,,) = -F(«o, «i) as, . . «»),

where <jt is an integral function of the order ro, and F the cor-

responding expression in terms of the coefficients, we may, by

diminishing each of the roots by x, and consequently changing

any coefficient a^ into Ur (see Art. 35), derive the following

equation :

—

(^^(a, -X, a.-x, . . . o„ -x) = F( Uo, Ui, U-i,... U,,), (1)

thus obtaining two forms for a semicovariant, one expressed in

terms of the roots, and the other in terms of the coefficients.

To expand these forms in powers of cc, we have, for the first

member of the equation, by Taylor's theorem,

(oi - X, at - .*, ... On - .^J
= 00 + ^§01. + =—n '^'0n + . . . . (2)
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where <po -
"P ("h oa, • • • an),

. ^ d d d
and - 6= ~- + -^ + . . . + -;-•

aa\ das i/u,^

Again, omitting all powers of x higher than the first, the

second member of the equation heoomes

F{aa, «! + a„x, Ui + 2aiX, ...«„ + non-ix),

or, when expanded,

Fo + xDF, + &e.,

where

Fa = F{a„ rti, (72, . . . an),

and D = rt„ -- + 2ai -— + 3fl2 -—+... + ««„_,
da I dtti dch, da,,

Comparing the two expanded forms, we have

ffo°S^(ai, oj, . . . u„) = l)F[ao, «i, . . . a„),

and consequently, by successive applications of the operators

S and B,
(7„''8> (a„ aj, . . . a„) = B''F{a„, «„ . . . «-„) ;

whence we infer from the expansion (2)

F( U„ U„... Un) = F, + xBF„ +^ B'F, + &o

By the aid, therefore, of the two operafors—S in terms of

the roots, and B in terms of the coefficients—we can expand at

pleasure either side of the equation (1) in powers of x. By
means of the successive operations of 8 we obtain a series of

functions of the roots ; and, by means of B, their equivalent

values in terms of the coefficients.

The results now arrived at are equally true if the function d>

involves the roots of two or more equations, i^ being the corre-

sponding value in terms of the coefficients of these equations,

and B and S being replaced by the sums of the similar operators

relative to each equation.
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It is important to observe that when 8^0 vanishes identically,

so also

8(80,0 or 8>„-0, 8^-0, &c.,

and therefore x disappears in the expansion of the first member

of equation (1). Now this oan happen only when 1^ is a function

of the differences of oi, 02, . . . a„ ; whence we conclude that if

F[aQ, «i, . . . a„) is a seminvariant

DF{at„ «!, Ui, . . . «„) = 0.

This identical relation is often sufficient to determine the

numerical coefficients in a seminvariant when the order and

weight are known. If there should be two or more semin-

variants of the same order and weight, the operation of D will

not supply equations enough to determine all the assumed

coefficients, as will appear from the discussion in the next

Article. If no seminvariant exists of the required order and

weight, the coefficients will all vanish.

165. Ueterinination of Seiuiiivariants.—The problem

of finding tlie seminvariants of a given order zs and weiglit k of

a quantio is the same as that of determining all such solutions

of the differential equation

2)$ = «» -— + 2ai ^ + . . . + nan-i ^— = 0. (1)

To solve this equation wlieu possible, assume

* = Al^l + /\202 + . . . + \r<jt,; (2)

where ^i, ^2, • • • i>r are all the possible combinations of

«o) "'d ">' • • "'^ ^^ ^^'^^ order zy and weight k, aud Ai, A2, . . . \r

arbitrary multipliers.

Now, substituting tliis value of <P in the equation Z)4> = 0,

we have as the result

Liipi + Lixpi + . . . + Lp^/p ^ 0,

where xpi, \jji, ^pz, . . ^p are all the distinct terms of the order ct

and weight k - 1, and i,, L-z, . . . Lp are linear functions of

Ai, Aj, . . . Ap, which must all vanish when 4> is a seminvariant.
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To determine Xi, A2, A3, . . . A;-, we have

1j\ — l\\f<\ + A2A2 + . . - + l\rf<r — *-')

JL/2 — '21A1 + /22A2 + . - . + lirr<r — ^y
(3)

-i/p = ^|Ai + /pjAj + . . . + /pjAr — 0.

There are three distinct cases to be now considered :

—

(1). When r is greater tlian p, there are not suflScient

equations to determine all the quantities Ai, Aj, As, . . . Ar ; but

any ;; of them can be determined as linear functions of the rest.

For this purpose we can proceed as follows :—Introduce r -p =y

arbitrary multipliers defined by the equations

WijlAi + W12A2 + . . . + MirXr = Ai,"

W21A1 + /HsjAj + . . . + W?2,A,. = A
(^)

«;,-iAi + Wy2A2 + . . . + nijrXr = A/
,

Solving the equations (3) and (4) for Ai, A2, . . . Ar, and sub-

stituting in equation (2), wf have the following value for <1> :

—

A<I) = Ai2, + A.Sj + A3S3 + . . . + AjSj,

and therefore

AD* = A,Z>2, + A^DS, + . . . + AyDSj - 0,

whence Z>Si = 0, D^^ = 0, . . . D2;- = 0,

since Ai, A2, . . . Ay may have any values whatever.

We conclude, therefore, that in this case there are ^' — p=j
linearly independent seminvariants.

(2). Whenjjo is equal to v or greater than r, the equations

Z, = 0, ij = 0, . . . ip =

cannot, in general, be satisfied, and there are no seminvariants

of the quantic of the order w and weight k.

(3). When ^ = r - 1 there are just sufficient equations to

determine the ratios of A], A2, • Ar, and consequently only

one seminvariant exists.
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Examples.

1. Determine for a cubic a seminvariant whose order and weight are both

three.

Assume ^ = Aao'^at + Mooaicn + Ca\^,

these being the only three terms which satisfy the required conditions. It is

evident from the form of S that the operation is performed by applying to the

suffix of any coefficient ar the same process as in ordinary differentiation is applied

to the index. Thus Da^ = rar-i, and therefore

-Z)<0 = {ZA + S) oo^Bj + {2B +30) afyo = 0.

Hence
SA + £ = 0, and 2B + SG = 0;

and putting .4 = 1, we have S = —3, and C= 2; whence, finally,

(f>
= «o*«3 — 3«oai«2 + 2ai' = G. (See Art. 36.)

For a quadratic no such seminvariant can he formed.

2. Investigate seminvariants of a quartic whose order and weight are both four.

Assuming

<(> = Aao^ii4 + .Bao°«i«3 + Coo'ii' + -Daosi^aa + £ai*,

we readily find

J)<l> = (iA + B) ao^fls + {3B + iC+ 2D) ao^aiaj + (22) + iB) aosi'.

We have now only three equations among the assumed five coefficients, whose

ratios cannot consequently be determined completely. Expressing B, C, and Z> in

tei ms of ^ and .£, we have easily

<f>
= Aao^ (ao«4 — 4«i«3 + 3aa^) + j!l{ao^ai^ — 2«oai'02 + ai*),

viz., = Aa^n+ US".

where A and B may have any values. We may say therefore that there are in

this case two independent fundamentjil seminvariants of the required order and

weight, viz., ao^'i'and S" ; and from these may be derived an indefinite number

of seminvariants of the same order and weight by assigning to A and B different

numerical values.

3. Determine for a cubic a seminvariant whose order is four and weight six.

Assume

<l>
= ^ao-a3^+ Baoiii^ + Casai' + Bai'tti' + JEnoaiaiaa,

whence

D^ = {6A+ JS) a„=a2«3 + (6J! + 3£ + 22)) aoaifla^ + {3C + iD) a,'a-i

+ [30 + 2B) aoaraa = 0.

Now let A = I, whence JS = - 6 ; also 30+ 2B = 0, giving C = 4 ; and

30+ iS = 0, giving Z) = - 3 ; and from 6B + 3B+2I) = 0, we have finally B = i.
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Hence ^ = a^a-^ + lao^z' + 4<73«i^ - SaiVj- — 6aoffi"2(73.

Compare Art. 42, where the value of ^ is given in terms of the roots.

4. Determine a seminvariant of a qiiintic whose order is three and weight

five.

It is easily seen that the only terms of the required order and weight are

floras, a^a\ai, ao«2«3, ai^«3, and aia^^. Proceeding as before we find that the

ratios of the assumed coefficients are determinate, and the seminvariant is found

to be

a<?ai - 5ao«i«4 + 2ffflff2a3 — 6aia2^ + Sffrfls.

5. Determine for a quartic a seminvariant whose order is three and weight six.

Ans. <fo«2«'4 + 2aifl2a3 — aoca^ — "i^«4 — az' = J-

6. Investigate for the general equation the seminvariants whose order is three

and weight six.

It is easily seen that the only terms which can enter into such seminvariants

additional to those which occur in the preceding example are ao^ac and ao^ias.

Writing down the function <(> consisting of seven terms with indeterminate coef-

ficients, and applying the operator JO, we find that there are only five equations

among the assumed coefficients. We obtain therefore, as is easily seen, semin-

variants of the form

Xao(aoa6 — 6ai«6 + Xha^a^ — lOas^) + fi.J,

in which K and ^ remain undetermined, their multipliers in this expression being

two fundamental seminvariants of the required type.

It may he observed that aoaQ — Gaia^-^- Idnzat ~ lOas^ is an invariant of a

sextio. This function can be readily found directly by investigating seminvariants

whose order is two and weight six. Invariants being, as well as seminvariants,

symmetric functions of the roots which contain the difi'erences only are obtained by

the present method of investigation ; and any function of the coefficients so

obtained which is an invariant for a quantii; of one particular order will be a semin-

variant for quantics (written with binomial coefficients) of all higher orders. The

function obtained in Ex. 3 is an invariant of a cubic, and / is an invariant of a

quartic. It must be carefully noted, however, that most seminvariants, as «.jr. those

obtained in Eis. 1, 4, are not invariants for quantics of any degree, as will be seen

from the definition of an invariant and its properties discussed in the next chapter.

7. Investigate for a quartic seminvariants of order four and weight six.

The only terms additional to those of Ex.3 are 00^3284 and ",<ai"i^. Adding

therefore Aao'^«2«4 + ^floa4ai^ to the value of (p in Ex. 3, and operating by D, we
find, after expressing the remaining coefficients in terms of K and A, the following

value of
<J>,

(p = \ (oo^aaa* - ao34ai' + Sooflz' + 4a3ai' - Sai'az* - 4aoaia2a3) + AAi,

where A3 is the function obtained in Ex. 3, viz. the discriminant of the cubic.
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Observing that the multiplier of A is the product of the functions S and /, and
substituting for As its value EI - aoJ (Art. 42), we have

<p = \'SI + fxaQj.

For a quartic, therefore, the functions ST and oo/are two fundamental semin-
variants of the requii-ed order and weight.

8. Investigate seminvariants of the same order and weight as in Ex. 7 for

quantics of the sixth and higher orders.

It will be found that there are in this case two equations less than would be

required to determine the ratios of the assumed coefficients, and there «ill conse-

quently be three fundamental seminvariants. It may be easily shown that all

seminvariants of the required type can be represented in the form

<l>
= A«o' («o«6 — 6ai«5 + 15fii2«i — 10ff3^) + fiSI + van/.

9. Prove that any seminvariant of the equation

(«o, a\, . a,) (x, ly =

is also a seminvariant of the equation

{«o, 31, . . . «r . - . <t„) (a;, 1)» = 0,

« being greater than r.

10. Determine a seminvariant of a sextic whose order is three and weight

eight.

Ans. fflo«2«6 - aofscii + 2aona' — «i'«6 + Saiazas - aiasUi — Saj'ai + 2a2«3'.

Prof. Cayley originally enunciated the important theorem

which forms the subject of the foregoing Article, viz.—that the

number of linearly independent seminvariants of order -as and

weiglit K is r -p, where r is the number of terms of this order

and weiglit which can be formed from the coefficients «„, a,, . . . a„,

and p the number of terms of the same order and weight k - 1

,

which can be formed from the same coefficients. In the dis-

cussion above given, it is assumed that Li, L„ . . . Lp are

linearly independent ; and it should be observed that if certain

linear relations connected them, for each such relation the

number p would be Miduoed by one. Cayley himself gave

no proof of the independence in general of these quantities

;

but proofs have been supplied by Sylvester {Crelle, vol. 85,

p. 89) and by Prof. Elliott {Alf/ebra of Quantics, Art. 128.

See also Note F at the end of this Volione).
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Examples.

1. Prove directly that

d

dx
F{Uo, Ui, TJi, .. . Vn) = J)F{Uo, Vi, v. . .. Un).

This follows readily from the equations /

BUr = rUr., = ^'; i){ J7,. P, . . .} = 1 { i7,.p-, . . .}.

2. Expand J^(P'o, TTi, Ui, . . . Z7„) by Maclaurin's theorem; and hence

prove

F{V„, Uu ... Un) = Fo + xDFo + ~^ J)'Fo + &c.

where Fo s F{ao, ai, 02, . . . a„).

3. Determine <^i, tpi, . . . <j>j, . . . (pp from the equations

tpi + (p2 + . . . + (l>p
= To,

<l>iei + 0282 + . . . + (t>p0p
= Ti,

<t>iei' + (fiBi'' + . . . + ippBp"- = T2,

(Pi0,p-^ + ^262''-' + . . . + <fpV"' = ^p-i-

This is an extension of an example already solved (Ex. 1, p. 38) ; and it will he

readily found hy applying the method there employed that <pj is given as a function

of the {p — 1)"" degree in ffj by the equation

1 Bj 8/ Bf-'^ <t>j

So «1 «2 Sp-1 To

81 52 «3 . . Sp Tl = 0,

*p-l Sp Jp+I . . S2p.2 Tp.l

where sj = fli' + «2* + 63* + - . - + Bp''.

4. Prove that

where «« = - 27Z.

"We make use of the proposition of Art. 163, and express the given function of
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the roots, whose order is 6 and weight 12, in terms of «o, H, I, J. From the

table

—
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we find

whence

and

and finally,

Proceeding in the same way with the biquadratic equation

&x^ +5 = 0, whose roots are ± vS, ± 1,

2 = 768, H=~l, /=S, /=-4;

- 192 = 21 + m,

i = - 2 X 192, m = 3 X 192 ;

ao'2 = 192 (- 2if7 + 3aoJ).

6. If o, /3, y, S be the roots of the equation

«o^ + iaio^ + 6a2x'' + ia^x + ffj = 0,

calculate in terms of ao, -ff, I, /the value of the symmetric function

ao^S, (3a - - 7 - 5)2 (3,8 - 7 - B - o)2 (Sy - 8 - a - ;3)2.

This may be solved by the same method as the two preceding examples, or we

may proceed as follows :

—

ffo'2 = i^-S.z^h.;-zr,

where zi, z:, zs, z^ are the roots of the equation

I* + 6ai2 + iGz-[ ao'/ - 3fl"2 = o. (Art. 37.)

Hence, by Ex. 2, Art. 161,

Am. 4' {- IR^ + ao^RI- iao^J}.

7. If -F(ao, 01, • . «n) is a seminvariant of the equation (do, ai, . . a„) {x, 1)» = 0,

prove that the same function of the sums of the powers of the roots, viz.

F{sti, si, S2, . . . s„) is also a seminvariant. (Mu. M. Roberts.)

This follows by operating on the first function by D, and on the second by - 5,

and observing that Dar = rar.i and - Ssr = I'Sr-i. ^^^e thus obtain results identical

in form ; and if one vanishes identically, so must the other.

8. Calculate the determinant

50 si

51 S2

«2 S3

in terms of the coeiBcients of a quartic.

By the preceding example, this determinant is a function of the differences of

the roots ; we may therefore remove the second term of the quartic before calcu-

lating it ; and if the equation so transformed be

y* + Pzy" + Pzy + Pi = 0,

4 - 2P2

- 2^2 - 3P3

2P2 -3P3 IPi^-iFi

= 4{8P2P4-2P23-9P3-};
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but ao'P2 = 6J?', «o^P3---4(?, «o'P4 = ao''/ - 3JB"'.

Substituting for Pj, Pa, Pi these values, we have

«o*A = 192 (- 2ir/ + ZooJ) !

the same result as in Ex. 5 (ef. Ex. 7, p. 35).

9. If u, ;3, 7, S be the roots of the equiition

»o«' + 4aia;^ + Baj^* + 4a3« + a4 = 0,

express B„ I„ Ja, 6, of the equation

soa;' + isix' + ^SiX^ + is^x + 54 = 2 (« + a)* =

in terms of S, I, J. G.

and by the aid of the relations

(J2 + 4S-3 s ao* {SI - aoJ), &! + iS,^ s j„' (J,/, - «„/,),

192
J,= . {ia^J-imy.

10. When p is even, prove that

2 (ai - 02)'' = SoSp - pSlSp-l + ^p{p - 1) .92-V3
- &0.

Since

p . p — 1
2 (a; - a)" = nxf — psi xi>-^ H szas'"* - &o. ... — psp_ia; + Sp,

changing x into ai, 02, as, . . . a,,, in succession, and adding the results on both'

sides of the equations thus obtained, we find

p . p ~ \
22 (ai - ai)P = soSp - psiSp-i + — S2»p-2 - . . . - ps,Sp.i + soSp,

where all the terms on the right side of this equation are repeated except the middle

term. Thus
2 (ai - m}' = «o»4 - inS3 + Ssi^,

2 (ai - 02)* = SfjSs - SslSi + 15S2S4 - IOS3-, &o.

11. Eorm the equation whose roots are <t>'(a), <t>'{B), 'p'ij), 1>'{i), where-

a, S, y, S are the roots of the equation

fliK^ {x) = aox* + 4«ia;5 + Ga^x' + iaix + 84 = 0.

32(? „ 96(2fi"/-3ao/) „ 256 (js - 27/2) „
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12. If 2 (a - ^)2 (i3 - 7)* (7 - «)= (•« - 8)S

when expanded, becomes

-STu^i-* + 4A'iar' + 6A'2i-- + iE^x + Ki ;

prove that

Koa^y + Ki (187 + 7a + gg) + Xa (a + g + 7) + Ej ± IbJa
0-7)(7-a)(a-g) "

«o' '

where A = /^ - 27/2.

13. Prove that

ffo*2 (g + 7 - o - ^)M;8 - 7)' (« - 5P = 192 (3«(,7 - 257).

14. Piove that

ao'2 (/3 + 7 - o - 5)* (g - 7)2 (o - S)^ = 612 {aoU^ - S6aoEJ + 12J?-J).

15. The quotient of a simple alternant (one, namely, in which each element

is a single power) by the difference-product (see Ex. 31, p. 61) can be expressed

as a deteiminant whose elements are the sums of the homogeneous products of the

quantities involved.

We tuke a determinant of the third order, and propose to prove

ai'
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(3;-o)(a!-i3){a;-7)
- 1 + nu' + n^a'^ + . . . + xifOilf + &o.,

where

The identity written above becomes then

1 + <U!'+. .. + aP3;')' + ., ,

l+7a;'+... + 7)'a/i' + .,,

a.' + ni.i-'- + .

+ npa^i>+ .,.



CHAPTER XVI.

COVAUIANTS AND INVARIANTS.

166. Definitions.—In this and the following chapters the

notation

(a„ «!, a^, . . . a„) {x, yY

will be employed to represent the quantio

n(n ~\)
a^x" + naictf^'^y + —-—- - GiX^'-y^ + . . . + nOn-v'r!/"'' + »«,'/",

i. . -o

a homogeneous function of x and y, written with binomial

coefficients. If we put y = I, this quantic becomes Tin of

Art. 35 ; and tlie same notation may be used to denote the

homogeneous quautic written in x and y.

Let ^ be a seminvariant (as defined in the preceding

chapter), of the oider to, of the roots ai, 02, 03, . . . u„ of the

equation Vn - («o, «i, «2, • • • ««) {x, 1)" = ; then, if

1 I 1

be substituted for oi, 02, . . . a,„ respectively, the result multi-

plied by Un^ (to remove fractions) is a covariant of ZZ,, if it

involves «, and an invariant if it does not involve x.

From this definition of an invariant we may infer at once

that

^(.''^(((i, 02, 03, . . . a„)

is an invariant of Un "when ^ is composed of a number of terms

of the same type, each of which involves all the roots, and each

root in the same degree ot.
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These definitions may be extended to the ease where ^ (the

function of differences) involves symmetrically the roots of

several equations U'p = 0, Uq = Q, ?7^ = 0, &o., the roots of these

equations entering <p in the orders ro, m', ot", &o. . . . respectively.

We may suLslitute for each root a, as before, and remove
a - X

fractions by the multiplier TJp'XJ^XJ,^' .... &c. If the result

involves the variable x, v?e obtain a covariant of the system of

quantics Up, Vq, TJr, &c. ; and if it does not, ^ is an invariant

of the system.

167. Forniatiun of Covariants and Invariants.—We
proceed now to show how the foregoing transformations may

be conveniently effected, and covariants and invariants calcu-

lated in terms of the coefficients. With tliis object, let the

seminvariant be expressed in terms of the coefficients as

follows :

—

a^^ (oi, 02, . . . a„) = F{a„ (/„ 02, . . . «„).

Now, changing the roots into their reciprocals, and conse-

quently «o ifito **"> ^^-i ^r i'^'^o '^n-ri ^^- (that is, giving the

suffixes their complementary values), we have

«(,"'/' (oi. "2. • • • <<n) = F(a.n, ffn.i, . . . «„),

where ;/< is an integral symmetric function of the roots, and

JPthe corresponding value in terms of tlie coefficients. This

function is called the source* of the covariant derived tlierefroni.

Again, substituting oi -,r, m-x, . . . n,j-.r tor oi, oj, . . . a,„

and consequently C,., &c., for Or, &c. (Art. '6b), we find

a^^^iia, - x, a, - .r, ... a,, - x) = F{ JJn, C„.„ . . . U„ Z7„).

Thus, by two steps we derive a covariant from a function

of the differences, and find at the same time its equivalent

calculated in terms of the coefficients.

To illustrate this mode of procedure, we take as an examplt-.

in the case of the cubic,

a„"2.[a - ^f = 18 (a,'- - %ai)

;

* This term was introduced by Mr. Roberts.

VOL. 11. I
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whence, changing the roots into their reciprocals, and «(,, ai, ffa, a,

into «s, «», Ui, «o, we have

Again, changing a, j3, y into a -a*, ^- x, -y -x, and asi, ^li, a^

into Z7i, ZTj, iZa, respectivelj', we find

a„^2 (/3 - 7)^ (« - «)^ = 18 (J7-/ - Z73?7:).

The second member of this equation becomes when expanded

Ui JJ3 - Ui = (aoCi., - ai'^) x^ + (r/oriSs - «i«2) x + (flifls - n^').

This covariant is called the Hesnian of Uz- We refer to it

as Hx, since H is its leading coefficient.

As a second example we take the following function of the

quartic :

—

«„'S - 7)^ (a - hy = 24 («„«! - 4a!,«3 + 3a,')
; (1)

whence, changingthe roots into their reciprocals, and a^,ai,(ii,ai,(ii

into ffli, «3, «2, «i, ao^ we have

<-S (7 - ^)' (S - af = 24 (»,ff„ - 4fl3«i + 3a2»).

These transformations, therefore, do not alter equation (1)

:

again, since in this case \p{a, /3, 7, S) is a function of the diffe-

rences of the roots, tp is unchanged when a- x, B - x, &c. . . .

,

are substituted for a, j3, 7, S. We infer that a^Ui - iuiCh + Sa,^

is an invariant of the quartic Hi.

We observe also, in accordance with what was stated in

Art. 166, since

^ - (/3 - 7,r- (a - Sr + (7 - aY (/3 - g)^ + („ - |3)M7 - ^Y,

that any one of the three terms of which <p is made up involves

each of the roots in the degree ct, which is here equal to 2.

In a similar manner it may be shown that

<{(7-«)0-8)-(a-i3)(7-S)j{(a-/3)(7-8)-(|3-7)(a-S))

x{0-7)(«-g)-(7-„)(/3-S))

= - 432 [a^a^di + ^axa^Oi - o-si ~ Si^«4 - "»')

is an invariant of the quartic.
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There is no difficulty in determining in any particiilar case

whether ^ leads to an invariant or covariant, for if it leads to an

invariant, ^ = + \jj, that is, ^ is unchanged (except iu sign, when

its type-term is the product of an odd number of differences of

the roots, i.e. wlieu its weight is odd) when for the roots their

reciprocals are substituted, and fractions removed by the simplest

multiplier (aiaaOj . . . a,,)". An invariant whose weight is odd is

called a nkew invariant.

168. Proiierties of Covariants unci Invariants.—
Since <^ is a homogeneous function of the roots, the covariant

derived from it may be written uuder the form

W ( .T

x' \ai-iB Oi-x a„ — xj

where ot is the order, and k the weight, of ^.

Also, since ^ is a function of the differences, we may add 1 to

eacli constituent, such as —— , thus obtaining ——. Again,

multiplying each constituent by .r, the covariant becomes

«'" \ni - -v aa - ;r'
" " ' a„ - .rj

Employing now the notation «', a'l, a\, &o., for the recipro-

cals of X, a„ 02, &c. ; and denoting by U' tiie function whoso

roots are a\, a'i, . . . a,„ viz.

U' 3 a„x'" + Mff.i.i.r'"-' + &o., . . . + naiX + «„ = ;

1 - a,-r

Since —, ,
=

,

a ,. - .r a,- - X

and U = a,,V [x - a\) (.»' - a',) . . . {./ - a'„) = .r" U%

the covariant above w ritten is easily reduced to the form

whence it is proved that the covariant is unaltered when for

a au a., ... a» their reciprocals are substituted, and the result

I 2
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multiplied by (- 1)';^'"^'''. This transformation changes Or intO'

fir„.r, that is, each coefficient into the coefficient with the com-

plementary suffix.

Now if any eovariant whose degree is m be written in the

form

{B„B.,B,,...B„)[x,ir'; (1)

changing a„ «!,... a„, x, into a,„ a„.i, ...«„, -, we have

another form for this eovariant, namely,

and as this form is an integral function of x of the same type

as (1), we have, by comparing the two forms,

m = »m - 2k:, B, = (- 1)«C„, ... Br={- 1)« O^.r ;

thus determining the degree of the eovariant in terms of the

order and weight of the function (p, and showing that the

conjugate coefficients [i.e. those equally removed from the

extremes) are related in the following way :

—

If F{a„ tti, ffs, ... ff„) be any coefficient of the eovariant,

(- \)''F{((n, On-i, an--., . . . fflo) '« its Conjugate.

This property is charncteristic of covariants, and is not

possessed by semicovariants, although the two classes of func-

tions agree in the mode of formation by the operator B, as will

appear in the Article wliich follows :

—

From the expression for tlie degree of a eovariant in terms

of -sj and K, namely, nw - 2k, we may draw the following

important inferences :

—

(1). If a°(p is an Invariant, nzs = 2k.

For, in this case <p and ip are tlie same function, and conse-

quently their weights k and «3j - k are also the same.

(2). All the invariants of quantics of odd degrees are of even

order.

For if n be odd, it is plain from the equation nzs = 2k that

ic must be even, and k a multiple of n.
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(3). All comriants of quantics of even degrees are of even

. degrees.

For in this case wot - 2k is even.

(4). Covariants of qualifies of odd degrees are of odd or even

degree according as the order of their coefficients is odd or even.

(5) . The resultant of two covariants is always of an even order

in the coefficients of the original quantic.

For, the order of the resultant expressed in terms of the

orders and weights of the covariants is

OT (n-sj' - 2k') + to' (nzs - 2k) ^ 2 (nwra' - zsk - w'k).

169. Formation of Covariante by the Operator D.—
From Art. 164 we infer that the expansion of F{ Vn, Un-i, . • . Vo)

may be expressed by means of the Differential Calculus in the

form

F, + xBK + T^. I)'F,+.. . +^^ D'-F„ + .

.

.

,

1 . ^ l . 4 , o . . . r

where F„ is the result of making rr = in F{U'„, U„-i, . . Uo),

viz.

^\ = F{a„, a„_i, . . . «j),

, J.
d d ^ d d

and D s ffn-r- + 2ai -r- + oUi —- + ... + na„.i -—.
dai dtti da, dan

In forming a eovariant by this process, the source F„ with

wliich we set out is altered by the successive operations D, each

operation reducing tlie weiglit by one, till we arrive at the

original function F{ao, «i, ...««) from which the source was

formed. Since this is a function of the differences, the ex-

pression resulting from the next operation D vanishes, and tlie

eovariant is completely formed. The corresponding operations

S on the symmetric function \p have the effect of reducing the

degree in the roots by one each step, the final symmetric function

containing the differences only. Thus by successive operations

we obtain two expressions for a eovariant—one in terms of the

roots, and the other in terms of the ooeffioients.
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The degree m of the covariant is plainly equal to the number

of times S operates in reducing j^,, to ^, i. e. equal to the difference

of the weights of the extreme coefficients. And since

ifo = (oiOj . . . a„y<^ — , —,...— ,

\ai Oj a„J

the weight of ipo is nza - k, where k is the weight of (p (oi, 02, ... a„) ;

hence the degree of the covariant whose leading coefficient is

Oo"^ is WOT — 2k, the same value as before obtained. We add

some simple examples in illustration of this method.

Examples.

1. Form the Hessian of the cubic

aoX^ + ZaiX- + 'ioiX + 03 = 0.

Taking the function Hs aoai <- ai', we find, as in Ait. 167,

<r„22aJ (/3 - 7)= = 18 (aj* - Bias).

Operating on the left-hand side by 8, and on the right-hand side by D, we obtain

- <?o^22o (/3 - 7)2 = 18 (ai02 - rto^s)

;

and operating in the same way again,

flo'22(/3 - 7)'- = 36 (ai'' - ooaz).

The next operation causes both sides of the equation to yanish. Hence the

required covariant is, as in Art. 167,

(aias — az") + (aoas — oi«2) x + («oB2 - ai'') x"-.

We find at the same time the corresponding expression in terms of x and the

roots.

2. Torm the Hessian of the biquadratic

«()«* + ia\3? + do'i^ + iasx + ai = 0.

The covariant whose leading coefficient is Ss ffoca - ai' is called the Hessian

of the biquadratic. Its degree is 4, since to = 2, and k = 2 ; and . . ms — 2tt = 4.

Changing the coefficients into their complementaries, the source of the covariant is

0402 — 03^, and we easily find

ffx E (oooj — ai2) x* + 2 («ofl3 - oiaj) x^ + (aofli + 2ai«s - 3aj') x'

+ 2 [aiOi - aiai) x + {aia, - as').
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3. Form for a cubic a covariant whose leading coefficient is the sem-

inyariant G.

Clianging the coefficients in G into their complementaries, we get the source

«3'«o - ZazUiai + 2a2', and operating witli D we easilj' obtain the covariant in the

following form :

—

(as'ao — Sasoaui + ia^) + 3 [azataa + ai^ai —^2a3«i'') x

— 3 (ao«i«3 + ai'ai — 2aoa2^) x' — {ao'aa - SfloSiOJ + 2ai') «'.

In this the conjugate coefficients (Arl. 168) differ in sign as well as in the inter-

change of complementaries, the weight of G being odd. The student will have no

difficulty in expressing this covariant in terms of x and the roots by the aid of the

value of G given in Ex. 15, Art. 27.

170. Tbeorem.—Any function of the differences of the roots

of a covariant or semicovnriunt is a function of the differences of

the roots of the original equation.

Let the covariant or semicovariant be

i>
(x) ^{x- p,){x - Pi) ... {x- pp).

Since ^ is a function of the differences of x, a-i, ui, . . . an,

we have

-— -h(jt^O, viz., <p.'{x) + S (« - p^ (x-pi) ... {x -
Pp) So, ^ 0.

Now, substituting for x in this identical equation each root

Pi, Pi, . . . in succession, we have

0'(/Oi){l + SpO = 0, <i>'{p.) (1 + SjO,) = 0, &c

whence

V + 1 = 0, 8iO»+l = 0, ... Spy+1 = 0, ...

and consequently

^ (ft;
- P*) = 0,

which proves the theorem.

In the preceding pages many instances have been given in

which the roots of covariants or semicovariants are expressed

in terms of the roots of the original equation ; and the student

will easily verify that the result of the operation of 8 on any

sucli expression is - 1. The roots of the covariants in Exs. 1

and 3 of the preceding Article arc given in Ex. 25, p. 57, and

Ex. 13, p. 88, Vol. I., respectively ; and roots of semicovariants

will be found in Exs. 10, 11, p. 87, and 12, 14, p. 88, Vol. I.
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The theorem here proved is clearly true also for any

funotion of the differences of tlie roots of two or more cova-

riants or semicovariants.

171. Uouble I^iiiear Traiisfurniation applied to tbe

Tlieory of Covariants.—Hitherto we have discussed the

theory of covariants and invariants through the medium of the

roots of equations. We proceed now to give some account of a

different and more general mode of treatment, by means of

wliich this theory may be extended to quantics homogeneous

in more than two variables, such as present themselves in the

numerous important geometrical applications of the theory.

Although this enlarged view of the subject does not come

within the scope of the present work, wo think it desirable to

show the connexion between the method of treatment we have

adopted and the more general method referred to. With this

object we give in the present Article two important propo-

sitions.

Piiop. I.

—

Let any qiiantic

JJn = %{x - atlj) [x - aty) . . .{x- a„y]

be transformed by the substitution

X = \x + fiy', y = A'/ + fi'ij' ;

then if I and I' be corresponding invariants of the two forms Tin

and U'n, we have

r = {Xf/ - X'liYi.

To prove this, let

/ = VS ("1 - a^Y («^ - «3)' . . . («1 - On)',

each root entering every term of S in the degree ct. When
any factor of Un, e. g. x - a^y, is transformed, we find

X - aiy = (A - A'ai) [x — a'l//), where a\
ixa.1 - H _

A — A Ui

hence U'„ = a\{x' - a\y'){x' - a\y'} (./ - a'„//'),

where a\ = a^{\- Voi) (A - A'a,) .... (A - A'a„ -.
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Again, for the difference of any two roots of JTn, we have

(Vj-Xjt)(ap - aq)
a t,

— a o
=

{X - X'ap){X -X'ug)

Making these substitutions for a\ and for all the differences

of roots in /', the denominators of the fractions which enter by

the transformation disappear, and we have finally .

/' = (Am' - AV)«/.

Prop. II.

—

If f [x, y) be a covariant of the quantic Zr„, the

new value of <j>, after linear transformation, is

(Xfi'-X'fi)''^{iv,i/).

The proof is similar to that of the preceding proposition.

"We have

^ ?/) =V2 («i - aO" (a. -a,)'- .... {x- a^yf [x - a^l/)i ...,

where each root enters in the degree ra.

Now, transforming, as in the previous proposition, the value

of ^{x, y) thus derived ; since the factors X - A'a,, A - A'aj, . .

.

all enter in the same degree win the denominator, they will all

be removed by the multiplier a^", and the transformed value of

^ (*, //) is

(A;u' - AV)" (.r, y).

The determinant A^u' - X'jx, whose constituents are the

coefficients which enter into the double linear transformation,

is called the modulus of transformation.

Without any reference to the roots of the equation ?7„ = 0,

we can suppose the transformation of x and y to be applied to

the quantic in the form

Un = a>.r" + ii(i,.v"--^y +
^

<hx"-^y'' + . . . f a„if

The propositions here proved with respect to invariants and

covariants regarded as functions of the roots will still hold good
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wheTi these functioDS are expressed in their equivalent forms in

terms of the coeflBoients. We may therefore now restate the

Propositions in the following form :

—

Prop. I.

—

An invariant is a function of the coefficients of a

quantic, such that ichen the quantic is transformed by linear trans-

formation of the variables, the same function of the new coefficients

is equal to the originalfunction multiplied by a power of the modulus

of transformation.

Prop. II.

—

A covariant is a function of the coefficients of a

quantic, and also of the variables, such that ichen the quantic is

transformed by linear transformation, the same function of the new

variables and coefficients is equal to the originalfunction multiplied.

by a power of the modulus of transformation.

Tlie definitions contained in the preceding propositions are

plainly applicable to quantics homogeneous in any number of

variables, and form the basis of the more extended theory of

covariants and invariants above referred to. We give among
the following examples an application to the case of a quantic

involving three variables.

Examples.

1

.

Perfonning the linear transformation

if

ax"- + 2bxij -^ oy'^ = AX^ + IBXY -V CY',
prove that

AC- B^= {\/ii - Kjfu)- [ae - V-).

2. Performing the same transformation, if

(a, b, c, d, e){x, yf = [A, B, 0, D, E) {X, Yy,
prove that

AE - iBB + 3C'- = {\fii - Xin)i [ae - ibd + Sc').

3. Performing the same transformation, if

ax'i + 2bxy + cy'' = AX- + 2BX Y + UY-,
and

0x3? + 2bixy + ay- = ^iX^ + IB^XY -^ Cil'S
prove that

ACi + AiG- 2BBi = {\^il - M^fiaci. + aic - 2Mi).

This follows from Ex. 1, applied to the quadratic forms

(a+ Kax)xH1(b^Kb{)xyJr(c + KCi)y^=[A+KA{)X?+2(B+KBi)XY^-{C+K.Ci)Y'^,

hy comparing the coefficients of k on hoth sides.
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Whence we may infer that, iftwo quadratics determine a harmonic system, the

new quadratics obtained by linear transformation also form a harmonic system.

For their roots being a, $, and ai, /3i, we have

a(ii{((i-oi)(j3- 0i) + (a-3i)(3 -ai)} = 2 (aci + n,c - 2bbi).

4. If the homogeneous quadratic function of three variables

ffii-2 + iy- + cz^ + ifi/z + iffzx + -l/u-;/

be transformed into

AX^- + BY- :- CZ'^ + 2FYZ+ 2f?ZT + 2ffZr

by the linear substitution

X = K)X + tiiT+ vxZ, y = \iX + f,.iY + ViZ, z = MX + niY + vsZ;

prove the relation '9A
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Now, if ^ («„, «,, (?2, • • . ttn, -e, y) be any covariant of this

quantic, we have by the definition

<f> («o, di, «2, . . «„, X, t/) =
(f,

{A„, Au A., . . . A,„ X, Y),
or

(ffo, «i, fl-a, . • . «„, x,y) =(p {A„ A„Ai,... An, .r - hi/, y).

Expanding the second member of this equation, and con-

fining our attention to the terms which multiply h : observing

dA
also that —r— = fa,.-i when terms are omitted which would be

cih

multiplied in the result by h^, /i', &c., we liave

^ + hl-y-j!- + D<t,]+ Pi ] + &o ^ f,

which must hold whatever value // may have ; hence

dd, d(j> dd, dd> d(h

d.r rtffi dOi da^ dan

and, substituting for <jt the value

{B,,B„B.,,...B,„)(.v,yy',
we have

niB^^'^ y + m{m-l) Bix"'''y'' + . . . + »«5,„_,//"'

a DBoX'" + }nDBiX"-\i/ + .. . + DB,,,;/'"
;

whence, comparing coefiicients, we have the following equations :

DBo = 0, BB, = B„ BB, = 2B„ . . . BB,n = mB„,.„

which determine the law of derivation of the coefficients from

the source B^ ; the leading coefficient Bo being a function of

the differences, since BB^ = 0.

The calculation of the coefficients is facilitated by the fol-

lowing theorem, which has been proved already on different

principles :

—

Two coefficients of a covariant eqiial/y reinovedfrom the extremes

become equal {plus or minus) ivhen in either of them a^, fli, . . . a„

are replaced by a„, «„.i, . . . ffoi respectively.
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To prove this, let the quantic be transformed by the linea

substitution

X = OX + Y, y = X+ OY, whose modulus = - 1.

Thus

((7o, «„ ai, . . . «„)(a-, y)" = (a,„ f7„_„ <7„.., . . . (?„) {X, F)",

and, by definition, any covariant

<p{(tn, Cn-l, «n-2, • • • "o- ^, ^) = (" 1)*
<t> («0) <'i) «2, • • • "n, ^, P)

^ (- 1)" (j,{a„, a„ a^, ... a„, Y, X)
;

whence it follows that the coefficients of the covariant equally

removed from the extremes are similar in form, and become

identical (except in sign when k is odd) wlien for the suffixes

their complementary values are substituted.

It is easily inferred in a similar manner that a covariant

satisfies the differential equation

in-r = (fn T^- + 2fl'.„., --^ + afi-,,.,—^- + . . . + w«i -/-, 2
ay da„^i da„.i aa„_3 d<i„

as well as the equation (1) already given.

Again, if (a„, «„ a^, .
.

'. «„) be an invariant of the quantic,

the former transformation of the present Article gives, employ-

ing the definition of Art. 171,

<t> ((7o, «i, 02, . . . a„) = {A„, At, Ai, ... A„)
;

and proceeding as before, in the case of a covariant, we prove

that an invariant must satisfy both the differential equations

a„ '/- + 2ai~ + 3ai-j-+ .. . «a„-i -f-
= 0,

(/rt, da, da, da,,

d(k ,. dd, dij> d(p

dan-\ dan-i da-ns da„

either of which may be regarded as contained in the other, since

if we make the linear transformation x = Y, y = X (whose

modulus = - 1), we have from the definition of an invariant

<j> {an, Cn-U «'«-2. • • «o) = (- 1)" f («o- «i> Oi, . .
. «„)

;
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proving that an invariant is a function of the coefficients of a

quantic which does not alter (except in sign if the weight be

odd) when the coefficients are written in direct or reverse order.

The relation between invariants and seminvariants, cova-

riants and semicovariants, is now clear. Invariants of the

quantic («„, «i, . . . a„) (.r, y)" satisfy both the differential equa-

tions last written, whereas seminvariants of («„, Ui, . . . »„) (,r, 1)"

satisfy only the first of these equations. In like manner

semicovariants of {a„, a,, ... a„){x, 1)" satisfy only the first of

the differential equations (1) and (2) above written, whereas

both are satisfied by covariants.

Having now explained the nature of Covariants and Inva-

riants of quantics, and the connexion between the two modes in

which these functions may be discussed, we proceed to prove

certain propositions which are of wide application in the forma-

tion of the Covariants and Invariants of quantics transformed

by a linear substitution. The student who is reading this

subject for the first time may pass at once to the next chapter,

where the principles akeady explained are applied to the cases

of the quadratic, cubic, and quartic.

173. Prop. I.

—

Let any homogeneous quantic of the it"' degree

f{x, y) hecoine F{X, Y) by the linear transformation

x^\X + fxY, y^XX + n'Y;

also let anyfunction u, ofx, y, become U by the same transformation
;

then we have

^ 'W dx)--^\dY' dx)' W
where M is the modulus of transformation.

To prove this proposition, solving the equations

x = \X+fxY, y = XX+fi'Y,
we Lave

MX = n'x-fiy, MY=-X'x + \y;
whence

^^dX , .^dX ^^dY ., ^^dY
,

dx dy dx dy
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^^^^'
dx ~ dX dx ^ dY dx ~ My" dX~ dYj'

du_dUdX dJJdY_lf dU dU\
dy'lX'dii ^ dY~dy ~ M\ '^dX^^dYf

which equations may be put under the form

dy~ \MdYJ^^\ MdXj'

"^=aY4SV.'^---V
and siuoe

dx \M dY) ^\ M dXj

'

/(AX + ^Y, X'X + iu'F) - F{X, Y),

changing X and Y into ^ —, and - —— , respectively,

the proposition is proved.

In an exactly similar manner, changing X and Y into

1 d

MdY'
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whence, substituting from these equations in (1),

, „fdu du\ „ fdUc dUc

'"'-fW-d-.j-^'W' -nxr

proving that f\'T< ~'t]^^^ covariant of v.

And in a similar manner it is proved from (2) that

leads to an invariant or covariant of v, according as u is of the

n"' or any higher order.

We add some applications of this method of forming inva-

riants and covariants.

Examples.

1. If— , ---be substituted iorx and y in thequartic (a, b, e, d, e)(x, y)* s= TJ,

dy dx

and the resulting operation performed on the quartic itself, show that the invariant

/is obtained.

We find

(a, b, u, d, e) (— ,
Y U ^ iS (ae - iid + Sc^).

\dy dxf

2. Prove, by performing the same operation on Ifz, the Hessian of the quartie

(Ex. 2, Art. 169), that the invaiiant /is obtained.

Here we find

/ d d\'
{a, b, c, d,e) (— , -—

) S, = 72 (ace + 2bed - ad'^ - eb- - (^).
\d'j dx I

3. Prove that

(a, b, c, d) (—, -—] G, = -\2 (a^d''- - Qabcd + 4ac3 + U^d - W^c\
\dy dxj

where G, is the cubic covariant of the cubic (a, h, o, d) {x, yf (Ex. 3, Art. 169).

4. Find the value of

where u ^ (a, b, c, d) {x, y)'.

Ans. - 9H^^.
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174. Prop. II.

—

If <p (a„ «!, «a, . . . a„) be an invariant of the

form (ffo, «i, «j, . . . a„) {.r, </)", (tiid u any quantic of the m"' or any

higher degree,

,fd"ii d"u d"n rf»tA

^ V^^' (If'-'df dx"-\{y^'
• • , j-^j

is an. invariant or coeariant of it.

To prove this, let

x = \X + ^Y, x' = \X' + fi¥\

//=\'X + ^'F, y'=\'X'+fi'Y';

and transforming, as in the last proposition,

, '/ , d d d

dx dy dX dl

also transforming u, we have 11= u; whence

and writing this equation when expanded under the form

(A, I>u A, . . . D„){X\ F')" = (rfo, ^u <•• d,){x', y'r,

we have, from the definition of an invariant,

<f>
(D„, i)„ A 2)„) = Micf> (d„ d„ d„... d„),

showing that (/)(rfo> d^, di, . . . (/„) is an invariant or covariant.

When iC, //, and .r, //' are transformed similarly, as in the

present proposition, they are said to be cogredient variables.

And in general, for any number of variables, when the coeffi-

cients which enter into the transformation of one set are the

same as those which enter into tlie transformation of the other,

the two sets are said to be cogredient.

The functions which occur in the equation (1) are called

emanants ; the expression on the right-hand side of the equation

being the «'* emanant of u.

VOL. II. K
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Examples.

1. Let the quadratic

tt„x^ + laixy + a^y"^ become A„X^- ^ %AiXT + A^Y^

.

We have then, as in Ex. 1, Art. 171,

AoAi — Ai^ = M'{at)a2 — oi').

Now since

^„<PU „^,^, d'TT ^„d-U „d-u ,, d'-u ,d'u

dX-^ dXdY^ dV^ dx'^ ^ dxdy^^ dy^

it follows from the last result, considering X', I", and x', y' as variables, that

dHJd'^U

dX? Ty^' \dXdr) ~ '
Idx'^ d^" [d^jj

This gives an invariant of a quadratic, and a covariant (called the Sessian) of

any higher quantic.

2. When u has the values

(a, 5, «, d) {x, y)' aad (a, b, e, d, e) (x, y)\

what covariants are derived by the process of the last example ?

(Cf. Exs. 1, 2, Art. 169.)

Ans. ( 1) . {ae- f) x' + {ad - be) xy + (bd - «') y'.

(2). (ac - 42) x^+1 {ad - be) x^y + («« + Ibd - 3c') x'^y^

+ 2 (5e - cd) xy^ + (ce - d^) yK

175. Prop. III.

—

If <i»y itwariaiit of the quantic in x, y,

U + k {x;/ - .r'ljf

be formed, the coefficients of the different powers of k, regarded as

homogeneous functions of the variables x\ if, are covariants of U.

For, transformiug U by linear transformation, let

(rt„ «,, «2, ...an) {x, yf = {A„ Au A,,... A„) (X, F)"

;

also, if X, y and x'
,
y' be cogredient variables,

xy'-x'y = M{XY'-X'Y).
Wlience

(«o. «i. ('%, . • «n) {x, yf + k (xi/ - x'yY
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becomes when transformed

(Jo, A„ A„... A„) (X, F)» + kBf^ (XT - XT)";

and forming any invariant ^ of both these forms, we have

(^, i,u <t,„... ^p) (1, ky = M" ($, $„ $„ . . . $^) (1, MVcf,

proving tliat

(t>r
= i!f«<I>,.,

or that ^,. is a eovariant.

When («(/' - x'y)" is replaced by {bo, h, b^, . . . bn) (x, p)", we

have the following proposition which is established in a similar

manner :

—

Iff (do, <iu cii, . a,,) be an invariant qf(a„, o,, a,, . . . (?„) («, p)"

all the coefficients of k in

((7o + kbo, rti + kbi, . . . <?„ + kbn)

tire invariants of the system of two qualities

(ao, «i, «j . . . «„) (^, y)", {bo, bi, b^, . . . b„) {x, y)"
;

or, which is the same thing,

f d , d , d
I 6„—- + ii — +
\ dtto da I

are incariants of the system.

This proposition may be extended to any number of quantics

of the same degree in any number of variables. If, further,

JJ be replaced by a eovariant V of tlie jo** degree, we may
generate new oovariants by forming any invariant of

V+k {xy' - x'yf.

176. Prop. IV.

—

If (j> {x, y) and yp [x, y) be homogeneous

quantics, the determinant

df d(f>

dx dy

+ b,t -^ )
^, &c., &c.,

di^/ dip

dx dy

is a eovariant of these quantics.

K2
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For, transforming ^ and i// by the linear substitution

x = \X+nY, y = \'X + fiY,
we have

giving
$ (X, F) =

<^ («, //), ^ (X, Z) = ^ (.r, y),

rfX

' dx

Whence

dij

,d<^

rfX rfa; (/y'

d^
dY ^'dx

d(p

dX

d-^

dX

(Ty

d^

dY

A^ + A'^,
dx

A? + A^
dx

dy'

dy'

d\p ,dip
• '''dy-

d(j) , dip

dx dy

dx dy

which reduces to

j^(cl± (.hjj _ dj> d4,

\dx dy dy dx

and the proposition is proved.

This covariant is called the Jncobian of ^ and i//, and is often

written in tlie form J {<p, <//). The Jacobian of n functions-

in n variables is a determinant of similar form, and can be shown

to be a covariant by an exactly similar proof.

177. Derivation of Invariants and Covariants by
Differential Symbols.—If rrj, y^ ; x^, y^; x,,ys; . . . x„, y„ be a

series of cogredient variables (such as, for example, the co-

ordinates of 11 points), the functions (^it/j - ^zyi), . . . (xpy^ - Xqy^y

d d
are unaltered by linear transformation ; and since -— ,

dyi dxi

are transformed by the same linear transformation as Xi, y,- (see

Art. 173), we derive a series of symbols of differentiation, which

combined as above give the following :

—

^rf.r, dy^ dXi dyij'
' ' ' \dxp dy^ dXj dypj'
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These symbols may be denoted simply by (1, 2), . . . {p, q),

&o. ; and by their aid a complete caloulus can be constructed

for deriving and oonjparing invariants and eovariants. For

example, the Jaoobiau of ^, ip may be written in the form

(1. '^)
<l>i

i^»,

where (^i = ^ (*-i, y,), i, =
^fJ {x^, y^),

the suffixes being omitted after tlie differentiation has been

performed. Similarly, expanding the symbolic form(l, 2y<f)^tp„

we obtain the oovariant

d'<ji dhp_ _ci <^<i>
(P4' (i'<l> <i'^

dx^ dif dx dy d.r dy dy"^ dx^
'

the distinction between the variables being removed after the

differentiation lias been performed.

In the investigation by this method of the invariants and

eovariants of a single quantic, the result is obtained under the

symbolic form

(1, 2Y(2, 3)3(3, 4)v.
. . (;,, qf U,U,U,... U^U„

where Uj, for example, is used to denote the quantic obtained

by substituting xj and y,- for x and y in U. If after this

operation is performed, x and y disappear, we have obtained

an invariant ; and it is easy to see in this case that the figures

1, 2, 3, ...;;, J must all occur exactly n times in terms such

as (ijj)". For example, the formula

gives a series of binary invariants for all even quantics,

the order of the invariant in general being equal to the number

of factors Ui, U,, &c. In like manner from tlie formula

{I2y" {2-dy'" [31)='" U,U,U,

we can derive a series of ternary invariants for quantics of tlie

degree 4»i, the operation (12)" (23)' (31)' in the case of the

quartic yielding the iuvai-iant
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It may be noticed that tliis intercliange of variables

can be accomplished by means of a differential operator

;

for instance,

/ d d

\ dxj dijj
f7; = 1.2.3 .. . nU^, &c., &c.

The method here explained of forming invariants and

covariants is due to Prof. Cayley.

The above method of calculating invariants and covariants

can be easily extended to ternary forms ; for, if XiijiZi, x^i/iZ^,

Xs.t/sZs be cogredient variables, it appears readily by the rule for

multiplying determinants that

Xi j/i Zi

iZ'2 //2

Xi !/i Zs

becomes, after transformation, a similar function multiplied by

the modulus of transformation ; whereas, by Art. 173, we derive

a series of symbols of differentiation, as follows :

—

(123) =

d
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ttj" denotes the coefficient of Xi' in (J, i7i""'i7, the coefficient of

*^i""^*3) and so on ; but when the sum of the indices p + q in.

the product a/«2« is not a multiple of n, no interpretation is

afforded.

Again, since

^ = 1.2.3.....» \'' ^. ^ ''
d^J ^ = («^^' -^ '''^^)"'

we may replace Wj and a^ in any homogeneous function of ai

d d
and flj of the «** degree by the differential symbols -p- and -=—

operating on U, a numerical factor being disregarded.

Moreover, in place of substituting different pairs of variables

in U, thus forming Ci, Ui, U3, . . . , as in Cayley's method,

Aronhold writes the quantic U under the various forms

(uiXi + ttiXi)", {AiJKi + b^Xi)", {cxXi + c^^", . . . where ai^cii"'''

= biPbi"''' = Ci^Cj""'' . .
.

, the coefficient of x\^x.p^^ in U, the order of

the coefficients of any invariant or covariant being the number

of the symbols a,b, c, . . . in its expression. In the formation

of an invariant the differential symbol
\dxi dyt dxt dy^

given in Cayley's method is now replaced by [ab) = (aib^ - atbi)

in Aronhold's notation.

Thus, for example, the invariants of the quartio are, in

Aronhold's notation, written thus :

—

27 = (aby, 6J = (bcf (cay {ab)',

and the oovariants whose leading coefficients are H and G as

follows :

—

2H:, = {ab)Wbx', Ox = {abf{ca) aXW,
which expressions may be verified hj replacing [ab), &c., by

{ttibt - Oibi), &c., then expanding and introducing the coef-

ficients of U, which is practicable since these expressions are

homogeneous functions of the 4** degree in each pair of

symbols a^, a,. This method, like Cayley's, can bo readily

applied to a quantic U involving any number of variables.
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We now conclude this chapter with some examples selected

to illustrate the foregoing theory. The student is referred for

further information on this subject to Salmon's Lessons Intro-

ductory to the Modern Higher Algebra ; to Gordan's Vorlemngen

iiber Iiivariantentheorie ; and to Olebsch's Theorie der bindren

algebraischeit Formen, where a symbolic method is adopted

throughout.

Examples.

1. The discriminant of any quantic is an invariant.

2. The resultant of two quantics is an invariant of the system.

3. From the definitions, Art. 166, prove that all the invariants of the quantic

U(xy' — x'y) are covariants of U, the variable being x' : y'.

Hence derive the covariants of a cubic from the invariants of a quartic expressed

in terms of the roots.

4. If Ii, li, I3, . . . /n be the same invariant for each of the quantics

X — a\ X — a2 a: — 03 x — an

of the order za, where ai, oj, . . . an are the roots of ^ (x) = 0, prove that

'^Irix-ar)"

is a covariant of
<l>

{x).
"''

For example, using /i to denote the / invariant composed of the four roots

as, 03, oi, as (Art. 167), with similar values for /a, J3, Ji, Jf,, we have the follow-

ing covariant of a quintio :

—

/l {x - ai)3 + 72 (a; - atf + /s (» - a.3f + /i (« - 01)' + /s (« - as)'.

6. If 01, 02, as, ... On be the roots of the equation

(ao, a\, ai, • . an) («, 1)" = ;

and if

«0"'iJ>l(f2 . . <pm = F(ao, Ol, 32, . . . «n),

where ^1, ^2 . . . (/>„i are all the values of a rational and integral function of some

or all the roots obtained by substitution, find the equation whose roots are the

m values of - ^, given S> = 0. (Of. Exs. 12, 13, 14, p. 88, Vol. I.)

Alls. FiUo, Ui, Ui, . . . P„) = 0.

6. Express the identical relation connecting three quadratics in terms of their

invariants.
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Let U = aix^ + ibixy + cvjj'^,

W = as*' + liixy + mi/''
;

multiplying together the two determinants

•we have

«1
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8. Prove that the condition that four roots of an equation of the u"' degree

should determine on a right line a harmonic system of points may he expressed

hy equating to zero an invariant of the degree |(h - 1) (« - 2) (h - 3).

9. If
!f)

(no, »i, . . . a„) he any seminvariant of the quantic («o, «i, . . • ««) {x, \)",

, dip .

prove that —— is also a seminvariant.

10. Prove that the seminvariants

Oi,az — si^, ffijni — 4rti«3 + 3«2^, "^13 — 3«Qaiau + 2ai^,

of the quantic (at,, a\, a^ . . . o„) {x, y)" give rise to covariants of the degrees

2n - 4, 2m - 8, 3n - 6.

11. Prove that the coefficient of the penultimate term in the equation of the-

squares of the differences of any quantic leads to a covariant of that quantic of th&

fourth degree in the variahles.

12. Prove that the product of two covariants of the same quantic whose sources

are ^ and i// may be written under the form

<p^ + xD (((>i|/) + j—^ -0' {H) + &c. . . .

Mr. M. Eoherts.
(See Art. 169.)

13. Prove in particular that the m"' power of the quantic

(«o, ai, «2, . . . a,,) (x, 1)»

may he represented by

«„"• + ^Z» («,.») + j^ -OX"""') + j;-|—3 -»' («..'") + &c.

Mr. M. Eoherts.

14. Prove from both definitions of a covariant that any covariant of a covariant

is a covariant of the original quantic or quantics.

15. If ai, o2, . . . dm, and (8i, ^82, . . . /3„ be the roots of the equations

ZJs (oo, ai, ai, . . . «m) {x, I)™ = 0, and V 3 (bo, bi, bi, . . . b„) (x, 1)" = ;

it is required to derive a covariant of the system C7"and T from the simplest functioa

of the differences of their roots, viz., 2 (op — /Sj) = «2a — mS/S.

This question will be solved if we express

^ (x- ap)(x- Pg)

in terms of the coefficients of U and V.

For this purpose we have

^ (x - ap)(x- $g)~ ^ X- a'^ X - 2> x ~ ^ X- a'

and if U and V be written as homogeneous functions of x and y,

XT' 1 _ (» log (7 ^ a _ rf log i

^ X — ay dx ' ^ x — ay dy
&c.
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Whence, substituting these values in the last equation, we have

UV
ap — 0q dUdV dUdV

I [x — apt/) [x - Pqp) dx dij dy dx
'

which is the Jacobian of U and F. It should be noticed also that the leading

coefficient of /(?7, V) is mn{aobi - aibo).

16. Prove that the common factors of two quantics are double factors of their

Jacobian /
(
XT, V), when the quantics are of the same degree «.

Let TJ a F(\>, V = Ftp, where JP = Ix + my. Forming / ( P, V), we find part

of it divisible by i", and the part which apparently has only P as a factor msiy be

written as follows (using Euler's theorem of homogeneous functions, and omitting

a numerical factor) :

—

\ dx dyl \ dy dx/ \ dx dyj \ dx dy/

and this is identical with {Ix + my) J(^, i//).

17. Prove that the 2 {« - 1) double factors of \U+ fnV, obtained by varying

X and li, are the factors oi J(U, V), where Cand Fare both of the «'* degree.

18. Find the resultant of two cubics f7and Fby eliminating dialytioally between

19. If

(^0, J-i, Ai, . . . Ap) (x, y)f,

(So, Si, Si, ... S,) [x, y)i

be two coTariants of F„, prove that the leading coefficient of their Jacobian is

pq {AoSi - AiSo).

20. If

(Ao, Ai, Ai, . . . Af)(x, y)p,

(So, Si, Si,. . . Bp) [x, y)P,

{Co, Ci, ft, .. . C^){x,y)P

be three covariants of JI,„ prove that the determinant

Ao Ai Ai

So Si Si

Co Ci Ci

is a seminvariant.



CHAPTER XVII.

COVARIANTS AND INVARIANTS OF THE QUADRATIC, CUBIC,

AND QUARTIC

179. The fltuadratic.— The quadratic has only one inva-

riant, and no comuiant other than the quadratic itself.

For, if a and /3 be the roots of the quadratic equation

U = ax^ + 26.» + c = 0,

the only functions of their difference wiiich can lead to an

invariant or covariant are powers of a - /3 of the type {a - ji)''''
;

"the odd povcers of o - /3 not being expressible by the coefficients

in a rational form. Whence, expressing

/I 1 Vf

\a - X p -x]

by the coefficients, we conclude that the quadratic has only tlie

one distinct invariant ac - f/, and no covariant distinct from U
itself.

180. Tlie Cable and its Covariaiits.—In the present

Article the covariants of the cubic will be discussed as examples

of the principles already explained, and in the following Article

the definite number of covariants and invariants will be deter-

mined.

In the case of the cubic a covariant is obtained from a

function of the differences of the roots most simply by sub-

stituting

jSy + aX, ya + Qx, af3 + yx for a, /3, y respectively,

and thus avoiding fractions ; for, transforming a - |3, we have

J—-J^= (f37 + g^i - (t« +M &- o

a-X ^-X (a - x){(i - xXy - x) '
*^''-' *»«•'
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and wlien fractions are removed, we arrive at the above trans-

formation (the order being equal to the weight in the case of

eitlier function of the difEeiences H or G). This mode of

transforming functions of the differences will now be applied

to the covariants of the cubic.

(1). The Quadratic Covariant, or Hessian H^.

Transforming both sides of the equation

ffo' (a + tujS + 10^7) (a + (o^|3 + (07) = 9 («i' - a^a^,

we have

a'o^{(a + (u/3 + w^y)x+ (iy + a>ya + w'aj3)

X {(a + u)-/3 + (iiy) .r + ^y + w^ya + wajSj ^ 9 (U^^ - U,Ui) ;

thus showing that

Lx + L, and Mx + M, (Art. 59)
are the factors of

Hx ^ {aodi - 1') X- + (a^ai - aiOt) x + {a^a^ - fl-j'),

wliere

Li s jSy + <i}ya + o>'aj3, M-^ = ^y + w^ya + wa/3.

From tlie form of the Hessian in terms of the roots in Art. 167,.

or from the relations of Art. 43, we conclude that when a cubic

is a pelfeet cube, each of the coefficients of the Hessian vanishes-

identically.

(2). The Cubic Corariant Gx-

We have, as in Art. 59,

a^ {(a + w]3 + uy^yf + (a + &>"|3 + wy)'} = - 27 («(,"«!, + 2ai' - Za^a^a^).

Transforming both sides of this equation as before, we find

a^'[{Lx + L:}^+{Mx + M^Y] = - 27 (U'U; + 2W - SCT, U^U)
= 27 Gx,

where G^ denotes the covariant formed from the function of

differences G operating as in Art. 169 on the source derived

from G (the sign being changed in order that G may be the

leading coefficient) ; hence (Ex. 3, Art. 169)

Gx = [Co'^'s - Sflofliffa + 2ai')x' + 3 (rt„ai«s + Ci'Oi - "^a^di) x^

- [a^a^ - SffsffjA, + 2aj') - 3 [a^aia^ + «,'ai - 2aia^) x.
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Resolving (Lx + ij)' + (Mx + MiY, we may obtain the factors

of Ox ; or, more simply, since the factors of G are j3 + y - 2a,

7 + a - 2/3, a + j3 - 2^, the factors of Gx are112112112
- + , + -

fi-X y-X a-x' y-x a~X f5-x' a-X [i - X y-x
when fractions are removed.

We have obviously the following geometrical interpretation

of the equation <?, = :—If three points A, B, C determined by

the equation Z/ = be taken on a right line ; and three points

A' , B', C, such that A' is the harmonic conjugate of A with

regard to B and C, B' of B with regard to and A, and 0"

of with regard to A and B ; the points A', B', C are deter-

mined by the equation G.^ = 0. (Compare Ex. 13, p. 88, Yol. I.)

(3). Expression of the Cubic as the difference of two cubes.

This can be effected by means of the factors of the Hessian,

as follows :

—

{Lx + L,Y- {Mx + M,f = 27U~^~-

For, as in Ex. 6, p. 116, Vol. L, we have

i.'-i)P=jr^(/3-^)(y-a)(a-i3).

Transforming this equation as before, the first side becomes

{Lx + L^y - {Mx + M,y,

and the second side

Jr27{f5-y)(y-a)(a-(i){x-a){x-(5){x-y).

Substituting from previous equations, we have

{Lx + L,y~- {Mx + 3hY = 27 -^ JG' + 4H' = 27 EJ^ .

(4). Relation between the Cubic and its Covariants.

The following relation exists :

—

(?/+4^' = AZ7^-
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For, from Ex. 6, p. 116, Vol. I.,

«,'
(i3

- jY (y - af (a - j^f = - 27 («^ + iH') = - 27a,'A,

and transforming this equation as before,

vo- 7)^7 -aria- jdricc -«)=(* -jinx - jf ^ - 27 (g./^ ah,*) -,

wlience AW = (?/ + 42^,'.

(5). Solution of the Cubic.

The expression

(crjA + (?.)* + (crJA -(?.)*

is a linear factor of U.

For from the relations in (2) and (3) we have

2r/„^ {Lx + L,f = 27 {Ujl + G,),

- 2a„' (Mx + il/i)' = 27 ( UJa - G^)
;

and since

(Lx + L,) - {Mx + M,)

is a factor of U, the proposition follows.

This form of solution of the cubic is due to Prof. Cayley.

181. IVuiuber of Covariaiite and Invariants or the

Cubic.—Before proceeding to the discussion of the quartic,

we take up the problem referred to in Art. 162, viz. tlie

determination of the number of independent covariants and

invariants, for whicli purpose we have in the case of the cubic

tho following proposition :

—

The cubic has only two corariauts, their leading terms being

H. and G ; and onUj one invariant, I'iz. the discriminant A, where

a'A = G' + iH\ or A - a'd^ + 4ac' - 6abcd + 4db' - Sb'cK

The proof of this can be derived immediately from the

proposition of Art. 162. Let f (a, j3, 7) be any integral

symmetric function of the differences of the roots (of order ro),

expressible by the coefficients in a rational form. It is proved

in the proposition referred to that a'tf> is of the form

GF(a, H, A), or F{a, R, A),

according as j> is an odd or even function of the roots. It follows.
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therefore, in the first place that there cannot be an invariant of

an odd degree in the roots, since GF{a, S, A) does not remain

the same function when a, b, c, d are changed into d, c, h, a,

respectively; and the only invariant of an even degree must be

a power of A, since if F{a, H, A) contained a ov H besides A,

it could not remain the same function when the coefficients are

similarly interchanged.

Again, the cubic has only two distinct covariants ; for it has

been proved that every seminvariant a"^ is of one of the forms

F{a, H, A), or GF[a, H, A)

;

and therefore the corresponding covariant, formed from the

seminvariant as leading term, must be expressible as

F{U,H,,A), or G.F{U, H,, ^),

that is, every covariant is expressible in a rational and integral

form in terms of S^ and G^, along with U and A ; or, in other

words, there are only two distinct covariants.

182. Tbe 4inartic. Its Covariants and Invariants.—
We have shown already that the quartic has two invariants,

/ and t7(Art. 167). From the functions JI and G of the

differences of the roots we can derive two covariants H^ and G^,

whose leading coeflBcients are H and G ; for from the relation

flo^ S (a - j3)2 = 48 (aoa, - a,^)

we derive, by the process of Art. 167,

«„^s(a - j3y {x - jY- {X - sy = 48 {uu, - u^^) -,

and, expanding UU^ - U^, we have

Hx = («off2 - «i^) «* + 2 (ao«3 - flif'z) «' + («o«4 + 2airt3 - Sa/) «*

+ 2 (fliffi - a^ai) X + (tf2«i - ui).

In a similar manner, since

G = a^Oz + 2«i' - SctoUiai,
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we obtain the covariant

which reduces to tlie sixtli degree ; and if it be written as

'

follows :

—

Gx s ^0*' + A,x' + AiX* + Asps^ + AiX' + A^x + Ae,

we find, hy expanding the above, or more simply, by forming

the source A^, and performing the successive operations of

Art. 169, the following values of the coefficients:

—

Ae = - a'ai + Sfiiaz^i ~ Saa', As = - a^a^ - 2aia3f>i - Qa^ai + Qr/ia^',

^4 = - bttin^n^ - lOa^Ui + loai^/aa,, A, = -10«o«3* + 10rti'«4,

At = ba„aiiii+\0(ii^O3-\ba^Oi(ii, ^i=<7„'ffi+ 2ftgffl,«3 + 6aiVo -9«„«2',

A„ = (lo^a, - 3fV'iff2 + 2r/i'.

Here it will be observed that, when A, is determined,

Ai, Ax, Ao may be obtained from Ai, As, and A, by

changing the suffixes into their complementary values, and

altering the sign of the whole, in accordance with what was

proved in Art. 168.

We proceed in the following Articles to discuss the leading

properties of these two covariants of the quartio.

183. Quadratic Factors of tbe Sextic Covariant.*—
As the quadratic factors of G^, enter prominently into the fol-

lowing discussion, we proceed in the first place to find expressions

for those factors in terms of the roots of the quartic, and to

deduce their principal properties.

Since the factors of G. expressed in terms of a, j3, y, S, are

/3 + 7-a-S, 7 + fj-/3-S, a + (5 - y - S,

tiie factors of G^ are obtained from these by substituting

, p:, ,
5,, for u, 8, y, B, respectively, and mul-x-ax-px-yx-b

tiplying each factor by — to remove fractions.

* See a Paper by Prof. Ball, Quarterli/ Journal of Miit/ieiiiatics, \ol.vii., p. 368,

containing u full and valuable discussion of the various solutions of the biquadratic.

VOL. 11. L
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.

Whence, denoting these factors by a, t\ w, we have

au = U[ ^ +
1

-j3 X - y X - a X

\x - y X - a X - p X - bjx-R .r - ^ /' r

\x - a X - [5 X - y X - Sj'

which values of u, v, w, arranged in powers of x, are

» = (i3+7-a-8)a)2-2(|37-a8)a; + /37(a + S)-aS(j3 + 7)/

f' = (y + a-f3-g)a;'-2(7a-j3S)a; + yaO + S)-/38(7 + a),.

«»=(a + j3-7-S)a;'-2(ai3-7S)a;+a/3(7 + g)-7S(a + /3)

and, consequently, 2t2Gx = d'uvw.

From equations (1) we easily find

v^{a-l){x-^){x-y)- (/3 -y){x- «) {X - 8),

IV = {a- S) (a; -(i){x-y) + {ji-y) {x-a)x-S);

and from these and similar equations we have

w^ w' - tr M - V U
X X- M

(1)

(2)

(3)

where X, ju, v have the usual meaning (Ex. 17, Art. 27) ; and

consequently,

ifx - v] ti' = [\-v)v'-{X-fx)w';

whence

(fi -v)u'' = (vjX - v + v;JX -
fi) {vJX - V- wJX - ju).

Since, as this identical equation shows, the factors on the

second side are both perfect squares, we may assume

r^A - V + u-y X - ^ = '^Ui,

v-yX - V - u\/X -
iii = 2ui' ;
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we have, therefore,

"'
JA - ;u = ?^= - U-^,

vJX - V = Ih' + Ih",

njfi- V = 2m,M2;

from whioli values we oonolude that », v, w, the quadratic factors

of Gx, are mutually harmonic.

For tlie geometrical interpretation of the equation (?^ =

see Art. 65.

184. Expression uf tbe Hessian by tlie ituadratie

Factors of G^.—Since

_4s^-=S(a-i3)»(.r-^)'(.«-gy;

combining the terms in pairs, and noticing that

S()3-7)(«-g)Z7^0,

S(o-i3)H«-7/(.r-8)=

= S{(3-7)0r-a)(.r-S) + (a-S)(r.-/3)(a.-y)j=,

the quantities between brackets being ii, v, to, we have

- 48~ = u- + 4)' + ir,
a-

which is the required expression for Hx.

185. Expression of the Q.uai-tic itself by tbe Q.uad-

ratic Factors of Gx-—From equations (3) a symmetrical

value may be obtained for TJ\ for, substituting in those equa-

tions in place of X, (x, v their values in terms of the roots

/ui, p2, ps of the equation 4p' - /p + J" = 0, we find

«' (r' - fc') = 16 (ps - pa) TJ, a^ yir - u^) = 16 {p^ - p.) V,

a' (u'-v') = 16 (p,-p,)U,

from which equations, by means of the value of ffx in the

preceding Article, we obtain

{a><f = 16{p^U-S,), (avy = 16 (p,U-Rx), (4)

(a>cy = 16 (p,U-H^).
L2
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We now make the substitutious

where A,, Aj, A3 are the discriminants of u, v, w ; thus replacing

u, V, w by three quadratics X, Y, Z whose discriminants are

each equal to unity. By means of this transformation the

forms of the quadratics are further fixed, and the identical

relation connecting their squares (see (1), Ex. 6, p. 137) is

expressed in its simplest form. Calculating their discriminants,

we find

A: = O + 7 - a - ^) (
jSy (« + S) - a§ (|3 + 7) ) - (iSy - al)\

with similar values of Aj and A3 ; whence we have

Ai = - (A - ju) (A - v), Aj = - (^-i;)(m- A), A3 = -(i'-A)(i/-//).

Making these substitutions, the preceding equations become

(pi -
P2) (|0, - P3) X'^ = Hj:- pi U,

{p.-p,){p.-Pi)Y'=S.-p.U, (5)

{Pi - Pl) (l"3
- Pj) Z' = Ex- f>3

U,

from wliich are easily deiluced the following values of U and

Hx, and the identical equation connecting X, Y, Z :
—

Ex = p,'X'^ p^Y'+p,'Z\

- V = p,X' + p,Y' + p,Z\ (6)

0^X'+ Y' + Z';

where, as has been proved, X, Y, Z are three mutually harmonic

quadratics whose discriminants are reduced to unity in eacli

case. The value of Gx may be expressed in terms of X, Y, Z
as follows. Since 32(?j: = a^uvw, and

uHhv' = (^- „)'(v-A)'(A -fiyX'Y'Z' = -^(P -27 J')X'Y'Z\

we find

G^ iJP-27J\XYZ.
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186. Resolution of tbe Cluartic.—From the equations

- U = p,X' + p.Y'' + p,Z\

= Z^ + F' + Z\
we find

U={p,- p.) Y' + (p, - p,) Z\ U={p,- p,) Z' + (p, - p,) X^
u=(p,-p,)X' + (p,-p,)r\

where X', F% Z' have the values determined by equations (5) ;

and breaking up these values of U into their factors, we have

three ways of resolving U depending on the solution of the

equation

V- 7,0 + J=0.

The resolution of the quartio has been presented by

Professor Cayley in a symmetrical form which may be easily

derived from the expressions already given for U and H^.

For, since in general

/(fli-r' + 2bix:// + Ci»/) + m (ffus;' + 2biXi/ + c^y'^) + n {a^x' + 2biXij + c,y^)

is a perfect square when

S^ (uiCi - bi') + Sinn (rtjCa + a^c^ - 'Zb^b^ = 0,

IX + mY+ nZ is a perfect square when P + ni^ + n'' = 0,

X, Y, Z being mutually harmonic, and the discriminants each

reduced to unity.

The resolution of f-is therefore reduced to finding values of

/, m, n such tliat tlie general quadratic IX + niY + nZ, or

/v/jOs - ps ySx - piU + m y/p, - jOi <yjEx - piU

+ » Vpi - pi V^x - Pa U',

being a perfect square, may vanish when t^ vanishes ; or in fact

to satisfy the two equations

l\/pi -pi + m y/pi - pi + n \//3i - jOa = 0, P + m' + H^-= 0.

These equations are plainly satisfied if

V p% - p% VPi - pi •v/pi - Pi
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whence, finally, the squares of the four linear factors of U are

(pi-pi) ^Hx- p\U+ (p3-pi) >/Hx- piU ± (pi-pi) -yHx- pzUy

wliich expression when rationalised becomes AZ7-.

If it be required to resolve the quartic kU- Xlfx, it appears

in a similar manner that

I VPi ~ jOs vSx - piU+ m s/Pi - pi -ySx - piU

+ n v//3i - Pi ySx - px U,

being a perfect square, must vanish when kU - XHx vanishes;

or, values of /, ni, n must be determined so as to satisfy the

equations

/' + «2 + M^ = 0,

/\/(/92-|03)(k-|OiXJ + ?W'v/(/03-|Oi)(k-|02X)+ «V'{|Oi-/32)(k;-j03A) = 0.

These equations are plainly satisfied if

I m n

/'(pa - Pa) (k - piXj \/{p3- pi){K-piX} ^/{pi-pi){K-pzX)'

whence

{p2
- ps)-/'^ - piXyEx -piU-v (p, - joi) v^K

-

piXyMx ~piU

+ (pi
- P'i)vK - paXyHx-pzU

is the square of a linear factor of kU - XHx.

187. The Invariants and Covariants of kU - XHx,

—Employing the equations (6) of Art. 185, and denoting

X' + Y' + Z- by r, we may, by adding - — Fto XHx-kU,

reduce it to the form R,X'' + B^ F^ + B^Z^ where Ri + Ri + B^^ 0.

When this is done, we have the following reduced values of

Ml, Hi, JRs :

—

3i2i = K (2jOi - pz- pi) + X {2p2P3 - p^pi - piPi),

diti = K {2p2 - P3 - Pi) + X (2p3(Ol - pi/Oj - P2P3),

31ii = K (2p5 - pi - pa) + X (2(Oij02 - P2P - pspi).
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On aooount of tlie similarity of the forms

piS' + p,r- + psZ^ and B.Z- + B.T' + E^Z-,

which are of the same type, we calculate the invariants and

covariants of kU- XH.j, by simply changing pi, ps, p, into

-Ri, -Bj, jBa in the expressions for the invariants and covariants

of U.

Therefore, since

-^ = f { (ps - Ps)' + (i"3 - piY + (pi - piY], J=- ipiPip,,

and

i?» - i?3 = (jOj - Pa) (k - Xpi), Ms - Ml = (ps - p{) (k - XjOa),

III - S3 = (jOi - pa) (k - AjOs),

we find the following values for the invariants of kU- XHx:—

J[k,X) = Jk' - — k'X + -r- kX' HTT^ X'

If we form the covariants -2"(k,;^), and G'(«,a), of Q, where

4Q s 4k' - /icX= + JX'

(the reducing cubic rendered homogeneous in k, X), we find,

as M. Hermite has remarked,

Again, to calculate the Hessian oi kU- X-ffj, we reduce

by the substitutions

p^P+p./r^ + p,'^--i/Z7,

piU'= + p,* I-^ + p,'>^» - i {IH, + JU),

which are obtained from tlie equations

|0i° = p%p3 + i-^, pj" = PsPi + \I, Pa = piPs + \I,

by multiplying first by piX', pjF', ps^, respectively, and

secondly by p^X\ p^^T', Oa^Z", and adding.
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In this way we find tlie following form for the Hessian

of kU-\H^:—

which may be expressed in the form

1 / „ dll do. \

wliich is a multiple of the Jacobian of kU - XH^ and Q,

the variables being k and A.

Again, since r - 27J' = 16 {p^ - p,f (p, - p,)- {p, - p.,)\

and G, = \ yp - 21J' . XYZ;

transforming p^, p,, p^ into Hi, B^, R^, we find

/%,„ - 27J%,„ = Q^ (/' - 27J'), (?(«,„, = QG,,

We have therefore expressed tlie invariants and covariants

of kU- XHx in terms of the invariants and covariants of U.

188. IVumber of Covariants and Invariants of the

Quartic.—We proceed to prove tlie following proposition,

which determines the number of tliese functions :

—

The qvavtic has only the two distinct invariants I and J, and

two distinct covariants whose leading coefficients are K and G.

This proposition asserts that every invariant is a rational and

integral function of /and J, and every covariant a rational and

integral function of U, H^, G^, I, J. The following discussion

is founded on principles similar to those already employed in

tlie ease of the cubic. It is proved in the proposition of

Art. 163, if (a, /3, y, S) be any integral function of the dif-

ferences of the roots expressible by the coefficients in a rational

form, that a*'^ (a, /3, 7, S) may be expressed by the forms

GF{a, H, /, J), or F{a, H, I, J),

according as <p is odd or even.
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Now, if F{a, H, I, J) be an invariant, a and H must

disappear, since if they were present this function could not

remain the same when the coefficients are written in direct or

reverse order. Similarly, no odd function such as OF [a, R, I, J)

can give an invariant. It follows therefore that every invariant

is a function of I and J.

Again, the quartio has only two distinct covariants ; for we

have proved that every function of the differences (i^<^ is of one

of the forms
F{a, R, I, J) or GF(_a, R, I, J).

Now, considering these forms as the leading coefficients of co-

variants, it has been proved that every covariant is expressible as

F{[r, R,, I, J) or 6..F{U, R,, I, J)
;

that is, every covariant is expressible in terms of Rj: and G^,

along with U, I, and J; and this is the proposition which was

required to be proved.

Examples.

1. If Uhe any cubic, and ff» its cubic covariant, prove that the Hessian of

\U+ jnff. has the same roots as the Hessian of U, A. and fx being constants.

2. Prove that any covariant of a quantio, wliose roots are oi, a;, • a,,.

satisfies the equation

da. dy

where ct is the degree of © in the coefficients of the quantic, and s\ = 2a.

3. If !i quantic have a square factor, prove that the same square factor enters

its Hessian.

4. If a quartic have a square factor, prove that the covariant ffx has that factor

as a quintuple factor, and give the values of m, f, w in this case. See Art. 146.

5. If
(J)

(x) and if (j:) be two quantics of the «"' degree, the roots of 9 (x) being

ai, as, 03, . . . oi„ show that their Jaiobian may be expressed as follows
:

—

^
-; if (a,.) 1 .

J[,^,-if) ^ »f- 2 ^.(^^j (..--a,.)-'

and in particular prove that the sextic covariant G, of the quartic ^ (x) may be

written under the form
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6. Prove for a quartio U that the sum of any two of the quadrios

(x - af (x - &f (x - yf (a-S)'

^'(a) '
<f.'(/3)

' *'(-,-) ' <p'{S)'

is a factor of the sextic covariant of V expressed in terms of the roots.

7. If A he the discriminant of

(p{x)ma,)(x- ai){x- a%) (x - as) . . . {x - a„),

prove that the equation which has for roots the n values of the irrational covariant

can he expressed in terms of the covariants and invariants of ip [x) in a rational

form when \/A is adjoined ; and show that the values of z when « = 3 and « = 4,

respectively, are multiples of the solutions of the cubic and quartic given by Cayley

(Arts. 180, 186).

8. Applying the principles of Art. 188, determine without calculation the form

of the sextio covariant of the quartio \U + fjiSx.

9. Calculate the values of M, I, G, J for the Hessian of a quartic.

„, U.J-EI ^, 72 „, JO „ 54/2 _/3
Ans. E' = —5

, /' = — , e' = ,
/' = —— •

12 ' 12' 4
' 216

10. Find the two conditions that the Hessian of the quartio wanting its second

term should be a perfect square, and show that both contain / as a factor.

Ans. JG = 0, aoJ(2B:i- 3«o/) = 0.

11. A semiuvariant of the equation

(ao, oi, 02, . . . fl») (x, 1)" =

arranged in powers of «,, being

p . p — \
(p = Ap + pAp-i a„ + ——— Ap.2an^ + . . . + A!,a„P

;

prove that DAj = — na„.ijAj-i, and hence show that if ij/ (ao, a\, oj, . . . Ur) be a

seminvariant, so also is ^{An, A\, At, . . . A,).

12. Hence show how the final coefficient of the equation of squared differences

can be found for any equation when it is known for the equation of next lower

order.

13. If ,p (o„) a {Ao, Ai, At, . . . Ap) («„, l)p,

<(/(«„) = {^0, £1, Si, ... 5,) (a„, 1)!

be two seminvariants of Un arranged in powers of a„, prove that any seminvariant

of the system <p {x} and 1// {x) is a seminvariant of C„.i.
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14. If

h s (^0, A\, At, . . . Ap)(a„, \)P,

h 3 (5o, -Bi, ^2, . ..llg)(a„, 1)1

be two invariants of U„ s (»„, a,, a,, . . . «„) («, y)", prove that the resultant of

/i and ij when «„ is eliminated is the leader of a covariant of U„.i of the degree

(« + l)jBJ - PTT2 - JTTI

in the variables, tti and wa being the orders of /i and I2.

15. If the discriminant of a biquadratic be written under the form

{Ao, Ai, Ai, Az) («4, 1)3,

prove that the discriminant of tliis cubic is

where A3 is the discriminant of (ao, ai, 02, os) (x, ly : and knowing A3, find

Ai, A\, and At,.

16. Form the equation whose roots are

<t>{ai), <p[wi), <t>{as), ... </>(«,.),

where ai, 02, as, . . . a» are the roots of /(«) = 0, the resultant It of f{x) and <(> (»)

being given.

Change the last coefficient *„, of <!> {x) into Jm - p, and substitute this value

for bm in the equation JJ = 0.

17. If
<t>

(x) 3 (ao, «ii aji . . . «ii) (x, 1)", whose roots are ai, 02, . . . o„ ; and if

t (x) ^A(,{x- j8i) (a; - 182) ... (a; - fti.a),

a covariant of <(> (x) of the degree h — 2, prove that any symmetric function

of the quantities

<l>'{ai) ^'(02) ' * '
if){an)

can be expressed by invariants. (Hbrmitb.)

Denoting by S the resultant of ^ {x) and A(f>'(a:) + i// (.!:) expressed in terms of

the roots of
<t> (*), we can prove this proposition simply by showing that the values

of \ given by the equation i2 = are not altered (except in sign) when for the

roots a and the roots ;8 their reciprocals are written ; the inversion of the roots a

involving the substitution of «,i-r for Or and also the inversion ofthe roots $oi \fi {x).

18. Prove that Ut and Sx expressed in terms of mi and mj of Art. 183 are

both of the form

{A, S, A) (tti=, «2»)».
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19. Prove that the quartic

f{x, y) s (a, b, c, d, e) {x, y)«

may be reduced by a linear transformation x = XX + fiT, y = \'X + n'Y to ibe

form

f{K, A')X^ +/(m, i^')r^ + 6pM^X^Y\
where

ip^ — Ip + J = 0, Jf = \fi.' - \'fji. (Sylvester.)

20. Retaining the notation of the last example, prove that — and — are the
A. fl.

roots of one of the factors u, v, w of the sextic covariant of the quartic (Art. 183).

21. Prove that

the reducing cubic of Art. 65 (cf. Ex. 6, p. 132, Vol. I.).

22. Prove that

where IIp-i, rip.j are sums of homogeneous products.

23. Prove

(27/2 - p-){r-'Z- + 22^2 + X^yj) ^iixfi- ZQJUJE, 4 12/.ff".,-,

the second side of this identity being the Hessian of ff,.

24. If £/=!* + 7)* + 6)«|V.

wliere ^ = Xx A- /ly, -q = \'x + yiy, M = A^u' - xV ;

prove that I ^ M^ (\ + Zm^), J=M^{m-m'),

j¥2 = L —^^ , 4 {.¥2m)3 _ I(M'm) + 7=0,
J m — m*

ff, s .W = {m(|* + ^4) + (1 _ 3m2)|2,2},

(?, ^ if3 (1 _ 9,„2) 1^
(|i _ .,,«).

25. Show (1) that there are two real and distinct ways of making the trans-

formation of Example 19 when the roots of the quartic are all real or all

imaginary, and (2) only one real way when two roots are real and two imaginary.

Calculate the values of Ai, A2, A3 of Art. 185, and observe that in the first

case the reducing cubic has three real roots, and in the second one real and two

imaginary roots.



CHAPTER XVIII.

COVARIANTS AND INVARIANTS OF COMBINED FORMS.

189. Coiubiiied Fonus.—In the proseiit chapter we pro-

pose to illustrate the theory of the eovariants and invariants

of systems of two or more quantics (Art. 166) by the simplest

cases, viz.— (1) two quadratics, (2) quadratic and cubic, and

(3) two oubics. We give in each case an enumeration of the

forms which have been shown to be fundamental by the inves-

tigations of Clebsoh, Gordau, and Sylvester, showing how these

forms may be obtained, but vsrithout attempting tlie reduction

of all other forms dependent on them. In estimating the

number of covariants and invariants of a combined system, the

independent forms which belong to eaeli quantic by itself are

counted among the total number belonging to the system. It

will be found convenient to use the term special to designate

those forms which belong to the two quantics regarded as a

system (and which therefore contain the coefficients of botlij,.

as distinguished from those which belong to the quantics taken

separately.

Invariants and covariants are botli included under the name

coiicomitaiif, which is applied to any function whose relations to-

the quantics are independent of linear transformation.

190. Two Quadratics.—Let the two quadratics be

U 3 a^x- + 'Ibyti/ + Cl//^ V = a-i-v- + 2hiXy + Cty''.

This system has one special invariant, and one special covariant.

The invariant may be obtained by forming the discriminant of

AC + ju r, which is found to be

X' («iCi - bx') + Xfi (r?iC2 + a,Ci - 2bA) + fi" {'hc, - Jj'),
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all the coefficients of A : iu being invariants (Art. 175) ; whence

we have the special invariant

an-i + asCi - "Ihh = 2Jij. (Ex. 3, Art. 171.)

The vanishing of this function of the coefficients is the

condition that the pencil of lines TJY = should be harmonic,

the rays represented by one equation being conjugate to those

represented by the other.

The special covariaut is the Jacobian of the system, viz.,

(Yi* + hiy biX + c^y

^J{U,V),
ttiX + h^y b,x + Ciy

which may be written in the form

f - xy i'

«i hi ci

ch hi Ci

obtained by eliminating dialytically the variables from the

qualities U, V, {xy - x'yy, the form xy' - x'y being a universal

concomitant of all binary quantics (Art. 176). This form for

J{U, V) can also be arrived at by eliminating X and /a from

the equations obtained by comparing the coefficients in the

identity \U+ fiV= {xy' - x'yy.

The square of J" is connected with TJ and V by the following

important relation :

—

- J-' (U,V) = I,^ V' - 2Ii,UV+ lu V\

which may be derived immediately from the equation

(1)

y xy

b.

x" x' 2xy y

Ci - 2bi a

Ci - 2^2 a

Again, it is easy to see that J{UV) gives the double lines

of the system \U+ fiV, for when \U + fxV i& & perfect square

A'7n + 2A/xJi2 + fjiU^i = 0,

Q u r

U 2/„ 2/„

V 2In 21,,
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and eliminating X : /x by means of the equation \U + fiV = 0,

the double lines are determined by the equation

I,,U' - 2I,,UV + InV = 0,

or JHU,V) = 0.

Every concomitant of a system of two quadratics may be

expressed in terms of the sis forms U, V, J{U,V), /,„ /la, I^i,

all of which are constituents of tlie formula (1) written above.

The resultant of U, V, for example, is

4(/„/.2-/u=), (Art. 150.)

which is also the discriminant of J{U, V), and the dialytic

eliminant of U, V, J(U, V).

191. Quadratic aud Cubic.—Let the two quantios be

U - («, b, c, d) (^, y)», r - (a', b', c') {x, y)\

the covariants of U being denoted as usual by Hx and Ox- Tlie

system lias one special cubic oovariant, the Jacobian of ZT'and V,

or J{ U, V) ; and one special quadratic covariant, viz., J{Hx, V).

In writing down the remaining covariants it will be found

convenient to adopt the following notation. We use U with

suffix D to denote the result of substituting in ZZthe differential

symbols By, - Dx for x, y, respectively, where B^=—,J)y=-r-;

hence

Uj, - {a, b, c, d) (Dy, - DxY, Vi> - {a', h', c') (D„ - D^Y,

with a corresponding notation in otlier cases.

There are four linear covariants, wliich may now be written

as follows :

—

Vi>{U), Vj,iGx), Uj>(V'), Gj,(V').

The first of these written at length is

(«c' - 2bb' + ca') x + (be' - 2cb' + da') y.
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There are three special invariants. The first is the

intermediate invariant of the system of two quadratics

Sjc and V, viz.,

{ac - 6^) c' - {nd - be) b' + {h,l - c=) a' - 7j„

where the notation Ipq is used to signify that tlie invariant is

of tlie ;;"• degree in tlie coefBcients of U, and tlie 5"' in the

coefficients of V. The second invariant is the resultant R of

U and V. It is of the second degree in the coefficients of U,

and third in the coefficients of V, and may be expressed in

many ways by tlie methods of elimination of Chap. XIV.
The general form of any invariant Zjs of this type is

I»^IR +m(a'c - b"')In,

I and m being any numbers.

The third invariant (whicli is skew) is of the type I^, and

may be obtained by operating with F^ three times in succession

on the product of U and Gj: ; it can be written in the form

Vn'iUG,).

Tliere are, therefore, nine special forms belonging to this

system ; and if to these be added Cand V, and the independent

covariants and invariants of each, we obtain the complete list

of fifteen forms, viz., three cubic, three quadratic, and four

linear covariants, and five invariants.

192. Two Cubics. Let the cubics be

U - {a, b, c, d) (x, y)\ V - («', b', c', d') {x, yf,

the covariants of U being represented as before by Bj: and (tx,

and those of V by H' :^ and G'r-

Of this system tliere is one quartic covariant, the Jacobian

of CTaiid V. viz.,

J{U,V) s {ab']x' + 2 [ac) 3?ij + \{ad') + 3 (^-Ol^V
+ 2 (bd') xif + {cd!) 1/ ;

and two special cubic covariants, viz. :

—

J{U,H';), and J(V, H^).
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There are four special quadi^atio oovariants. If we form the

Hessian of \U+fxV, i.e. substitute \a + iin, \h + fib', &o., for

a, b, &o., in Ifj:. we fiuil

\'H^ + XfiM^ + ix'H'^.

The intermediate Hessian M.^ here ottained is the first special

quadratic oovariant ; and the remaining three are obtained by

taking the Jaoobians in pairs of ITx, M^, and H'^.

There are six linear covariants which may be written as

follows :
—

Hn (F), Rj,( O',), H'r> {IT), H'o(GA Uj, (S'/) , Vj> (^.).

It is easil_y seen tliat Hd{U) and Hd{Gx) vanish identically,

for U and (?, luaj' be brouglit by linear transformation to the

forms ax^ + dy^, and ad [aa? - dy^), respectively, and Hx to the

form adxy (of. Art. 180).

There are in all seven invariants, five of which may be

obtained by forming the discriminant of \U + jxV, the coeffi-

cients of the different powers oi \ : fi being invariants. If the

discriminant is

x*A + -ixve + 6Ay>^ + 4A;u'e' + /i^A',

we obtain in this way three special invariants 0, <I>, 9', the

extreme coefficients being the discriminants of Z7and V. The

two remaining invariants ai-e of odd orders in the coefficients of

each cubic. Tliey are denoted by P and Q, and may be defined

as follows :

—

P^\Uj,{V) = {ad')--d{hc'), (1)

27Q - P^ - E, (2)

where R is the resultant of U and V as obtained by Bezout's

method (Art. 155), viz.

R - {adj - 18 {,ib') {cd') {ad') + 9 (i/) {ca) (ad')

+ 27 {ca'y {cd') + 27 {ab') (bd'f - 81 (ab') {be') {cdf).

Substituting this value of R in (2), we find

- Q - {bc'y + {cay {cd') + (ab') (bd'Y - (be')' (ad')

- 3 (ab') {be') (cd') - (ad') (ab') (cd
)_

VOL. II. M
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Any invariant comprised in the formula IP^ + niR, where I

and m are numbers, being of tlie type Jss, might have been

selected instead of Q as the fundamental invariant of this type
;

reasons will appear subsequently for the selection which lias

been made (see Ex. 4, p. 163).

If to the special forms enumerated be added those which

belong to each cubic, we have in all twenty-six fundamental

forms, viz. one quartic, six cubic, six quadratic, and six linear,

covariants ; and seven invariants.

Several of the covariants and invariants enumerated in tlie

preceding Articles will be found expressed in terms of tlie roots

of the two equations of the combined system among the examples

which follow on the next page.

193. Combinants.—Combined forms of the same degree

give rise to a series of invariants and covariants whose coeffi-

cients are expressible by determinants of the form («ri.). such

as occur in the resultant obtained by Bezout's metliod (Art.

155). These concomitants are unaltered, save by a factor of

the form (Xfi - X'^u)'', when the quantics f7, V are changed

into A ?7 + ju F, XU + f/ V. Such invariants have been called

combinants, and the corresponding covariants may be termed

in like manner combining covariants. Of the former we have

examples in P and Q of Art. 192; and the Jacobians of such

forms are examples of the latter class of concomitants.

It may be noticed that the / and J invariants of the bi-

quadratic in X : fx oi the preceding Article, viz. the discrimi-

nant of \U + fiV, are combinants of the system of two cubics

;

for in fact a linear transformation of X and fi is equivalent to

a transformation of U and V of the kind considered in the

present Article, and therefore any function of the invariants

A, 0, "!>, &c., unaltered by such transformation, must be a

oombinant. It can be verified that these invariants may be

expressed in terms of P and Q as follows (see Salmon's Higher

Algebra, Art. 218) :—

i = 3P {P' - 24Q), J = -P' + 36P=Q - 216Q'.
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Examples.

1. If a, (8, 7, and o', ;8' are tbe roots of the equations

XT 3 ax^ + ibi:- + icx + d = 0, T = a'x- + 24'.r + c' = 0,

express in terras of the coefficients the function

(;8 - 7)' {« - «') (a - eO + (7 - a)= (5 " «') (-8 - 5') + (« - /3)' (7 - a') (7 - ;3').

Denoting this function by 1^, \vc easily find

— a'-a'<p = 9 [a'(hd — c-) — b'(ad — be) + (/(ac — b-)].

The given function of the roots is an invariant of the system, for it involves

all the roots of the cubic in the second degree, and all the roots of the quadratic

ill tlie first degree. If, in fact, we make the substitutions of Art. 166, and multiply

by V^V to make the function integral, the result will not contain x, and is

therefore an invariant (Art. 191).

The geometrical interpretation of the equation </> = is that the quadratic V
should form with the Hessian of P" a harmonic system.

2. Using the same notation as in the preceding question, find the condition that

one pair of roots of P = should form a harmonic range with the roots of V = 0.

Alls. iS + 9 (a'c' - b'^) I21 = 0.

3. If o, (8, 7, and a', ;8', 7' be the roots of the cubics

U = ni-s + 3b.i-- + 3i'.i- + d = 0, V = a'x^ + Zb'x- +- 3c'x + d' = 0,

express the following function (when multiplied by aa) in terms of the coefficients,

and prove that it is an invariant of the system':—

(a - o') (3 - 18') (7 - 7') + (« - iS') (/3 - 7') (7 - a') + (a - 7') {S - a') (7 - ;8')

;

or, diiferently arranged,

(a - a') (5 - 7') (7 - P') + (a - $) {$ - a) (7 - 7') + (o - 7') (/3 - 0') (7 - a)

;

Alls. 3P, where Ps{ad' - a'd) - 3 (be' - b'e). (Art. 192.)

4. Eetaining the notation of the preceding example, prove that if k can he

determined so as to make U -V kV a, perfect cube, the following relation exists

among the roots of the two cubics :

—

(/3 - 7) ^^) + (7 - «) Jj^ +W-P) U^) = 0,

where <(> (x) m V and n, (8, 7 are the roots of CT = ; and prove that in this case

the invariant Q (Art. 192) vanishes.

The relation among the roots is obtained immediately by substituting a, 0, 7
for X in the identity -^^ kF = (Ix + m)^, and eliminating ic, I, m from the

resulting equations.

Al 2
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Rationalizing, we have

( (e - 7)' <P (<) + (r - «)' -P (S) + (a - B.Y<p(y) Y
21<p (cl) ,p {$) ,p (y) = 0.

( (6 - 7) (? - «) (« - J8)

Substituting for (p (a), (f (S), ((> (7) ; introducing the relations obtained by

comparing the different powers of \ in the following identity:

—

2 (o + A)3 {;8 - 7)' = 3 (a + A) (0 + A) (7 + A) {$ - 7) (7 " «) (« - (8)

;

and expressing the result in terms of the coefficients, we find

{3P}'-27i2 = 0, or Q = (Art. 192).

We now give several different forms under which the invariant Q presents

itself. Since Z7+ kF" is a perfect cube, we have (Art. 43)

—

a 4 Ktt' h + Kb' e + kc

b + kV
(1)

(2)

c + Kc' d + Kd'

Equating these fractions separately to — k, we find

a + Ka + Kb + kk'V = 0, \

b + Kb' \- KC + Kic'c' = 0, \

« + «<;' + K'd+ KKd' = ; /

and solving for u, k, kk', we may eliminate them, and find the condition in

= 0.

Again, eliminating k and k'' from the equations (1) without introducing k',

we obtain another form for Q, viz.,

ae — 3^ ae' + ale — 2hb' a'c' — b'^

e form
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The constituents in this form are the same minor determinants which occur in

Bezout's form of the resultant ; and it may be easily verified that this value of Q
agrees with the expanded form written in Art. 192.

5. Find the condition that the roots of two cubics should determine a system

in involution.

The condition in terms of the roots is expressed by equating to zero the product

of six determinants of the type

1 o + o' aa

1 ;8 + ;8' ;8;8'

1 7 + 7' 77'

6. Express the condition of the preceding example in terms of the coefficients

of the cubics.

The roots of one cubic being conjugates to the roots of the other, the two are

reducible to the following forms :

—

U s «*' + Zbx- + Zcx + d,

r H dx^ + Zkcx'^ + ZkHx + k'«
;

and writing the discriminant of p!7+ Kin general in the form (Art. 192)

—

p*A + ip^& + 6p'* + ip®' + A',

we find in this case
0' = K^e, A' = K^A

;

whence the required condition

A0'» - A'®2 = 0.

7. Express in terms of the coefficients of the cubics of Ex. 3 the following

covariant of the system :

—

««'2l3(;8-^'){7-7') + 3(i8-7')(7-^') + (^-7) {^'-7')} (*•-«) (*•-«')

•

Am. \S{{ac' + <Jc-1bb')x-+ (ad' + a'd-ho' -b'c)x + lfid' + b'd-lcc')}.

8. To reduce the two cubics

U H (a, b, c, d) {x, yf, V s («', V, c', d') (x, yf
to the forms

1 rf^ T^ _ i ^
idX' idf'

by means of a linear transformation

the coefficients in which are to be determined in terms of the coefficients of the

given cubics.

Let F= [A, B, C, D, £) [X, T^ ;

then ir a («, b, c, d] (X, y)3 = {A, B, 0, D) {X, T)\

r a {«', b', c; d') [x, y)' = {B, C, D, £] {X, r)».
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Now, substituting the difEereiitial symbols D„, - -Z>x for x and y, and

-t-^By, -Dx for X and Y in the Hessian of both forms of U, we findM M

I)U Sxy

b

I>1

1
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whence, substituting tliese values of x and y in !7 and V, %vo find

Q?U=[Ao,Bo, Co, -Da) if, <!')',

Q3 r = {Bo, Co, Do, JEo) if, '^T;

and, therefore.

Q^U =
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CHAPTER XIX.

TRANSFOEMATIONS.

Section I.

—

Tschirnhausen's Transformations.

194. Under the general heading of this chapter we propose

collecting several propositions which could not have been

conveniently given elsewhere, and which are of importance in

connexion with the subjects discussed in the foregoing pages.

We commence with a general theorem relating to rational

transformations.

Theorem.

—

The moat general rational algebraic transforma-

tion of a root of an equation of the «"' degree can be reduced to an

integral transformation of the degree n -1 at most.

For every rational- function of a root a,- of the equation

J{x) = is of the form

X ("')

where ;^ and Tp are integral functions ; also,

X (") ^ ( V '-P ("0 ^ ("'--O ^ (°'+i) 'AC"")

i^ (a,.) ^
^"'''

i>
(a,) ^ (a.) </- (a„_0 >^ (a„)

'

and the denominator ip (aO 4> (oj) . -ip («»!, being a symmetric

function of the roots of /(«) = 0, can be expressed as a rational

function of the coefficients. Wlience
, ,[ is reduced to an

i/- (a,.)

integral form.

Moreover, the numerator of the former fraction is a

f(x\
symmetric function of the roots of the equation = 0,

tC — Al-

and may consequently be expressed as a rational function of

tlie coefficients of that equation ; that is, in terms of ar and the

coefficients of fix).
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Now, denoting by F{ar) this integral form of
, ,\ ,

xp (a,.)

we have by division

F(a,.) = Qf{ar) + <p{ar) = i>(ar),

where (p [or) does not exceed the degree « - 1 ; which proves

the proposition.

In the particular cases of the quadratic and cubic it follows

that the most general rational function of a root can be reduced

to a linear function, and a quadratic function of that root,

respectively. In tlie case of tlie cubic this quadratic function

may be reduced to another form which is often useful, as

follows :—Denoting the quadratic function by \p (6), and

dividing the cubic /(0) by ^{6), we liave

f[9) = (g„ + q,6) xp (61) + n + r.d = 0,

proving tliat

whence it appears that the most general transfoi-mation of a root

of a cubic tnai/ he reduced to a homograpliic tranaformation.

In connexion with tlie proposition liere established it is easy

to justify tlie remarks made in Arts. 59, 66, relative to the

solutions of the cubic and the biquadratic equations. With
this object in view, let and ^ be two rational functions of

n quantities oi, oj, . . . a„ (which may be considered as the roots

of an equation), each having only p values when the roots are

interchanged in every way. Denoting these values of both

functions obtained by tlie same substitutions by

'/'!> '/'a, '/'3) • • • xpp,

we have, for every integer J,

fj-ipi'' + (j)iipi' + ^3>//y' + . . . + fpptPp' = Tj
;

a symmetric function of the roots, since it is the sum of all the

possible values which ^\p^ can take.
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In this way we may obtain tlie system of equations

^1 +02 + 0S + . . . (pp = To,

(piXpi + (piXpa + 03i//3 + . . . (jip^'p = T,

<p,4,r' + <p4z'"' + <p4^'^ + • • <i>p^p'"' = ^!p-i.

where To, 1\,

.

. . Tp,i are all symmetric functions of ai, 02,03, . . . a,,.

Solving these equations, we find at once ^i expressed as a

symmetric function of ip^, \ps, . . . \pp, since any interchange of

\p2, i/zs, . . . 4'P! heing equivalent to an interchange of 03, ^3, . . . tjip,

does not alter the value of 0i. This value therefore is by the

present proposition reducible to a rational and integral function

of t//i of the degree p - 1, since i^ has only ^ values considered

as a function of oj, oj, . . . a„. Now considering the special cases

referred to—(1), when p - 2, and » = 3, it is proved that a

linear relation connects <p and \p in terms of symmetric functions

of oi, nj, as ; and (2), when jo = 3, and « = 4, and \p may be

shown to be connected by a rational relation (see Examples 5,

6, 7, p. 132, Vol. I.; Ex. 3, p. 106, Vol. 11.).

195. Formation of tlie Transformed Equation.—
The transformation explained in the preceding Article was first

employed by Tsohirnhausen for the reduction of the cubic and

biquadratic. We proceed to explain the method of forming in

general the equation whose roots are (oi), (02) (a„),

where (.c) is an integral function of x of the degree n - 1.

Let (j") = rto + "i'*' + "=•'' + • • + ftfi-i*""^-

Baising (.r) to the different powers 2, 3, ...» in succession,

and reducing the exponents of « in each case below 11 (by

dividing by /(:r) and retaining only the remainder), we have

0- = o„ + byv H ij,r- + .... + Vi''""',

0' = (•„ + (',.;• + c,j-- +.... + c„.i,i-"-i,

0"= /„ + /i.r +/,.>- +.... + /„-,.("-'.
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Substituting for x in these equations each of tlie roots of the

equation fix) = 0, and adding, we find, if S^, St, S3, &o., denote

the sums of the powers of the roots of tlie required equation,

Si = wa„ + ftiSi + aj-Sj + .... + a„_^ s„_i,

Si = nbg + biSi + biSi + .... + b„., .s„_i,

Sn = nh + A«l + 4S2 +.... + /„.i S„_i.

Now, expressing Sj, Sj, . . . .s„., in terms of the coefficients

of fix), we have Si, Si, . . . /S„ determined in terms of the

ooeflBcients of ^ {x) and/(ic) ; we are also enabled by Art. 80 to

express the coefficients of the equations whose roots are ^ (aO,

^ (oj), . . . ^ (a„) in terms of Sx, Si, . . . S„, and therefore finally

in terms of the coefficients of ^ (;r) and f{x) ; thus theoretically

the transformation is completed.

196. Second Metbod of forming the Transformed
Equation.—There is another way of finding the final equation

in ^ by elimination, wliich we now give. Since

a^ - f + aiX + aix' + . . . - a.„.i
»""' = 0,

if this equation he multiplied by x, x', . . . ai"-^, and the expo-

nents of X reduced below n by means of the equation /(a;) = 0, we

have in all n equations to eliminate dialytically the n - 1. quan-

tities, X, x^, . . .
«""'. We thus obtain the transformed equation

in the form of a determinant of the 71*'* order, entering into

the diagonal constituents only. For example, if f{x) - x" - 1,

we obtain tiie transformed equation in the following form :

—

I a,, - ^ «! tti

!
C^n-i do — (j) di Ctn~-i

i

«! a, a^ . . ao- (^

Although these metliods of performing Tschimhauseu's
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trausformation appear simple, yet if they be applied to par-

ticular eases, the result usually appears in a ooraplioated form.

Professor Cayley, by choosing a form of the transformation

suggested by M. Hermite, was enabled to take advantage of the

theory of covariants, and thus to complete the transformation

for tlie cubic, quartic, and quintic. We shall content ourselves

witli showing in an elementary way how Cayley's results for

the cubic and quartic may be obtained.

197. Tschii'iihatiseii's Transforination applied to the

Cubic.—Let the cubic equation

are' + Bbx- + 3cx + d =

be written under the form

s' + SJS's + G = 0;

and let it be transformed by tlie substitution

2/ = \ + ICS + 3".

If s,, So, Ss be the roots of tlie cubic, and pi, y,, i/, the-

corresponding values of y, we have

2/2 - 3/3 = (sj - S3) {k - Si),
~

.'A
- yi = (S3 - Si) (k - Sj), - (1)

2/1
-

.'/j
= (a, - S,) (k - S,),

,

and consequently

2^1 - ys - ys = (^si - S3 - S3) K + (2s,S3 - SsSi -'siSj),

2yj - 2/3
- yi = ('2su - s, - Si) a: + (2s3s, - S1S2 -fssSs), L (2)

'2//3 - //l - .»/s = (2Ss - Sl - Sj) K- + (2S,S, - ^2=3 ->3Sl).
,

Wherefore, if the equation in 1/ with the second term|removed he

Y' + 3E'Y+ 6' = 0,

we have from equations (1) and (2)

H' = Hk, Q = G^,
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wliere H and G^ are tlie Hessiau and cubic covariant of

k' + 3Hk + G ;

and the transformation is tlierefore completed, since //i + y-i + yz

can be easily determined.

198. Tbe Tscbirnhauseii Traiisfurniatioii applied to

the Quartic.—In this case we do not attempt to form directly

the transformed quartic, but prove the following theorem, which

shows how this transformation may be resolved into two others.

Theorem.—The Tschirnhauseu transformation changes a

quartic U into one hating the same invariants as lU + niH^,

and therefore in general reducille to the latter form by linear

transformation.

To prove this, let the quartic

«* -V piX^ + PiX'^ + 2h'X + 7^4 =

be transformed by the substitution of the most general expression

for a root of a quartic

J/
= «o + a.yX + a^x^ + a:fi?.

If x^,Xi,Xi,Xi, be tlie roots of the quartic, and yi,yi,y3,yi

the corresponding values of y, we liave

.'/2 - .'/3 , \ / •- ,x= «1 + «2 («2 + a>j) + (^3 {Xi -f XiX^ + X3^),

——'^ = ffi + ftz {Xi + Xi) + «:, («i' + x^x^ + Xi).
Xy — <Jj\

From these equations we proceed to show that

(Xi - X^) (Xi - Xi)
"

where Po and Qo involve the roots of the quartic symmetrically.

In tlie first place, we find

{X^ + X^Xz + xi) {Xi + XyXi + X^) = J)^ - p^pi + Pi- Pi\,

wliere X lias its usual value, viz. x^Xs + x^Xi] and secondly, since

«2^ + «2«3 + Ok" = (Xi + X^f - X2X3, &c.,

we find again

{x2 + Xi){xi^ + XiXi + Xi) + {3h+0!:i){x2' + X2X-i + cci) =^3 -pip^+p^X.
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Filially, since the other terms in the product are obviously of

the same form as P^ + Qo-V. we have proved that

whence

0/j - //3) (yi - yi) = (>' - ^) (-Po + QoA).

Now, introduoiiig pi, pj, joj in place of A, n, v, this and

tlie similar equations preserve their forms ; whence, altering

P„ and Qa into similar quantities, we obtain the equations

(.'/s - y>) (yi - 2/i) = 4 (p3 - ps) (P - Qpi),

(2/3 - Vi) 0/2 - ?a) = 4 (pi - P3) (P - QpO,

(yi - //O (ys -2/0 = 4 (ps - /oi) (P - Qpa),

wliich lead at once to the invariants of the transformed quartic
;

and comparing their values with tlie invariants of kU-XHi
given in Art. 187, the theorem follows at once.

199. Kediivtiuii of the Cubic to a Binomial f<»rui by

the Tschiriihauseii Traiisforiuatioii.—Let the cubic

ax^ + 36«' + 3c-,r + d

be reduced to the form //' - F by the transformation

y = q + j)x + x"-.

If Xi, Xi, X2 be tlie roots of the given cubic, and iji a root of

the transformed cubic, we have the following equations to

determine p and q :
—
.!',- + yu-i + q = yi,

j-o- + px^i + q = wi/i,

X3' + px, + q = w-i/i
;

from which we find

i;
=

^ ^ ^ .

.

, !? = - H«-- + ^«i)-
.(•, + a)*2 + at .(3
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Adding x-^ + x^ + x^ to this value of p, we have

X2X3 + djx^Xi + oi'xi.ro

p + Xi + X-i+ X3 =
X, + idXi + (ji)'Xz

it follows (Ex. 25, p. 57, Yol. i.) that there are only two ways

of completing this transformation, as the values oip, q ultimately

depend on the solution of the Hessian of the cubic.

200. Reduction of the Quartic to a Trinomial Form
by Tschirnliausen's Transformation.—Let the quartio

(IX* + 4bx^ + dcx' + 4dx + e

be reduced to the form 1/ + Fif + Q, in which the second and

fourth terms are absent, by the transformation

1/ = q + px + SI?.

If iKi, Xi, X3, Xi be the roots of the quartio; also y-^, y^ two

distinct roots of the transformed quartio, we have the following

equations to determine p and q :
—

«,' +pxi + q = y„ «,' +pxz + q = yi

x^ + pxi + q = -
//i, Xi + 2Wi + q = - y^;

from which we find

Xi + Xi — Xi — Xi

P =
, S'

= - i (s2 + P^O-

And, adding Xi + X2 + x, + Xi to this value of p, we have

2 (xiXi - XsfKi)

p + Xi + X2 + X3 + Xi
Xi + X2 - Xsi - Xi

hence, by Ex. 5, p. 132, Vol. i., it follows that there are

three ways of reducing the quartio to the proposed form,

the determination of wliich ultimately depends on the solution

of the reducing cubic of the quartic.
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201. Removal of (he Second, Third, and Fourth
Terms from »n Equation of the w"' Degree.—We begin

by proving the following proposition, whioh we shall subse-

quently apply :

—

A homotjeneous function V of the second degree in n quantities

X\, .r2, .Ts, . . . »„ can he expressed in general ns the sum of n squares.

To prove this, let V, arranged in powers of Xi, take the

following form :

—

r ^ P,x,* + 2Q,x, -t li^,

where Pi does not contain Xi, x^, . . . . x„ ; also Qi and Ri are

linear and quadratic functions, respectively, of x^, Xs, . . . x„.

We have then

F, ^ -Ri - ^ = P.a;,' + 2Q^2 + i?„

also, assuming

p.

where Pa is a constant, and Q^ and Hi do not contain ^i and iTj,

we" have similarly

so that

Proceeding in this way, we arrive ultimately at P,,.. - ^^,

which is equal to P„Xn ; and the proposition is proved.

Now, returning to the original problem, let the equation^be

«" + pix"-^ + i)a»""' + ...+pn = 0;

and, putting

y = ax* + jix^ + yx' + ?«+£,

let the transformed equation be

y" + Qif'-^ + Q^!/"-' + . . . + Q„ = 0,

VOL. II. N
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where, by Art. 195, Qi, Qi, . . . Qr, . . . are homogeneous

functions of the first, second, . . . r" degrees in a, /3, y, S, t.

Now, if a, j3, 7, S, e can be determined so that

Qi = 0, Q3 = 0, Q3 = 0,

the problem will be solved. For this purpose, eliminating t

from Qi and Q3, by substituting its value derived from Qi = 0,

we obtain two homogeneous equations

E, = 0, J?3 = 0,

of the second and third degrees in a, j3, 7, S ; and by the

proposition proved above, we may write Hi under the form

which is satisfied by putting u = v and w = t. From these

simple equations we find y = la + mj3, and S = Aa + miJ3 ; and

substituting these values in Q3 = 0, we have a cubic equation to

determine the ratio j3 : a. Whence, giving any one of the

quantities a, (5, 7, S, £ a definite value, the rest are determined,

and the equation is reduced to the form

y" + Qiy"-' + Q.y"-' + . . . + Q„ = 0.

In a similar way we may remove the coefficients Qi, Qs, Q,,

by solving an equation of the fourth degree.

Applying this method to the quintic, we may reduce it to

either of the trinomial forms

'jy' + Px+ Q, x' + Px'+ Q;

or again, changing x intp.-, to either of the forms

x' + Px' + Q, x' + Px* + Q.

In this investigation we have followed M. Serret (see his

Cours c^Alglhre SupSrieure, Vol. I., Art. 192).
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Suction II.

—

Hermite's and Sylvester's Theorems.

202. Hoiuogeiieoiis Function of Second Degree
expresse«l as Sum of Squares.—We have already showi),

in a general way (Art. 201), that a homogeneous function of

the second degree in the variables may be reduced to a sum of

squares, no hypothesis being made as to the nature of the

coefficients of the function considered. We now return to

the consideration of this problem when the coefficients of the

function are supposed to be all real; and we proceed to determine,

in magnitude and sign, the coefficients of the squares in the

transformed function.

Let F{x\, X,, . . . x,,) be a homogeneous function of the second

degree in ii variables with real coefficients ; and let us suppose

that it is reduced by the method of Art. 201 to the form

j9i (ii\ + a^Xi + a^ + . . . + a„x„y

+ P2 (Xi + b^3 + . . . + b„x„y

+ P3{X3 + . . . + CnX„Y

Avhere all the coefficients of this new form are real.

Making now the linear transformation

Xi = aji + OiCCi + OsiCs + (liXi + . . . + ff„.r„,

X, = .V, + JyBj + biXi + . . . + b„Xn,

Xs = a^ + CiXi + . . . + c„x„,

we have

F{xi, .r,, .Vs, . . . x„) = j3iX,» + jj,X,*- + /ijXs' + . . . +p„X„K

Since the modulus of this transformation is equal to 1, the

discriminants of both these forms of F must be absolutely equal.

N 2
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Denoting, therefore, the discriminant of F by /\„, we have

and similarly, when the variables xj^x, Xj^.^ . . . «„ are made to

vanish in both forms of F, we have

Ay = p,P2Pz . . Pj.

Now, giving J the values 1, 2, 3, &c., we find, assuming

Pi = 4,

Aj A3 A„
i^i

= A„ p, = —. p, ^ -—, . . .p„ = -—

,

and the coefficients are determined in terms of the (Hscriminatits

of the original quadratic form in n variables and the dis(iriminants

of the forms in n - I, n -2, &o., variable's derived from the given

form by causing one, two, &c., of the variables to vanish in

succession in the manner just ex()lained.

Again, since the constants in the form F(x,, x^, . . . x„) are

in number ^n{n - 1) less than in a form composed of a sum of

squares of n linear functions of n variables, we learn that F oa,u

be reduced to a sum of squares in an infinity of ways. It is

most important, however, to observe that in wh/ifever way the

transformatiun is made, provide// it is real, the number of coefficients

{affecting these squares) which have a given sign is aliiai/s tiie same.

This theorem, wliicli is due to Ja<.'obi, is easily proved ; for

suppose the contrary possible, and let

F ^ p,X^ + p,X^ +...+ p^X;- ^ q, T,' + q,F^'+... + q„ Y„\

where the number of positive coefficients on both sides of this

identity is not the same. Making all the terms positive, by

transferring those affected with negative signs to the opposite

sides of the identity, we shall have a sum of / squares identically

equal to a sum of m, squares, where m is greater than /. Now,
substituting such values for Xi, x^, . . . x„ that each of the

/ squares may vanish (which may be done in an infinity of

ways), we find a sum of m squares identically equal to zero,

which is impossible.
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203. Ilerinite's Tlieorein.—The principles explained in

the preceding Article have been applied by Hermite to the

determination of the number of real roots of the equation f{x) =

comprised within given limits. The special form of the

equation F whieli he makes use of for this purpose is

V (a;i + a^i + Ur'Xa + . . . + ar"-'^X„y,

in wliicli Xi, Xj, . . . Xn are any variables in number equal

to the degree of tlie equation ; and r takes all values from

1 to n inclusive, the roots of the equation being oi, a,, . . . a,,

;

also p is an arbitrary parameter.

This form is plainly a symmetric function of the roots of

the equation f(x) = ; and as the coefficients of this equation

are supposed to be real, F will be also real, when expressed in

terms of these coefficients and p, provided the parameter p be

given any real value. If the roots oi, «», 03, . . . a„ are not all

real, the assumed form of F will not be obtained by a real

transformation ; but it is easy to deduce from it, as follows,

anotlier form which will be so obtained.

If a, and uj be a pair of conjugate imaginary roots,

we may write

«i = fo (00s a + i sin a), ai = r^ (cos a - i sin a).

Denoting for shortness Xi + orCCi + ar'x, + . . . + ar"'^Xn by Yr,

and substituting these values in Yi and Y„ we find

r, s U+iV, Y^^ U- iV,

where U and V are real ; also putting

/• (cos (^ + i sin ^), = r (cos <^ - i sin 0),

the part of the function F depending on oi and aj, viz..
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becomes

r j('eos |- + ! sin -|-Y( U+ iVf ± (cos |- - i sin
|-
J( ^7-

«

V)j

,

which may be also written as the difference of tlie squares

2r ( Z7cos Y " ^®'°
2 )

~ ^''f Z^sin ^ + Fcos ^

proving tliat two imaginary conjugate roots introduce into

F two real squares, one of which has a positive and the other a

negative coefficient.

We now state Hermite's theorem as follows :

—

Lei the

equation f{x) = (x- ai)(x-a2) . . .(x-a„) = have real coefficients

and unequal roots : if then by a heal substi/ution we reduce

Y.' T^ Y,^ F„
+ + + . . . + (1)

a\— p Oi- p at- p an- p

where Yr = x^ + OrXi + a/x, + . . . + a^'^Xn,

to a sum of squares, the number of squares havingpositive coefficients

wi/l be equal to the number of pairs of itnaginary roots of the equa-

tion f{x) = 0, augmented by the number of real roots greater than p.

This theorem follows at once from what has preceded if

we consider separately the parts of the function (1) which refer

to real roots and to imaginary roots, for obviously there is a

positive square for every root greater than p ; and we have

proved that every pair of conjugate imaginary roots leads to a

positive and negative real square, without affecting the other

squares independent of these roots.

The number of real roots between any two numbers'|Oi and

Pi may be readily estimated. For, denoting in general by P,- the

number of positive squares in F when p = pj, by Nj the number
of roots of the equation f{x) = greater tlian pj, and by 2/ the

number of imaginary roots, we have

F, = N,+I, P, = N, + I;

whence
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proving that the number of real roots between px and pa is equal

to the difference between the number of positive or negative

squares when p has the values /a, and p^.

The number here determined may be shown to depend on

a very important series of functions connected with the given

equation. In order to derive these functions, we consider F
under the form (Art. 202)

AiXi' +
A,

+ .

The number P expresses tlie number of coefficients in this

form which are positive, or, which is the same thing, the number

of the following quantities whicli are negative :

—

Al _ ^2 _ _^ _ ^
~T' a7'~a7' ~a7-

- ^^. (2)

We proceed now to calculate Ai, Aj, . . . Ay, . . . A„ in terms

of p and the roots of the equation f{x) = 0; and as the method

is similar in every case, it will be sufficient to calculate A3,

i.e. the disorimiuant of the original form of F when all the

variables except .Ti, a^, 0:3 vanish.

Writing for shortness r, = . we have in this case
dr- p

F, = Siv (.I't + arXt + Orel's)^

The discriminant in this form is

Sv Sav

A, = 2ai' 2a°v

which may be written as the product of the two arrays

1 1 ... 1 \ I'l I'a

SaV

Ul a\Vi aji'3

oi'i'i Oa Va a» I'n
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and oonsequeutly,

As = SVil/2Vj

1 I 1

Oj 02 as
_ .^ (oa - as)' (03 - a\f (ai - na)'

("1 -|0)(a2-p)(a3-|0)

Oi nz as

In a similar manner we find

Ay = 2 V (ai> «2. as . . . ay)

(a, - p) (a2 - p) . . . (ay - /o)
'

where the notation v (an 02, «3, . . . ay) is employed to represent

the product of tlie squares of the differences of oi, aj, as, . . . ay.

Hence the quantities Ai, A2, . . . Ay . . . A„ are all determined.

Now, multiplying tlie numerator and denominator of each

of the fractions in the series (2) by f[p), each value of A is

rendered integral, and the series becomes

II II Zl Jul.

where

V = (p - oi) (p - 02) {p- a„),

Vi = S{p- 02) (|0 - as) (/o - a„),

Vi = SV (oi, 02) (|0 - as) (jO - a„),

Fj = 5V (ai, a2, as) {p - ai) {p - a„),

F„ = A (ai, 02, as, a„).

Since negative terms in the series (8) correspond to variations

of sign in the series V, Vi, V^, V3 . . . . V„, it is proved

that the number of variations lost in the series last written,

when p passes from the value pi to the value pi, is exactly equal

to the number of real roots of the equation f(j>) = comprised

between pi and p^.

It will be observed that the functions V, Vi, V,, &o., here

arrived at have the same property as Sturm's functions ; from
which in fact they differ by positive multipliers only, as was
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observed by Sylvester, who first published these forms in the

Philosophical Magazine, December, 1839. In order to establish

the identity of the two series of functions, we proceed in the

first place to prove in the following Article an important

theorem connecting the leading coefficients of Sturm's functions

and the sums of the powers of the roots of an equation.

204. Ttaeorem.—The leading coefficients of Sturm's auxiliary

functions (i.e. /' (x), and the « — 1 remainders) differ by positive

factors only from the following series of determinants :
—

*1 Sj

Sq Si 53

Sq Si Sj

Si Si S3

52 S3 Si

53 Si S5 , &c.

Using the bracket notation, we may write these determinants

in the form s,, (S|,Sj), (so, Sj, si), &c., tlie last in the series being

(S0S2S4 . . . Sin-l)-

Representing Sturm's remainders by iJj, Es, . . . Rj, . . . Rn,

and the successive quotients by Qi, Q2, Qz, &c., we have (see

Art. 96)

Rz = QA -/(?) = (Q.Q. - !)/'(*) - Q./(*^).

R, = Q,^lU -R, = (QiQ>Q, - Qi - Qijf'i^) - (Q^Q^ - l)f(^), &c.

Proceeding in this manner, we observe that any remainder

Rf can be expressed in the form

Rj . Ajfix) - Bjf{x). (1)

The degree of Rj is n —J; an(i since Qi, Qi, &o., are

all of the first degree in x, it appears that the degrees of

Af and Rj are j - 1 and j - 2, respectively.
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.

Assuming therefore, for Rj and Aj, the forms

Rj 3 ro + ViX + r-iX^ + + »•„.,«"

Aj = Ac + Xi« + A2«' + . . . + \j-\Oo^ ^

and substituting in (1) any root a of the equation f{x) = 0,

we have

I'o + r^a + rjo' + . . . + Vn^ja"'-'

Ao + Aio + Ajo' + . . . + Ay-io-'"! =
/(«)

Multiplying by a, a', . . . a'"% a'', in succession ; making

similar substitutions of the other roots; and adding the

equations thus derived, we obtain by aid of the relations of

Ex. 4, p. 172, Vol. I., the following system of equations :

—

AoSo + XiSi + . . . + Ay_sSy_j + Aj--i«;-i = 0,

AoSi + Ai«s + . . . + A,-.2S/-i + \,-iSj = 0,

AoSy-s + AiS,-i + . . . + A,-,S2,--4+ \j-ii y-3 0,

AqS;-! + AiS/ + . . . + Aj_jS2,-3+ A;-iS2/-j = r„-,:

From these equations we have, without difficulty,

Si . . . Sj^i

''n-j = 1>

S\ Sj

S/.l Sj S2f-;

-4/ = 1i

So Si . .

Si Si .
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To prove this ; substituting for Ek+iUjc, Rk-i tlieir values iu

terms of A and B in the relation iJ^+i = QuBu - Bk-\, we derive

^*+i = QicA-k - Ajc_i, JBjc+i = Q]cB]c + Bk-i

;

by aid of wliicli we readily obtain the following relations

connecting the successive functions :
—

AuiBk - AjcBtc^i = AuBt,.-, - ^j-ijBi = . . . = A,Ba - A^Bi = - 1,

AhyiRic - A^Rhn = AjcRk-i - Aic-iRic = . . . = AiE„ - AqRi -fix),

in whicli R^ =f[x), R„ =fix]-

Now, comparing the coefficients of the highest powers of

X in (2) ; observing that «" occurs only in A^+iRk, and making

use of the determinant forms previously obtained, we have

7A+i(«oSa«4 • • ^ik-2j Jh (So«s«4 • • • S24-2) = 1>

or 7474+1 - (s^StSi . . . Stk-iy.

Also, calculating the value of R^ in the ordinary manner,

we easily find

^.-^
•So'

whence it is seen that the value of yi is —r- •

It follows, from the relation just established between any

two successive values of 7, that 73, 74, . . . yj, &c., are all

positive squares, and therefore, finally, that r„.,; the coefficient

of the highest power of x in Rj, lias the same sign as the

determinant (SoSjS^ . . . Szy.j).

It should be noticed that there is only one way of expressing

a function of x, of the degree n -j, in the form Af{x) - Bf{x),

where A and B are of the degrees j -\ and j - 2, respectively,

and f{x) of the degree n ; for this function being in general of

the degree n +j - 2, in order that it may reduce to the degree

11 -j, the 2;'- 2 highest terms muSt Vanish,' atid this is exactly

tlie number of undetermined quantities in A and B at our
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disposal, since it is the ratios only of the coefficients we are

concerned with. Sturm's remainders may therefore be obtained

in this way with an undetermined multiplier.

The functions Bj, Aj, and Bj are semioovariants of f{x), as

may be easily seen by supposing fix) transformed by the

substitution z = a^ + ffi before these functions are calculated.

Their actual expressions in terms of the differences of x and

the roots can be readily inferred from the discussion in the

following Article.

205. Sylvester's Forms of Sturm's ^mictions.—We
make use of the notation employed in the preceding Article,

and propose to show that the Sturmian remainder Bj differs

only by the positive factor yy from the function Vj. We have

B,-^ Affix) -Bjf{x\ (1)

where Bj = r^ + r^x + r,*" + . . . + r„-ja;"~>,

Aj = Xa + AiiK + X,x' + . . , + A/_i«'"',

Bj = fio + fii^: + fiix" + . . . + nj-iX^''^ ;

also from the value of »„__, above given we have immediately

n-j yj2V (a,, at, az. . . . aj),

showing that the leading coefficients in Bj and Vj differ only

by the factor yj. "We now proceed to prove that the last

coefficients in tliese functions differ only by the same factor.

For this purpose, dividing the identity (1) by /(x), substituting

in it from the equation

fix) ^ io + .ii 4 A +
/(X) X x' ' x' •

• '

and comparing the coefficients, we find

Ho = AiSo + AjSi + A3.S2 + .... + \j-iSj-i,

Hi = AjSd + X3V1 + .... + \j_iSj_i.
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Also, putting a; = in (1) we have

and substituting for fit, in terras of Xi, A2, A3, &o.,

= AoS.i + AiSo + X2S1 + . . . + Xy_i s,-_j

;

Pn

whence, giving to Xo, Xi, . . . X;.i the same values as in the

oaloulation of r„_y, we find

n = (- lypn-ij

S-i Oj-2

*;-l sy-s

Now, referring to the calculation of Ay in Art. 203, and

putting = 0, or v,- = — , in the value of Ay there found,.
a,-

we find for the determinant just written the value

^ V (m, aa, as, aj)
_^ aiaoOj ... ay

then, expressing the determinant as the product of two arrays,,

and giving jo„ its value in terms of the roots, we have

»*o = (- l)""-* yySV (ai, ai, as, . . . aj) aj^i ay+j . . . a„,

which was required to be proved.

The first and last coefficients of JRj, when divided by y,y

having been tlius shown to be the same as in the form V,;

it follows that all the intermediate terms must be similarly

related ; for, in the first place, B,- is a function of the diffe-

rences of the quantities x, ai, ot, , , . a,,, as may be seen by

transforming f{x) before calculating £,- by the substitution

s = a^x + «!, as in Ex. 3, Art. 99. When this transformation

is completed, every coefficient in Bj, as well as s, is a function
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of the differences ; consequently Bj is a semicovariant, and

satisfies the differential equation

d d d d \ „ ^ dRj— + — + -— + . . . + — LRy = 0, or -^ - DBj = 0,
dx da, doi da,J "'-"dx

and therefore, as is proved in Article 164, all the coefficients

may be obtained from the last by a definite law. The same

conclusions plainly holding also for the function Vj, it is

therefore proved that

Examples.

1. Using the notation of Arts. 204, 205, prove that the quotient of Aj by yj can

he written as a symmetric function involving x and the roots : e.g.,

74

2. "With the same notation prove that

Jo Sl

£j = 7S

n Si

'J-2 Sj-I Sj

Ti 2*2

where Tj = so^J'"' + sixJ~' + sixJ'^ +

3. With the same notation, and denoting by Un

Sj-I

^ {x- Or) (xi - aX2 + 0^2:3 + . . . + a<''^x„)'.

r-i

prove that the discriminant of Vj may be determined by the equation yj A/ = Aj,

and show directly that if Aj = for a certain value of x, Aj.i and Aj^i have

opposite signs for the same value of a-.

Note.—Hermite's theorem holds when ar - p is changed into (op - p)*" in the

enunciation on p. 182, m being any odd integer, positive or negative.
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Section III.

—

Miscellaneous Theorems.

206. Reduction of the <fcuiiitic to the Suiu of Three
Fifth Powers.— This recluotion cau be effected by the solution

of au equation of the third degree, as we proceed to show.

Let

(rto, «,, a., as, Oi, as) (x, yf ^ b,{x + /3i//)° + h(x + jSiijy + bs(x + jSii/Y,

where /S,, j3a, (Sz are the roots of the equation

i'ss' + i?2s' + piz +!Pa= 0.

Now, comparing coefficients in the two forms of the quintic,

a„ = Ji + bi + b, , ai= JijSi + JsjSz + Jsj3s,

a, = ftij3i» + ftjjSs' + b,(i,\ a, = 6,j3i' + Js/Sj' + isjSj',

(U = iijS/ + J,/3/ + isAS «5 = ft.|3i» + J,i3=' + isjS,'

;

wlienoe

Fo^a + i'l'fi + i'affa + 233^3 = 0,

p^tti + piOi + pi(h + p%ai = 0,

p^a^ + p^a, + p^a^ + p^a^ = 0.

Wlien these equations are taken iu oouj unction with ftlie

equation

^0 + ?'l~ + P2~- + Pi^ = 0,

we liave the following equation to determine j3i, /Bs, jSs :
—

1 -- c= ;'

ffo "I «S "3

a\ rts as Oi

(li as ai (Tj

Also bi, hf, is are determined by the equations

J, +6, + Jj = aj,

6,j3i + 6j^a + 63/3, = ai,

^',i3i= + iwSa' + is/Ss' = as,

and the solution thereby completed.
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This important transformation of the quintio'is a particular

case of the following general theorem (proved in an exactly

similar manner) due to Sylvester:

—

Aiuj homogeneous function of x, y, of the degree 1n-\, can he

reduced to the form

6. (a; + i3i^)'"-' + h{x + (5,1/)'"-' + ,,, + b„(x + idnVT''

by the solution of an equation of the n"" degree.

It is proper to observe that when the cubic equation in »

(called the canonizant) has equal roots, the foregoing reduction

of the quintic to the trinomial form fails ; but it is not difficult

to show, by examining the limiting value of the ratio of

{x + fiiyy - (x + fisyy to (3, - jSa, when /Sa = (is, that the quintic

admits in that case of reduction to the trinomial form

AX' + BXY' - BY".

(Clebsch's Theorie der Biiiaren Algebruischen Formen, j>. 385.)

207. <fcuartics Transformable into eacb otber.—We
proceed to determine under what conditions two quartics can be

transformed, the one into the other, by linear transformation.

Jjct the quartics be

U = {a, b, c, d, e) (x, yf ^ a(x- ay) (x - (5y) {x - yy) {x - By),

V = {a',h'/,d',e'){x',yy - a'{x'- a'y)(x'- (5V)(x'- iy'){x'- I'y')

and if they become identical by the transformation

x =\x \- yuy, if = X'x + u'y,

we have, by Art. 38, Vol. i.,

(j3^- /)"(«- SO ^,
(7-«')(/3--g') ^ {a'-fi'){f- l')

i^-y){a-S)
I
iy-a}[li-S) (a-/3)(^-g)'

showing that the six anharmoiiic ratios determined by the roots

must be the same for both equations.

Prom these equations we have also the following relations

between the invariants of the two forms :

—

r = M'l, J' = M'J; (1)

J" r
whence -pj- = -j7 '

(2)
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. P .

The quantity —pr being absolutely unaltered by transforma-

tion when the quartio is linearly transformed is called the

absolute invariant of the quartio. The condition expressed by

equation (2) is, therefore, that the absolute invariant should be

the same for both quartics. The condition here arrived at

agrees with the result of Ex. 16, p. 148, Vol. i., where it is proved

that the sextic wliich determines the anharmonie ratios of the

roots involves the absolute invariant, and no other function of

the coefficients of the quartic. We may refer to Art. 198 for

an illustration of what is here proved, the quartic as there

transformed having the same invariants and consequently the

same absolute invariant as a quartic of the form IU+ niHx.

Tlie conditions expressed by the equations (1), (2) are

always necessari/ ; but not always sufficient, as we proceed to

illustrate by an exceptional case. Let U = uh'w, V = u'-v'-,

wliere ii, v, ir, u', r, are of the linear form h + my.

. . p r* .

Although tlie condition -y^ = -yj- is satisfied in this case,

the common value of these fractions being 27, it is impossible to

transform U into V, since it is impossible to make vw a perfect

square by linear transformation. In such a case it would be

impossible to identify tlie six anharmonie ratios depending

on the roots of the quartics. In general, it may be stated that

the conditions necessary and sufficient that two forms can be

linearly transformed, the one into the other, are

—

1°. That the same covariants and invariants should vanish

identically for both forms

;

2°. That the absolute invariants should be equal.

Forms of the same degree, therefore, can be classified

according to the vanishing of their covariants and invariants,

on tbe same principle as curves according to their singularities

(see Gram, Mathematische Annalen, Vol. VII., p. 239).

VOL. II. o
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208. dumber of Abi^olute Invariants wf any duan-
iie.—We proceed now to examine liow the uuniber of absolute

invariants of any binary quantic is connected with the number

of ordinary invariants, and how far a limit can be determined

to either of these numbers. Transforming the quantic

(«„, «!, «2, • • ««) {x, yf
by the substitution

x=\X + nY, y = \'X + iJuY;

if the new form be

(-4o, -4,, Jl^ . . . u4.„j [jL, ¥j",

we have by the comparison of coefEeients n + 1 equations

expressing A^, A^, . . . An as follows :

—

A, = [a„ «„ a^ ... a„) (A, X')", . . . Aj= —^ A'--''^,,, . ,
,

I («)

A„ = («o, ai, «2, . . . a„) (juL, n')'\

where A = A - + A' ->, r,,-, = 1-2-3
. . .j, r^ = 1.

Now, eliminating A, fi, A', fjf, we obtain, among the new and

old coefficients, n - .3 independent relations, which number is

therefore a superior limit to the number of absolute invariants.

But if (XfJL- X'fi) be admitted when A, /i. A', fi' are excluded by

elimination, we must add the equation A^' - X'fi = M to the

n + 1 equations given above ; and when the elimination is now
completed, we have n - 2 independent relations. We will

assume, as suggested by our previous investigations, that these

relations can be reduced to the form

<pr{Ao, A„ A^,... A„) = MJ(Pr(ao, a„ a.... a„)
;

(Art. 171)

and we have therefore n - 2 independent ordinary invariants

<Pu ^2, ^3) • • • <pn-2- Eliminating M we obtain, as above stated,

« - 3 relations connecting the two sets of coefficients, and this,

therefore, is the number of independent absolute invariants.

It is not true, in general, that every invariant can be expressed

as a rational function of the invariants ^„ (j>2, (j).,, . . . ^n-i ', and
consequently, we have not obtained a superior limit to the num-
ber of ordinary invariants by this investigation (see Note E).
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209. IVuiubei- of Semiiivariants of a 44uautic.—
Every seminvariaut cau be expressed rationally in terms of

a„ and » - 1 functions of the coefficients which are either

invariants or seminvariauts. For, removing the second term

from the equation

U» = («„, «i, «=, • • • «»») (x, 1)" = 0,

the new coefficients are easily obtained by substituting for /*

its value ^ (Art. 35). As these coefficients, when divided

by ffio, are symmetric functions of the differences of the roots,

they must be invariants or seminvariants when multiplied by

a power of «„ ; also every other symmetric function of the

differences of the roots must be a rational function of the same

quantities, but not necessarily integral when multiplied by a^";

consequently we have not obtained a superior limit to the

number of independent seminvariants (or, which is the same

thing, covariants) by this investigation. It has been proved,

however, by Gordan that the number of seminvariants of any

quantic is finite.

As an illustration of tlie preceding, we give the values

of Ai, A3, Ai, As, As in a reduced form

—

%At = R, a^-Ai = G, aJ'Ai = a„-I - off-, (Art. 37)

n„M, = a,'F- 2GH,

aM^ = 4=oS' - 15<ff7 + 10(?- + «„%

where F = a^'a^ - 5ao«ia4 + 2%a2as - QaiU^- + 8«i-«3,

F being a seminvariaut, and I^ an invariant of the sextie C/j.

(Exs. 4, 6, p. 103.) "We have, therefore, proved that every

seminvariaut of the sextie can be expressed in tlie form

ai'-^{a„ F, G, ff, I, I,),

where ^ is a rational and integral function ; and, consequently,

02
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every covariant when multiplied by a power of Us may be

expressed as follows :

—

^(?7„, F,, G,, H,, I,, /,).

Wo conclude witli the following important observation :
—

When a rational and integral function of several seminvariaiifs

is formed so that the result is divisible by a„ a new seminrarianf

is obtained which is considered distinct from the otherf;.

210. Hermite's Liaw of Reciprocity.—Theorem.

A quantic (a„, Oi, . . . a„) {x, >/)", of dec/ree n, has as many covarianfs

of the order zs in the coefficients as a quantic («„, «,, . . . a^ (x, //),

of degree ct, has covarianfs of the order n in the coefficients.

Tliis theorem can be shown t6 depend on Cayley's tlieorem

(Art. 165) as to the number of distinct seminvariants of given

order and weight of any quantic. When for a quantic of the

«"' degree an integral homogeneous function of the coefficients

is formed containing all possible terms of order ot and weight k

which can be made out of the coefficients «„, a,, az. . . an, it can

be proved that there v/ill be exactly the same number of terms

in the corresponding expression of order n and same weight k,

whicli can be formed for a quantic of degree ro from the

coefficients «,„ «„ cct. . . a„. For this purpose Mr. Ferrers has

employed a mechanical method of transformation term by term,

which will be readily understood from a particular application :

—

Let us suppose that an expression of order 8 and weight 22

of a quintic contains the term a^aMia^a^ (which we write

aiaiaiazCtiasaia^ ; and let the weights of the successive factors

be represented by points arranged horizontally as follows :

—

If now the points be counted in vertical in place of horizontal
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order, we obtain the term a^a^nia^ai, of order 5 and weight 22.

It is clear that two terms thus derived from one another have

always equal weights, since the total number of points counted

in both cases is the same. We see therefore that to any term

of order 8 and weight 22 derived from the coefficients of a

quintic corresponds a term of order 5 and weight 22 similarly

derived from the coefficients of an ootavic ; this relation is

reciprocal, so tliat for each term of either function there exists

a corresponding term of the other, and if one list of terms be

complete, the derived list must also be complete. In applying

tliis transformation it must be observed that if the term to be

transformed does not contain the coefficient with Idghest suffix

of the corresponding quantic, tlie order of the derived term

will be deficient, and the factor a^ with proper index must be

supplied, this of course not affecting the weight. Since therefore

the two corresponding expressions thus derivable from one

another contain the same number of terms, we may represent

this result by the notation

N{z!, N, ll) = N{;H, N, to).

The same is true for similar functions whose weight is one less

in each case. We liave therefore

N{zs, K, )i) - iY(w, k: - 1, «) = N{ll, K, ra) - iV(», K - 1, to),

from which, by' Cayloy's theorem (p. 105), it follows that the

number of seminvariants of order to and weight k which can

be made out of «„, rti, «2, . . «„ is equal to the number

of order n and weight i,.- which can be made out of

a„ rti, lu. . . . «,.

Hermite's theorem as to covariants follows immediately,

since the corresponding seminvariants can be taken as leading

coefficients of covariants; and, moreover, since ;/to -2k- to« - 2k,

the degrees of two corresponding corarianfs are equal. As a

particulai' case, also, we see that fo an invariant of one quantic

corresponds an invariant of the other.
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Examples.

1. Show that the terms written with literal coefficients only which occur in the

resultant of a cuhic, by the transformation iihove described, supply the literal terms

of the cubic invariant of the quarlic.

2. From the seminvariant of a quintic in Ex. 4, p. 103, derive the literal terms

of the corresponding seminvariant of a cubic ; and show that to the quintic covariant

of the former corresponds the product of Sx and Gx of the cubic.

3. Show that quanties of the degree '2m alone have invariants of the second

order in the coefficients.

For the only invariants of a quadratic are of the type A"', whose order in the

coefficients is 2™, A being the discriminant.

211. Reciprocal and Orthogonal Iiinear Transfor-

mation—Contravariants.—Wlien the coordinates of a point

are transformed by a linear transformation, the tangential

coordinates of a line and the operating symbols ~r > ~r ^ -f
s^r©

cioo (ly ct%

botli transformed by the same new linear transformation,

which is said to be reciprocal to the first.

Let the linear transformation be

X = «iJT +hiY + c^Z.

y = cHX+hY+ c,Z,\; (1)

z = a^X + JjF + CiZ

whence any line Xx + fiy + vz becomes, by transformation,

ZX+ MY+ NZ, where

L = «iA + UiH + a,v,

M= h,X +h,n +hv, ; (2)

iV = Cl\ + C2fl + c,v .

, d, d clx d dy d dz

dX '^ dxdX "" dydX ^ IzdX'

or, substituting for ~ , —^ , -^ their values,
ci^ UJL oA.

d d d d

dX dx dy ' d.z'
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and similarly

(/ , d , d , d d d d d

dV d.r dy dz dZ dx di/ dz

whence L, 21,N and tlie symbols -p^, -pz-., —= follow the same
dJL dY dZ

laws of transformation, and oonsequently A.u, v and -;-, — ,
--

^ -^
'^'

dx dij dz

also ; in fact, from equations (2) this transformation is

AA = A^L + B,M + C,N,

a.fi = A2L + BJI + C-.N,

A.' = A,L+ BJI+ C\N,

where A = (rtiijCj), Ai = -z-, i?i = -77-, &c., &c.
dai dbi

This linear transformation is said to be reciprocal to the

transformation (1) whose modulus is A, its coefficients being

1 (/A 1"«;a 1 (/A „

oCC
A dai' A dbi^ A dci'

The variables a-, y, s, and — , — , — are said to be contra-
ux cty (ts

gredient to each other, for a linear transformation of x, y, z leads

to a linear transformation of the symbols --, -p, — , which,
dx dy ds

although not the same, is connected with the first in the

manner already explained.

We next define " orthogonal " transformation. If, in the

equations (1) above written, we have among the coefficients

the relations

ai' + Oi + a-i' = 1, bi^ + bi + ba- = 1, Ci' + Cs"- + Cs" = 1^

«iii + Hibi + (hb, = 0, ffiCi + «jC2 + 0363 = 0, biCi + b^Ct + biCi = 0,

the transformation is said to be orthogonal. These conditions

are fulfilled, for example, by the direction-cosines which enter

into the relations between the coordinates of a point referred to
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two differeut sets of rectangular axes in solid geometry. In

such a transformatioTi it is clear tliat we liave the relation

and that tlie new variables are expressed as follows in terms of

the old :

—

-Z = a\X + (72?/ + ffss, Y = hix ^ bi>j + b^z, Z = Cix + cnj + CjS.

Also, if the modulus of transformation written as a deter-

minant be squared, each of the elements contained in the

principal diagonal is equal to unity, and all the other elements

vanish.

These results can be readily extended to any number n of

variables, in which case there will be -|w(h + 1) relations among
the coefficients of transformation.

It is easily seen that, in the case of an orthogonal transfor-

mation, -—
, ^-, — are cogredient with x,y,z.

ax ay az

We conclude with a definition of " contravariants,'' confining

our attention, for simplicity, to the ease of three variables.

When a quantic in x, y, s is transformed, any function involving

tlie coefficients of the original quantic, together with other

variables which are transformed by the reciprocal substitution

above explained, is said to be a contravariant if it differs only

by a power of the modulus of transformation from the corre-

sponding function of the transformed coefficients and variables.

The condition, for example, that a line Xx + fiy + vz should

touch a conic given by an equation in trilinear coordinates is a

contravariant. The theory of contravariants can be included

under that of invariants by considering the combined system

composed of the given quantic and \x + fiy + vz.

It may be observed that in the case of binary quantics

contravariants and covariants are not essentially distinct (see

Salmon's Higher Algebra, Art. 140).
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MlSCHrXANEOUS ExAMl'LES.

1. Every qiiiiulio of an odd degree has a quadratic covariant of the s(.'Cond order

ill the coefficients.

For every quantic of an even degree lias mi invariant of the second order in the

coefficients (Art. 177), which may be written in the form Ub{V) or (1, 2)"0'iP2;

and this invariant of the quantic whose degree is 'Im will be a seminvariant of one

whose degree is 'Im + 1 -n ii. The covariant therefore which has this seminvariant

as leader will be a quadratic, since n'SJ — 'Ik = 2, k being = n - 1 and to = 2.

2. Every quantic of an odd degree 2»i + 1 s ), has a linear covariant of the

degree ii in the coefficients when n is greater than 3.

For, if I {.!, y)" be the quadratic covariant of the preceding example, we have

l"^{r) = Lox+ Lvj,

u linear covariant, the order of io and Li being n. It is here assumed that

Xo and Li aie not identically nero, as they are for the cubic.

3. Every quantic of an odd degree has an invariant of the fourth order in the

coefficients of the form Aan''' + 'IBan f C.

The discriminant I(x, y)" is the required invariant,

4. Every quantic of odd degree « has a seminvariant of the third order in the

coefficients which is the leader of a covariant of the )»"' degree.

For, differentiating with regard to (7,i the discriminant obtained in the preceding

example, we have, for the resulting ssminvariant, w = 3, k = n, and consequently

dA
p = HOT — 2/c = II, which is therefore the degree of the covariant of which -;

—

da,,

is the leader.

The series of seminvariants obtained in this « ay fur the odd qualities is important,

the order in the coefficients being low.

0. Quantics of tlie degree im have invariants of the third order in the

coefficients.

For cubios have invariants of the type A'", of the order 4 m in the coefficients,

A being the discriminant. This and the next four examples are immediate

deductions from Hermite's Law of Reciprocity (Art. 210).

6. Quantics of the degree m have as many invariants of the fourth order as

there are solutions in positive integers of the equation '2p + Zq — m. A quintic,

for example, has one, a sextic two, a septimic one, an octavic two ; and so ou.

For quartics have invariants of the type /'' Ji, which is of the order 2;i + 3j e hi

in the coefficients.

7. Kvery quantic of tJie degree 2fi + q has a covariant of the second ordei' in

the coefficients. In particular, when y = 1, every quantio of odd degree ha^ a

quadratic covariant of the second order in the coefficients (cf. Ex. 1).

For quadratics have covai-iants of the type A>'lhi, which is of the order 2p + q

in tlie coefficients.
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a. Every binary quantic of an odd degree greater than 3 has a linear coyariant

of the fifth order in the coefficients.

For a quintic has an invariant Ji of the fourth order, the discriminant of /,,

also covariants of the fifth and seventh orders, viz. Zx (Ex. 2) and Mx = LoIi;

from these we form the covariants JiP'^Zx, of order 4^ + 1, and Iii'~"Mx,

of order 4j) — 1 ; but every odd number is of the form ip ± 1.

—

Hekmite.

9. Every quantic of the degree ip + 2 has a quadratic covariant of the third

order in the coefficients.

For a cubic has a quadratic covariunt of the type A''Sx, of the order ip + 1 in

the coefficients.

10. When the quintic (ivo, «i, "2, «3, «4, as) (j', y)" has a triple factor, prove that

the covariant Ix is a perfect square, and the covariant Jx a perfect cube, the linear

factor being the triple factor of the quintic in both cases.

11. When the quintic has two double factors, the remaining factor is a single

factor of Jx.

12. If Ux = ("0, 11, «2, . . - On) (*, y)'" prove that the resultant of Ux and the

covariant Gx is the discriminant of D" cubed ; that is, R{Ux, Gx) = 2A2 {Ux) ; and

prove also Ji {Ux, H,) = iA-(Kt).

E.xpress IZx and Gx in terms of the semicovariants U], . . . Un-\, Un, U.

13. E.xpressthecombinant P- of twocubics interms oftheother invariants, p. 161.

Ans. P- = 16/i3 - 4/22 = * + 24/i3,

where Ju, J12 . . . &c., are the invariants of the three Hessians of Art. 192.

14. When the quintic has a triple root, the following symmetric functions

of the roots vanish :
—

2 (ai - 02)- V (as, a.i, 05), 2 (ai - 02)* V (a3, aj, as)-

15. Transform two given quadratics in x, y to the forms

au' + ir-, (('((- + i'v'',

where u and i' are linear functions of x and y.

16. If the coefficients of three quadratics

a-ix- + 2b\xy + c\y-, a^x- + ll'ixy + C21/', «3J;- + 2^33;^ + csy-

be cormected by the relation

ai bi ci

ttu 42 c-i = 0,

as A3 Cz

prove that they may be reduced by linear transformations to the forms

The determinant here written is the condition that the three quadratics should

determine a system of points or lines in involution.
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17. To reduce two quadrics in three variables to the sums of the same three

squares w ith proper coefficients.

Lei U = ax- + by- + cz' + ifi/: + Igzx + 'Ihxij,

V = (I'M-- + biy- + «is'- + y\yz + 2g\zx + Ihixy,

dF dF dF

We have then identically

\a + ni Ah + hi \g + gi X

I Kh + hi \b+bi A/ + /i Y *(a)

^ C^) Xg 4 gi \f + fi \c + ci Z ^W '

A" 1" Z

F ^

wheio A {\) is the discriminant of aU + V\ and * {K) is a function of the second

degree in A, the symhols T, I', Z heing retained in it for the present, and not

replaced hy their values involving \.

Resolving into pai'tial fractions, we have

*(A.i) 1 *(A2) 1 *(A3) 1

~A'(Ai)A-Ai A'{M)\-\i A'{A3)A-A3'
(1)

in which *(Ai), * (Aa), * (As) are all perfect squares, since they are ohtained

by bordering the vanishing determinants A (Ai), A (A2), A (A3). (Art. 149.)

Now, replacing A', Y, Z by their values, At'i + 7'i, &c., * (Aj) is easily

reducible to the form

- (A - A,)-'

Aj(f + «i AjA + /ii Ajg + gi I'l

\,h + 7*1 AjA + h Xxf + f\ f'2

\ni + 9i 'W + j\ \ic + <•, f',

Ui r, Vi

s (A - A,)-H,-,

where ./ = 1, 2, or 3, and i*,- is independent of A.

Substituting these values in (1), we 6nd

, r + 7- . (A - A,) --- + (A - M) -,^ + (A - A3)^- •

Equating the coefficients of A, we li:ive

Mi^ «r "3-

~ aTaT) A^Asj A'T\,i)"

111- lly 1(3-

Al -7-— + A2 --, — + A.l —

;

;

A(Ai) A\A;I A (A3

which w as required to be done.
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It is to be observed that this pioblem hiis only one solution. The mode of

reduction here given is due to Darboux, and is plainly applicable wliatever be the

number of variables.

18. I'rove that two cubics can, in general, be transformed one into the other

by linear transformation.

19. Express three cubics, U, V, W, by means of three cubes.

Assuming
KU + plV -^ pW s {x- pijY,

Jiud comparing coefficients, we have

Artl + /tffo + vffi = 1,

A.4i + /iis + vbz = -
p,

\Cl + fJ.C2 f PCi = p-j

\ii + ii.<h + vih = - p^.

These equations, by eliminating A, ,u., ^, give three values of p, and corresponding

values of X,
i^., v : in this way we obtain three equations of the form (1) to

determine U, V, TV in terms of

{x - piyf, (x - pit/Y; {x - pzyY-

It is easy to see that p is given by the equation

aip + b\ a2p + h asp + S3

bip + ci bip + cz b-ip + es =0.

cip + di C2P + di czp + ds

A similar method may be applied to express « quantics of the «"' order in

terms of n «"' powers.

20. Prove that the three roots of a cubic may be expressed as

x\, (xi), d- (Xi),

where

, , , Ix + m
, , , ^'W = -;; ;> and e- (x) = x.

' I'x -y m' ^ '

From Art. 60, putting - I _ _ = A', where 6 = 1 or — 1, we derive
2 V y

JS: (7 - a) = Bya + Bi {y + a) + H2, I (1)

K {a-P) = Hae + if 1 (a + /3) 4 S2. J

These homographic relations between the roots may be written in the form

^ = e (7), 7 = 8 (a), a = e (ft

;

where the numerator and denominator in are supposed to be divided by 2K; and

this being done it will be found that I, m, 7, m' are connected by the relations

im' - I'm = 1 = M III', and the roots a, 7, $ may be represented as o, 9(a), 0-{a)
;
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6^ (a) being equal to a. It is impoitnnt to observe that the equations (1) arc

consistent, the sum of the expressions on the right-hand side being zero; that

is to say, K must have the same sign in nil three, any other combination of signs

being inadmissible.

This example is a particular case of a general theorem of Abel's, viz.—If the

m roots of an equation of the )»"' degree are a, 6(a), fl^ (o), . . . fl"""^ (a), where 9(x)

is a rational function such that when the operation 9 is repealed m times 9"' (x) = x,

then the solution requires only the determination of a primitive root of x'" - 1 = <

and the oxtiaction of the wi"' root of a known quantity (see Note G).

21. Given a binary cubic Cand its Hessian ifj-. the cubic being satisfied by the

ratios .i' : ij and .r' : y'
; prove that

,
dH^ , dEr

" —,—I- .V —r-
1 dx dy

1
\

' ''
; ,., <« ,., d , d ,d

• —
\ , A - + I - = .1; — + V—

m\ x ;/ !' d-\ dY dx ^ dii

V A xy' - x'y

is an absolute constant, A being the discrimiTiant of U.

This expression is absolutely unchanged by linear transformation, since

Sx, V = .V-JTx.. ,/, A- = JI/«A,

and

X 1'

X' 1"

Reducing V to the sum of two cubes by a linear transformation whose modulus

1

= 1, the constant may be easily sliowii to be -T== • This is another form of the
V— o

homographio relation of Art. 60.

22. Prove that a rational homographic relation in terms of the coefiScients

connects any two rational functions of the same root of a cvibic equation; but

that the relation is not rational when the roots are different.

23. Transform the quartic

(ff. b, ,-. d, ,) (X, \y

into one whose invariant J shall vanish.

.\ssuraing // = ^- + 'h]X + f,

and making the invariant J of the transformed equation vanish, we have

2(ps-p3)-('>'-p>)' = 0. (1)

where <p is a known quadratic function of t), not involving f.

Expanding (1), we have

J<f- - -ijifi + — = 0,

which determines ip, and consequently tj, by means of a quadratic equation ; and j,"

may have any value.

By a similar transformation / can be made to vanish.
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24. Prove that the most general rational transformation of a quartic f(x) may
be reduced to the transformation

p ~ X q — X

When P= Sf(p)f' (q), and Q = - lff{q)f' {p), show that the second term of

the transformed quartic is absent.

• 25. Prove that the translbrmatioii

ax'' + 2|8a; + y
y =

a\x- + 2^\x + 71

may he accomplished by the three successive transformations—(1) a homographic

transformation
; (2) a transformation of the roots into their squares ; (3) a homo-

graphic transformation.

26. If p be any integer, prove that

(Xl - Xi) (Xi - Xi)

where 2o and 2i are symmetric functions of .ri, X2. xs, Xi ;
prove also that

(0 (Xl) - <p {X2))
((t> (Xl) - <t> fa)) _ 2n + 2l (Xn-2 + XiXj)

{'^/{xi) - ij/(a;2)) (i|/ (X3) - il/fa)) 2'o + 2'i (x\X2 + x^xi)'

where 2o, 2ij 2'o, 2'i are symmetric functions of rti, 2:2, Xs^ x^. (See Art. 198.)

27. If ip{x, y) and i|/ (x, y) be two covariants of the binary form

£/"= (ao, ai, n2, . . a,,) {x, p)"

of the degrees p and q, respectively ; and if

\ idy qdx /

be expanded in the form

(r„, r,, T'o, . V,)(X,Y)P;

prove that Fo, V\, V2, ... Cp are covariants of U. (Hebmite.)

Expanding, the coefficient of Xp-J' Y' is

{- IV ld^\l d dy^ dy
1 . 2 . 3 . . . y \dy dx~ ix dy)

^'

The modulus of this transformation of
(J)

is 1^ (x, y).

28. When in the preceding example « = 4, and tp {x, y) and r^ ix, y) are replaced

by U, find the values of Vo, Vi, V%, Vi, Vi.

Am. ( V, 0, H^, Gx, IV^ - 3£V) (Z, F)*-
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29. Prove for two oubics f7 and /'

In h\ Ii\

a- =16
j

In l22 In

Ii3 In Ii3

where lu, /12, &c., are the invariants of the three Hessians, and Q has the sime
signification as in Art. 192.

30. Eliminate .v' from the equations

Z = {oox' + a\) X + {iiii.i,"- 4 3«i.t' + ia-:) y, (no, "i, a2, as) (x', 1)^ = 0,

Jn.,. s^ + 3J2-.,„ s + G^. „ = 0.

31. Transform tlie quadrio («, 4, c,f, g, h){x, ij, z)- to X, Y, Z, Avliere

-V = ai.i- + ^xy + 71:, y = CiX + ^ly + 7i:, Z = 03.C + /Ssy + 73:.

-^"»'
I

On ni2 ni3 -T ,

1 na Has Has T

U31 n32 n33 Z •

\ X Y Z

"here n,,- = Aataj + S$i$j + Cytyj +F{0iyj + fijy,) + G (7,0, + atyj) + S{a,0j + aj;8i),

and A, J3, C. F, G, S are the coefficients of the tangential form of

(ff, b, c.f,g, l,)(.v. y. :)-.

32. Prove that the quartic (a, b. i; d, e) [x, y)* may be transformed into

^,, (4|S _ /|,,s + 7„3)

by the substitution

5 = Ix + my, 7j s X — Sy,

where u, j3, 7, 5 are the roots, and

12/ = - 2 (a - 5) (/3 - 5), 12hi = 2a (S - 5) (7 - 5),

and /. is a function of a, 3, 7) 8.

33. "When Oi is a quartic, and jB, its Hessian, prove that the faotois of

r,IIy — VySx are x — y and the three quadratic faitois of Gx (Ait. 183) when

.ly replaces x-, and x + y replaces 2.r.

34. Prove that all quartic covarianls of I'l whose roots are rational functions

of the roots of F!t are included in the formula

((>« + \ir - iJi> + tV/^) r, - (V - ip + J] Sx. ;Mk. Eussbll.)

How is this example connected vrith the preceding ?
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32. Prove that

where

+

Transforma tions.

'-
is a factor of I-U, - 16/7fa-,

5—

a

d — ;H 6—7

U,^{x-a.){.v~$){x-y){x-S).

35. If Ur and V"^ be two ouartics which have the same absolute invariant,

prove that

may be resolved into four factors of the form

Ax^ + Bx + C^ + 3. (JIr. RussELT,.)

37. If the leading coefficient of a covariant involve the coefficients of several

(juantics in the orders OTi, OTj^ . . ^, and weights ici, k2, . . . Kr, the degree of

the covariant is

"iTOl + )(2SJ2 + . . . + «,TOr - 2 (ki + K2 + . . . + Kr) . (Art. 166.)

38. If for every difference a, - aq, in the formation of a seminvariant ip of

an equation [1=0, we substitute

(a,, - o,)U
{X — ttp) (X — Uq)

prove that the result is the product of the covariant whose leader is
<l>
by rt-",

where to is the order and k the weight of (p.

39. When ?7 is a quintic, wliat are the invariants of the quartio emanant

Ans, The quadrie and cubic covariants I'x and /',•

40. Give the relation connecting the covariants H^, G,, Ix, Jx, of any quantic V-

Ans. - Gx- = iS,-' - U-Bxlx + U\Tx.

•11. Show how to transform a quantic of an odd order so that all the new

coefficients shall be invariants.

Ans. Take two linear covariants for the new X and F.

42. Find the relation which connects the coefficients of two quartics (if any)

when their roots are connected bv the relation

e

a aa.

$' $?'

7 y' 77'

5 5' 55'

Ans. I>J'^ - I"J' = %.

(Cf. Exs. 13, 14, p. 119, Vol. I.)
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43. Trimstovm a cubic i7 into its cubic eovariant G^ by linear transfoimation.

5[aking tbe transformation given by the equation

, dSr , dKr „ ,

-r' -—- + »/ —— = 0, tlie result is Aff^;.
rfj: ' di/

44. Transform a quartic U into itself by linear transformation.

If V^A{x* + y*) + 2B.v-!/',

the quadratic factors of the eovariant ffx are .^y, .r* + 3^', a- - ij- ; now making
d^ d(b

the transformation determined by the equation x —t. + y' —J- = 0, where <» is
dx dy

any one of these three factors, U is transformed into V.

4o. Prove that the quadratic factors «, v, iv of Gi expressed in terms of the

roots are unchanged when for :r, a, ff, y, S their reciprocals are substituted and

fractions removed by the multiplier (
- 1) x'a$yS.

It appears, therefore, that bom, ff<it', aow may separately be regarded as covariants

if the rational domain, which before included only the coefficients, be regarded as

extended by the adjunction to it of the roots u, $, 7, S. (See Art. 168.)

46. If three quadratics be mutually hai-monis, prove that they may be reduced

to the forms

AX- + CY", AX- - cr-, £xr.

47. Form for a quintic a seminvariant whose order is 4 and weight S.

The terms contained in the complete gradient* Gi,a are as follows ;

—

"o'''^"' "l""'-''-!' ''(I''l''3ffl, flonj-ffj, CoCsas", «1""3', «lf2"»3, (12*, O0"<I3ff5, ffo''l'''-''5> "I'd-

Operating with B, and making DGi,s s 0, we find seminvariants of the type

IS + mj'-.

where 1 has the usual meaning, and

iS' = Ho'ar — 3iio«iff3''4 — ioaf^i'"* + 4«off2«3" + bai-aiat + '2ai-«i- — Smnu-aj

+ Sna-* — a5{no"ffs — Soodsa + -ci^).

*The term 'gradient' is used to signify the sum, with arbitrary multipliers,

of all possible terms of any assigned order and weight.

VOL. 11.
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Section IV.

—

Gkometrical Tkansfohmations.*

212. Traiif^foriuation of Binary to Teiiiary Forms.

—

We think it desirable, before closing the present chapter,

to give a brief account of a simple transformation from a

binary to a ternary system of variables, whereby a geometrical

interpretation may be given to several of the results contained

in the preceding chapters. The applications which follow will

be suflBcient to explain thivS mode of transformation ; and will

enable the student acquainted with the principles of analytic

geometry to trace further the analogy which exists between

the two systems.

Denoting the original variables, i.e. the variables of the

binary system, by x^, y^, we propose to transform to a ternary

sj'stem by the substitutions

X = x^, y = -tX^y^, z — //,r,

a form to which the general quadratic transformation may be

brought by a linear transformation of the ternary variables.

For example, taking the simple case of a quadratic whose

roots are a,
f3,

viz.,

«;- - (a + /3) x„y„ + a^y;- = 0,

and transforming, we obtain

x-H« + /3)2/ + i»/3~ = 0. (1)

We have also the equation

2/' - 4:zx = 0.

This is the equation of a conic, which we uniformly call K,

and (1) is plainly the equation of a chord of this conic joining

the points a and /3, the point determined by the equations

—
- = ^ = 2, where <j> ^ ~~,

being referred to as the point ^ on the conic K.

*See Quarterly Journal of Mathemaiics, vol. a., p. 211, 1869.
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When a = j3 the quadratic becomes {xo - ayoY, i.e. the square

of a factor of tlie first degree ; also (1) reduces to x-ay + a'z = 0,

which is plainly the equation of the tangent at the point a to

the conic K; whence tlie line corresponding to a quadratic with

distinct roots is a chord of the conic K, this line becoming a

tangent when the roots are equal.

In furtlier illustration of this method, we consider the

binary sextic and quiiitic, so as to show how the transformation

is presented differently according as the degree of the quantic

is even or odd. In the former case we have

Uo ^
(.('o

- a^y(l){«^o - a22/o)(«o - «32/o)(»'" - "'i'!/o)C>'» - aiy»){-f« - a^Vo),

which becomes by transformation

CiaCa4C56, CijCasC^fi, Cia^aoQs)

or some other of the fifteen similar products of chords, where

Ci2 = « - J(ai + ai)y + aiojs is the chord 1, 2 ; and C34, c^s, &c.,

have a like signification. In the second case, viz., when the

degree of the binary quantic is odd, we must square ^/o before

making the transformation. Tims if U„ represents the product

of tlie first five factors written above, U^ becomes when

transformed tit^Utit^, where t^^ = x ~ aiy + uiZ is the tangent

to K at the point ai, and L, t^, &c., have a like signification.

213. The (Jtuadratie and j§ysteins of (Quadratics.—
The only invariant that a quadratic has is its discriminant

;

and this is also an invariant in the ternary system, its vanishing

being the condition that the line corresponding to the quadratic

should touch the conic K. V/e now consider the system of

two quadratics '

a.c,' + 2bx,ya + cy„\ aV + 2b'x„y^ + c'y,\

which we call Z and M.

"When transformed they become two lines

Z ^ ax + by + cz, M^ a'x + b'y + c'z.

p 2
*
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Now the condition tbat the line whose equation is \L ^ixM=

should touch the conic K is

y (ac - ¥} + Xfi (ac'+ a'c - 2hV) + /a- {a'c- b") =0. (2)

All the coefScients of this equation are invariants in both

systems : we have already seen that this is true of the first and

laat eoefiS.cients ; and the intermediate coefficient whicli is the

harmonic invariant of the binary system is an invariant iu the

ternary system also, its vanishing expressing the condition that

the lines L,M sliould be conjugate with regard to the conic K.

This equation determines tlie tangents which can be drawn

through the point of intersection of L and M to tlie conic K.

When this point is on the conic, the tangents coincide, and

the discriminant of the quadratic vanishes. Wlience we

obtain geometrically the following form for the resultant of

two quadratics :

—

i^ = 4 (ac - V-) {a'c- b'^) - {ac + a'c - 2bb'f ;

for if Z, M, and K have a common point, the original quadratics

must have a common root, and the condition is in each case the

same.

Again, the pairs of points or lines given by the equation

\L + fiM=0 form a system in involution (cf. Art 190), the

double points or lines being determined by the equation (2) ;

and in the ternary system the corresponding pencil of lines

passing through a fixed point determines on a conic a system

of points in involution, the double points being the points of

contact of tangents drawn to the conic from tlie fixed point.

If we consider next the tliree quadratics

a,^„' + 2&i2-„v/„ + c,y„\ a^x,? + 2b.x^y„ + c^y^, a^^ + 2b^x^y„ + CjT/.r,

it is seen that the determinant {afi^c^^ is an invariant iu

botii systems, its vanishing being the condition in the binary

system that the quadratics should determine an involution

(Ex. 16, p. 202], and in the ternary system that tlie three

corresponding lines should meet in a point.
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As a final illustratitm, we consider a system of three

quadratics connected in pairs by the harmonic relations

rtiCo + «.,r, - 25,58 = 0, &c.

Transforming tlie quadratics, we obtain three lines X, Y, Z^

which form a self-conjugate triangle witli regard to tlie conic K^

The theorem relating to three mutually harmonic quadratics,

viz. that their squares are connected by an identical linear

relation (see Ex. 6, p. 137), is suggested by a well-known

property of conies ; for K may be expressed in terms of

X, Y, Z in tlie form

K ^ T- + F- + Z^
;

whence, restoring the original variables a;,,, y„ K^ vanishes

identically, and X, Y, Z become the original quadratics, eacli

divided by a factor whicli may be seen to be tlie square root of

its discriminant (see (1), Ex. 6, p. 137; also Ex. 17, p. 203).

214. The 4|.uai-tio and its Covariaiite treated

geoiuetrically.—It will appear from the investigations in

tlie succeeding Articles that in applying tlie transformation

now under consideration to the quartic U^ s {a,h,c\d,c){x^,y^*',

the term Qc.r.^y^ should be replaced by 2('.r~ + of, so tliat the

quartic will be replaced by the two following conies :

—

U 3 a.)'- + ('//- + ('.:- + 2diiz + '2czx + 2Kvy,

Iv = y- - 4::x:

the form of U here selected being connected with K by an

invariant relation. The invariants of U and -ST are invariants

of the original binary form, for the discriminant of U- pK is

Ap' - Ip + J,

and the invariants of the ternary system are

A' s - 4, e' = 0, e = /, A = J

;

where /and J"iire the invariants of the quartic, the discriminant

of C - pK being written as usual under the form

A - «e + p-Q' - i/A'.
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Let the conies U &iid K intersect in the points A, B, C, D,

these points being determined by the equations

-^ = X = -

when ^ lias the four values a, ji, y, S, the roots of the binary

quartic ; and let the points of intersection of the common chords

BC, AD; GA, BD; AB, GD be E, F, 0, respectively, where

EFG is the triangle self-conjugate with regard to both conies.

Now, denoting by (oj3) = the equation of tlie line AB, and

using a similar notation for tlie remaining chords, we have by

the tlieory of conies

where pi, p2, pz are the roots of the equation 4p^ - Ip + J = 0.

Ou restoring tlie original variables x^, y^ in these equations,

Evanishes identically; and we have U^ resolved into a pair

of quadratic factors in three different ways, depending on

the solution of the redxicing cubic of the quartic. Whence

it appears that the resolution of a quartic into its pairs of

quadratic factors, and the determination of the pairs of lines

which pass through the four intersections of two conies, are

identical problems, each depending on the solution of the same

cubic equation.

We now proceed to show tliat the sides of the common self-

conjugate triangle of U, K correspond to the quadratic factors

of the sextic covariant in the binary system. Since the side

FO is the polar of F, the coordinates x, y' of E are found by

solving the equations (jSy) = 0, (aS) = ; we liave, therefore,

x' _ y' _
«'

and, substituting for x', y', z the values thus determined in

the polar of E, viz.,

xz'- -^ +x'z = Q,

we express this equation in the form

(/3 + y - a - ci) a- - (/By - a8) y + f/Sy 'a + I) - al (/3 + y)) 2=0.
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Oa restoring the original variables x^, yo, this is seen to be

one of the quadratic factors of the sextic oovariant (Art. 183).

It is tlierefore proved that the points wliere FG meets K are

determined by the quadratic equation

(3 + 7 - a - l)4i' - 2(^7 - a8)(/. + J37(« + S) - a8(j3 + 7) =
;

and consequently the six points on K which correspond to the

roots of the sextic covariant are the points where this conic

meets the sides of the common self- conjugate triangle of U
and K.

To determine the points on K whicli correspond to the roots

of the Hessian, we calculate for the conies U and K the

covariant conic J'' (Salmon's Conic Sections, Art. 378) ; thus

finding

- ^F^ {(ic - b') .(- + (bd - c') if + {ce - cf) z' + (be - ed) ijz

+ [ae - 2bd + c') zx + (ad - be) xy
;

and on restoring the original variables, we have

R{x,,y.)' = -\V,;

also, since the conic V intersects TJ and K in the points of

contact of their common tangents, we see that the points

on K corresponding to the roots of the Hessian are tlie-

points so determined. Conversely, transforming the Hessian

U\\ Uy' - r/13" to tlie ternary variables, it becomes

{(IX + by + vz) [c.r + dy + ez) - [bx + cy + dz)- = - \W,

which is the envelope of the polar x'Ui + y'U^ + z' U^ for all

points on K. Tliis determination of F is due to the invariant 9'

of U and K vanishing.

215. We now give some general transformations from the

binary system to the ternary, which will be useful in comparing

the concomitants in both systems.

(1). Liticar transformation of both systems.

If the binary variables be linearly transformed, the new-

variables expressed in terms of the old being

A'o = Xxo + fiym Y^ = X'x^ + fi'yo,
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the uew ternary variables will be expressed in terms of the

old as follows :

—

X = \~x + \fxy + fJL^z,

Y = 2AX'.r + (XfM'+X'fj.)!/ + 2fxfi%

Z = X"-x + X'^'y + fx'H ;

and, consequently,

Y' - 4ZX = (Xfi' - X'/j,y [f - Azx),

showing that the form of the fixed conic in unaltered by the above

particular linear transformation of x, y, z, whieli conversely

leads to tlie general linear transformation of the primitive

binary variables. The modulus of this ternary transformation

is [Xfi'-X'/xf (see Ex. 4, p. 89).

(2). 'Traniformation of Partial Differential Coefficient'i.

If /(.ru, (/„) becomes U by the substitution of Art. 211i,

-we have

^ - 2x — + 2, —
dx,„ " dx " dy

and therefore

'£L-2— +a( — + /—+^'!1K\_4 Mf]f_<>-u
dxj dx \ dx' dxdij " dxdzj \dxdz dy-

dx \ dx ' dy dz J dx

d' d'
where II is used to denote the operation —-- - —

.

dzdx dy'

Hence, the degree of/ being n, and therefore of U being -^n,

-we have

'-4 = 2 (« - 1) ~-4:zn{U), and similarly

'^^/
-2(«-.l) ^+2yn(^7),

dxodyo dy

% .2(,,-i,f-4.n,f;),
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If the transformation be such that 11 (U) vauishes

identically, we have, for the transformation of the second

differential coefficients, the following simple values :

—

dJCa dx da-odi/n dy di/o' dz

From these values we find easily

1.^ , rf , d\ . ^ ,. / ,dU ,dU ,dU
2 \ d.r„ dii.xl \ dx dy dz

showing that tlw second emanant (Art. 174) in the binary system is

transformed into the firfit polar in the ternary system.

To return to the consideration of the connection between the

binary and ternary variables, and to show that the fundamental

properties of the quautios correspond in the two systems.

Suppose we had tiiree equations in general connecting

the variables

.(• = cf>i {x„ y^), y =
(f).

(a-o, .i/o), s = 03 (•'•„, yo),

the simplest form of wliicli is

•* = •'•\. .'/ = -f'Wo, 2 = y\-

We may by elimination of .r^y^ obtain an equation in .r, y, s, and

we have another relation between .r, y, z from the transformed

binary equation, tlie roots of which will plainly be represented

geometrically by the intersection of these two curves.

The analogy between the two systems of representation,

being points on a line aud on a conic, will be apparent to a

student of analytic geometry, so we give an example where

tiie analogy is apparent. We now show how a double

root of U leads to a quintuple root of the sextic covariant

(Ex. 2, p. 22S), for two of the sides of the polar triangle

of J7 and K touch the conic at the vertex of the triangle,

And the pole of the third side is a point on the tangent.
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(3). Transformation of the Jacobian.

The Jacobian of any binary system ii, v, is transformed into-

the Jacobian of U, V, K, witli sign changed, U, V being the

transformed values of ^^ v. For we liave

J{ii, r)

n and «' being the degrees of u and v, respectively, and a, b, c

being used to denote the second differential coefBcients ;.

whence we have

(ill
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transformed is the locus of tlie poles with regurd to U of

tangents to the fixed conic.

The line corresponding to tlie binary concomitant

(.r„//'„ - .r'at/^y is xz - \yi/' + zx
,

whicli is the polar of .!', //', z witli regard to tlie fixed conic K.

If the quadratics

become, when transformed, tlie lines L, M, the Jaeobiaii

J{L, M, K) determines the polar line of their intersection

with regard to the fixed conic K.

The curve corresponding to the covariant (1, 2)- a, f , is plainlj-

dUdV dUdV ^ilUdV
+

ihx: ds ds dx dy dl/

which equated to zero is the condition that the polar lines of a

point with regard to IT and V sliould be conjugate with regard

to the fixed conic. This covariant may be written under the

form n(UV), when n(?7) = and n(r) ^ 0.

216. "When the transformation of Art. 212 is applied to jl

quaiitic /(.I'o, ^o) of even degree 2m, it is ])lain that the roots of

this quautic will be determined geometrically by the points of

intersection of a curve of the iii"' degree witli the fixed conic

K. If the degree of the quantic is odd, it must, as already

stated, be squared before the transformation is effected; and

the roots will then be determined geometrically by the })oiiits

of contact of the corresponding curve with the conic.

In transforming the quantic /(.r^, //„) we may obtain an

indefinite number of ternarj' forms by varying tlie mode of

transformation; for if U be one of these forms, U + ^,„.JT

(in which the coefficients of 0,„.2 are arbitrary now), would

be a transformation of f{iX\, i/t), since this form would, on

restoring the original variables, return to the quantic /('-'o, ^o)

Moreover, everj' practicable transformation is included in the

foregoing form. It is, however, important to notice that

amongst these innumerable ternary forms there is always one
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such that the invariants and covariants of this form comhined

with K are invariants and covariants of the hinarij quantic also.

To determine this form, take the operator 11 of the preceding

Article, which, as can be easily seen, is obtained by substituting

the differential symbols D^, D,j, D^ m the tangential form

of K or D,, - -ID,,, D^ for «, //, s in K itself. Operating

then with n on Z7 + ^,,,-2/r, we obtain a result ^P,„-2 of tlie

degree m -2\ and equating to zero its coefficients, wo have

sufficient equations of the first degree to determine all the

coefiScients of ^m-i- There exists always one form, as before

stated.

Tin's mode of fixing the form of ?7 + ^m-iK is unaltered

by any linear transformation of the binary variables and

the consequent linear transformation of the ternai'y variables

;

for, referring to (1), Art. 215, since

"^^"^^ " - d^ -
ilif

- ^^^ - ^ ''>^
' Jzdjt - d¥^

and if after tliis linear transformation any function f{x,y,z)

becomes F{X, Y, Z), we liave

n/ = (,V-AV)^n/';
wliicli proves that tlie foi'm of F{X, Y,Z) is fixed by tiie same

law as fix, y, z), and this law is independent of the linear

transformation of the binary system, for if Ylf vanishes so

doer- UF.

The following method may be employed to obtain the

proper form of U corresponding to a given binary quantic

of even degree. Operating with n on the general quadric

ax^ + by- + cz^ + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxij

;

whence h = (j is the single limitation of this form also,

a^x^ + <iii/ + ^43^ + 2rt3//!3 + ^U'iZx + 2aixy

and («o «i ch (I3 "4) (^0 //o)* correspond, as may be seen by

transforming. (Of. Art. 214.)
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]n the case of the cubic operating with 11 on tlie function

ax^ + Inf A- cz^ + n (biX'j/ + bzx'^z + h^y'^x + bii/z + c^z'x + c^z'y) + &mxyz,

have (
*»* + '-

+ '«y\o:
biX - b^z - by

whence ft, = b^, b-i = c,, b = in, limiting tlie function.

Tlierefore tiansfoi-niing the cubic and introducing the

coefficients of tlie sextic

(ffo «i "2 "a "i "5 "e) {^0 VoY

here we obtain the cubic U^ such that 11 ( 6^3) = 0, viz.,

d^x'^ + Usy^ + aeZ^ + Gasxyz

+ 'S\iiix-f/ + (liX-z + a.,y-x + iiiy'z + cuz-x + c/jsv/}

for Um the number of limitations of this form is

in (ill - 1)

2

As we have liitherto taken the simplest form for the ternary

variables expressed in terms of the binary variables, it is

therefore desirable to determine the operational symbol 11 when

the conic IC is given by the general equations (see Art. 212)

x = {a^,b„c\) (.)•„, //o)'-, // = (^2, bi, Cn) («„, y,f, z = (as, bs, c^) ('•„, i/J.

Now, if Xx + f.iy + I'S be a square wheu expressed in terms of

the binary variables,

(Arti + fidi. + v(ii) (XCi + f-iC'i+vCi) - (Ail + nb-i + vb-i)- = ;

whence the tangential equation of the conic K assumes the form

(7,,, /.;;, ^33, -^23, Isi, Iu) (A, fi, v)" = 0,

where '2,Ipq = (ipCq + a^Cp - 2bpbq
;

and hence the general value of n is

(/„, /32, hz, /,3, In, In) (B., Dy, A)=.

The general forms of A' and 11 are thus independent of

any linear transformation of the biuary variables, as all tlie

coefficients are invariants in the binary system. (See Ex.,

p. l;J7.)
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217. CoiubiiiedSysteinof a 4Auai'tic'and4Jluadratif.

—

Triinsforming this binary system we have a ternaiy system

composed of two conies and a line ; and for simplicity we sliall

suppose the conies referred to tlieir common self-conjugate

triangle. Denoting the quartic and quadratic by U„ and L„,

respectively, and the corresponding ternary forms by Z7 and L,

we have

U = iix- + hi/- + ci-, (I + b + c = 0,

K = X- + if + Z-, he + ca + iih = I^,

L = ux + /3// + 7^', ahc = I3.

To obtain tlie linear covariants of this system, since a, j3, y are

the coordinates of the pole of L with regard to K, the polar

of this point with regard to U is aa.v + b^i/ + c-yz = M, the first

covariant ; and treating 21 in the same way, aa, bfi, cy being the

coordinates of its pole with regard to X, the polar of this point

with regard to U is li'a.c + h-j5y + c'yz a N, which is a second

covariant (see p. 217). We cannot derive anymore independent

linear covariants in this way, for the next one so derived is

ii'ax + P\iij + c'^yz = a {he - 12) ax + b(ea - I^ j3// + c(ab - 12) yz,

wliich can tlierefore be expressed in terms of L and M in the

form liL-IiM. But three more linear covariants L' , M' , N'
may be obtained by taking the poles of i, Al, N with regard

to K, and joining them two and two. This system may be

expressed by the Jacobians

J{M,X.li), J{N,L,K), J{L,M,K).

We have therefore obtained six linear covariants, viz., L, Bl,N,

and L\ J/', N'; to which all others may be reduced, for example,

tn = a"ax + 6"j3y + c"yz

= a"-- {be - I,) ax + ¥-- {ca - I,)/3!/ + c"'^ {,ih - I,) yz

also

V-c^ax + c-d-^ij + u-Vyz - I^jL + l^M + I„N,

since

be = ir + 12, ca = b' + I,, ab = c- + I,,.
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Similarly, h'^&'u.c + c"a"j3.i'/ + a"b"yz may be reduced to the

form AL + BM + CN \ and other reductions which present

tliemselves impose no difficulty.

These six linear covarianfs when transformed give six

quadratic covariaiits in the binary system.

There are six invariants, but only tliree are special

invariants of this system. To obtain them, let the condition

that \L + fiM + vN should touch K be

D,\- + D„c + D,v' + 2D,fxv + 'lD,x,\ + 2i;,A/i = ;

whence we obtain five invariants, i)„, i>i, A, D,, Dj, where

D„ a ^'a" + 6"/3' + C'y*, tliree of which only are independent, for

J)„ = «."'- [he - It) a- + b"-- [ca - L)
fi- + c"-- [ab - L) y-

= I^Dn-:, - IJ)„ > ;

whence 1>, = l.M^ - UA, A = L-Di - I,D.

;

and thus we obtain no more than tlie five invariants I,, I,, /)„.

Di, Z>„ the two last being special invariants, i), vanishes

when L and M are conjugate with regard to Tv, and Do when

L and iV^are conjugate willi regard to K.

Tlie remaining special invariant, whicli is skew, may be

obtained as the eliminant of L, M, iV, or as J[B^, Di, D^., viz.,

" ^ 7

<tu /ij3 Cy

(I'a b'-ji c'-y

The square of the last invariant can be expressed in terms

of n„ D„ A, for

!

« /3 7 •
I

A, i), A
E\,, =

j

aa b(3 cy
|

=
i

D, B, I),

!
a-a b'jB i-y A i>3 A

also Z»3 = /sA - /s^. B, = I,D,- LD..

* It is not permissible to infer in general that iiisa is resolvable into factors

for if o/By be taken out as factor the remaining factor is not an invariant expressed

in a rationaliorm, and all irrational quantities are outside our domain of investi-

gation hero. (See Art. 237.)
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It,23 plainly vanishes wlien L passes t.lirough one of the

vertices of the common self-conjugate triangle of IT and K.

We proceed now to express the resultant of the quadratic

and quartic in terms of Do, Di, D^. This is the same problem

as til find the condition that L should pass through one of

the four points U, K, and is most easily solved by finding the

condition that only one conic of the system U - pK can be

drawn to touch L. Now if L touch U - pK,

fj-'a' + /3- + 7') - p (aa- + ij3- + Cy-) + bca' + C(tf3' + fiby- -
;

or Ap' - D,p + I). +I,D, = 0,

and if the discriminant of this quadratic be B, we liave

li - i)r - 4Z)„D2 - 4I.D^\

The geometrical meaning of the relation J9i = is that the

line L is cut harmonically by the conies ?7and K.

To determine the quartic covariants of the binary system

from the quadric covariants of the ternary system, we have in

the ternary system three quadric covariants, viz., the Jaeobians

J{Z, ir, K), J{M, U, K), J[N, U, K);

there are also the three conies

J{L,F,K), J{M,F,K), J{N,F,K),

where ft-.'/ + V-ff- v r?:} is the harmonic conic F with sign

changed.

These three conies are easily reduced, for

J[L, F, K) = J[M, U, K), J {31, F, E) = J{N, U, K),

J(N, F, K) = LJ{M, U, K) - I,J(L, U, K)
whence tlicre are only three special quadric covariants, and

consequently only three special quartic covariants of the binarj'

system.

Before concluding this Article, we give some of the forms

which would have been obtained if we had employed the

ordinary equations of the conies IT and K, viz.,

JJ = cu" + cif + ez"- + Idijz + Iczx + 2te//,

K s y- - izx.
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The condition that L ^ ax + j3// + 72 should touch U - pK,

or its tangential equation, is now

2 - p* + jo'2' = 0, where

2 = (ce - d") a" + (ae - c')ji' + {ac - b')y^

+ 2 (bo- ad) 187+2 (bd - c=) 70 + 2 (cd - be) a/3,

<P = ea' + 4c/3'' + ay'' - 46/87 + ^cya - 4f/a/3,

2' = 4 (7a - ^=).

Also 2^123 is tlie Jacobian of 2, <1>, 2' considered as conies

;

and

/ = - 4/j, J^- 4J3, Do ^ 2', i), ^ $, JD,^-S>- 7,2',

where / and J are as usual the invariants of the quartic.

218. Prliiciiial Concomitants of the Sextic.—The

binary sextio u being the next even form of quantie, we

prooeed to indicate briefly how its invariants and the two

principal covariants may be derived from the ternary system of

a cubic and conic combined. The two covariants alluded to are

the quartic I,„, whose leader is aoOi - -iatfi, + Sa^' = I, and the

quadratic X„, ^ /£>(«) ; for, by treating these as a combined

system, in the manner of Art. 217, we may obtain all the

forms of the binary sextic as far as the fourth degree.

.

Transforming the sextic u a {a„, ai, a,, aa, «i, Aj, a,) {x^, yoY,

we liave the ternary cubic CT, such that n(Z7) s 0,

U s aox' + a,!/^ + a^z^ + Qa^yz

+ Z[a^xhj + ttiX's + a^y^x + aiy''z + UiZ^x + atz'y).

Now, forming the discriminant of

6['d-x^'d,'-'d.)^-^^'
or of [Un, U,,, U,„ U,„ U,,, m,) (x', y\ %'Y - A/T',

we have 4X' - /( O') X + J'( U), where

I[U)= UnU,, - 4:UnU,, + 3f/-„»,

Un U,, U,,

i/ji c/23 t/23

t/31 t/jj Uss

VOL. II. Q

J{U) =
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Expanding /( U) in the form (on, ajj, «33> (^k, «su an) («, ,'/, s)',

we find

(722 = (tiOt, - Aoitti + 3(73", 2asi = floSe - 4r/iCf6 + TOifii - 4a3',

flfss = ffaao - 4«'3ff5 + 3ff/, 2ai2 = fifoWs - S^iffi + 2rt2«3

;

also

a^x + a^y + a^z, a,z + ait/ + a^z, OiX + a^y + (7,2

J{U) = a,r + aiy + 03%, a^x + a^y + a^z, (w + a\y + a^z

aiX + a^y + «4S, as*^ + «tj?/ + "sS, cr^x + ffj// + a^z

Operating with 11 on 7( U), we get

Ii = ffo'ifs - 6«i«5 + ISfljffi - lOas",

viz. the quadratic invariant of the sextic ; and therefore

U{I[U) + \hK)^0.

Also UJ{ U) = L^ becomes L^, on transformation.

Again, if we form the discriminant of

I[U) + \hK-\K,

we liave 4A' - IA h- Ze

where It and /j, the invariants of /^o, are invariants of the

fourth and sixth orders of the sextic, the general form of all

such invariants being

III + inl^-, Il^li + iiiL' + iilc-

The invariants which Salmon (Higher Algebra, p. 262)

selects as fundamental are the invariants - S and T of the

cubic curve U (Higher Plane Curves, Arts. 220, 221 ; 3rd Ed.).

The condition that the cubic and conic should touch is

expressed by the vanishing of an invariant lu, and this

invariant is the discriminant of the sextic.

The condition that three connectors of the six points of

intersection of U and K should meet in a point is expressed

by the vanishing of an invariant I^ ; this is the skew invariant
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of the sextio, and may be obtained as tbe invariant iZua of

Art. 217 for the combined system

l{U) + :^hK, K, nJ{U).

The oovariaiit I^ may also be obtained from the curve

Ux Us - Ui, whicli transforms into Hx^ ; for, reducing by the

rehition Vu = V^, we find

\U{U,U, - m) = UnU,, - if/nU,, + 3U\, = I{U).

The covariant Z^ may also be obtained by substituting

/'',, - 2I),i, Dx for X, y, z in I(V), and operating on U.

219. (li eoiuetrical lieitreseiitatioii ol'the Jacobian.—
In this Article we propose to find a curve which intersects the

fixed conic K in points which represent the roots of the

Jacobian of two quantics (j> and ip of the «"' degree.

Eesolving ^ into partial fractions, and then differentiating
9

we liave

Now, passing to the ternary variables, J„
{<f>,

i/r) transformed

becomes

where 7',. = x - a,ij + ..,";, and <^(a,.) = 0.

The curve t/" plainly passes through all the intersections of

the tangents to A' at the points ^ = 0. Moreover, interchanging

.^ and ih, this curve passes through all the intersections of the

tangents to K at the points \p = 0, J only changing its sign by

this intercliange. This curve, therefore, passing through the

n(u - 1) vertices of tlie two circumscribing polygons, intersects

the conic A' in 2(ii - 1) points determined by Jo{<j>,ifj) = 0.

It is important to notice that the equation of the curve J
does not alter when

\(l>
+ \p is substituted for xp, proving that

Q2
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there are an infinite number of polygons circumscribing K and

inscribed in J, the points of contact of their sides being deter-

mined by the equation '\j> + ^ = 0, where X may have any

value ; also the curve J ol the n - 1"' degree is conipletelj' fixed

by the 2(m-1) Jacobian points and tlie -: vertices of one

circumscribing polygon, since it is determined by ^
—

arbitrary points.

Examples.

1. If a quartic Ua have a double factor, prove geometrically that this factor is

a double factor of Hi, and show that two of tlie quadratic factors of Gi have real

roots when the roots of Po are all real or all imaginary, also that only one factor

has real roots when two roots of Uo are real and two imaginary.

2. If a quartic have a square factor, prove geometrically that this factor is i»

quintuple factor of the covariant Gx ; and construct the point on the conic K
which corresponds to the remaining root of the equation Gx = 0.

3. Prove that the quadratic factors of the sextic covariant of the quartic <f>(a:),

expressed in terms of the roots may be written in the form

{x - my)-- (x - aiyy
r,—^— +

77 > *o.
ip (ai; m {n)

Let Tr = X - a,y + a.r'^z
;

we have then

Ti T% Ti Ti
-r,—s + —r,—; H

—

r,—: "I r,—r = (by Euler's theorem)

;

)> (oi) <p {n) <p'{a3) <l>{ai)
"

(Ex. i, p. 173, Vol. I.)

but the sides of the self-conjugate triangle corresponding to the points oi, oa, 03, a*

on K are the diagonals of the quadrilateral formed by the tangents Ti, Ti, Ts, 2'j,.

and the equation of one of the sides is therefore

-— + —— = or —'_ J±^ =
<p'(ai) <p'{ai)

'

<t>'{t3} <p'{ai)

Eeturning no«' to the binary system of variables, we have the required form.

i. Kesolve the quartic as in Art. 186 by finding the tangents to the conic K
where U meets it, U and £ having been expressed as sums of squares.

5. Determine the condition that \u + fx.v should have two square factors^

vhere M and f are binary quartics.

Transforming to ternary variables, we have in this case

\U+ fiV + vK s {ax + $y + yz)'

;
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consequently, every term in the tangential form of KTJ + nV + vK must vanish,

giving six equations to eliminate A.-, ii?, v", iiv, rA, A/t ; hence the required condition

is determined.

6. If Vo, ^0, and TFo be three binary quartics, prove that four quavtios can

be found such that

\ fo + nVo + » To E (aj'o- + l&Xoyo + TJ/o)'.

Passing to the ternary variables, we have to prove that four lines can be found

such that

\U + fiV ^ vir + pK={ca + fy + yzf.

These lines are the common tangents to two known conies (see Salmon's Conivs,

Ex. 3, Art. 373).

7. Apply the transformation of Art. 212 to prove the theorem of Art. 198.

J.et the Tsohirnhausen transformation be put under the general form

^_ a.c' + i$x + y
_ .J,~

a'x^ + 20X + J

Make the numerator and denominator of the last fraction homogeneous in Xo, yo ',

replace zhy - \, and transform : (1) becomes then

1 + \L' = 0,

where Z = ax + Py + 7:, i' = a',!: + B'y + y'l.

If .1, $/, « be eliminated from the equations L + \Z' = 0, J7=0, X=0,
we shall have the transformed quartio in X, which, considered geometrically,

determines the lines drawn from the point of intersection P of J and L' to the

points of intersection A, li, 0, D of JJ and K. Again, if k be so determined

that the conic !7+ kK pass through the point F, the anharmonic ratio of the lines

FA, PS, PC, PI) is equal to the anharmonic ratio of the lines TA, AB, AC, AD,
where lA is the tangent to C/ + kK at A ; that is, of the lines

t i- Kt', t + p\t', t + pit', t + Pit',

where t and t' are the tangents to i7and A' at A. Now, forming the invariants of

ihe quartic whose roots are k, p\, pa, pa, the theorem follows by Arts. 187 and 20V,

since the absolute invariant is the same for both qimrtics.

8. Transform a quartic into one having three roots in common with its reducing

cubic.

This is the converse of the preceding example, for as t and t' are the polars of

one of the points of intersection of JJ and K, the transformation there given reduces

the quartio to one having for roots pi, po, ps, the roots of the reducing cubic.

Now returning to the binary system, and remembering first emanants in the

ternary system become, by transformation, second emanants in the binary system,

this transformation (where — is a multiple of K) becomes in the binary svstem
V

I .
<^

, ^ V T^

1) 12 {xy' - a^y)-

where U, = (a, b, i\ d, e) (i-o, yo)* and J/",. = 0.
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X
Expanding, and replacing —^ bv p, we have

y

l _ (af + 2}p 4- c)a:' + 2(V + 2cp ^d)oty \ jep- + Idp + e) if-
^

n ~ (?:-9yY

Again, since the numerator of this fraction vanishes when x = py as Up = 0,

we have, on dividing the numerator and denominator \>y x - py, one of the linear

transformations which reduces the quartic to the form

the last factor of which is immediately transformable to the reducing cubic.

9. Let three points a, b, c be talien on the conic K given by the equations

px = <p-, py = 2<f,,
p5=l,

the values of (j) at these points being a, (3, y, the roots of a cubic U
;
prove the-

following constructions for determining the points on the conic corresponding to-

the roots of the cubic covariant Gn and the Hessian Sx :

—

1° Let tangents be drawn to the conic K at the points a, b, c, forming a

triangle ABO; the lines Aa, Bb, Cc meet the conic at points a', b', e', corresponding

to the roots of Gx.

2°. The four triangles abc, a'b'c', ABC, A'B'C are homologous, and tlieir axis

of homology meets the conic K at the points corresponding to the roots of Ux.

3°. From the foregoing constructions, prove that Ux and Gx have the same

Hessian Hx, and that the roots of Sx are imaginary when the roots of Ux are real.

—

Dublin Bxam. Papers, Bishop Law's Prize, 1879.

Let the tangents at the points a, )3, y on the fixed conic X be Ta, T/3, Ty ;

we have then

pTa = (<(.-«)% pT^ = {<t,-$r; pTy = {f-yr-;

whence, eliminating ^, the equation of X is

(y8-7) -/JV + {y-a) v/5> + (o-/3) -/l^ = 0.

Now the equations of the lines Aa, Bb, Cc are

(y - afT^ -{a- PfTy = 0, &c., &c.,

and the points where Aa meets the conic K are given by the equation

Solving, ^ = a and (/3 + 7 - 2a) ^ = 2;87 - ya. — afi,

the second value of <p being the root of Gx corresponding harmonically to a.

Again, the polar of the point of intersection of Aa, Bb, Cc, is the axis of

homology in 2°, and its equation is

(,8 - 7)'7'a + (7 - «)=?> + (« - /3)^2V = 0,

M'hich line meets K at the points determined by the equation

{B-yY(,p-aY + {y-<C)-'(<(.- ^f + {a-B.)H^-yY = 0,

and this is the equation of the Hessian of TJ.
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10. Resolve the skew invariant of tho quadratic and cubic into three factors,

in terms of the roots, and give its geometrical interpretation.

The skew invariant is expressed in the form

7y (»•.<?.). (Art. 191.)

Now combining the factors of Ux and G, which correspond harmonically, XTxG, can

be expressed as the product of three quadratics L, M, N, where

i = (/8 + 7 - 2o) .r- - 2 (&y - o?) xy + a{ifiy-ya- a$) y-;

with similar values for M and iV.

Again, Vd^ [LMN) = k VdL . Fd-V. VdN,

where i is a numerical multiplier.

This operation is more easily performed by employing the ternary system

of variables ; in that case, if

K, = x= - (^ + v) xy + nvy'',

Vn transformed ia ijlvBx + (ii + v)D,j + D. = T,

ind r^{L'M'N') = erl'.rM'.TN',

L' being L transformed, &o.

Whence

I

""> 2a, 1

T {L'} =
\ fiv, M + >". 1

I
;87. fi + y, 1

which vanishes when a determines a focus of the involution of the points

/x, r and 3, 7 ; or when Y^ and L determine four harmonic points on a line

;

or again when one of the lines Aa, Bb, Cc, in question 9, and the line corresponding

to Vx, are conjugate with regard to the fixed conic K ; the skew invariant also

vanishing in these cases.

7'j5 when transformed would not become Y unless

n [L-M'N') s ;

but this is easily seen to be the case, for if the conic K be put under the form

-/Z + -/r + -/Z, Xm (;8-7)=r„, &e., &c.,

then

(d- d- d- \

JyJz
"'"

dZ^X ^ 4XdY)
'

Also L'M'N' = (Y-Z) (Z- X) {X - Y) ; whence n (L'M'N') = 0.

11. Two triads of points are taken on the conic K determined by the roots of

two oubics U axii. V; if triangles are formed by the tangents to K &t, these points,

prove that the conic circumscribing these two triangles touches the conic J when

the combinont Q of the two oubics vanishes, and tliat their combinant F vanishes

when the cirouiusoribing conio meets the conic K in four equianharmonic points.
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12. Determine the condition that any two quadratic factors, viz.,

{x-ay)(x-^y), [x-yy) (x-iij)

of a quartic Uo should form with a given quadratic Xa;' + iiixy + yy^ « system in

involution.

Transforming, the three corresponding lines must meet in a point, which point

is one of the vertices of the common self-conjugate triangle of the conies U and K.

The tangential equation of these points is /(2, 2', *) = 0, which is therefore the

required condition, the tangential form of pU + K being p^'Z + p* + 2' (Art. 217).

This condition may also be put under the form

/ _^ _ „ _f_ ^^Yr
\ dy'' dxdy dx'' / ' '

as we proceed to show.

d' d' d-

«yo dxo dyo ax^'

and Gf s uvw when resolved into its quadratic factors, we have

T'e, = 6Tm . Tw . Tw,

for transforming to the ternary variables,

d d d
At = X — - 2^ -— + y — ,

dz dy dx

when applied to a function ^ {x, y, z) such that n</> = 0. Now m, v, id become

three lines X, Y, Z, which form a self-conjugate triangle with reference to K, and

TiXYZ s in the case of any three lines which are mutually conjugate ; whence

f^XYZ reduces to tX . tY. tZ,

since 'f-X = 0, T*F= 0, t^Z = 0,

and yX = is the condition that two quadratic factors of Uf, should form

with \x^ + ifjixy + yy' a system in involution.

13. Prove that the quartic

s

r= (aix^ + i&ixy + yiy-){azx'^+2^ixy + j3y'') - {a-iX^ + 2^ixy + y^y^ (1)

U s (aia:' + laixy + asy^) (yia;^ + 2yixy + y^y-) - (/3i«2 4 i^wy + Psy'^Y, (2)

have the same invariants.

Transforming (2) to the ternary system, we have the conic

{aia;4 oay + o3«) (yix + yzy + yiz) - (jSia; + iSay + J83^)^

which, for shortness, we write as LN— Mr, where

i s 01* + azy + 032, if s flia: + /32y + /832, N s y^x \-yiy -tryi/i. (3)
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If the diaoriminant of 0"+ \{y'^ — zx) be formed as in Art. (214) to ottain the

invariants, A. should be increased by — where

nf7'=n(r) = 2(7is- J22) = 2k, also \l(y-- - izx) = &, ka.

As this increase in the value of K affects both U and V equally, it will hare no effect

on the present question until the invariants are required to be calculated

JVai - 2il/'j3i + X71 - Us = 0, N

Na-. - 2M03 + Zy2 + 2A)/ = 0, V (4)

Nn - 2M03 + Zyz - i\x = 0, ,'

when *•, y, e are eliminated ; or by eliminating the six quantities x, y, z, L, M, N
by means of the three additional equations (3), the resultant is obtained in the

form

= aW.

If we had operated similarly on the quartic (1), we should have obtained the

same resultant A (\), the form the determinant takes in this case being obtained

by dividing the first three rows of A (A.) by - 4\, and multiplying the first three

columns by — 4\. Whence it follows that the invariants are the same in both

cases.

To expand A (A) we replace L, M, N by their values in equations (4), and

then eliminate .r, y, z, thus obtaining

In In In - 2a

In i32 + A /s3 , where 2Jp, = up-yq + oqfp - 2$pPg.

/is — 2a 1:3 Jas

This determinant becomes when expanded

01
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1 I . Determine the condition that three quadratics in terms of their invariants-

should by linear transformation he simultaneously reducible to the forms

dr^ d^(p d-(p

~d?- ' dxdy' dt/
'

Alls. J11I33 - 4/12/23 + /22* + 2/22/31 = 0.

2Ipq = apjQ + a^yp — 2^p3j.

15. Prove that the condition in Ex. li is the same for the following two sets

of quadratics :

—

aix'' + 2/3ia;y + y^j/, 021-' + i^ixy + yiy'^, 03*' + 203Xy + ysy-,

i.nd

a^x^ + laixy + 03!/-, /Sia;^ + 2p2Xi/ + $31/'', yix- + 2yiXy + 73I/-.

The condition in Ex. 14 can be put under the form

(/22-/i3)* + /n/33 - I\^ + 4 (/13/22 - /12/23),

which is at once expressible by the coefficients of A (x) in Ex. 13.

The geometrical interpretation of this condition is that a triangle can be inscribed

in the harmonic conic of U and K and circumscribed to K.

For, replacing /, M, N in Ex. 13 by Z7i, Pi, D3, as supposed in Ex. 14,

where

TJ = {a, ,; e, d, c, b) [x, y, zf,

UiUz - W = {In, I1-, I33, In, /31, /12) {x, y, z)-

hecomes the harmonic conic F oi U and K (Art. 214) ; also if the discriminant

of \K + F 01 A (a) be written in the usual form

AA^ + 0\- + 0i\ + Ai,

the condition in Ex. 14 may he written thus

—

©2- 4A01 = 0,

which is the well-known invariant condition that a triangle can be inscribed in

one conic and circumscribed to another. (See Salmon's Conic Sections, Art. 376.)

16. If f/and V he the ternary forms of two biquadratics u and v, and /"their

harmonic conic, prove that n (F) = is the condition that u and v should be

two first emauants of a binary quintic.



CHAPTER XX.

THEORY OF SUBSTITUTIONS AND GROUPS.

Section I.

—

Substitutions in General,

220. nefinitlons— dotation.—If m symbols .ri,a-2,ir3, r„

be given, and if each symbol be replaced by some one or other

from the same set, so that the result is a new arrangement of

tlie same }i symbols, the operation of passing from tlie first to

the second arrangement is called a substitution. Tlie symbols

.Ti, Xi, . . . x„ are to be regarded as entirely independent

quantities, and are referred to as the variables, or tlie elements

affected by the substitution.

If the operation be denoted by S, a substitution S can be

represented as follows :

—

1 iT^ Xy ... ii

where the two liorizontal lines contain tlie same set of n letters,

and the operation consists in replacing any letter in tlie upper line

by that wliich stands under it in the lower line. Tlie operation

may be supposed to be applied to a function ^ (.Tj, x., . . . x„)

of the variables, in which case the resulting function S({> will be

obtained by replacing .Vi by ,;•„ wherever it occurs in ^, x^ by x^,

and so on. In tlie ease of any letter which is not displaced by

the substitution under consideration, the two symbols in the

same vertical line will be identical. Since the suffixes of x

admit of only 1 . 2 . 3 . , . « ^ iV" permutations, this is the total

possible number of distinct substitutions. In this number is

included that arrangement in which the order of the suffixes is

the same in both horizontal lines, viz., that in which no letter
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is displaced by tlie operation. Such a substitution, wliicli

affects no element, is called the identical substitution, or the

substitution xmity, and may be denoted by 8=1.
It will usually be found convenient in practice to denote

the symbols operated on by single letters a, h, c, . . . or by the

numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . simply, the symbol x being omitted.

221. rircular Substitutions. —The notation above

explained admits of simplification. Consider, for example,

the substitution

/a I' c d e f
8 =

\b c d e f a

in which each symbol is replaced by tliat which follows it in the

first line, the last letter / being replaced by the first. Such is

called a circular substitution, and is denoted simply by the

letters of the first line enclosed in a bracket, thus

—

8 = (a b c d e f).

It is clear that iS can be written in several different ways,

and that any of the letters involved may stand first, provided

the cyclical order be preserved : thus

8 = (bcde/a) a (cdefab) = (de/abc) s (c/abcd) s (fabcde).

Now it is easy to see that evert/ substitution can be resolved

into one or more circular substitutions. For, in effecting any

substitution 8, if a letter a in the upper line be found replaced

by b, and b in its turn by c, and so on ; in continuing this

process, we come necessarily to a letter (A, say) which is found

replaced by a. The result of the operation so far is the circular

substitution {abc . . . h). If the letters be not all exhausted

by this process, we select a letter from those which remain,

and form iu a similar manner a new circular substitution
;

and so on, as long as any new symbols remain.

If we denote by Ci, C^, . . . Gj the different substitutions

obtained iu this way, we may write

o — C1C2O3... Cy,

and 8 may be said to be resolved into its circular factors.
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These factors are called the cycles of S. Cycles which contain

two letters only are called transpositions. As an example^

we take the substitution

/I 2 3 4 5 6 7
S -

(

\8 6 1 2 7 5 4

Starting with the symbol 1 in the upper line we obtain

immediately the cycle (183), and proceeding in a similar

manner with 2 we obtain the cycle (26574) ; hence

S = (183) (26574).

It is clear that tlie order in wliich the operations are conducted is-

iudifferent, since no cycle affects any of the elements contained

in any other, and therefore the order in which the factors

of 8 are written is indifferent.

If all the elements are involved in the first operation alone,.

the substitution is itself circular, e.g.,

/I 2 ;5 4 5 6 7\
S ^ U (1374526).\3675214/

If tlie position of any element is unaltered by a substitution,.

this element may be enclosed in brackets by itself when the

STibstitutiou is expressed as a product of cycles, or it may b&

omitted altogether, e.g.,

/I 2 3 4 5 6\
^.f ). (134) (26) (5) ^(134) (26).

\^3 4 1 5 jy

Here (5) being tlie identical substitution = 1 may be replaced

by unity. Although an element constituting a cycle by itself

can be replaced by unity, it is often iiecessary to retain it in

order to show tliat this element was amongst those which were

subject to the operation.

A circular substitiition (S can be repeated any number of

times on the same elements, and the successive operations

denoted by S\ S', &c. "We have, for example,

n E
a b c d e f\ /u b c d e/\ ^^^/a b c d ef

b c d e f a )' \c d e f a b )' \d e f a b c
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Proceeding, we find 8^ = 1. If, in general, p is tlie lowest

integer such that S''=l, the suhstitution 8 is said to be of

the order p ; it is clear, therefore, that tlie order of a circular

substitution is equal to the number of elements it displaces.

For two elements a, )3 we have (a|3) = (j3a), and (a|3)" = 1.

For three elements a, j3,y, we liave (aj3y)- = (ay/3); {a^y=l.

222. Products and Powers of Substitutions.—If two

or more substitutions 8i, 82, . . . 8,- be operated in succession on

a given set of elements, the result is a new arrangement which

might have been arrived at by one single substitution 8. This

substitution may be called the product of the former set, and

we may write 8= 81S2 . . . 8j, the component factors being

applied in the order 81, 8^, . . . , viz., from l/fi to right. "When

a substitution is resolved into its component cyclen, as in the

preceding Article, we saw that the order of the factors is indif-

ferent, no element being common to any two of the cycles.

But, in general, in a product of substitutions where the same

element may occur in two or more of the factors *S,, Sa, . .
.

, it is

most important to observe that the commutative law of algebraic

multiplication does not hold good, and that the order of the

factors must be preserved. With three elements, for example,

tlie student will easily verify that the product (12) (13) is a

different substitution from the product (13) (12). While the

commutative law of algebra fails, the associative law liolds good,

viz., 8182 . 83 = 81 . 8383 ; for if Si changes any element a into

b, and 8^ changes b into c, which again is clianged into d by

means of S3, the substitution of d for a is the final result whether

this be supposed effected by first changing a into c (by means

of 8,82), and then c into d, or first changing a into b, and then

b into d (by means of 83S3],

The result of operating the same substitution >S' any number

of times, p, in succession may be represented by 8^
; and we have

clearly the equation 8^8'' = S^"^'' = 8^8^. The inverse of a given

substitution <S' is one which reverses the order of procedure in 8,
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and is denoted by the symbol 8-^. Thus, if

o ^ /^l '''» "^ • "'A ^_i ^ /*! h hi . . bn

\bi bi b, . . b„)' \ai a^ «, . . a,

we have clearly SS"' = S-^S = 1.

Since the total number of possible substitutions is limited,

some repetition of S must reproduce the original arrangement

of the elements. If p is tlie lowest integer such that &<" = 1,

S is said to be of the order p, and the series of substitutions is

limited as follows :

—

1, S, S\ S\... Sp-K

The extension of this mode of expression to negative

exponents may be obtained by writing S'>' in the form

S'^p-p^ where p is tlie order of S, and consequently S''" = 1. We
have then S''S'i> = S'-S'^"-'' = &*" = 1, and tlie substitutions

*S^ and S''' cancel one anotlier.

Any circular substitution can be represented as a product of

transpositions, for it is clear that the operation (abcdef) can be

conducted by first interchanging a and b, then interchanging

« and r, then a and '', and so on. We may write, therefore,

(ahcdef) ^ (ab) {ac)(ad) (ae) («/),

from which it appears tliat any cycle can be resolved into a

product of transpositions, in number one less tlian the number

of elements coutiiined in the cycle. The order of the factors

in any such product is important, these factors not being

commutable amongst one another. It follows immediately th;it

rrcr;/ subsfifitfion can be fj-pressed as a product of transpositions,

for each of its cycles can be so expressed.

If a substitution iS affecting n elements contains k cycles, it

can be easily inferred that /S can be expressed as a product of

1! - k transpositions. It should be observed, however, that the

same substitution can be expressed in a great variety of wavs

as a product of transpositions. It will appear in the sequel

that, however variously expressed, the number of transpositions

in any given substitution preserves the jsame pariti/ ; that is lo

say. if once even, it is always even : if once odd, always odd.
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Examples.
1. Resolve into its cycles

lay 17; «3 tti a-o Of, a^ fls "9 "lo an «12 «I3 <Hi «15\

\an «7 «5 Ol2 "1 "2 "3 "< "6 flg ffio ffs OU "13 "16/

-4«S. jS s ((Ji «ii Bio "g «6 «2 «7 "S «6) ("I "IS "s) («1S «n) ("is).

The appearance of the factor (ais) s 1 in the result shows that this element

was amongst those subject to the operation.

2. Express as a. product of transpositions

;S =
/I 23456789 0\

^3 86924051 7/

Ans. S = (13) (16) (14) (19) (28) (25) (70).

3. If a circular substitution C be multiplied by a transposition T, one of

whose elements is contained in C and the other not, the resulting substitution

CT is circular.

Taking ai as the common element, we may write

C s (aiataz . . . «,), T s (aio,).

The effect of C is to replace the arrangement ai, an,
. . . at, aj by ai, «3, . . . «;, «i , aj,

!ind of T to interchange ai and aj in the latter. We have then

«2 as . . «• aj ail

4. If a circular substitution C be multiplied by a transposition T, both of

whose elements are contained in C, the resulting substitution CT is tlie product

of two cycles having no common element.

We may take

C = (aiai . . . Uiiiti . . . bj), T = (ai b,).

Proceeding as in the previous example, we readily find

CT = («ia2 . . . «)(*! ^2 . . . *.*).

5. If a substitution jS be multiplied by a transposition T, whose elements are

contained one in each of two different cycles G, C", of iS, the product OCT is one

unbroken cycle of all the elements in Cand C".

This follows at once from the last example by multiplying both sides of the

resulting equation into T, since T'^ = 1.

6. If any substitution S is the product of r transpositions, and if it be

multiplied by a transposition T, the product ST will consist either of »• + 1

or r — 1 transpositions.
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1

If iS afPects « elements, and contains k cycles, we have as stated atove r = n — k.

If T introduces two new elements, we have one additional transposition, hence r+ 1

in all. There are three cases remaining; according as (1) T introduces one new

element only, or (2) two elements already contained in the same cycle of S, or

(3) two already contained in different cycles of S. These cases are discussed in the

three preceding examples; and it is readily inferred that the numher of transposi-

tions in ST is always )' + 1, except when hoth elements of T occur in the same

cycle of S, in which case n is unaltered, and k becomes A + 1 ;
)' therefore becomes

n-{k-irl) = H-k-l =: r- 1.

It appears from this example, that however 5 be expressed as > product of

transpositions, the effect of multiplication by a single additional transposition is

to change its parity, viz., from odd to even, or even to odd.

7. The order of a substitution <S is equal to the least common multiple of the

orders of its cycles.

Let S = CiCiCs . . . Cj,

and /x be any common multiple of the orders of Ci, ft, ... . Since

Sf^ = Ci'^Oi'^ . . Of, and C," = ft'' = . . (7/ = 1,

we have 5'* = 1 ; and if p be the least value oi fi, S'' = 1 \ whence p is tlie

order of S.

Hence we infer that if the cycles Ci, Cj, Ca, . . . are of the same order, this

order is also the order of S. Such substitutions are called regular, the same

number of letters occurring in each cycle.

8. If a circular' substitution 5 contains p letters, and if fi is prime to p, then JSf^

is itself circular.

9. If ;i circular substitution S contains pq letters, then Sp is a regular substi-

tution consisting of p cycles of q letters each. If, for example,

S 3 (123456), 6P s {135)(246), S^ = C14)(25)(36).

10. Every regular substitution is a power of a circular substitution.

Take S as in example 7, with the factors

fl S3 {"ibici . . . h), Ci 3 (aihei . . . l-i) . . . Cj s {ajbjej . . Ij),

i.e., such that the same number of letters are involved in each cycle. If now we

write down the circular substitution

3 (rtirtaffa . . Ojhhh . . ij hhh • • Ij),

whose first J letters are the initial letters of the J cycles, the next set the second

letters of the successive cycles, and so on, it is easily verified that the J"' power of

C breaks up into the product of the J successive cycles 6^, Cj, . . . Cj; hence

S = CJ.

11. Express the regular substitution

S = (1 3 12) (2 7 6 11) (4 8 10 9)

as a power of a i;ircular substitution.

Alls, S H (1 2 4 3 7 8 5 6 10 12 11 9)».

vol,. 11. R
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12. Every transposition of the elements xi, Xi, .xz, . . . u;„ can be expressed by

transpositions from the following series of n - 1, viz. :
—

{xixi), {xixz), (a;ia;4), . . . {xix„.i), [xix,,].

For it can be easily verified that, if x^, Xg are any two elements,

K^/s) = (^i^a) (^i^is) (*l«a)-

13. Every substitution which can be resolved into an even number of trans-

positions can be expressed by circular substitutions of the third order.

The given substitution is expressible by products either of the type (a/S) (07)

or (a/3)(75); we have (a/3) (07) = (0^7), and (0,8) (7S) = (0187) (087), since

(0^7) (aB7) = (aSy) {jaS)

= (a/3)(a7)(7o)(75)

= {afi){ay)^yS), and (a7)- = 1.

14. Show that any circular substitution of three of the elements xi,X2, . . . Xn

can be expressed by means of the « — 2 circular substitutions

(xixix-i), (xyX'iXi), .... {x^x-iX„.\), {x\x^Xu)

Retaining for brevity the suffixes only, we proceed to express (a/37) in terms of

(\/»a), (\^/3), and (Am?)-

(a^y) = («/8) (07)

= (a/8) (aX) (aK) (ay), since (a\)' = 1,

= (a0\) (oA7)

= (\o/3) (X7a).

Now making use of this equation to bring a new element ^ >n a similar manner

into'each of the cycles on the right-hand side, we have

(a;87) = (M") (m8A) (M7) (/"tA)

= (Ajua)^ (Ami8) (Am7)^ (A|U«)
I
the required expression.

The following mode of expression can also be easily verified :
—

(a^7) 3 (\^a) (\ixy){Kii$) (A^a) (A^?)-

223. Similar Substitutions.—Two substitutions^which

contain^the same number of cycles, aqd the same number of

elements in corresponding cycles, are said to be similar.

[if)^^Two substitutions S, T are said to be commutatwe^lwhen

ST = TS.

The operation represented by the substitution T'^ST is

called the transformation of S by T, and the resulting sub-

stitution the conjugate of S with respect to T.

Any substitution is similar to its conjugate with respect to any
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other suln^fituHon. To prove this, let S be transformed by tlie

substitution

_ (nbc . . / ...

\„'b'c' . . r ...

and let (aJc . . . /) be one of the cycles of S. The effect of the

operation 7'"' is to replace a' by (/, wliioh by the operation of S

is rephiced by b, whioli again by the operation T is replaced by

b'. The substitution T"')ST therefore replaces a' by b', b' by c',

. . .
/' by a'; and to the cycle {abc . . . l) in. S corresponds tlie

cycle {a'b'c . . . I') in its conjugate.

Tlie transformation of 8 by T is completed by replacing in

each cycle of *S every letter by that which stands under it in the

substitution T. The resulting substitution is therefore similar

to /S. Reciprocally, it is clear that, it two substitutions Si and

/Sa are similar, a substitution 7' can be found which transforms

one into tlie other.

The products 8T and TS, whioli are in general different,

are always similar, since ST = T"' (TS)T.

Tlie conjugate of the product ST with respect to a third

substitution U is equal to the product of the conjugates of its

factors, for we have U-\ST)U= U-'SUU-'TU.

If two substitutions S, T are commutative, their conjugates

with respect to CTare commutative, for if iS2'= TS, we have

U-'SUU-'TU= U-'TUU-'SU.

ISkction II.

—

Multiple-valued Functions and Gtroups.

J'24. Beliiiitiou of Cir«up. Syiuiuetric Gironp.—
According to the number of values a function of Xi, .c, r„

assumes under tlie operation of the N possible substitutions,

it is said to be one-valued, two-valued, . . . p-valued. A
symmetric function of these elements, being unaltered by

unj- ti'auspositioii (Art. "27). and therefore by any product of

transpositions, is a one-valued function. If a function be not

jsymmetrio, it has two or more values which may be derived

K2
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from the one supposed given by the process of substitution.

Consider, for example, the two rational functions of tliree

elements

<I), s O'.^-X. + SJjV.'s + XiXi, v^A - [Xi - Xi) {Xi - X3) (Xi - Xs).

Eacli of tliese is two-valued. Of the six possible substitu-

tions, viz.,

1, (123), (132), (12), (13), (23),

the firet three leave <I>i niialtered, wliile by each of tlielast three

it is changed into its second value x^^Xi + x^'x, + x^'x^ = $2.

In the same way ^A also is unaltered by the first tliree, and

is changed by the last tliree info its second value - ^A.
As an example in the case of four elements, consider the function

^i = XiX, + X^i.

There are, in addition to ^1, two other values, viz.,

(^2 = XtX,, + x^Xi and 1^3 = x^Xi + x^Xz
;

the function is therefore three-valued.

It can be easily verified that ^1 is unaltered by the following

eiglit substitutions :
—

1, (12), (34), (12) (34), (13) (24), (14) (23), (1324), (1423),

and that any of the remaining sixteen will change ^1 into one

or otlier of the two remaining values. The substitutions which

leave a function unchanged constitute a group. It is clear that

any combination by multiplication of two or more members of

tlie group will itself be a substitution contained in the group.

We give tlierefore the formal definition of a group as follows :

—

A sydem 0/ distinct substitutions is said to form a (/roup wlien

all powers and products of these substitutions form part of tlie same

system.

The number of substitutions contained in a group is called

tlie order of the group.
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The number of elements operated on is the degree of the

group.

Tlie group wliioh leaves a function ip {x^, a., . .. x,,) unaltered

is called tlie yronp belonging to ^, or, briefly, tlie group of tp.

Tlie total number of N substitutions, of course, constitutes

fi group. Tliis is called the si/tninetric group, since all its

members leave any symmetrio function unaltered.

One group may contain all the substitutions of another in

addition to otliers peculiar to itself. In such a case the included

gro>ip is called a sub-group of tlie former.

Tlie symmetric group contains every other group as a

sub-group. Any substitution whatever, with all its distinct

powers, constitute a group contained as a sub-group in the

symmetric group. Next in importance to the symmetrio is the

alternate group, wliioli we will now define.

2'25. Alternate droup.—Let us consider in the case of

u elements tlie rational function

n (.!•; - a-j) = {JT, - rj) (.(•, - Xs) (.(•.. - .1-4) .... (r, - x„)

(.Ca - ^3) (.Cj - «i) .... {Xt-X,,)

(Xi-X,) .... (x^-x„)

consisting of the product of all tlie differences of tlie elements.

The square of n is the well-known symmetrio function,

the discriminant A ; and therefore 11 lias two values equal

numerically witli opposite signs, viz. ^/a and - v/a. Such

two-valued functions ai-e called alternating ftmctions. It is clear

that any transposition alters the sign of 11, for consider the

transposition {x^x-;^ in which x^ and x, may be taken for any two

of the elements. This alters tlie sign of the first factor in the

upper rov/, and interchanges the remaining factors of the upper

row with the factors of the second row. It does not affect

any of the factors in the remaining rows ; hence the sign of

tiie product is altered. Any second transposition restores the
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original sign ; hence the effect of the product of two, or any even

number of, transpositions is to leave v/^ unaltered, and the

eflect of the product of any odd number is to change ^/ A into

its second value - \/a, or - \/a into its second value ^/A-
A substitution can be expressed in many different ways as

a product of transpositions, but, however variously expressed,

the number of such factors must be always even or always odd

;

for it is clear that the same substitution cannot at the same

time change the sign of v' A and leave it unchanged. Since the

product of two even substitutions is itself an even substitution,

it follows that unity, along with all substitutions which are

made up of an even number of transpositions, constitutes a

group, and that v^A and - v^A are botli functions belonging

to this group. It is called tlie alternate group ; we proceed to

investigate its order. Let the alternate group of n elements

consist of the following substitutions:

—

(Si = 1, Si, S3, .... Sr, (1)

and let the remaining substitutions of the symmetric group,

all consisting of an odd number of transpositions, and therefore

distinct from the former, be

Si, Si, S3' .... S/. (2)

We select now any transposition T, and form by

multiplication the two following series :

—

S,T, SiT, S3T, .... S/r, (3)

S/T, Si'T, S3'T, .... S,.'T. (4)

Every substitution in (3) is composed of an odd number

of transpositions, and is therefore contained in (2), and every

substitution in (4) of an even number, and is therefore contained

in (1). It follows that r ^ t, and also r ^ t; hence r = t;

and since r + t = N, we have finally for the order of the

alternate group
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22fj. Conjugate values ofMultiiile-vaiued Functions

and Conjugate Oroups. Theorem.— The order of any group

is (III exact divisor of iV, the quotient being the number of distinct

values of the correspondimj multiple-valued function.

To prove this important theorem, we take the group

(?, - [S. - 1, S„ S, . . . Sri (1) '

whose Older is r and degree ii, and which contains all those

suhstitutions (and no others) whioli leave a function <pi(xi,!);3,...x„)

uiichringed. Let Sa be a substitution not contained in this

gi'oup, and one tlierefore which clianges <j>i to another of its

values, say 02. Multiplying the members of (?i by Sj, we have

the fqllowing series of substitutions, all belonging, of course,

to the symmetric group :

—

SiSi, Si'22, Si's!, . . . <S',.2s. (2)

The members of this series have the following properties:

—

(1) they are all distinct from one another, for the equality

(S.Sj = (S'pSs would imply S^^S^; (2) they all transform
<t>i

into 08, for the effect of the first factor /S„ is to leave 0i

unaltered ; and (3) there are no other substitutions in the

symmetric group possessing this property, for if T is any

substitution changing 0, to 02, the product TS^'^ leaves 0,

unaltered, and therefore belongs to the group G^ ; hence

2'Sa"' = Sji, and therefore 7'= SA ; that is, ^ is contained in

tlie series (2) above written. We can form a similar row by-

means of a substitution S3 which changes ^i to a third value ^3.

Proceeding in tliis way till all the values of 0, viz. 0i, 02, 03, • • 0p,

are exhausted, we have the following table (in wliich, for

symmetry, .^1 is written = 1) :

—

aSiSi, (SjSi, /SiiSl, . . . S,Su

SiSi, SiSi, /ba^j, . . . Or^3,

0|^3, 02^3j W3^Sj . . • O^-^s,

;Si2p, Si'2p, /SjSp, . . . *S,.Sp.
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Since tliereis no remaining value of ^, all the substitutions

of the symmetric group must be contained in this table ; and

the substitutions therein contained are all different ; for those

contained in any row are distinct from one another, as we have

seen, and no two substitutions contained in different rows can

be equal, since if, for example,

S„^z = Sp%, then Sa = S^ 8^1% = Sy\ ;

that is, Sj would be one of the substitutions contained in the

second row, which is contrary to hypothesis. We have then

in this table all the JV substitutions of the symmetric group

written in p lines of ) each, from which it follows that rp = JV,

and the theorem is proved.

On account of the similarity of the different values

01, (p2, . . . <j>k . . . <pp

of the p-valued function f, it is evident, a priori, that each of

these functions will have a group similar to the group of <^i.

It can be readily shown that tlie group of any function ^4 is

obtained by transforming (Art. 223) all the substitutions of G
by the substitution Si which alters fi to 0i. In fact, any

substitution Sj^'S'^Sa leaves (pk unaltered, for Sj' clianges it

to ^1, which is unaltered by S^, and consequently changed

by Si to 04. The group of fk is therefore

Si/SiSi, Si/SjSi, ^j^Si^k, • • ^Ic^r^k,

where each substitution of (S, is transformed by 2/c. This

result may be represented briefly by the notation

Gk = 2a friS/t-

(?i, (t2, G3, ... (Tp are called conjugate groups, and the

corresponding functions <^i, <^i, (pa, . . . 0p conjugate fnuctioiis.

It is clear (Art. 223) that atii/ two conjugate groups consist

of similar substitutions.
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What is above proved as to the relation between the orders

of Oi and the symmetric group is true, more generally, of the

relation between the orders of Gi and any wider group of 0\
in which Gi is contained as a sub-group; that is to say, the order

of Gi is an exact divisor of the order r of (inij wider group G'

.

Tlie proof, which is precisely similar to that given above,

consists in arranging the r' substitutions of G' in a number

of rows (say, m) of whicli the first is made up of the r

substitutions of Gx. We readily obtain the following relations:

rp = r'p = N, r = mr, p = nip', wiiere p' is the number of

distinct values of any function belonging to G'.

Examples.

1. Construct, for four elements, the conjugate groups corresponding to the

different values of the function (p\ = a-|.i-. + xni.

It is easily seen that there are only three distinct vnlues of this function, viz.,

(f)i = sio-'a + XiXi, (f)2
s: xixz + XiXi, (pi = xixi + .rj^a,

and each has therefore a group of order 8.

The group of ipi consists of the following eight substitutions :
—

(?, = [!, (12), (34), (12X34), (13)(24), (14)(23), (1324), (1423)].

If we take any substitution, e.g. (23), which changes <f i to (()j, and any other,

say (24), which changes (f)i to <p3, and form the table of the foregoing Article,

we obtain all the twenty-four substitutions of the symmetric group as follows :

—

1 (12) (34) (r2)(34) (13)C24) (14)(23) (1324) (1423)

(23) (132) (234) (1342) (1243) (14) (124) (143)

(24) (14:i) (243) (1432) (13) (1234) (134) (123)

The first row is the group Gi ; the other rows not constituting groups, but

tieing such that the members of the second (and no others) all convert ^i into ^s,

and the members of the third (and no others) sill convert (pi into 03. The group Gi

corresponding to <p» is obtained by transforming the substitutions of G\ by (23),

and this is done by simply interchanging 2 and 3 in the substitutions of Oi.

]u this way we find easily the groups of ipi and ^3, as follows :

—

^. = [1, (13), (24). (13)(24), (12)(34) (14)C23), (1234), (1432)].

&3s[l, (14). (23), (14)(23), (13)(24), (12)(34), (1342), (1243)].
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It will be observed tbat none of the circular substitutions of the 3rd order are

present in any of these groups, and the three groups have certain substitutions

common. In fact, the substitution unity must be common to all conjugate groups ;

and here Gi, (?2, Gi have the three substitutions (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)

common, in addition to unity, these four substitutions forming a common sub-group

of the three conjugate groups.

2. Verify that the substitutions of Gi in the preceding example form a closed

group ; that is to say, any multiplication of two of its members always reproduces

some member of the group.

Representing the substitutions of G\ in the order of the preceding example by

the symbols 1, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, we liave the following multiplication table,

whicli the students will easily verify :

—
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(14)(2?), along with the eight circular substitutions of the third order. These we

arrange in three rows, as follows :

—

1 (12){3i)

6' H
I

(132) (234)

(13)(24)
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Multiplying this, first at tlie left side and afterwards at the right, by any

substitution T of the symmetric group not already contained in it, we have the

two series

T, TS2, TSs, . TS^^ (2)

T, SiT, S3T, . . . S^^^rT. (3)

Each of these must consist of the ^iV substitutions not contained in (1)

;

lieiice the two series are identical, and whatever i may be, we have for some

value of _; the relation

TSi = SjT, or 6'i = T- > Sj T

;

from which it is easily inferred that the group (1) contains all substitutions similnr

to any one contained in it. Hence (1) cannot comprise any single transposition,

for if it did it M'ould contain all such, and he consequently identical \\ith tlid

symmetric group (Ex. 4).

If now it can he shown that (1) contains as a substitution any product of a pair

of transpositions, it will follow, since it must then contain all such products of pairs,

that it is the alternate group. For this purpose, suppose T in the series (2) to

be any transposition. The effect of multiplying both (1) and (2) by a second

transposition U is to interchange the two series (1) and (2). It is proved therefore

that JJT must he one of the substitutions of (1).

From this it appears that every two-valued function belongs to the alternate

group, since this is the only group whose order satisfies the equation 2c = iV.

6. The alternate group includes all circular substitutions of odd order, and none

of even order.

7. Prove that a group which contains all the circular substitutions of the

third order is either the alternate or the symmetiio group.

Use Ex. 13, Art. 222.

8. Prove that a group which contains all the circular substitutions of the

fifth order contains also all of the third order. For

(acdeb) (acbecl) s [abc).

9. The order of a group is a m\iltiple of the order of any one of the substitutions

of the group.

10. If n is a prime number, every group of order n is composed of « powers

of a circular substitution of order n.

11. If two groups have common substitutions, these themselves form a group,

and their number is a common divisor of the orders of both groups,

12. If the members of a group are all transformed by the same substitution,

the conjugates thus derived themselves form a group.

Use the relations given at the end of Art. 223.
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227. Formation of Functions of a ^I'iveii CSroup.

Tlie Cialois Function.—We now take up the problem of the

formation of rational integral nou-syminetric functions which

remain invariable for all tlie substitutions of a given group.

For tliis purpose it is necessary first to obtain an integral

function of the n variables wliioh assume iV distinct values for

the iV" substitutions of the symmetric group. Suoli a function

is the following :
—

i/;, ^ ai.t'i + a^Xi + a-^3 + . . . + o„a;„,

in wliicli oi, Ui, . . . a,, are distinct arhitrari/ constants ; for it is

clear that of the N values of i//i derived by substitution, viz.,

^1, '/'!, i/'s, • • • '<pN, 110 two can be equal if the variables be

assumed uuequal.

This function, 1/.1, is called the Galois Function. Suppose,

now, the given group to be

G ^ [1, .%, ^3, ... ^,.],

and let \pi, xp^, -^3, . . . ip,- be the r distinct values of tlie

Galois function obtained by applying the substitutions of G.

A symmetric function of i^,, ip2, . . . xp,- will be unaltered by

these substitutions, for tlie effect of any substitution of G
on \pi, \pi, i//3, . . . xpy is to reproduce tliese functions in some

order or other ; in fact, the series

xpu (Sol//,, Siipt, . . . Sfipi

will become, after the operation S,,,

and (S'a, (S';'S'„, SsS^, . . . are in some order the r distinct-

substitutions of the group. Any such symmetric function

therefore may be used to search for functions of the group G.

A function symmetric in i/,,, \p-i, . . . xpr may be also symmetric

in SJi, X,, . . . ,r,„ or may belong to any wider group containing

(? as a sub-group. If tliere is no wider group except the

symmetric which contains G as a sub-group, we conclude tliat;
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any unsjmmetric function of a;,, x.i, . . .x,i obtained in this way-

belongs to the group G. We add a few simple examples to

illustrate this mode of finding functions of a given group.

Examples.

1. Form a function of three variables which shall be unchanged by all the

substitutions of the alternate group, viz.,

[1, (123), (132)].

Operating with these substitutions on the Galois function, we have

i|'i = a-i^i + «22;2 + nXi,

if'2 s aiX2 + 022:3 + a^xi,

^z = a\xz + o2«i + 03*2.

Si/zi and Sil/i'- are both symmetric in xi, xn, X3. But by means either of

<fii<f'2ii or Sifi^, we can obtain the unsymmetric functions

xi'xi + xi,-X3 + xt'xi and x\^Xi + «2"«i 4 X3-X1,

botli of which must belong to the given group. If these functions be culled

<l>i and <i>';c, it is, in fact, easily verified that

2i|/i' s 'Zai^'Zxi' + dnaza^xiXiXi + 3 (*,*a + *'i4>'„),

where *« = ai^aa + ara-i + aa'ai, *' a. = ai-as + a-rai + ay-ai,

2. Investigate functions of four variables which shall belong to the group

H^[\ (12)(34) (13)(24) (14)(23)].

Writing down the values of the four Galois functions as follows ;

—

l^l s a.\X\ + 02^2 + 033:3 + aiXi,

if'2 = mX2 + aj^i + azXi + uiXs,

\f/3
s aiX3 + azXi + a3»i + 012:2,

l|/4 = 012:4 -f 022:3 + 032:2 + a42'l

,

we find that 2i(/i is symmetric in xi, xi, 2:3, 2:4, but that 2ifi^ is not so. Prom
the latter we readily obtain the function Ai^\ + li^z + Ct^3 of Ex. 3, Art. 226

4)1, <fi2, <fi3 representing the same functions of 2:1, X2, Xz, 2:4, as in Ex. 1 of the

Article referred to. We have, in fact,

Sil^i- = 'Xo.\^'%xC- + 4 (0102 + 0304) ^1 + 4 (0103 + 0204) <?2 + 4 (oioi 4 0203) 93.

The unsymmetric functions occurring here, viz. ip\, (^2, <>)3, belong respectively

to the wider groups G\, (?2, <?3, of order eight. The sum of these with arbitrary

toefficients belongs to the given group B", and is a six-valued function.
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3. Investigate functions of foui' variiibles for the group

(?,=[!, (12), (3i), (1'2)(34), (13;(24), (14)(23], (1324), (1423)].

Taking, along with the four viiUios of i)/ in the preceding example, the

additional four

i/(5 s aiit's + a2.l-i + 03.1:3 + a4*'4,

l((6 E ai.il + a-iXi + aaXi + ai^'s,

i)/7 s ai.i'3 + cis.r4 + aiX2 + caxi,

i(/8 a ai.1',1 + a.M'3 + 03.^1 + ai.1'2,

we easily verify the following relation:

—

Sijii' E 2Sar-2.ii- + S(aia3 + 03ai)(.ria-i + 3-3.I-4) + 2 (01 + a2)(a3 + a4)(.ri +a'2)(a;3 + a'j)

;

whence the functions .ri.i'2 + a-3.rj, and (xi + a'a) (a-'a + Xi) are obtained, both

belonging to tlie given group, since there is no wider group except the symmetric

in which G\ is contained as a sub-group.

It is clear that this method may be used to discover, by means of the

symmetric functions of higher orders, an infinite variety of functions corresponding

to a given group.

228. Theorem.—Eoeri/ integral symmetric function of the

{tisfiiu'f va/iK's of any integral multiple-valued function of n elements

is a symmetric function of the elements themselves.

Although this proposition appears sufficiently evident from

the similarity of structure of the conjugate values ^,, ^r., ^3 . . . 0p

of a jo-valued function (Art. 226), we may give a formal proof

as follows. Let F(<i>\, <pi, . . . <j>p) be any rational integral

symmetric function of the jo-values. Au^- substitution wliatever

(S (affecting the elements) applied to these p values either leaves

any function unchanged or replaces it by one of the others.

No two of the resulting values can be equal, for if Sfi were

equal to St^j, it would follow, by applying the substitution t!?"!,

that (pi = <l>j,
'vviiioh is contrary to hypothesis. Consequently

the same p values of ^ are reproduced by S in some order or

other. The symmetric function F therefore remains unchanged

by any substitution, and is consequently a symmetric function

of the elements themselves.

From this is derived immediately the following corollary :

—

CoK.— T/ic p distinct fdlucs of any integral mtiltiple-vahied

function are roots of an equation ir/iose coefficients are integral

symmetric functions of the elements themselres.
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For an example of this we refer to Ex. 4, Art. 39, Vol. I.

What is here proved with regard to rational integral functions

can be readily extended to all rational functions whether integral

or not ; for any fraction may be converted by the method

of Art. 194 into an equivalent form whose denominator is

symmetric in the elements.

229. Theorem.—Ttvo functions belonging to the same group

can be rationally expressed each in terms of the other.

This important proposition, to wiiich we now apply the

principles of the metliod of substitution, has been discussed

befi)re (Art. 194) from a somewhat different point of view.

Let ^1 and i^i be two functions belonging to the same group

(?1 = [1, Si, Ss, ... Srj,

of order r and degree n, each of these functions having p
distinct values, where rp = N. Any substitution not contained

in (?i will convert <pi into anotlier of its values, say 0^, and at

the same time i//, into \ph. By operating all possible substitutions,

p pairs of values ^i, ;//, ; ^2, i/^z ; • • ^p, '/'p ai"© obtained. Now,

in the first place, the rational function

S^'^iJ ^ <p,%J + <Pi%J + . . . + <pic%^ + ... + fp'xP/ (1)

is clearly a symmetiio function of the elements, for it appears,

by the same reasoning as that of the preceding Article, that any

substitution whatever affecting the elements will reproduce in

some order the terms of this sum, viz. 2^'>/r', which is therefore

a symmetric function of the elements. If, now, we take /= 1,

and assign to i all the values 0, 1, 2, . . . . p - 1 in succession,

we obtain the following p equations linear in ipi, ipi, . . . \p^ :
—

i/'i + 1/.2 + . . . + \pp= To \

</)i'/'i + j>i^i + . . . + (^pipf, = Ti

j>:-^, + ^,^, + . . . + ^/i/,p = n L (2)

where To, Ti, T^, . . . are all symmetric in «,, x^, . . Xn. For
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the solution of these equations, we refer to Ex. 1, p. 38, and

Ex. ;j, p. 105, from wliich it will be readily inferred tliat \pi can

be ex|)ressed as a rational function of 0, in tlie following form:

—

where V Inis the same meaning as in Art. 203, and A^, At,

. . . ^p.i are all symmetric in Xi, x^_, . . . Xn.

It foUow.s, conversely, that two rational functions mch that

each can be ex2}ressed rationalUj in terms of the other belong to tlie

same yroiip ; for since eaoli remains unchanged by all the

substitutions whicli constitute tlie group of tlie other, it follows

immediately that the two groups must coincide.

230. E^xteiisiuii of Tlieoreiu with Corollaries.—Even

when the groups of ^i and tpi are not identical, but one of them

is included as a sub-group in the other, it is still true that the

function which belongs to the wider group (and which has

consequently tlie smaller number of distinct values) is expressible

rationally in terms of tl:e function of the narrower group.

Let (pi belong to tlie group Gi of the preceding Article,

and let i//, belong to the wider group

Gi = [1, Si, . . . Sr, Sr-n, . . . Sf\.

We have (Art. 2"26) the relations

rp = r'p' = J^; r' = kr
; p = hp'

;

there are, as before, p distinct values of ^; but the values of i//,

viz., ^1, ipi, \p3, . • ^f, become equal in sets of h, so that only

p' distinct values remain. It is still true, however, that the

expression (1) of the preceding Article is a symmetric function

of X,, Xi, . . . x„ ; for any substitution applied to it will reproduce

in some order the distinct terms of the series. The equations

(2) therefore can be solved as before, and an expression obtained

for \pi in terms of ^i. If it be attempted, however, to express

^1 in a similar form in terms of >/<i, the solution fails, on account

of the equality of two or more of the values of \p; for it is

vol.. II. s
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implied in the solution of these equations that no two values

of are equal (see Ex. 1, p. 38). The theorem as thus extended

was enunciated by Lagrange ; it may be stated as follows :
—

liasrange's Theorem.—If tioo rational fnnctionfi of anij

set of variables are such that one remains unchanged by all the

substitutions of the group to which the other belongs, the first is

expressible by means of the second in the form of an integral

jyolynomial whose coefficients are rational symmetric functions of

the variables.

From this propositionmay be deduced important consequences

which are contained in the following corollaries :

—

Cor. 1.

—

A function can always be found in terms of which any

number of given functions can be rationally expressed.

Let <p, Tp, x> • • ^® t^^ given functions, and let w be

assumed such that

u) = a<j> + j3i// + 7X + • • • '

where a, ]3, 7 . . . are arbitrary constants. The substitutions

which are common to the groups of <j), ip, x will leave w

unchanged. Hence the group of (o is contained as a sub-group

in that of each of the given functions ; any one of which may
therefore be expressed in terms of w.

Con. 2.—Any rational function whatever can be rationally

expressed in terms of a function having If distinct values

;

in particular in terms of the Galois function.

For the group of an iV^valued function, reducing to tlie

identical substitution, is included as a sub-group in every other.

Cor. 3.— The variables themselves can be expressed rationally in

terms of tlie Galois function.

The group to which a,, for example, belongs contains

1 . 2 . 3 ...(«- 1) substitutions, including, of course, tlie

sub-group unity. The n values of this function are the

n variables Xi, Xz, . . . x,„ and each can be expressed rationally

in terms of the Galois function.

The proposition contained in this corollary was stated

(iiiginally by Abel without proof. Galois has given a proof
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of the propositiou founded on elemeutai-y principles, which

we think it desirable to add, since it shows liow the calculation

may be conducted and the required rational expression for any

one of the variables obtained.

Let fix) = be tlie equation whose roots are a-j, cc-., . . . *„,

all supposed unequal; and let -^-^ be a known value of a rational

function \p of the roots which lias iV distinct values.

If all tlie roots except a-, be permuted in every possible way,

we obtain 1 . 2 . 3 ...(«- 1) = fi distinct values of i/. given

by the equation

The coefficients of this equation when expanded are

symmetric functions of x^, x^, . . . x„, and can therefore be

expressed iu the terms of the coefficients of

S = °'

and will involve Xi in a rational form along with the coefficients

of /(«). If the expanded equation be represented by F(xp,.ri) = 0,

we have F {-ipi, Xi) = 0, since it is satisfied by ^p = xpi ; we have

also .f(xi) = 0, from which it follows that the equations f(x) =

and F{\p,, x) = have a common root. It is easily seen that

this is the only root common. If therefore we seek the

common measure of f{x) and F {\pi, x), and continue the

process till we obtain a remainder of the first degree in x,

by equating it to zero we shall find for Xi a rational expression

in terms of i//i and the coefficients of /(«)•

Ex. For II. oubio equiitioii

f(x) s X^ + pix'^ + PiX -^^ Pi = 0,

if ^ be taken eq^ual to the Galois tunotion aia;i + 02*2 + 03.1-3, it is readily proved

that F('^\, X\) involves Xy ia the second power, and the problem is reduced to

finding the greatest common measure of a quadratic and cubic. The question

is simplified by taking the special Galois function xi + ai,i> + ai-.r3 = i(;i

;

we find in this case that the coefficient of X)} vanishes, and X\ is obtained

immediately in terms of \(<i as follows :

—

An} - P\^\ -^
P\' - 3(02

«i = 5-;
.

3i)/i

S2
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CoK. 4.

—

All the values of the Galois function can he expressed

i-ationally in terms of any one among them.

For all belong to the same group unity.

231. Two-valued Functions. Theorem.—Eierij two-

valued integralfunction of n varialjles is of the form Sy + S-.-^'a,

where Si and S^ are integral sijmmi'tric functions, and A the

disci'iniinant.

A two-valued function must belong to a group of order yW.

'I'he only group of this order is the alternate group (E.x. 5,

Art. 226), to which the function y^A belongs. The theorem

therefore follows as an immediate consequence of the fundamental

theorem of Art. 229. On account of its importance, liowever,

we give the following independent proof :

—

Let tlie two values of the function be denoted by ^, and ^i,

and let Gi and (?2 be the corresponding groups, each of order iiV.

In the first place, these two groups must be identical ; for if any

substitution S of (?i were to cliange <j>3 to its second value 0i,

then S"' would change (pi into f/)2 ; but this is impossible,,

since ,S'"i as well as /S'belongs to thegroup Gi. Every substitution,,

therefore, of Gi must belong to G^, and vice versa.

To show now tliat these groups coincide with the alternate

group, consider the function (j)i
- (j>2 = 4'- -^uy substitution

which belongs to the common group leaves this unaltered;

iiny other will change ^i to <^2 and <p-2 to fi, and will therefore

change the sign of xp ; the transposition (x^x^)^ for example, will

have this effect, for the group common to the two values of any

alternating function could not include all transpositions without

coinciding witli the symmetric group. It is easily inferred

that ^1 -
(j>2 is divisible by x^ - x^, and hence by tlie product

of all the dilferences, since \li- is symmetric.

The quotient of j/- by v^A is symmetric. To prove this, let

' v/a)" be the highest power of v^A which occurs in ^p. The
quotient of i// by (v^ a)"" is symmetric, since, if not, it would be
an alternating function, and would again contain v/A as a factor,

which is contrary to hypothesis. It follows immediately tliat
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tn is an odd number, and that tlie quotient of -tp by v^A is

sj'inmetrio. Writing therefore <pi-(pn = A ^/A, and ^i + ^2 = JB,

wliere A and B are botli symraetrio, we at once derive

wliere Si and S2 are lioth symmetrio functions of tlie variables

J-,, z„ . . . ,r„. It is, of course, also evident tliat the groups 6?,

and Oi coincide witli tlie group of v/a, viz. the alternate group.

232. Tlieorein.— T/ie alternaiing functions are the onhj

HJiHi/minetrie functions of n variables of which a power can he

symmetric.

The tlieorems contained in tliis and the ne.xt following

Articles are of great importance in connexion with tlie

problem of the general solution of algebraical equations.

It will be sufficient to prove the theorem for prime powers
;

for if there exists a function F(a:i, x^, . . . .r„) such tliat F^''' is

symmetric, p being prime, then there is also a function (j> = F'>

such that (j)'' is symmetric. Let therefore

0'' = S, a symmetric function.

Since the group of 0, which is unsymmetric, cannot contain

all tlie transpositions, let ct ^ (x^Xp) be a transposition wliicli

converts ^ into <j>j ; we liave

and therefore <j)j= ixxj), where w is a y* root of unity, lience

<r0 = <j>j = w^,

and, operating again with cr,

but 0"' = 1 ; hence w^ = 1, and consequently p = 2.

Since tlierefore 0^ is symmetric, ^ is an alternating function,

and the proposition is j)roved.
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233. Theorem.—For an;/ number, ii, of independent elements

there is no multiple-valued function of ivhicli a power is two-valued

nhen « > 4 ; and when u = 3, or n = 4, if there is any such power,

if is a third poioer.

Confining our attention as before to prime numbers, and

supposing that i/i is a multiple-valued function whose p"* power

is two-valued, we have (Art. 231)

^p = /S'l + s. y~K. (1)

The group of ^ cannot contain all the circular substitutions

of the third order, for if it did this group would coincide with the

alternate group, and ^ would be two-vahied (Ex. 7, Art. 226).

Let <T = (XaX^f^) be such a substitution not contained in the

group of ^, and suppose cri^ = ^j. From the equation (1)^

since »S'i + S^ v^A is unaltered by o-, we have

V = <^f ;

hence ^j =
(i)(f, where w is a ^j"" root of unity. Operating

again twice in succession witli a, we obtain readily

<J (j> = CO<J(j> = (il^(j>,

o-"^ - w^a(jt = wV/j
;

wlience, since t' = 1, we have w' = 1, and therefore j9 = 3.

Again, when the number of elements is greater than 4,

there are circular substitutions of the fifth order, and these

cannot be all contained in the group of
<f>

(Ex. 8, Art. 226).

Let T be one of those not contained in this group, and r<^ = fj.

We have, as before, from the equation (1), by applying this

substitution (which does not affect the right-hand side),

(j,p = 0/ = S> + S, /a.

Hence, proceeding as before, we have r^ = w^; and operating

again on this and the succeeding equations with t, we readily

find r'0 = M^cj); whence w" = 1, since t' = 1, and it is proved
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tliat p = 5. Now, tliis result being inconsistent with the

value of ;) previously obtained, viz. 3, wo infer that when the

number of elements is greater than 4, it is impossible to find

any multiple-valued function ^, a prime power of which will

be two-valued.

That there are actually, when n is not greater than 4,

raultiple-valued functions, a third power of which is two-valued,

will appear from tiie following applications to the cases where

n = .3 and ;< = 4 :

—

1. To find 11 multiple-valued function of three elements whose third power

is two-valued. AVe examine whetlier the problem admits of solution by means

of the simplest linear function, viz.

<p = a.ri + /3.V2 + yXi ;

that is, whether the constants a, $, 7 can be determined so as to make <p fulfil the

required conditions.

Taking <r a (.ria;i!.r3), and identifying a-ip with aip, where a' = 1, we have

aXi + PX3 + 7:Ci s a {aX\ + 0X2 + 7.^3)

;

whenou

7 = ua, j8 = uy, a = oi^,

and immediately

tf) = a (.ri + oj"x-z + wra).

Talcing o = 1, we infer that a function of tlie type Xi + a'xi + w.ra satisfies the

conditions of the problem. This function is six-valued, and its cube two-valued

(compare Art. 59, vol. i.).

The student will easilj' prove, in a similar manner, tliat any function of the type

a'l'" + a)X'i"' + a)-.Vi"',

where «i is any integer, will equally well supply a solution of the problem.

2. To investigate a similar function when » = 4. In this case it is clear that

no linear function of the type a.n + $Xi + 7.0 f Sxt can, without making 5 = 0,

fulfil the condition of being multiplied by a factor when operated on by the

substitution o- s (.cia'a^a). AVe take therefore the function next in simplicity,

viz. one of the type

<p = a.i'ia:2 + fix-iXi + 7.r3,!-i + x^ (a'xi + 0'.n + y'xs).

The function obtained from tliis by tlie operation of " is

(pj = aXiXi + 0XiX\ + yx\xi f .ij (a'.ra + ;8'.ij + y'x\).

Identifying ipj with M<fi, and replacing ;8, 7, |8', 7' by their values in terms

of a, a.', we have

<() = a(*'i-i'j + a^XiXi + iiiXiX\) + a' {x\x^ + io-.r2ri + WX314).
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Operating again with a different substitution of the third order, say t = (.'13:2*4),

and denoting r<p by
<f>j,

we have

<pk = a {XiXi -f ai'XiXs + uixsxi) + a [xsXi + w'XiXi + uXzXi),

Identifying, as before, <t>t with d<l>, where 6 is some cube root of unity,

we find at once 6 = co-, and V = to-a, the remaining relations being all consistent

with these. We have therefore, taking a = 1,

<p = X1X2 + xaXi + to (x\Xz + XiXi) + m- (x\X4, + X1X3).

This is a function of the required kind, having itself six values, but only two values

when cubed (compare Art. 66, vol. i., and Ex. 3, Art. 226).

Suction 111.—The Galois Uesoi.vunt.

231. Oaloi!« Kesolveiit—Group <>f an Equation.

—

Let

F[x) s X"- + ihx''-"- + p-iX''-" + . . . + jj„ = (1)

be an equation whose roots, supposed all unequal, are

j*i, a'2, . . . x,i, and wliose coefficients are regarded as known

rational quantities. The Galois function

i//, -- aiXi + ai-\\ + . . . + a„T„

has iV^ distinct values t\ii, 1//2, . . . j//jy, corresponding to the

iV substitutions of tlie S3'mnietric group (Art. 227). The equation

of the N*^' degree wiiose roots are these N vahies, viz.,

*(sJ-(c-^,U-=-^.).. .(s-^.v) = 0, (2)

is called the Galois resolvent. When this equation is expanded,

the roots x^, x^, . . . x„ will enter it in a symmetric form
;

hence, the coefficients of s in the expanded equation can all

be exp)ressed rationally in terms of Pi, jh, . . . Pn- In general,

this equation is irreducible ; that is to say, it cannot be broken

up into factors of inferior degree with rational coefficients.

We proceed to examine under what circumstances it may become
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reducible. For tliis purpose, suppose ^i (2) to be an

irreducible factor of the r"' degree, witli rational coefScients,

contained in ^ (s), and let

^. (=) - {- - ^.) (s - i/.,) . . . (s - 1/-,.), (3)

where jjt/j, ^,, . . . \pr are derived from \pi by means of tlie

substitutions Si, S3, . . . S,- Tlie following propositions can

be establislied in reference to tlieso substitutions:—
(1). Evcrij fioidion <j> of the roots irhicJi in unchanged hy the

substitutions 1, &, S3, . . . S,- can be crpressed rationaili/ in terms

of pi, Pi, Pn-

For, since each of tlie roots Xu .r^, ... is a rational function

of ipi and the coefficients (Art. 230), the function <^ itself will

be also a rational function of these quantities, sny f{\pi). Now,

under tlie operation of tlie substitutions S^, S3, . . . ,
(f>

remains

unchanged, but 1//1 becomes in succession \p2, '/'3, • ; hence

,

fih) =fm =,/X^s) = • • • = 7 Uii'i) +./'(^=) + • • • +/('/")};

but the latter expression being symmetric in the roots of '^i =

oiin be rationally expressed bj' the coefficients of this equation,

which are themsolves rational.

(2). E'Ceri/ function which is rntionulU/ expressible iri/l be

unchanged by the substitutions 1, ^2, S,, . . . Sr.

Let ^ be a function of the roots which has a rational

expression, say E; and let f {ipi) be the function of ^1 hj

which f can be also expressed (Art. 230). We have, then,

/(\pi) = H; wlience the equation f(z) - J? = has a root ipi in

common with the equation ^, (n) = 0; but the latter equation is

irreducible, and therefore all its roots must be common to the

two equations, and consequently f{4>i) is unaltered when \pi is

replaced by ^pi, ip3, . . . ; that is to sa>', <p is unaltered by the

substitutions which change \pi into i/^.., xps. . ^r, in succession.

(3). IVie substitutions 1, *So, S3, . . . S,- form a group.

Tiie effect of the operation of any one of tliese substitutions,

say Sa, on ^1 (s), is to leave the function unchanged, siuoe its
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coefficients are rational; tlie new values, therefore, of i/'i,'/'2, • i/'.-

derived by this substitution must be identical witli the first

values, tlie order only differing; tlie effect of a second of the

given substitutions, siiy S^, is to reproduce in some order the

same values of \p. It follows that S^S^ is contained among
the substitutions of which S^ aiid S^ are any two, and the

proposition is therefore proved.

The group indicated in the preceding proposition, all the

substitutions of which leave unchanged certain functions of the

roots (not necessarily sj'mmetrical), is called the grovp of the

equation. In the case of a perfectly general equation, with no

known relation among its roots, the group is the symmetric

group. When an unsymmetric function of the roots can be

expressed rationally in terms of the coefficients, the group

which leaves this function unchanged is the group of the

equation, and the equation is in this case special. The group

of an equation may be any sub-group of the symmetric,

according to the special character of the given equation.

The number of such sub-groups, however, among which the

grouj) of the equation is to be sought, is limited by the

following proposition :

—

(4). The group of an irreducible equation is transitive.

A group is said to be transitive when it contains one or more

substitutions whose elfeot is to replace any element whatever

by another arbitrarily chosen. A transitive group, therefore,

has in it substitutions which alfeot all the elements. Now
let the group G of the equation be, if possible, not transitive,

and let it affect only the elements Xi, x^, . . . Xm{iit < «)• '^^^^

substitutions of G, altering only among themselves the positions

of these m roots, will leave their symmetric functions unaltered.

These symmetric functions, therefore, are rationally expressible,

and the function F[x) will admit a rational divisor

and will become reducible contrary to hypotliesis.
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235. L'oinitositioii of <lie Cinlois Resolvent.—Wliether

the Q-alois resolvent ^ (s) is reducible or not, its factors can be

arranged in a number of prodiiots corre.'=ponding to tlie partition

of the symmetric group by means of n.\\y selected sub-group,

as follows ;

—

^(s)-^'i(s)*.(=) . . . ^/s).

Tlie order of the selected group being r, and p the number of

values of the functions of the group, all the factors ^,, ^2, . . .,

in number p, are of the same degree r, one factor differing from

another only in respect of the unsymmetrio functions contained

in them. This will be made clear by an example. For the case

of four elements, let the group 61 of Ex. 1, p. 249, be selected,

with the corresponding eight Galois functions, say i/<i, 1//0, . . . 1^3

;

we have then

and if these eight factors be multiplied out, the product will

contain, along with symmetric functions of x^, x^, x^, itj, certain

unsymmetrio functions ^i, ^1, . . . belonging to the group C,.

Let now tlie next eight factors of tiie Galois resolvent he

selected, corresponding to the substitutions contained in tlie

second row of the symmetric group written out in the example

referred to : these can all be obtained from the first eight by

tlie operation (23) ; and if this operation be performed on the

product after the first eight factors are multiplied out, the effect

is to replace the unsymmetrio functions 0„ (^i, . . . by tlie con-

jugate functions ©aj ft, • • • In tiie same way, the remaining

eight factors of the resolvent, corresponding to the third row

of the symmetric group, are obtained by the operation (24) on

the group Gi ; and in these, when multiplied out, 0„ ^i will be

replaced by 0,, <^3, • • • , tlie remaining values of the three-valued

functions. We have then

each of these factors being of the S'* degree, and ^1, ^.,, 4';,

containing unsymmetrio functions belonging to the groups
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(?,, (to, G-i, respectively, but identical in all other respects. In

a similar manner, by means of any other sub-gronp (r, p) of the

symmetric, the Galois resolvent can be arranged as tlie product

of p factors of the r'* degree, where for the case of four

elements rp = 24.

Similar results are of course true for the Galois resolvent of

any number of elements. In general >? is not reducible, that

is to say, none of the factors ^i, ^2, • • can be expressed

rationally in terms of the coefficients Pi, p-z, p^, . . .; but if one

of the unsyinmetric functions which enter into these factors is

known rationally in terms of the coefficients of the equation

whose roots are x,, .r,, ?,., and consequently all functions of

the same group (Art. 229), the corresponding factor of ^ is

expressible rationally in terms of the coefficients. This factor

may now bo regarded as the resolvent ; and its group, viz.,

the group of the known rational function, becomes the group

of the equation.

What is above stated in regard to the composition of the

resolvent of a quartic, when arranged in factors corresponding

to tlie three groups of tlie eighth order, can be readily verified

by the aid of the special Galois function

.?! + ir-i + rxa J- I^Xi. ('/ = 1/- 1).

The four linear functions of E.\. 2, Art. 227, become now

yp-i = '! - n + H.fi - .(-4), i/-2 s /(,r, - X,) + ./'j - .n, - i//i, - ^p^.

The four corresponding factors of the resolvent give the

product z* - i/{xi - x-i) (,rj - Xijz'' -{{x,- x^y + [x^ - Xif}'.

If with these be taken four others obtained by the operation

of the substitution (13), so that the eight factors correspond to

the eight substitutions of the group Gi of Ex. 1, p. 249, we find

a product differing only in the sign of t from the product last

written. Wlien these two are multiplied together, the factor ^2,

(if the Xth degree in 2, is obtained ; and its coefficients can easil}'

be expressed in terms of symmetric functions of x^, Xi, x^, Xi,

along with the unsymmetric function ^2 - x,x, + x^ft.
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Examples.

1. To form the sextio equation whose roots are the six values of the Galois

function

aii'i + aja's + aj^a,

and to express its coeffioients in terms of the coefficients of the cubics whose roots

are x\, .ij, .r,), and ai, aa, 03, respectively.

The six values may be arranged in two sets, of three each, as follows :

—

if/i a a\X\ + au'i + naa's, 1/12 s aiaJj + oai's + 03^:1, if's = ob^'s + 02*1 + 03.1-2,

>).'i s a|.ti + a2.r3 + a3-!-'2, i^'a ^s au'2 + 02a;i + as-i's, "i's = a\Xi + a2i'2 + "3^1

;

the first row corresponding to the substitutions of the alternate group, viz., 1, (123),

(132), and the second row to the remaining three substitutions, (23), (12), (13), of

the symmetric group. If now

*! = (-- -/-l) (» - '('=) (- - h), *3 = (= - (''l) (= - ^'i) {= - f3),

these functions are both two-valued, and have the same group (Ex. 1, Art. 227)

;

moreover, they are unchanged by the substitutions (a\x\), (oai'a), (oo-ra), and

therefore involve 01, 02, as, and .ii, Xi, .13. similarly. It is easily verified that

2>|,iiJ,3 = 2i),'n(,'2 = 2or2.ii.r2 + 2J-i-2aioj + 2oio22.iia-j ;

also i/iiif2<)'3. being a two-valued function, and involving the a's :ind .c's in a similar

manner, must be of the form

Si ± ^'v/aHI,

where S\ and Si are symmetric in both sets of elements, and

\/ Aa 3 (m - 02) (ai - aa) (02 - as), -^Z A, = (x\ - .1-2) (Ji - J'a) (-'i - xi).

We have, in fai-t.

•i/\'i/'iili = aia3U32.i'i^ + .I'i.r2.r32ai' + S.riX3X3aia2a3 + *j*a + *'i*'o,

where *, = .i'i^.V2 + .i2".i'3 + .i'3-.i'i, *', = .ii.i-2" + .i'2ij" + XM'V '.

also *i + *'« = 2.ri2.ri.i-2 - 3.ii.r2.r3 s S„

therefore *t = i(5x + \/a!,), *', = M*^ - V^'^')'

and finally

i('i>f'2<)'s = aiB2a32a'i' + .ri.r2.rj2oi' + 3aia2a3.i'i.f23:3 + i(<S,Sa + v AjAa)-

The value of i(i'n^';>//'3 is obtained by changing the sign of the square root.
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The cubic functions I'l and Vi, theiefoie, can be readily expressed in terms of

the coeiEcients of tlie given cubics, each of tliem containing one irrational quantity.

When they are multiplied together, their product, wliich is tlie Galois resolvent,

will be rational in both sets of coefficients. For the complete solution we refer to

Ex. 11, p. 118, vol. I.

It may be observed that, if the function of the coefficients which is equal to

Ax is a perfect square, the value of \/ Ai in the coefficients becomes rational, and

the Galois resolvent can be broken up into two rational factors of the third degree.

In this case the cubic equation is special, and its group the alternate group. This

is the only class of special irreducible equations of the third degree, for the alternate

group is the only transitive sub-group of the symmetric in the case of three

elements.

2. To form the equation of the 24th degree, whose roots are the several values

of the Galois function ai^i + aiX% + 03*3 -I- 042:4 ; and, secondly, to determine

the conditions that it can be resolved into rational factors, expressed in terms of

the coefficients of the quartics whose roots are xi, xz^ X3, xi and ai, ae, 03, 04

respectively.

Let these quartics be (1) (a, i, i, d, e) {x, 1)* and (2) («i, Ji, ci, d\, ei) (.r, 1)*.

\Ve have (p. HO, vol. i.),

xi = v\ + \/|U + v/i/, X2 = + v/a - %/ u + V r,
a a

2.'3 = \- V K- Vju - V y, Xi = \/ K - %/ /u. - -y V,

with similar values for ai, 112, as, ai, obtained by putting the suffix 1 to c;ich letter

h ibbi
in the values of .ri, xz, xz, Xi, and changing — into ; whence

a ttai

a]X\ + aixz + aiXs + 04*4 = + ^Z K V Al + V /l V /Ui + \/ r V "!

Putting now z = aia:i + azxz + mXs + aiXi ,

we have ^ — v A V Ai + V /x V M'^v *'V ''i?

and :;- - AAi - mmi — wi = 22 v A V f vM V f-x-

Writing also ij) = AAi + /n^i + wi, j)/ = A^Ai^ + /nVi^ + "'"i^ \

squaring again, and reducing, we find

, ^ , 2(?ffiZ

since

\/a \/m\/'' = 273> V Ai V MI V "1 = 2~^3-
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The next step is to express ij/ as a function of <(>. For this purpose,

form the equntions

ii\ + ^i + (I's = Jo, \

</)H(/l + <p^i^^i + 0)30/3 = 7'i, \ (B)

iprifi + <fr^i 4 <;>3-i)'3 = 72, /

<f>i, <pJi '(>3 being the values of </> determined by a cubic equation, whose

coefficients involve imly one irnitional quantity, viz. v A\Ax,.

(Seep. US, vol. i.)

Similarly, i|/i, \)(2, if^a, the corresponding values of i//, are given by a cubic M'hieh

involves the single irrational quantity v Aa"AXj= ; also,

v/aa= = [K- - M") (>^- - "-) (m'- - "-) = (^ + ") (" + ^) (A. + m) v/aI;

We proceed now to express To, '1\, 2\ in terms of the symmetric functions

of A,/u, V, and Ai,/ti, i"!, with \/ A\A;ij, and consequently in terms of symmetric

functions of a-'i, x^, .rs, xi, and ai, 02, as, a4, witli the ii'rational quantity

•\/A,Aa ; for, since a-K + H = a~e, (p. 140, vol. i.).

v/aI s(\-;ii) (^-wIm-") = (fli-es)(fli-flj) (83-63) = ^rr'/^

fli, 62, fls being the roots of the reducing cubic

i (a9)»-/(fffl) + / = 0;

substituting in equations (B) for <pi, <p2, ^3 and 1^1, if<j, \fii, their values,

we find

2',, = {K- + ,u- + V-) (\i- + ^r + vr),

Ti = 2\ '2-\i^ + **i + T¥\,

wliero

* = fjl-v + i/'-A + \'V. * = M"' + ''^' + ^M".

both two-valued functions, since they are >inohauged by any even number of

transpositions. In fact,

* 4 '1' = (\ + /a + v) (;ui' + v\ + \,u) - ZKfiv s 6',

* - T = (^ - ;iO (A - r) (^ - r)
;

whence

* = ^ S 4 A v^AA^ * = i S - 1 \/a\,

wlicie .S is a symmetric function, and therefore

Ti = 2.\=2,\,-5 4 A (SSi - -/aaAa,).

Again, in oi'der to lalevilate 2a, we have

Ti = 2\'2.\i' 4 22a-)»''2^iVr 4 aA/ivAi^iKiSASAi 4 2**, + 24"J'i,

where

* = /I'x 4 v^A 4 A'V. 'J' = M"' 4 i'\' 4 Am^
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both two-valued functions. In fai;t,

* + IF = (m"' + "A + ^A») (i^^ + M" + >'") - ^M" (A + M + ") = 5,

<i -^ = (K + Iji-V v) (K- il) {\ - v) (^- u);

.-. * = iiS+ J&"\/ZI^ Y = i5- |6"\/aa, where <S'sA. + ;u4r;

and therefore, finallj',

Tj = 2,\*2Ai* + 22^-r=2^ii'^>/i- + 2A^rAiMi>'i2A2Ai + J (S-Si - S'-S'i\/aaAAi)-

It is then proved that To, Ti, Ta involve only symmetric functions rationally,

and the irrational quantity v'.^aAa j.

Now, solving the equations (B), we have

^ = Ftb'' + Q<t> + It,

where P, Q, S aie expressible liy symmelric functions of A, /j., y and Ai, fxi, fi

with v/aaAAj (Art. 229).

When this value of ^fi is substituted in equation (A), it becomes of the form

SJ _ •2,pS= - ~-\ S + (2? - I) ,(.2 + 2Q.(> + 2iS = 0,
{acny

a> being determined by the equation

^3 - 3//,^ - ji
{ 277/, + v/(i=-27/^}(/i^-27/i^) ) = 0, (C)

obtained by substituting - — for IT, and — for (? in the cubic equation of
12 -i

p. 118, vol. I. ; also

a^ V'^ = 16a//-'-27/S and di' v^A^i = 16 v//i'~2W-
Now, eliminating <p between these equations, we obtain one equation of

the 12"' degree in :, involving the single irrational quantity \/ AxAa, '^"^ ^

second of the same degree by changing the sign of v Aj-Aa. If the three values

of ip determined by equation (C) be substituted in equation (A), we can resolve-

this equation of the 12"" degiee into three quartics ; but this would involve the

cube root of v A.iAa, and, in addition, the cube roots of unity.

The value of cp expressed in terms of xi, X2, xs, Xi, and ai, 02, 03, ai is

—
</) = 2 (xn + x-i — xi- Xif (a2 + ai- ai- a^y = AAi ^ ixfjn ± vvi

;

and since cf>i, ip'.,
<t>3

are connected in pairs by a homographic relation involving

\/AiAa and the cube root of unity (see Art. 60, vol. i.), only one value of (p is

required to complete the resolution of the equation of the 12"' degree into three

quartics.

As in the preceding example, it appears that the two factors of the Galois

resolvent, each o£ the 12"' degree, become rational in the coefficients when the

discriminant is a perfect square ; and in this case the group of the equation so

characterized reduces to the alternate group.
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3. To determino under what conditions tlie Galois n-solvent breaks up into

factors in the case of the qiiintio when ar is rephiced by a' in the Galois function

»// = oia-'i + aiXi + 03^:3 + 040:4 + asaTfi,

o being an imaginary fifth root of unity.

The function i)/ has 120 values ; and when o' is put in place ol' ar, with the

condition o" = 1, tlie Galois resolvent takes the form

(ij-* - g/i») (+' - '\i%^) . . . (J'«
- W) = ;

for, if i(/r is a root, so also are a-^rt "''('r, «'</'i) a*i|'r.

We now put ij/' = 9, and from the values of 6 select the following four :

—

fli = (a ai + 0V2 + a^r3 + a*a:4 + x^f,

9% = (a'si + a*«2 + a a-'a + ii?Xi + a-'e)',

fls = (o'a'i + a a-'u + a^Xi + o-a-'i + x^)^,

84 = {a*X\ + o^a'2 + a'Xi + 00-4 + x^Y,

of which tlje last three are obtained by substituting in succession a-, a?, a* for a

in 9i, and reducing by the equation o' = 1. It should be noticed that, since 5 is a

prime number, if in the series u, o*, o', a* we replace o by aj; the same roots are

reproduced in a different order.

From 9i, fli, fls, 84 the 24 values of 9 can be obtained, in six sets of four, by

the six permutations of a-i, a;2, xz ; for a-j, having all the multipliers possible,

viz. a, a-, a', o*, need not be permuted. Every symmetric function of 9i, 92, 93, 9i

has six values obtained by the same permutations. The resolvent is therefore the

product of six quartics of the type

e* + <pe^ + p9' + (r9 + T = 0.

6

Again, since 2i#>/t/' is the sum of all the values (ir''i^ can assume, it is

unchanged by any substitution, the order only being affected ; it is therefore

expressible by the coefficients of the quintic ; whence, making /i = 1, we find by

Art. 229 that t is a rational function of
<f>.

The same is true for all the coefficients;

«

therefore if ope is known, all are known. Now, let 11 = 0, then 'S,'pr is known,

and we can therefore form a sextie for determining ^ ; and by adjoining the roots

of this stcxtic, this particular forjn of the resolvent becomes the product of six

quanics in 9 s i)/^

Til us the solution of the quintic depends on the solution of a sextio, as Lagrange

has pointed out. The analogous method was successful in solving the cubic, by

reducing it to a quadratic in.i/<'. In the case of the septimio, a similar treatment of

the Galois resolvent would reduce it to 120.sextics in \/('. .
'

VOL. II. T
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Section JV.—The Ai.gebkaic Solution of Equations.

236. Application of the Theory of Substitutions to

the Algebraic Solution of Equations.—The problem of

the solution of an algebraic equation may be stated as follows:

—

From the given values of tlie single-valued functions |?i, jOj, . .
.

,

viz. the coefficients of the equation, to find the value of an

iV-valued function, viz. a root of the Galois resolvent ; for we
liave seen (Art. 230, Cor. 3) that each of the roots soi, x^, . . .

can be expressed rationally in terras of any Galois function.

Although the actual determination of the roots in terms of the

given coefficients is not facilitated by this mode of procedure,

yet the statement of the problem in this form is important in

reference to tlie question of the possibility of the solution of

algebraic equations generally.

The known solutions of the cubic and biquadratic may from

this point of view be presented briefly as follows :

—

(1). In the case of the cubic equation

a;' + pix'' + 2h3! + 2h = 0,

we have to find from the given single-valued functions ^Ji, ^2, 2?^

a six-valued function of the form aiX^ + a^Xi + os^s by tlie

extraction of roots. In the first place, all two-valued functions

can be expressed rationally (Art. 229) in terms of the two-

valued function

y^, = X (*i - a-j) (a-i - Xi) [Xi - X3),

and therefore in terms of p,, p^, Ps, along with the square root

of a kuowu function of tlie coefficients (Art. 42, Vol. 1.).

Now we have found (Art. 233, Ex. 2) a six-valued function

X, + wx, + uy'xj = xpi, whose cube is two-valued, ^pi itself there-

fore can be expressed by means of a cube root of a function

of the coefficients in addition to tlie square root previously

introduced (cf. Art. 59, Vol. 1.). A six-valued function having
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been thus obtained, the solution of the equation is theoretically

oomplete.

(2.) In the case of the biquadratic equation

«* + p^x^ + piX^ + psX + Pi = 0,

we have to find a 24-valued function of the form

from the single- valued functions pi, pi, p^, p^ by the extraction

of roots.

As in tlie preceding case, any two-valued function can be

expressed rationally in terms of p^, p., Pa, pi, along with the

two-valued function JA4, and hence in terms of these coefficients

along with the square root of a known function of the coefficients

(Ex. 15, p. 126, Vol. 1.). Now, referring to Art. 233, Ex. 2,

wo find the six-valued function

^ = XiXi + XiXi + a> {xyX-i + xwx^ + Q)- {xiXi + x-iX^,

whose third power is two-valued
;

will be expressible therefore

by the aid of a cube root of a known function of the coefficients.

We have now to find a means of passing from this six-valued

function to a 24-valued function. The group of ^ is (Ex. 3,

Art. 226),

H ^ [1, (12) (34), (13) (24), (14) (23)]. {p = 6, r = 4),

and a second function belonging to the same group is

Q- = (^, + x-i - Xa- iKi)^ {XiXi + ZiXiY.

This function is rationally expressible in terms of f ; and the

value of 9 therefore is obtained in terms of the coefficients by

the aid of an additional square root. The group of Q is

[1, (12) (34)], {p = V2, r = 2),

to which the following function also belongs:

—

^- - |ai («i - «2) + Oiixi- Xi)Y ;

1^= is expressible in terms of 6 ; and finally xp, which is a

T2
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24-valued function, is obtained by the aid of another square

root.

The process illustrated in these two oases may be described

as the successive reduction of the group of an equation by the

adjunction of radicals to the domain of known quantities. Tlie

symmetric group is in each case first reduced to the alternate by

the addition to the known coefficients of the square root of the

discriminant. The further reduction depends on the included

sub-groups of the alternate, till finally the group unity to which

the Galois function belongs is reached. If the solution of the

quintic were attempted by this method, we could proceed no-

further with the reduction than the first step, since, as has been

seen (Art. 233), there exists in this case no multiple-valued

function of the roots of which a power is two-valued. It

cannot, however, be inferred immediately from this that the-

algebraic solution of the quintic is impossible. Before making

this inference it will be necessary to examine closely the

algebraic character of the formula which is the possible

expression of a root of an algebraic equation ; and hence to-

show the propriety of the application of the theory of substitu-

tions to the problem.

For this purpose we proceed in the first place to explain the

distinction between quantities wliich are to be regarded as-

ratioual and those whicli are to be regarded as irrational ; or, in

Krouecker's language, to define the rational domain.

237. Ueflnition of Rational Uouiaiii.—All rational

functiouis, with integral coefficients, of certain parameters

R', E", W", . . . constitute the rational domain {E', R", R'", .

.

.).

If amongst any functions of this domain the operations of

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and involution

to an integral power are performed, the resulting quantities

still belong to the rational domain.

The extraction of roots will, in general, lead to quantities

outside the domain. We may, however, limit ourselves to

the extraction of roots of prime order, since an (ww)"' root can
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be replaced by an m'* root of an «'* root, and all numbeis can

be resolved into prime factors.

Tlie theory of substitutions applies exclusively to rational

functions of the roots of equations ; whence, if this theory is to

be applied, we must avoid bringing irrational functions of the

roots into our investigations.

If the student refers to the expressions given for the roots

of the quadratic, cubic, and biquadratic equations in terms of

tlieir coefficients, it will be found, when the roots are substi-

tuted in place of the coefficients, these expressions become

rational functions of the roots involving the cube roots of

unity, the rational domain consisting of the coefficients of

the equations and the cube roots of unity.

It will appear subsequently if any algebraic formula which

is an expression for a root of an equation of a higher degree

exists, it must become a rational function of the roots (when

they replace tlie coefficients) involving several primitive roots

of unity ; and finally, the theory of substitutions proves that

functions of the roots do not exist satisfying sucli conditions,

and that the algebraic solution of the higher equations is

impossible.

238. Form of the Roots of Equations algebraically

solvable.—If / (,r) = be an equation, the coefficients of

wliioh are included in the rational domain {E, B", B'", . . .),

and which moreover we suppose irreducible in this domain,

we say that tliis equation is solvable algebraically when it

is possible to satisfy the equation by substituting for x an

expression formed of elements within the domain {R', R", . . .)

by means of tlie following operations of algebra, viz. addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, raising to integer powers,

and the extraction of integer roots, the number of such

operations being finite.

The value of .r thus determined is designated as an ahjebraic

function of the domain {R, B", B'", . . .).
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The building up of this algebraic function may always be

completed in the following manner :

—

1°. Calculate a rational function of the elements of the

domain, viz.,

F,{R',R",R"' ...).

2°. Calculate a quantity F„ satisfying the equation

r: ^ F,{B\B",B"' ...\

where p^ is a prime number. We also suppose that I^ is not

an exact pj^ power, for if it was, F„ would be included in the

primitive domain.

3°. Adjoining Vy to the primitive domain, form a rational

function Fy.i{Vy, R\ R'\ R'" . . .) in this extended domain,

and calculate F^.i from the binomial equation

F':V= Fjry,R',R'\R"' ...),

where ^v, is a prime number. We also suppose that this root

cannot be immediately extracted, for if so, V^_i would be

included in the domain
(
V^, R', R", . . .).

4". Adjoining F^.i to the last domain, form a new rational

function in this new domain i^^-2(F;,.i, Vy, R', R", . . .), and

so on.

We can therefore represent the formation of the algebraic

function Xi where / («,) = 0, by the following chain of

equations :

—

Vy= F^iR', R'\ . . .),

F:.V = F.AVy,R',R",...),

v .2 = Fy.,(Vy.„ K, R', R", . . .), (A)

Ff- = FiV,,V„...Vy,R',R",...),

X, = Fo(F, F„...F„ii',i2",...),

where the functions F are rational and the numbers p prime.
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Before proceeding further, it is desirable to express the

fmictions F in an integral form, if they nre not so expressed

already ; and to fix our ideas we shall take v = 3, the method

being the same in every case. Supposing Fi not an integer

function of F^ and Vs, we can always put

;,_ 0(Fo, Fa)

(j> and \p being rational and integer functions.

From the chain of equations we have in tliis case

V,"^ = F, (E), F/» = F, ( F3, 2i), H - {R', R", . . .).

Also, if w be a primitive root of the equation x''- -1 = 0,

^P( r,, V,) ^p{u, J\, V,) !/,(...' V„ V,) . . . ^(o,"^-! V,, Fs) = '?.( F/'^ F3).

Again, tlie product of these factors, omitting the first, is

rational, being independent of w. Now, eliminating F/- by

means of the equation

F/2 = F, ( F3, R), ^,{ F/=, F3) becomes ^2 ( F3, i?)

.

Treating ^2 in a similar manner, it is converted into a

function of the form ^3 ( Fs''^, R), the multiplier being

rational ; now eliminating Fs''^, ^3 becomes ^1 (R).

Finally, multiplying the numerator (j> by these rational

factors, which were applied to \p, &c., &c., the value of Fi is un-

altered and tlie denominator is a function oi R^ {R', R", R'".

.

.).

Thus Fi is expressed as a rational function of F2, F3, in an

integral form.

And therefore, in general, we are enabled to write any

rational function of the F's, viz., ^a-n "S follows r^

-F;.! ( F„ F„„ . . . F.„ R) = J-„ + J, F„ + J, Va' . . . + ^p„-i Vj>.-\

where the functions J are integer functions of Fa+i,F„+3, . . . Vv,

and fractional only in R', R", . .

.

It will be necessary now to prove a fundamental theorem of

Abel's of whioli frequent use will subsequently be made.
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239. Tlieorem.—If the eqn'ntioiis

fxP-'^f,T^'-'- + ...+f = 0, (!)

xP-F^O, (2)

where j) is a prime number, are simuUaiieousli/ satisfied, either

/ii /s) fa, • • fp nil vanish, or else one of the roofs of the equation (2)

can be expressed ratioiialli/ in terms off, /j, . . . fp and F.

For, suppose the coefficients of equation (1) not to vanish,

tlien the equations (1) and (2) have a greatest common divisor

of + g.x"-' + gix>''^ + ... + {/,= 0, (3)

the coefficients of which are rational functions of F,f,f, . . .fp.

Now if Xi be any one of tlie roots common to the equations (
I

)

and (2), tiie other roots will be of the form

o)".?!, (u^^i . . . where a>'' - I = 0;

whence

gp = Xt^w"*^ . . . = w^Xif. (4)

Again, since p is a prime number, we can find two numbers m.

and n such that mp ± np = 1. Also

g'^ = w""*"" = w'"'^,('-'"^),

and by (2)

(^""aii = g'^F"

;

therefore (ii""'a;i, whicli is a root of equation (2), is expressed

rationally in terms of F, f, f, . . .fp.

240. We proceed now to make a further reduction in the

form of

so that Ji may be equal to unity.

Let .7, be one of tlie coefficients Jx, J2 . . . which does not

vanish, and putting

there are integer numbers m and n, such that

niK + np^ = 1

;

whence

Jm ymK = J^,n rj'-"Pa) = Wa'" )
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therefore, we have

Hence Fk and JFa can be expressed the one in terms of tlie

otlier and the elements Van, Fa+a, . . . Fj,, so that tlie rational

domains

(Va, n,„ . . .r„, li', ir, .

.

.) and (w,, r.,„ . . . r,, u'. ir .
.)

are equivalent.

Again, there is no power of V^ lower than p^ which is rational

in this domain. For, if

wj = *(r.,„ F„«, .. . J'.),

where q < j>a,

but Kq is not divisible by pa, iovpa being a prime number should

divide k or q ; but both are less than ;)», and consequently we

should conclude that a power of V„ less than p^ should be

rationally expressible, which is impossible, ju^ being the lowest

power of Va wliich is a rational function of V^+i, Fa+sj . • F,..

Moreover, by raising Wa to the power y)a we have

7r/a = j-z-'i?;. = ^ ( r.,„ j^„„ . . . r,, Ji\ it" ...)-,

whence we learn that Ifa, like Va, is given by a binomial

equation of the degree pa, and we can replace the one by the

other in the chain of equations connecting the F^-

It follows tliat we can introduce Wa in place of T'„ where

it occurs in the functions Fa.i, Fa-2, . . . Fi.

Therefore, in

Fa.i = J, + J, Va + JJ\'+... + Jj,^-, V''<^-\

when we replace J^VJ' by its value J^ (F. J,-'"')* TFa'"*, this

function is of tlie form Lk-lfJ'', where inh^Ip^+li, and

Lh is a rational function of 7'^,+i, F„+2, . . . Vv, which can be

rendered integral by Art. 238.
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It should be noticed that when h is given the values

1, 2, 3, 4, ... ^„ - 1 in the equation nih = Ipa + h', h' has for its

values 1, 2, 3, . . . pa - 1 in some order, since all its values are

distinct and less than jo„; also since otk + iipa = 1, k is the only

value of /* for which the remainder h' = 1.

We see then that

wliere the L's, have been rendered integral and Zi = 1, and we

return to the old notation by putting Va for Wa, and Ji = 1.

We have tlien, finally, the important result

i^a-i (
V^, F„„ . . . n, iJ) = ^„ + F. + J^V.' + ...+ c/p^_, Vr' ;

whence expanding tlie function

F,{V„V„...V,,R',li" ...) = x„

a root of the equation f{x) = in powers of Vi (tiie V with

lowest sufEx), and making the foregoing reductions, we liave

x,= 6o+ V,+ G,r,' + ...+ Gj,^., F.T'-

241. We proceed now to apply this theory to the solution of

equations which are solvable algebraically.

For this purpose, forming the different jiowers of Xi, and

t liking care to reduce tlie exponents of Fi, Fa . . . so as to be

respectively less than pi, 2h, ... by means of the chain of

equations which define V„ F2 . . . we shall arrive at the

result

/(a-,) = Ho + E, V, + H,V^ + ... + H,^_, F.T' .

by hypothesis, wliere Ha, Hi, iTj . . . are integer functions of

tlie F's.

By Abel's theorem H^, H^, . . . Hp _i must all vanish ; for if

not, the equations

Ho^H,V, + ... + Hj,^., F/n = 0, F". = F,{ F„ V,... F„ R', R", ...),

would be simultaneously satisfied, and Fi would be an exact

Pi'' power in the domain ( V\, F3, . . . F^), wiiich is contrary to

hypothesi.".
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In a similar manner, expanding Hj in powers of V^, viz.,

Hj = Ko+K, v\ + K. r:- . . . + 7^p,_, F/=-i,

the coefficients K^,, K^. . . . should all vanish for exactly

analogous reasons. But if V^ be absent, expand in powers of

Vz, &c., &c.

If in any case the coefficients of these successive functions

do not vanish when arranged in powers of Vi, their indices

having been reduced as much os possible, it is a proof that we

have neglected to secure that each function F in the chain of

equations is not an exact power, or that tlie number of the

elements V has not been reduced to a minimum.

We have an example of this deficient reduction in the case

of the cubic equation which we insert now, as an illustration.

Let fix) = 3? + 3r.r - 2Q,

^'•^ = 'JQ +JQ' + i" - UQ -JQ' + P'. Vol. I., p. 45.

Tlie chain of equations is as follows :

—

T'3= = Q^ + F\ V,' = Q + F3, F.» = Q - T;. (a)

.'•1 = V: + 7-,
;

whence J/O*-,) = F F, +
(
V,^ + F)V,+ V, Vc ;

the coefficients of this equation, F, F/ + F, V. cannot vanish

identically, which is a proof that the functions V have not been

reduced to a minimum number; and we proceed to show that

F, is a part of the rational domain (F,, F3, F, Q).

From tlie chain of equations (a),

( V, V,y = Q'- Vi' = -F'; whence F, T', = - P.

F PV^ (Q- V.)V,\
Again, F, =

V-^ Q+ V, F'

whence F, is a part of the domain ( F2, F,, F, Q).

The chain of equations (a) is therefore reduced to

F (Q- Vs)V
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Tlie other two roots are obtained by putting w Vi and in^ Fi

for Fi, the last element of the cliain (a),

Q- F,

Resuming the general investigation, we have

x, = G,+ F, + G,V^+ (?3'F,^. .. (1)

tlie coefficients H all vanishing.

Now, substituting in (1) for Vi, miV,, wi'Fi, . . . oji'^"^ F,,

we obtain the values of Xi, 0^, . . . Xp^, where wi^i -1 = 0, from

the system of equations

a;„„ = (?„ + <.'i' Vi + G,io:-' V,K .. (k- = 0, 1, 2, . . . p, - 1)

;

and finallj', from this system of equations we have

r, = y2<'^"^««; (2)

whence we conclude that the irrational function of the coeffi-

cients Vi is a rational function of the roots when the primitive

root of unity wi is adjoined to the rational domain.

To prove tlie same for Fj, interchange tlie roots in (2) in

every way, and so form an equation

(//
- r/0 0/ - F'/o (!/

- v'\»^) . . . - r/, (//) = 0,

which has for roots all the values of Fi^i, wliich consequently is a

symmetric function of Xi, .Tj, . . .Xp^; tiiat it will take this form

is easily seen, for if Fi is a root, wi'*' Fi is another value of F,.

We have then

yi F,Pi- L„ + Z,F2 + X.Fz»
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wliere ii is equal to 1. Proceeding now similarly, as in the

case of .(•,, ^(y/) replacing. /'(^))

'-'» = 7 2<^r''y«M, {k = 0, 1, 2, . . . j^5 - 1), (^,p» -1 = 0;

so 1^2 is a rational function of tlie roots olf(x) when o), and wt

are adjoined to the rational domain, and similarly for all tlie

F's when certain primitive roots of unity are adjoined.

Summing up the results arrived at, we liave tlie following:

—

Theorem.—If (tn equation f{.v) = 0, the coefficients of which

are rat tonalfnnctions of the quantities W, M", . . . can be satisfied

by an explicit algebraic function

x = F{]\, F„... V.,R',R",...),

the quantities V are rational and integral functions of the roots,

and of the primitire roots of unit i/ ; they are, moreover, determined

bi/ a chain of equations of the form

7Va = i^„(F„.„ Va-. . . . n, It', R" . . .),

wherein the indices p are all prime numbers, and the functions F
all rational.

This theorem makes it possible to apply the theory of substi-

tutions to the proof of the proposition that general equations of

degree higher than the fourtli are not algebraically solvable.

The proof is as follows:

—

It has been shown that the first irrational function r'„ is the

p,."' root of a function rational in tlie domain (R', R" . . .), and

as Vv is a rational function of the roots such that V,P is symme-

trical, it is, by Art. 23'<', the square root of the discriminant A,

or of the form S-^A, where iS is a symmetric function of tlie

roots. Consequently, p^ = '2.

If we adjoin S^/s to the rational domain, we include all the

one-valued and two-valued functions of the roots. Proceeding

another step, there must be a rational function of the roots T",.-i,

which is '2p,:i valued, and of which thej[),._i"' power is two-valued,
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but uo suoh function exists when « > 4 (Art. 233). Conse-

quently the process, which should have led to the roots, cannot

be continued.

We conclude, therefore, tliat the general equation of degree

higher than the fourth cannot be solved algebraically.

In the foregoing investigation we have followed closely the

systematic treatment of this question given by Netto in liis

Substitutioiientheorie. The principles on which tlie investiga-

tion rests are due to Abel, who was the first to establisli in a

rigorous manner the impossibility of the algebraic solution of

equations of a degree liigher than the fourth. The funda-

mental theorem of the present article was stated by him in the

following form :

—

If an algebraic equation is solvable algebraically,

we can always give to the root such a form that all the algebraic

functions of which it is composed can be expressed rationally in terms

of the roots of the proposed equation (Abel, (Euvres Completes,

1881, Vol. 1., p. 75). The manner in which this theorem is

applied in the proof given- above is a modification of Abel's

proof introduced by Wantzel, to whom the propositions, in the

theory of substitutions, of Arts. 232 and 233, appear to be due

(see Serret's Cours d'Algebre Supirieure, Vol. ii., p. 484).

For further information relative to substitutions and groups

the reader is referred to The Theory of Groups, by Professor W.
Buruside, Cambridge, 1911, and The Theory of Equations, by

Professor Cajori, New York, 1904.



NOTES.

NOTE A.

DETKRMINAXI'S.

Thk expressions which form the subject-matter of Chapter XIII.

wore first called "determinants" by Cauohy, this name being adopted

by him from the writings of Gauss, who had applied it to certain

special classes of these functions, viz. the discriminants of binary and

ternary quadratic forms. Although Leibnitz had observed in 1693

the peculiarity of the expressions which arise from the solution of

linear equations, no further advance in the subject took place until

Cramer, in 1750, was led to the study of such functions in connexion

with the analysis of curves. To Cramer is due the rule of signs of

Art. 128. During the latter part of the eighteenth century the

subject was further enlarged by the labours of Bezout, Laplace,

Vandermonde, and Lagrange. In the nineteenth century tlie earliest

cultivators of this branch of mathematics were Gauss and Cauchy

;

the former of whom, in addition to his investigations relative to the

discriminants of quadratic forms, proved, for the particular cases of

the second and third oi-der, that the product of two determinants

is itself a determinant. To Cauchy we are indebted for the first

formal treatise on the subject. In his memoir on Alternate Funcfioits,

published in the Journal de VEcole Polyteehniq^ue, vol. x, he discusses

determinants as a particular class of such functions, and proves several

important general tlieorems relating to them. A great impulse was

given to the study of these expressions by the writings of Jacobi in

Crelle's Journal, and by his memoLi-s published in 1841. Among
many mathematicians who have advanced this subject in more recent

yeai's may be mentioned Briosohi, Hermite, Hesse, Joachimsthal,

Cayley, Sylvester, and Salmon. There is now no department of

mathematics, pure or applied, in which the employment of this
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calculus is not of great assistance, not only furnishing brevity and

elegance in the demonstration of known properties, bnt eyen leading

to new discoveries in mathematical science. Among recent works

which have rendered the subject accessible to students may be men-

tioned Spottiswoode's Elementanj Theorems relating to Determinants,

London, 1851; Brioschi's La teorica del Deterininanti, Pavia, 185-1;

Baltzer's 'Ilieorie imd Anwendmi;/ der Determinanten, Leipzig, 1864;

Dostor's Elements do la theorie des Determinants, Paris, 1877; Scott's

Theory of Determiiiants, Cambridge, 1880 ; and the chapters in

Salmon's Lessons Introdnclori/ to tJie Modern Higher Algelra, Dublin,

1876. For further infornuition on the liistory of this subject the

reader is referred to Muir's Theorg of Determinants in the historical

order of its detelopment, London, 1890. In Salmon's Higher Algebra

there are short historical notes on Eliniinants, Invariants, Covariunts,

and Linear Transformations, as well as on Determinants.

NOTE B.

COMBINED FOKMS.

Wji give here, as an Appendix to Chap. XVIII., an enumeration of

the concomitants of two quartics V and Y. For this purpose it is

convenient to use the notation {\li, cf))'' for (1, 2)'' (^ii/fa, when the

distinction between the variables is removed. In this notation we
have the sixteen concomitants {V„ V^y, [U^, JS'^)", {V^, H^)",

{H,, -H'^y, when p lias the four values 1, 2, 3, 4, viz. twelve

covariants and four invariants ; bnt of these Sylvester lias reduced

{H„ M'^) and {11^, II\)', so that only ten independent covariants

are obtained in this way ; we have, however, to add the four

quadratic covariants {0„_ T,)*, {G',, U,)\ {H„ G'^y, {E'„ G,y.

These are the fourteen special covariants of this system (Gordan,

Math. Ann. ii. 275). To this list are to be added the five forms

belonging to each quartic separately, viz. U^, JB^, G,, I, J, and

V^, H'^, G'„ T, J'. Hence there are in all twenty-eight forms

made up as follows :— eight invariants, eight quadrie, seven quartic,

and five sextic covariants. The theory of two binary quartics may

be reduced to that of three ternary quadrics as a particular case.

See Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. x, p. 239.
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The Table wliich follows gives the number of forms of the com-

bined systems from I., I. to IV., IV. :
—
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The foregoing results are collected in the following Table, where

p signifies the degree in the variables, -ro- the order in the coefficients

of the quintio, and N the number of concomitants of each degree :

—

p
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NOTE D.

THK SKXTIC AND ITS CONCOMITANTS.

Thk fli'Bt sixteen of the twenty-six forms of the sextic come from

/, and Z., treated as a combined system (Art. 217). In this way we
obtain all the invariants, qnadratio covariants, and qnartic covariants.

There arc in genei'al eigliteen forms iu the combination of a quartic

and quadratic ; but, in this special case, owing- to the nature of the

coofSeients, the invariant D^, which is an invariant I^ of the sextic,

is expressible in terms of the invariants /j, Tj, /j, in the form

If. = pli' + qlilf, : also the covariant sextic of /, is reducible to

those which occur in the enumeration which follows. It should be

noticed that nil these forms are even in the variables, ntir - 2k being

even for the sextic.

The following is a complete enumeration of the covariants :

—

Quadrics : Z, a i^J'). J/. - Z^:Z,\ X,^ Mj,{I,),

Ji^I,,. JZO, J<-r.„ a;), Jy2/„.. X).
Quartics: Z,. II {I^), J J,, L,\ •/(/„ il/,), Z(Z, .T,),

wSexties: U, J„ J{r, Z,), J {U, JZ), J 'J„ Z,).

Ootavios: IT,, J{l\r,'. J{ir.,. Z,).

Decimic : Z(Z, -^ZV

Duodeoimie : G^.,..

Those results are collected in the following Table, in which p is

the degree of the concomitant, uj the order in the coefficients,

and jy the number of each kind :

—

10 ' 15

.>
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The skew invariant H^ (Art. 217) of the combined system

I, and L,, being the skew invariant ijj of the sextic, its square

can similarly be expressed in terms of the invariants of an even

dagree of the sextic.

It will be noticed that there are two covariants of the sixth degree

in the variables, and of the sixth order in the coefficients ; this is the

first instance in which there are two irreducible seminvariants of the

same order and weight in the binary system.

It may be observed that if the ternary form of any three of the

quadratic covariants be taken as lines of reference, the sextic will be

represented by a cubic and conic combined, such that every coefficient

in the equation of either curve is an invariant of the sextic.

NOTE E.

In illustration of the principles of Art. 208, and in order to account

for invariants which being linearly independent are not algebraically

so, we add here some examples taken from various parts of this

volume.

(1). In the case of two cubics (Art. 192), we have nine equations,

including \/a' - X'/a = M, to eliminate A, fx, A,', yu,' : hence five invariants,

which form a list algebraically complete, since the combinantsP and Q
of Art. 192 can, when squared, be expressed in terms of the five which

are of an even weight (cf. Ex. 29, p. 207). It is seen therefore that,

although there are seven linearly independent invariants, only five are

algebraically independent.

(2). In the case of the quintic (see Note C) there are seven

equations to eliminate X, /u., X', fx! ,
giving three algebraically

independent invariants. Of the four linearly independent invariants

one is, when squared, expressible in terms of the others, for

V = /''(4 ^8, In).

(3). In the case of the sextic there are eight equations to eliminate

X, /i, X', IX.', giving four invariants algebraically independent. The

sextic has, however, five linearly independent invariants, these being

connected by a relation of the form
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where /jj is the skew invariant of the combined system of the quad-

ratic /j; and tlie quartic Z» (Note 1)), whose square has been expressed

in terms of the other invariants of an even weight (Art. 217).

It is instructive to consider the absolute invariants of a binary

quantic from a geometrical point of view. If the n roots be

"i A y< Pu Pai • • P.--3,

there are « - 3 independent anharmonic ratios whicli may be repre-

sented as follows :

—

(«. /8, y, Pi), {.a., ,8, y, Pj), ... (a, ;8, y, p,..s).

All the anharmonic ratios can be rationally expressed in terms of

these, and, since they are unaltered by any linear transformation

(Art. 38, Vol. I.), tliey are » - 3 independent, irrational, absolute

invariants. These results must, moreover, be implied by the m + 1

equations connecting the old and new coefficients (r„, ff,, ... a„ and

Af,, Aj, . . . A,„ since they embrace all the general consequences of

every linear transformation of the quantic, however expressed.

NOTE F.

Dethumination of thk unique tkknary FoiiM \vhu:h has

THE SAME CONCOMITANTS AS A GIVHN BINARY QUANTIC

WHICN COMIUNKI) WITH THE FIXED CONIO.

Operating with 11 on (7,^ to find the coefficients which must be

repeated in the ternaiy form to accomplish the reduction of their

number from — + 1 to that of a binary form having

2m + 1 coefficients. The following method may be applied in

general to find this particular form of U such tliat IL (U) = 0.

Let U he written with trinomial coefficients complete in form

;

for the variables x, y, s substitute .!„'', ix^y^, y„-, respectively, and

arrange the result as a binary form of the 2«i'* degree ; this form

will then become 2(/rtp4-wirt, + !i(f,. + &c. ").(•„'""''
y,,', where a^,, a^, a„

&c.. &e., are the literal coefficients of the ternary form, and /, m, n.
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&c., &c., their numerical multipliers ; if now, (i^, a„ a^ . . . be made

equal, since HU = Q, tliis term will have the numerical multiplier

I + m + n . . . which belonys to this term in the binary quantic.

This proceeding can be verified in the few cases in which we shall

have occasion to emploj- it; and as most of the " form-system " of

the sextio can be written as Jaoobians, they are readily transformed

for ./(«, v) = - J{U, V, K), p. 218. [An incorrect proof of this

statement, given in the last edition, is omitted, where U, V refer to

the ternary form, and u, r refer to the binary.]
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